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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the complexity of transborder cooperation on Northeast 

Asian continent in the post-Cold War era. The end of the Cold War has brought profound 

changes in Northeast Asia, a subregion long known for its fragmentation and divisions. 

Many parts of the national borders, once heavily armed with military forces a d  arsenal, 

have been opened up for trade and economic cooperation. Transborder economic activities 

at the micro level are forging new or revitalized old ties between local economic centres. 

Crossculturd connections between ethnic groups and local comrnunities are growing and 

in nirn challenge national political boundaries. What is equally striking , the political legacy 

of the Cold War still acts in one way or another as a major barrier blocking comprehensive 

rnultilaterai economic cooperation among Northeast Asian States. Those central features 

of the existing political-strategic landscape are changing slowly. Confidence-building in 

this area remains far more difficuIt than the rest of the region. New tensions derived fiom 

economic cornpetition and cooperation, and uncertainties inherent in national political 

regime transition in Russia, China and North Korea al1 loom large in the future of 

Northeast Asia. A fundamental question is thus raised: To what extent can the emerging 

transborder connections at the micro level change the long-standing strategic landscape in 

Norîheast Asia? 

This snidy approaches this question by proposing the concept of transborder growth 

zones to explore the conditions and limitations of the micro-level interactions between 



localities and firms of different states. The Northeast Asian continent had been the focal 

point of international rivalries for more than a century which left deep antagonisms 

between states and nations. Coupled with the lack of an access to international capital, 

technology, and commodity markets, cooperation on Northeast Asian continent indicates 

not only an economic partnership driven by mutual needs, but also political contests for 

power among former political rivals which are in the process of redenning their 

subregional roles and goals. This suggests that the redistribution of econofic cooperation 

is highiy sensitive and poses conditions to limit its development. 

Northeast Asian continental cooperation is also cornplicated by the combineci effect 

of a fast-growing China, a polit idy and economicalIy chaotic Russia, and an isolated and 

almost bankmpt North Korea. This study of the border trade between the Chinese Dongbei 

and the Russian Far East, and the Tumen River cooperation project launched and 

coordinated by the UMIP finds that local cross-border connections, have limited effects 

on the remval of durable political barriers and confidence-building between or among 

states. The difficult position of each state in internationalizing its local economy in the 

border area on this part of the continent, however, has increased the appeal of joint efforts 

to atcract foreign investment and thus implies a sustainable cooperative trend. Yet, the 

prospects for cooperation among economic competitors and power contenders do not solely 

rely upon economic gains of cooperation but also upon the political will of participant 

states. 
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Introduction 

Post-Cold War Northeast Asia: Changes and Continuity 

Northeast Asia,' a subregion long known for its fragmentation and divisions. has 

been under transformation since the dernise of the Cold War. The disintegration of the 

Soviet empire has fundamentally changed the balance-of-power sîructure in this subregion2 

Tensions between subregional nvals have since been reduced substantidly. Mutual needs, 

both political and economic, have fostered a new bilateral relationship between China and 

Russia. South Korea has established formal diplornatic relations with its two major political 

opponents, and bilateral relations with them are becorning more intimate than any time in 

its history. South Korea and China, in particular, have found more common interests not 

only in developing close economic ties, but more importantly in addressing regional 

political and securiw issues. While the North Korean regime, the most isolated one in 

Northeast Asia, is struggling for survivai, it bas shown slow and cautious, but consistent 

efforts to pursue reforms. For the first tirne, the Noah Korean goverment is inviting 

'Northeast Asia in this study refers to a geographical area embracing the Russian Far 
East, Japan, the Korean peninsula, and the northeast part of China (i.e., Dongbei or the 
old Manchurian area, the Bohai area, and the Shandong peninsula) . 

'For regional overviews, see S. Harris and J. Cotton, eds., The End of the Cold War 
in Nonheart Asia (Melbourne, Australia: Longman Chesshire, 199 1) , Chong-Sik Lee, ed., 
In Search of A New Order in Easr Asia (Berkeley, Calif. : Institute of East Asian Sîudies, 
University of California at Berkeley, 1991), and Michael Yahuda, nie International 
Politics of the Asia-Pacific, l945-M?S (London: Routledge, 1996). 



South Koreans to invest in its Ranjin-Sonbong Free Econornic and Trade Zone and 

show h g  pragmatism in developing economic ties with Taiwan. The punjo contract system, 

an important refom in its agriculture, has been recently announced to give farmers some 

limited freedom to sel1 part of their produce on the market.' 

Changes in the economic domain are more proiound. The political legacy of the 

Cold War still acts as a barrier blocking deep and extensive subregionai cooperation. 

However, its end has brought the lessening of military tensions, the shrinkage of 

ideological confrontation, and an increasing impulse in national economic liberalkation. 

Coupled with the mounting extemal pressure from world-wide trends in globalization and 

regionalization, these changes have made it possible and urgent for States, localities and 

firms alike to search for new development strategies and as well for protection measures 

in the highly intensified market cornpetition. At the macro regional level, while an 

increasingly progressive role of the Japanese yen has been widely acknowledged, economic 

regionalization through intra-regional trade expansion and industrial production offshore 

relocation has been accelerated at an astonishing pace.' At the micro regional level, newly 

3For m e r  discussions, see Young Whan Kihl, "North Korea's Foreign Policy 
Alternatives," Korea Joumul vol. 36 no. 3 (Autumn 1996): 73-82, and Tae-Hwan Kwak 
and Edward A. Olsen eds., nie Major Powers of Nonheast Asia Seeking Peace and 
Securiry (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1996). 

'For surveys on the Japanese yen, see "The Yen Block," nie Economist (15 July 1989): 
5-20, and Far Eastern Economic Review (hereafter as FEER) (3 May 1990): 46-50 and (9 
June 1994): 40-50. For Eastern Asian economic regionalization, Shujiro Urata, "Changing 
Patterns of Direct Investment and the Implications for Trade and Development," 273-98, 
and Takatoshi Ito, "The Yen and the International Monetary Systern, " 299-322, in Paczjfc 



established or revitalized historical economic ties between local growth poles, and cross- 

cultural connections between ethnic groups and local communities in the border area-al1 

represent a signifiant deparnire fiom the recent past tensions. 

Since after the late seventeenth century international rivalries over the control of 

an area at the Northeast Asian continent corner linking China, Russia and Korea have 

constantly taken place between major regionai powers, which left deep antagonism between 

nations and States. The end of the Cold War and economic liberalization in China, Russia, 

and slowly in North Korea, however, have once again triggered broad interests to exploit 

the rich natural resources in this area. The changing political climate has prompted 

extensive efforts to establish a post-Cold War subregional system for stability and order 

through international cooperation. Some of the borders, once heaviiy armed with military 

forces and arsenal during the Cold War, are now opened up for trade and economic 

cooperation. Transborder co~ections are no longer a primary source of political fearç or 

security concerns, but instead represent promising opportunities for prosperity . For 

instance, Liaoning, one of the three provinces of the Chinese Dongbei, was once the center 

of Japanese imperialism in China before the end of WWII. It is now a new attraction to 

Japanese business corporations and has received Japanese foreig n direct inves tment 

Dynnrnism und the International Economic Systern, eds. C .  Fred Bergsten and Marcus 
Noland (Washington, D . C . : 111s titute for International Economics , 1993), Pacific Economic 
Cooperation Council (PECC), Pacifc Economic 
Development Report 1995 (Singapore: PECC Secretariat, 1995), and Kiichiro Fukasaku, 
" Economic Regiondization and Intra-industry Trade: Pacific- Asia Perspectives, " 
Technical Paper no. 53 (Paris: OECD, 1992). 



(hereafter as FDI) more than any other Chinese provinces over the past 15 years. By the 

end of 1994 Japanese FDI in Liaoning's port city Dalian, traditionally favored by Japan, 

had reached US$6 billion, which was about one third of al1 Japanese FDI in China.' 

Nothing in this area has been more startling than border trade between China and 

Russia, mainly between the Chinese Dongbei and the Russian Far East (hereafter as the 

RFE). The border was opened up for local trade around the late 1980s. but expanded so 

quickly that it took almost eveqone by surprise. Border trade attracted many Russians 

nom Russia's European part and many Chinese from southern China. During the peak year 

of 1992, three quarters of the bilateral trade between the two countries was in the category 

of "border trade" or "intra-firm trade. "6 By the sarne year, China's Heilongjiang province 

had opened 1 1 border ports dong the 3,045km Sino-Russian border to handle border- 

crossing goods and established 1,400 new border trade companie~.~ Hundreds of thousands 

of businessmen and tourists crossed the border daily conducting "shunle trade." These 

changes took place when many parts of the border still remained in dispute and military 

deployment was still heavy in the frontier. 

Local contacts and ties have also grown very fast around the Yellow Sea rim. After 

ch or an update on Japanese investment in Dalian, see Emily Thornton, "Opportunity 
Knocks, " FEER (8 December 1994): 56-8. For discussions on Japanese FDI in China, see 
Shuishi Ono, "Sino-Japanese Economic Relationships," WorM Bank Discussion Papen 
(1992). 

'~enmin ribao (overseas edition) (12 Febmary 1993): 6. 

 enmi min ribao (overseas edition), (1 1 March 1993): 2. 



the establishment of formai diplornatic relations between South Korea and China in 1992, 

two-way trade has increased at an annual rate of 50%. According to some inside estimates, 

the short-term potential c m  reach as high as US$500 billiod More interestingly, the 

Shandong peninsula has becorne the primary destination of South Korean investment in 

China, where about one third of that investment in China is concentrated. Partly as a 

response to this dramatic shift and partly as a long-term strategy to enhance the bilateral 

connections, the South Korean government has made senous efforts to improve the basic 

infrastructure in its W e s t  Coast to meet this new challenge. 

Cultural and economic contacts between South Korea and China's Jilin province 

where more than one million Koreans live are also substantial. Nevertheless, ties are not 

Iimited between the Chinese and the South Koreans, or between the Chinese and the 

Japanese. After North Korea slowly opened up its door to fore@ investment, local firms 

fiom the RFE, the Chinese Dongbei and South Korea have shown the strongest interest in 

establishing joint ventures (hereafter as JVs) in North Korea's free trade and economic 

zone. 

The rnost interesting case in this area is the cooperation project at the Tumen River 

delta launched and coordinated by the UNDP. The project, known as Tumen River Area 

Development Project (TRADP), origioaiiy plamed to tum the continental corner of 

Northeast Asia where China, Russia and North Korea meet into an international fiee-trade 

- - 

'~enrnin nüao (overseas edition), (1 1 December 1996): 6. 



and economic zone. The UNDP has been working on this project for five years. Some 

feasibility studies have been completed and two international agreements on institutions 

have been signed. The UNDP has recently reorganized the project team and rnoved its 

office from New York to Beijing. This project for the first time in history includes al1 

states in Northeast Asia at the negotiation table to discuss subregional common goods. 

Although it has caused many controversies, the impact is signifiant. For instance, the 

North Korean decision to set up a 621 square h s  free economic zone in Chongjia and to 

open its door wider for foreign investment basically is a national response to this project. 

Moreover, some subregional cooperative projects on infrastructure construction linking 

cities across the border have aIso been triggered by the TRADP. 

To an international area which has been separated by political and security tensions 

between states for so long, these changes are indeed very profound. A closer look, 

however, can also c m  diminish excessive optimism. Long standing political barriers are 

difficult to remove. Confidence building amongst them stili remains far more difficult than 

in the rest of the ernerging Eastern ~ s i a . ~  Central features of the existing political-strategic 

'Eastern Asia, as obsemed by an increasing number of regional specialists, is a new 
phenornenon which refers to the growing transnational production connections linking 
corntries traditionally included in Southeast, East and Northeast Asia. According to Paul 
Evans who is among the few to stress the necessity of reinventing the term, intensifj6ng 
intra-regional trade, investment, deeper regional divisions of labor, and close transborder 
economic ties have nurtured a new regional entity to include ASEAN, Taiwan, coastal 
China, the Korean peninsula, and Japan with trends to expand to China's interior provinces 
and Dongbei, the Russian Far East and the east part of Mongolia. See Paul M. Evans, 
"The Emergence of Eastern Asia and Its Implication for Canada, " International Journal, 
xlvii (Summer 1992): 504-28. 



landscape, as suggested by Babbage, appear Iikely to alter only slowly in the period 

ahead.IO The post-Soviet Russian military restmcturing and its new strategy still depend 

essentiaily upon Russia ' s political fùture which many believe remains unpredictable. If the 

Russian defense announcement in 1992 is stiU effective, 25 % of the projected 1.5 million 

müitary forces for the end of this decade will be kept in the Far East, compared with ody 

14% during the Soviet period." Most of the Soviet rniliary facilities in the Far East are 

untouched. On the other side of the border, China's recent rising defense budget and the 

purchase of advanced Russian weapons and technology have caused some new concerns 

among Russia and China's other neighbors . l2 

Two newly emerging trends make this continuity warrant serious attention. One is 

the rising ethnic tension between the Chinese and the Russians along the Sino-Russian 

border, and the growing nationalism on each side. The other is the vigorous effort by both 

Russia and China to pursue power status in the region. Thus, military forces stationed in 

the area can be used either to keep stability through balance of power or easily to cause 

instability if driven by extreme nationalism. 

The territorial dispute over the northern islands between Russia and Japan is still 

'OROSS Babbage, "Commentary " on Stuart Harris, "The Political and Strategic 
Framework in Northeast Asia," in The End of nie Cold War Ni Northeast Asia, eds. S. 
Harris and J. Cotton, 24. 

"Tai Ming Cheung, "The Eastern Front," FEER (26 November 1992): 26-8. 

I2Nicholas D. Kristof, "China Builds Its Military Muscle, Making Some Neighbors 
Nervous, " me New York fimes (1 1 January 1993): 1. 



the main barrier in improving their bilateral relations. If there was some hope to settle the 

dispute during Yeltsin's first couple of years in power, this has been eliminated by Russia's 

domestic power configurations. North Korea, although slowly opened üp, is still very 

cautious towards the South Korean enthusiasrn to invest in its northern free trade and 

economic zone and exercises strict controls on South Korean business activities on its 

territory . Recent developments on the Korean peninsula indicate that the unification of two 

Koreas is unlikely in the foreseeable future. Given South Korea's persistence in pursuing 

unification and North Korea's critical moment of political transition, it is likely that 

potential escalation of confrontation and tensions between the two sides will remain a 

major regional concem for a considerable length of time. To make the Korean issue more 

complicated, regional great powers including the United States have long had strong vested 

interests on the Korean peninsuia. Such interests have already made the process of fmding 

solutions much more difficult. Furthexmore, much of the post-Cold War uncertainty in the 

subregion is also embedded in the international implications of the domestic transformation 

that each state is undergoing. For instance, not o d y  the funire of China and Russia, but 

dso policy choices in the United States and Japan will be major sources of either stability 

or confrontation in the region." Political changes in North Korea also bear significant 

implications beyond its border. Thus, between the growing economic regionalization and 

cross-border ties from below on the one hand. and the hard-dying strategic perceptions and 

13See Michael Yahuda, The International Politics of the Asia-Pacifc, 19454995, 
Chapter 8 "Conclusion, " 255-89. 



political barriers between states on the other rises the tension. The global trend towards 

economic regionalkm and trading blocs outside Northeast Asia will further force firms, 

local authorities, and states within the subregion to look for ways out, such as regional 

cooperation and integration. Long-lasting strategic perceptions between states, and newly 

rising tensions will curb subregional cooperative efforts and further complicate inter-state 

relations in Northeast Asia. Given that al1 major players in Northeast Asia are in the 

process of repositioning themselves in the subsystem, these new integrative and 

disintegrative forces loom large in the future of Northeast Asia. l4 

Questions: Old or New? 

The changing international environment at the rnacro level and the increasing cross- 

border connections at the micro level both have triggered initiatives from a variety of 

sources including international organizations for more local contacts and cooperation, and 

efforts to build institutions to accommodate these changes. Roh Jae-won, then ROK 

Ambassador to China, proposed at a conference in Hong Kong in 1992, "It is tirne to 

sincerely consider the subtle economic development trend fhrough close cooperation among 

the concerned governrnents of South and North Korea and China, including the provincial 

14~or  a recent discussion on both the repositioning of major powers and localization of 
confiicts in Northeast Asia, see Paul Evans, "Reinventing East Asia," Hantard 
Inten~an'onul Review (Spring 1996) : 16-9 and 68-9, and Yahuda, Zïze I'ematiomf Politics 
of the Asia-Pacifc, 119454995. 



government of Shandong and those in the three provinces in northeast China."" In 

November 1994, provincial governors from China, South Korea, Russia and Japan first 

met in Sokcho, South Korea to discuss the possibility of subregional cooperation between 

local govermnents. Much attention at the meeting was drawn to the issue of how to 

strengthen transportation, trade and tourist links between provinces. Comparative 

economic advantages in the subregion, a relaxed international environment, and the 

mounting pressure of further globalization of production and finance presumably will 

intensify this kind of cooperative efforts from below . 

Indeed, the growing trend of economic integration, regionalization, and increasing 

subregional cooperative efforts jumping over long-standing political boundaries, although 

stiii at an early stage, have been unprecedented in the past four decades and perhaps in the 

last century. It will have far-reaching regional implications. From a political economy 

perspective, these trends, if sustainable, do not merely reflect an alteration to the regional 

balance of power, but more importantly have caused a regional system transformation. l6 

As Evans points out, it is tnie that increasing regional economic connections will generate 

"nie China News Digest (22 February 1993). 

'%ee Robert Scalapino and Masataka Kosaka, "Introduction," in Pence, Politics & 
Economics in Asia, eds. Robert Scalapino and Masataka Kosaka (Washington D.C.: 
Pergamon Brassey , 1988). 1 - 18, and Robert Scalapino, "Northeast Asia Prospects for 
Cooperation, " The Pacifie Rdew vol 5, no 2 (1992): 10 1- 1 1, and also David Dewitt and 
Paul Evans, "The Changing Dynamics of Asia Pacific Security," NPCSD (North Pacific 
Cooperative Security Dialogue) Working Papers (York University Center for International 
& Strategic Studies, Toronto, YCISS), no. 3 (January 1992). 



incentives for international cooperative behavior among major players and impose new 

constrains on them in applying non-peaceful rneans to resolve disputes. It is equaily 

convincing that new tensions and some threatening trends still keep the region overall "a 

dangerous place. " " 
At the outset this raises a fundamental question concerning the debate between 

neoliberalism and neorealism over conditions and limitations of inrenational cooperation. 

Robert Gilpin has observed at the global level that since the Max Weber Srpe of state or 

market never exists in the real world, international politicai economy has to deal with those 

issues arising from a parallel situation in which the state is reconciling with the market. 

Whereas powerful market forces in the form of trade, money, and foreign 
investment tend to jurnp national boundaries , to escape poli tical control, and 
to integrate societies, the tendency of goverment is to restrict, to channel, 
and to make economic activities serve the perceived interests of the state 
and powerful groups within it.18 

This parallel situation indicates two important points. One concerns the core dynamics 

behind interactions between States and national econornies , that is , profit-driven market 

forces vs the more broadly perceived national interesu (tangible and intangible, economic 

and strategic). Profit-driven interactions do not guarantee that national interests are always 

served. Speciai local interests often undermine the state's strategic goals. The other point 

is that national strategic interests often receive prirnary attention from the state when there 

"Evans, " Reinventing East Asia. " 

"Robert Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations (Princeton, N .  J .  : 
hinceton Universisr hess,  1 987), 1 1. 



is no solid political partnership existing between the players. Gilpin's observation is 

consistent with what Kenneth Waltz has pointed out earlier about limitations of 

international cooperation between power contenders: 

When faced with the possibility of cooperating for mutual gain, states that 
feel insecure must ask how the gain will be divided. They are cornpelled to 
ask not " Will both of us gain?" but "Who will gain more? " . . . Even the 
prospect of large absolute gains for both parties does not elicit their 
cooperation so long as each fears how the other will use its increased 
capabilities. l9 

The actual gap between neorealism and neoliberalisrn over the conditions most 

conducive to international cooperation is not as big as many believe. Axelrod and Keohane 

agree that to achieve international cooperation under anarchy "the payoff structure that 

detennines mutuality of interests is not based simply upon objective factors, but is 

grounded upon the actors' perceptions of their own interests. " "The ability of goveniments 

to cooperate in a mixed-motive game is affected not ody by the payoff structure and the 

shadow of the future but also by the number of players in the game and by how their 

relationships are stnictured. "'O Milner explains further that interdependence is not the 

opposite of anarchy. It does not imply harmony of interests or asymmetric relations. It 

simply means a situation in which states involved are coactors and they are "unable to 

'%enneth N. Wala, 72eor-y of Intemational Relatim (Mass. : Addison-Wilsley , 1979), 
105. 

20~obert Axelrod and Robert O. Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation Under Anarchy: 
Strategies and Institutions, " in Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Contempormy Debate, 
ed. David A. Baldwin (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 85-1 15. Also see 
K e ~ e t h  Oye, ed., &operatrion Under Anarchy (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1986). 



anain their goals without the cooperation of the other(s). "" Thus, it is more essential and 

meaniflgfbl to study the conditions and limitations of international cooperation than simply 

to focus on whether states can cooperate under anarchy? 

Given the condition discussed above in Northeast Asia, economic regionalkation 

through cooperation will generate two sets of issues which demand serious attention from 

international political economy. One is the politics of relative economic gains. Supposedly 

each state will gain from integration and cooperation, but power rivals are particularly 

sensitive about the others' economic gains. Thus, the uneven distribution of gains wiil be 

a new source of conflicts between states which will in turu condition international 

cooperation. The other set of issues arises from the fact that economic regionalization will 

blur the traditional distinction between being domestic and international, and thus give rise 

to different interests at multi levels competing for influence. It increases the complexity 

of international relations. 

Furthemore, national economic liberalkation nurtures a more flexibly 

2 ' ~ e l e n  Milner, "The Assumption of Anarchy in International Relations Theory: A 
Critique, " in Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Coniernporury Debare, ed . David A. 
Baldwin, 163-4. 

nNevertheless, one weak part embedded in the contemporary IR scholarly work of both 
traditions, as Grieco and Keohane admit, is on the linkage between domestic politics and 
international relations with regards to conditions for more or less international cooperation. 
See Joseph M. Grieco, "Understanding the Problem of International Cooperation: The 
Limits of Neoliberd Institutionalism and the Funire of Realist Theory," and Robert O. 
Keohane, "Institutional Theory and the Realist Challenge Afier the Cold War," in 
Neorealism and Neoliberalism: Ihe Contemporary Debate, ed. David A. Baldwin, 269- 
300. 



decentralized system which, as Cox and other critical thinkers forcehiily argue, has opened 

up larger economic spaces for sub-state entities and transnational companies at ai i  levels- 

global, regional and local. Although it is debatable whether the state is weaker or 

stronger, especially in this case, indeed, the change itself gives non-state actors scope "to 

aspire to greater autonorny or independence, to seek direct relationship to the larger 

economic spaces.. . Therefore, economic regionalization also poses critical challenges 

to the national governance. These emerging trends in Northeast Asia represent not only a 

test, "with very high stakes" as Rozman argues, for both Russia and China who are 

"sauggling with the consequences of transition from cold war geopolitical reasoning, 

traditional Cornmunist social organization, and national assumptions about economic 

interests," but aiso a test "for cooperation between great powers facing an unknown 

future. "24 

As this study attempts to contribute to the understanding of post-Cold War system 

transformation in Northeast Asia by explorhg the political econorny of subregional 

cooperation, some specific questions central to the new complexity of inter-state relations 

need to be raised: to what extent can the emerging transborder comections at the micro 

=~obe r t  Cox, "Structural Issues of Global Govemance: Implications for Europe, " in 
Gramsci, Histoncal Materialisin and lntentatrntatrorta2 Relations, ed. Stephen Gill (Cambridge, 
Mass. : Cambridge University Press, 1993), 262-3. 

"Gilbert Roman, "Spontaneity and Direction Along the Russio-Chinese Border," in 
Rediscoverhg Russia in Asia-Siberia and the Russian Far East, eds . S tephen Kotkin and 
David Wolff (New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1995), 275. 



level change the long-standing subregional strategic landscape? How far can the national 

border be transformed fkom the traditionai role as a national boundary keeping away 

foreign threats into a nemis building intemational communities for a common good? In 

other words, can subregional economic cooperation and integration build institutional 

mechanisms to maintain stability and order in Northeast Asia? In what ways does the 

historical legacy of inter-state relations constrain cross-border cooperation at the micro 

regiond level? 

It is legitimate to ask why 1 have chosen the micro level interactions taking place 

dong the border between the Chinese Dongbei and its neighboring foreign counterparts. 

The Chinese Dongbei and its surroundhg area are located in the center of Northeast Asia 

in both the historical and the contemporary context. Before the end of WWII, this area was 

the focal point for international rivairies between both global and regional powers. The 

Russians and the Japanese both poured a large amount of money into developing this area 

for goals of imperid expansion on the Asian continent d u ~ g  the first half of this century. 

Both failed when they lost in the r i v w  of war over the control of this area, fust the 

Russians after the 1905 Russio-Japan War, and then the Japanese in WWII. During the 

Cold War, this area became f ~ s t  the frontier of the Moscow-Beijing-Pyongyang alliance 

confionthg the rally of Washington-ToQo-Seoul, and later the outer edge of internal 

crises between Beijing, Moscow, and Pyongyang. Both resulted in heavy military 

deplopent and deeper suspicions. When the Cold War ended, States with heavy Cold War 



legacies began repositioning themselves. At the same time, subregional cooperation is 

widely believed to be one of the very few alternatives able to boost the troublesome local 

economy. Some have aiso argued that launching economic cooperation among political 

rivals in this area will be the shortest avenue to build political trust in the post-Cold War 

era. For instance, the initial programmers of the UNDP TRADP clearly stated this 

strategic goal in their plan. Thus an enquky into this case will help address the concern 

about conditions and limitation of subregional cooperation in Northeast Asia. In addition, 

the study of this area can also offer oppomnities to examine the international implications 

of domestic transformation under way in China and Russia. Cross-border connections are 

not only constrained by inter-state relations, but also create forces to influence bilaterai 

relations from within. 

Beyond "Growth Triangles:" Approaches and Case Studies 

The most popular concept to understand cooperation at the micro level and the 

intensification of cross-border transactions in the region is the "growth triangle." Since 

Singapore e s t  launched the concept of "growth triangle " benireen S ingapore, Indonesia ' s 

F2iau Province and Malaysia's Johor State in the late 1980s to enhance business connections 

already existing between Singapore and Johor. and Singapore and Riau, "growth 

triangles, " mturally stretching across political boundaries have become a regional 

phenornenon representing a "new shapew or a "unique fashion" of development. In 



Southeast Asia, there have been at least four more triangles at various stages in Southeast 

Asia: the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle encompassing Sumatra of 

Indonesia, the northem States of Malaysia and southem Thailand (IMTGT) (sometimes also 

referred to as the Northem Growth TriangIe); the Eastern Growth Triangle including 

Sabah, Sarawak, and Labuan of Malaysia, North Sulawesi, East and West Kalimantan of 

Indonesia, the Mindanao region of the Phiiippines, and Brunei; the Golden Quadrangle 

including Laos, Thailand, Myanmar and Chha's Yunnan Province; the Mekong River 

delta where Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, and China's Yunnan region 

are engaged. 

Interest in "growth triangles" has also been heightened in East and Northeast Asia 

where five growth triangles have been identified: the Southem China Growth Triangle 

involving southeast costal China, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan; the Yellow Sea Rim 

where high volumes of economic transactions are conducted between China's Shandong 

and Liaodong peninsula, provinces and cities in the Bohai area, and the West Coast of South 

Korea and Japan; the Tumen Delta Triangle where China's Jilin Province, northem 

provinces of North Korea, and Primorsw Krai of Russia are the designated parmers (the 

UNDP TRADP also includes eastern Mongolia); the Japan Sea Rirn loosely including the 

Russian Far East, the Chinese Dongbei, North Korea and sometimes also South Korea and 

Mongolia; and the northern cooperation scheme between Russia's Sakhalin-the Kurils and 



northem Japan (see the following map of Asian "growth triangles" compiled by the 

Japanese Sakura Institute of Research) . 

The enthusiasm Asian coutries have s h o w  on this new mode of transborder 

cooperation, and the initial success in some cases, both have spurred serious attention from 

policy makers and scholars. China, traditionaiiy very cautious to cross-border connections 

with foreign neighbors, has displayed a great deal of zeal, especially in its border 

provinces. China has thus become art important player in many of the emerging "growth 

triangles. "* Mitsuo Sato, President of the Asian Development Bank (ADB), notes in his 

preface for an ADB-funded research project on Asian growth triangles that the new 

development represents "a unique Asian solution to the operational problems of regional 

integration among countries at different stages of economic development and with different 

social and economic systerns. "26 Scalapino argues that it holds the most promising future 

for States in the region to cooperate." Jordan and Khanna explain this M e r ,  "It is a 

=~ian-ren Lu, " zengzhang san jiao qiuyu jingj i hezhuo de xinxingshi" 
('Growth Triangles1--A New Mode of Asian Regional Cooperation), Ymai Yanjiu (Asia 
Pacific Studies) (Institute for Asia Pacific Studies, Chinese Social Science Academy 
(CSSA), Beijing) vol. 1 
(1994): 3-7. Chinese local reactions will be discussed further in the following two case 
studies . 

2 6 ~ y o  Thant, Min Tang, and Hiroshi Kakani, eds . , Growth Triangles in Asiu (Hong 
Kong: Oxford University Press, l994), xi. 

27~obert A. Scalapino, "The United States and Asia: Fuhue Prospects," Foreign Affairs 
70, no. 5 (Winter 1991-1992): 19-40, "The Future Role of Regional Trade Blocs and 
APEC-The Asian Dimension," paper presented at the Asia Society meeting on "Prospects 
for International Cooperation in Northeast Asia: A Multilateral Dialogue," in New York, 
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phenornenon particdarly suited to the Asian context, where there is a strong predilection 

for informal agreements rather than legalistic and binding treaties, . . . "28~lthough what is 

the Asian context is debatable, the cooperative fonn of "growth trianglesn has indeed 

displayed its attractions to Asian statesmen and the potentiai for regional cooperation and 

integrafon. As George Abonyi contends further, "growth triangles" will be "a key buiirling 

block" of regional economic integratio~.~~ 

The original concept of the "growth triangle" is rather simple. An international area 

to be linked by three local growth poles in three different States will take full advantage of 

economic complementarities each participant holds, and hence maximize each one's growth 

potential. Nonetheless, the increasingly diverse geometric shapes of these so-cailed 

"growth triangles" have aiready made the onginai, once popular triangular concept loose 

its relevance. The nine de facto triangles shown in the map above are not only triangular, 

but quadrilateral, even hexagonal, as pointed out by Weatherbee." 

27-29 January 1994, and also Trenàs (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 
1995). 
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In Northeast Asia "growth triangles" have never been clearly defined in 

geographical terms. There is not an area as indicated in the above to be comected neatly 

by three local growth poles in three different states. More irnportantly, the political 

complexity of Northeast Asia, coupled with the Cold War legacy and long historical 

antagonism, makes any geographical divide less meaningfil. In addition, given the long- 

standing political barriers between states in Northeast Asia, the redistribution effects of 

cooperation are highly sensitive. This also indicates a far more important role for the state 

to play in Northeast Asian subregional cooperation. These unique features combined help 

explain why economic regionalkation in Northeast Asia is far less intensive than the rest 

of Eastern Asia. Thus, to address those questions posed in the section above one needs to 

go beyond the "growth triangle" concept. 

With regards to conceptualizing the phenornenon of "growth triangles," there have 

emerged two analogies, one launched by economists and the other coined by political 

scientists. Economists see Asian "growth triangles" basically as a new mode of 

subregional cooperation to achieve economic growth and thus suggest to conceptualize 

these areas as "subregional economic zones" (sBEzs)." The most difficult part of this 

"Chia Siow Yue and Lee Tsao Yuan, "Subregional Economic Zones: A new Motive 
force in Asia-Pacific Development," paper presented at the 20th Pacific Trade and 
Development Conference, Washington, D.C . , 10-12 September 1992, and a revised 
version has been published in Pacijic Dynamism and the Internotional Economic System, 
eds. C. Fred Bergsten and Marcus (Washington, D.C.: Institute for International 
Economics, 1993). Leo van Grunsven, Shumg-Yann Wong and Won Bae Kim suggest a 
slightly different term of "Regional Economic Zones" (REZs) for lf growth triangles. l1 See 
" State , Investment and Territory : Regional Economic Zones and Emerging Industrial 



concept, as Chia and Lee who initiated the concept admit, lies in its lack of distinction 

between a subregional grouping of several national economies and a localized international 

area involving adjoining parts of different nation-states. The distinction not merely reveals 

spatial differences of regiondization, but more importantly indicates various pattern, 

functional mechanisms and political implications of two different kinds of regional 

grouping. 

From the viewpoint of politicai science, Scalapino suggests that these "growth 

triangles" are international areas with natural economic complementarities, social and 

cultural links, and spatial proximity. These natural elements often constitute logical, 

natural growth zones. Political boundaries separate them. When political conditions aUow, 

such zones can develop with maximum opportunity by pooling advantages from al1 sides. 

Thus, he argues that it is critical to grasp the naturd attributes of the phenornenon. He 

coined the term "natural economic territory" (NET) which quickly gained currency, but 

also triggered debate." Much of the debate focuses on his emphasis on the "naturalness" 

of the NETS. Indeed, it is easier to clanfy what is unnatural than to define what is naturai. 

Furthemore, the role of the state, at both the national and the local level, is criticai to the 

Landscapes, " in The Asia Pacifie Rim and Globalization: Enterprise, Govemnce, and 
Ter&orialig, eds. Richard Le Heron and Sam Ock Park (Aldershot: Avebury, 1995). 151- 
77. 

" ~ e e  Scalapino, " Northeast Asia-Prospects for Cooperation, " 102.1 am also indebted 
to Professor Scalapino for sharing with me his thoughts in a private correspondence in 
March 1994. 



success or the failwe of these local growth area~. )~  It is equaiiy true that in some sense 

these growth areas are constructed. As Professor Scaiapino admits irnplicitiy when he 

defends the concept, "Whatever their prirnary sources-the private sector, governments, 

or a combination of both-they are evolving apart from the existing political 

jurisdictions. "" 

Taking into account some unique features of Northeast Asia, this study proposes 

transborder growth zones (TBGZs) as an alternative. Xndeed, Asian "growth trianglesn are 

subregional growth zones or territones, depending on how you perceive them. Yet, what 

they have in cornmon is that they are locaiized international areas near the national border 

which combine comparative advantages from adjoining locales under different political 

jurisdictions. Such pooling of individual comparative advantages can maximize business 

potential, attract both intemal and extemal investment, and foster deep transborder 

connections. Each participant will benefit, although gains cm not be distributed equally. 

In this sense, the growth depends upon joint efforts, collaboration and cornmitment from 

both the private and the public sector. The TBGZ concept may thus benefit us, fust by 

claiQing the distinction between subregional groupings such as ASEAN and these 

localized international growth areas mostly involving locales fkom different States; and 

second by apprehending the complexity of its transnational nature. It implies that the 

33van Gninsven, Wong , and Kim, " S tate, Investment and Territory : Reg ional Economic 
Zones and Emerging Industrial Landscapes. " 
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functioning of TBGZs to a large extent also relies on the policy of the state, and in tum 

poses challenges to both interostate relations and the national governance. 

The unexpected consequences of accelerating regionai econornic integration and the 

tendency towards localization of international conflicts encourage us to assume that 

international regions are indeed regainhg strength in explainhg international behavior in 

the post-Cold War ers.)' On a global scale, Rosenau identifies this phenornenon as 

subgroupism which is perceived as one of the five most signifiant dynamics behind 

changes in the postintemationd p~litics.'~ Given that sorne of the main features of the 

emerging TBGZs and local transborder connections in Northeast Asia are in cornmon with 

those in SouthEast Asia, it is also important to take a regiond perspective for this study. 

In addition, what is taking place in Northeast Asia in essence is closely associated with, 

and thus can be treated as part of Eastern Asian econornic regionalization. This approach 

requires a clear understanding of Eastern Asian integration. 

What should be pointed out here, however, is that stressing the common feanues 

of economic regionalization in Eastern Asia should not in any way rninimize the 

distinctiveness of Northeast Asia. The different geographical sening, the historicd legacy 

of confrontations and interactions, strategic concems , scales of economic development, 

"Evans, "The Emergence of Eastern Asia," and Rosernary Foot, "Fragmentation in 
Northeast Asia vs Integration in Western Europe," NPCSD Workng Puper (YCISS, York 
University, Toronto), no. 16 (1 992). 

36James Rosenau, Turbulence in World Politics (Princeton, N . J. : Princeton University 
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diverse domestic political structures, and the international environment all are factors in 

one way or another conducive to various patterns and diverse implications of individual 

cases. Therefore, this study wiii examine two cases in Northeast Asia. One is the political 

economy of border trade and cross-border cooperation between the RFE and the Chinese 

Dongbei, and the other is the Tumen River project. Given the geographicai importance of 

Chha in Northeast Asia, its changing relations with its Northeast Asian neighbors, and its 

deep involvement in the two cases, this study will give particular attention to the role of 

the Chinese state and locales. 

The two cases are deliberately chosen to reflect two different forms of transborder 

cooperation and interaction between former political nvals. The former in essence began 

through a primitive form of barter trade between fimis and individuals from both sides and 

quickly expanded to advanced cross-border cooperative projects without any institutional 

coordination. The state, localities and firms play different roles. Chaotic cross-border 

transactions during the first few years, however, higzighted issues concerning who gains 

what from border trade and cross-border cooperation, and hence generated much tension 

at the local level, although both states were pursuing strategies to accommodate difTerences 

and conflicts. The Tumen case, on the other hand, is an international cooperation project 

launched and coordinated by an international organization. This is the first time in history 

that a multilaterai cooperation project includes al1 the states in Northeast Asia. It attempts 

to create econornic incentives to help remove political barriers between states and estabiish 



a subregional common good to attract states in working together. Although it may fail as 

=y have argued, its impact is far reaching, especially with regards to the role of an IGû 

in helping establish international mechanisms for cooperation and s tability in a politically 

and strategically sensitive area. A comprehemive study of the two cases wiïï offer insights 

into those questions posed above concerning the conditions and limitations of subregional 

cooperation in post-Cold War Northeast Asia. 

One major problem this study has encountered is data reliability and availability. 

There have been no reliable data available, especially data for economic transactions at the 

local level. In part, this is because no regional institutions either in Russia or China are 

responsible for collecting and compiling data for economic transactions crossing that 

section of the border. It is also in part because of practical problems in collecting and 

measuring the "shuale trade" which rnainiy refers to trade activities conducted between 

"tourists" and local residents and is a very important part of the cross-border trade. What 

is available is from each individual local unit, and its reliability is highly que~tionable.'~ 

This study, therefore, is very cautious when data are used. They are used mainly to serve 

the purpose of indicating general trends, instead of measuring the concrete scale. In 

addition, this study will try to include materials from different sources to make cornparison 

possible. 

3 7 ~ h e  border trade case in Chapter 5 will provide fuaher discussions on data reliability 
and what factors have been taken into account in this study. 



Dissertation Organixsrtion 

Chapter One wil1 review the Iiteranire on international integration and its impact 

on supranational institution-building , and will clarifjr some of the basic confusion 

concerning Eastern Asian integration. Chapter Two will explore the linkage between 

Eastern Asian integration and the emergence of TBGZs, and seek a framework beyond 

"growth triangles" to study TBGZs in Northeast Asia and the political economy. 

Indeed, the historical legacy of international rivalries is an important factor 

affecting cross-border relations at the micro level in Northeast Asia. No discussion on 

contemporary issues in Northeast Asia will be adequate without an account of its history. 

Thus, Chapter Three WU look at Northeast Asian history fkom a different angle, focusing 

on cross-border interactions between the Chinese Dongbei and its neighbors, and the 

impact of this interaction on Dongbei's local identity . Chapter Four focuses on the TRADP 

and will explain the difficult process of confidence building between power contenders in 

the post-Cold War era when direct military confrontation has been replaced by desires for 

economic cooperation. Taking into account that Sino-Russian border trade involves 

extensive interaction m t  only at level of the state, but dso between localities and firms, 

and that this interaction has not been thoroughly studied, two chapters wiii examine cross- 

border trade. Chapter Five discusses border trade dynamics and conditionality between the 

two countries, and Chapter Six explores the political economy of border trade in bilateral 

relations behveen Beijing and Moscow, and intra-state relations inside China and Russia. 



The conclusion first examines the theoretical implications of this study in 

understanding international regional integration and the impact on regional institution- 

building. It then discusses the specific propositions on the political economy of TBGZs in 

Northeast Asia. In assessing the emerging new inter-state relations between China and 

Northeast Asian neighbors, the study concludes with a brief discussion on the prospect of 

Northeast Asian subregiond cooperation in a comparative perspective, highlighting areas 

that require M e r  snidy . 



Chapter One 

Integration, Institutions, and Eastern Asia 

1.1 Introduction 

This study makes three general assumptions. (1) Northeast Asia is becoming part 

of the emerging Eastern Asian region. Geographical proximity, cultural links, 

complernentary economies, historical ties and the dynamic market of Eastern Asia-dl 

promote and facilitate intercomectness between Noaheast Asia and the rest of the region. 

(2) The emerging TBGZs in Northeast Asia share many common features with those in 

Southeast Asia and thus can be treated as building blocks towards deeper regional 

integration. (3) International regional integration in Eastern Asia is different in many ways 

from what has been seen in Europe. Therefore, to study the politicai economy of 

integration and the conditions and limitations of subregiond cooperation in Northeast Asia, 

it is essential from the outset to have a clear understanding of Eastem Asian economic 

regionalization and the interconnections between the TBGZ phenornenon and regional 

integration. 

Two additional reasons make this theoretical clarification task more fundamental 

in this study. First, in the contemporary discourse of international relations few such terms 

are so widely used but so vaguely defmed as international integration and regionalism. 

Theoretically , they are restricted to formal regional institutional arrangements for a 

common good. In practice, however, they are used to address a variety of issues ranging 



ftom interconnections between States resulting fiom trade and capital flows to formal state 

associations. As noted by Miroslav N. Jovanovic, internationai integration to different 

scholars today means "different things in different countries and ai different times. " ' Thus, 

it is fa.  from being clear what these terms mean when they are applied to some 

international regional phenornena which are broadly termed as regional integration or 

regionalism. This ofien produce confusion. 

Second, it does not turn out to be better in the regional context either. Among the 

post Cold War changes in Asia Pacific one phenornenon identified aIrnost unanimously by 

regionalists is regional integration. However, very few have developed a relatively 

sophisticated understanding regarding what the term means, what issues are involved, and 

what implications can be drawn. Some place tbeir central focus on issues of "hard vs soft" 

regionalism, or "new regionalism," or the prospect for a "security cornmunity" in the 

region, while others situate their work around issues of "trade blocking," a "common 

market," or the revival of Japanese imperiali~rn.~ For still others, it often relates to the 

'Miroslav N. Jovanovic, Inteniarional Economic Inregration (New York: Routledge, 
1992), 3. 

2Chalmers A. Johnson, "Where Does Mainland China Fit in a World Organized into 
Pacific, North American, and European Regions, " Issues and Studies vol. 27, no. 8 
(August 1991): 1-16, Bruce Cumings, "The Origins and Development of the Northeast 
Asian Political Economy : Industrial Sectors, Product Cycles, and Political Consequences , " 

in The Political Economy of New Asian Industn'aZism, ed. F .  Deyo (Ithaca, New York: 
Corne11 Universisr Press, 1987), 44-83, and also see Norman Palmer, The New 
Regionalirm in Asia und the Pacific (Lexington, Mass . : Lexington Books, 199 1). 



unsettling trend of the emerging "Greater China. "' 
This chapter attempts to address three major concem: the theoretical confusion and 

limitations of traditional liberal understanding of integration; the dependent variable of 

Eastern Asian economic regionaikation; and the distinction and intercomecmess between 

integration and cooperation. Chapter Two will take a regionai perspective to discuss 

TBGZs in depth and the political economy . 

1.2 Integration Theories: Confusion, Limitations and New Challenges 

The main-stream and the most sophisticated work on international integration 

emerged in the post WWII era when European states took serious action in building a 

United Europe and quite a large nurnber of states in other regions followed the European 

example and negotiated regional institutional arrangements for common goods. Given the 

broad scope of integration, the literature can be divided into severai categories, such as 

political, economic, and social. It can also be put into international and domestic 

categories. This snidy will review the literature on international political and economic 

integration. 

1.21 Politid Integration 

Regionalization in Eastern Asia is not political integration. No convhcing evidence 

 o or a sopbisticated analysis, see nie China Qwrterly special edition on 
Chinan no. 136 (December. E U ) ,  and David Shambaugh, ed., Greater China: 
Superpower ? (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995). 
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exists to support the assurnption that econornic regionalkation in Eastern Asia wül numire 

a shift of political loyalties and expectations fiom the traditional national center to a larger 

regional entity as it has happened in Europe. However, as students of politid science, we 

have built our understanding of international integration mainly upon the liberal 

interpretation of European integration and its assumptions on the political economy. T'us, 

it is very important to review the literature on political integration and identiQ the main 

confiision in the field. 

Regarding international political integration, there are three competing pretheories 

as identified by Haas: the federalist, the communicative and the neofunctionalist .4 

Federalists take integration as a process which wili have the end product of a political 

union based upon an international federal constitution to divide power between the center 

and its u n i d  It was argued that federalism was the best alternative "to make war not 

merely unthinkable but materially impossible," when French Foreign Minister Robert 

Schuman commented in 1950 on the establishment of the Cod and Steel Community, 

which was conceived as a federal inspiration. However, the federalist idea found 

' ~ e e  Ernst B. Haas, "The Study of Regional Integration: Refiections on the Joy and 
Anguish of Pretheorizing , " in Reg ional Integration: neory and Research , eds . Leon N . 
Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingold (Cambridge, Mass . : Harvard University Press, 197 1) , 
3-44. 

 bout the federalist perspective, see Robert R. Bowie and Car1 J Friedrich, eds., 
Studies in Federalism (Boston: Little, Brown and Co, 1954), R. Mackay, Towards o 
United States of Europe: An Analysis of Britain 's Role In European Union (London: 
Hutchinson 1961), and Ernest Wistrich, Afer 1992: ïhe Uniled Stutes of Europe (London: 
Routledge 1990). 



expression in post-war Europe more as a movement than as a widely accepteci theory of 

change. Winston Churchill, Jean M o ~ e t ,  and some other leading figures were once part 

of the movement. 

The dependent variable in the federal scheme is thus the process which leads to the 

building of au intemationai federal system among a group of nation-states. What concem 

most regarding the issue of war and peace is that of the autonomy of state and how to set 

up institutional control over it. For federalists, the effective institutional instrument is a 

federal system, that is, in Friedrich's word, a constitutional political community making 

joint decisions.' As Pendand explains it, the virtue of a federd system differentiating itself 

from other types of supranational institutions is that "it is designed as a fhmework in 

which such centralking principles as security, order, authonty, administrative rationalit-y, 

constitutionalism and unity c m  be reconciled with the decentralking values of liberty, local 

autonomy , representation, pluralism, flexibility and diversity . "" 

From the communicative perspective, international integration addresses 

consequentid changes of massive transnational communications which are believed to end 

6 ~ o r  further discussions, see Reginals J. Harrison, E m p e  in Question (London: 
George Allen & Unwin, 1974), 42-74, and William Nicoll and Trevor C. Salmon, 
Understanding the New European Communities (New York: Philip Allan, IggO), 3-57. 

'c. J. Friedrich, "Federal Constitutional Theory and Emergent Proposais, " in 
Federalism: M m e  mui Emergent, ed. A. W. Macrnahon (New York: Russell & Russell, 
1962), 514. 

'charles Pentland, Intemional Theory and European Integrdon (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1973), 257. 



in the formation of a "securi~comrnunity" among a particular group of countries. 

According to Deutsch, the nature of a "security-community" is based upon the gaining of 

strong and wide spread "sense of community , " Le., " we-feeling " and "attainment, " among 

both the masses and the elites through transnational communication-an international 

"social learning." More irnportantly, such a sense will make peacefbl changes possible 

within the cornmunity . 

The dependent variable in the concept of security community as broadly dehed by 

Deutsch is a process which can take place in a nurnber of ways, such as "political 

amalgamation, " " psychological role-taking , " "assimilation, " "mu tua1 interdependence, " 

"mutual responsiveness" and " simple pacification. " 'O The central focus, however , is on the 

rate of transactions across political boundaries as measured by trade, mail and tourist 

flows, and the rate and level of supranational group formation, and its causal comequences 

in terms of psychological changes in attitudes of both elites and masses toward 

international institutionalization. l As Deutsch argues, in a "securis, community " the legal 

' ~ h e  communicative perspective on integration is aiso labeled as pluralisrn in some 
cases, but mostly is refend explicitly to the study by Karl Deutsch and his followers. For 
M e r  discussions, see Karl Deutsch et al., Political Cornmuni9 and the Nonh Atlantic 
A m  (New York: Greenwood Press, 1957), and France, Gennany and Western Alliance: 
A Study of Elite Amttttudes on Europenn Integration and World Politics (New York : Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1967). 

"'For detailed discussions on these concepts see Karl W. Deutsch, Politicai Community 
at the Intem.atioml Level (New York: Doubleday Archon Books, 1970). 

 or detailed discussions, see Deutsch et al., France, G e m n y  and Western Alliance: 
A Study of EZite Attitudes on European Integration and World Politics. 



independence of separate govemments will be retained, but some kind of organization is 

required, " even though it may be very loose. " l2 

As an argument over the inadequacy inherent in the above two approaches in 

designing a new Europe and also as a better alternative to explain changes there, 

neofunctionalism emerged and chdleoged the above assumptions. Neofunctionalism 

assumes that international integration as both a process and a terminai condition starting 

from one section and spilling over to the others would result in the final creation of 

supramtionality , that is, regional political institutionalization and progressive centralization 

of decision-making among mernber states. It is "a unique syle of making international 

decisions. " l3  For Haas and other neo-functionalists, it is important to understand that 

international regional integration in essence is to persuade political actors in distinct 

national settings " to shift their loyalties , expectations , and political activities toward a new 

and larger center, whose institutions possess or demand jurisdiction over the pre-existing 

national states. " l4 

Neo-functionalism stresses the multiple nature of the dependent variable. It could 

be a "regional state, l' "regional commune" or "asymmetrical regional overlap. " 

"Deutsch, et al., Political Community in the North Atlantic Area, 6 .  

13~bout integration and supranationality , see E m t  B. Haas, "Technocracy , Pluralism 
and the New Europe, " in I n t e ~ o m l  Regionalism, ed. Joseph S. Nye, Jr. (Boston: Little 
Brown, 1968), 149-76. 

''Haas, "The Study of International htegration, " 16. 



Nevertheless, what underlines the three dependent variables is obviously the concept of 

supranationdit.. The master concept of integration, as Haas defmes, is "authority- 

legitimacy tramfer." It stresses clearly the acceptance of a partial loss of national 

sovereignty as a precondition for international regional integration and the creation of 

political community as the uitimate outcome, "defmed in institutional and attitudinal 

terms." It is not surprising that the focus of the neofunctionist integration theory is mainly 

"explainhg how and why States cease to be whoiIy sovereign, how and why they 

voluntariiy mingle, merge, and mix with their neighbours so as to lose the factual attributes 

of sovereignty.. . il 15 

As to the integrative spillover effect-one of the most important assumptions from 

and contributions made by neo-functionalism, Schmitter explains that integration wili have 

"members of an integration scheme-agreed on some collective goals for a variety of 

motives but unequaUy satisfied with their anainment of these goals-attempt to resolve their 

dissatisfaction either by resorting to collaboration in anodier, related sector.. .or by 

intensiSing their cornmimient to the original sector.. .or both. " l6 With regards to the 

relationship between economic and politicai integration in general, both Haas and 

I6Philip C. Schmitter, "Three Neo-Functional Hypotheses About International 
Integration, " Intentational Organization, vol. 23, no. 1 (Winter 1969): 16 1-6, "Further 
Notes on Operationaking Some Variables Related to Regional Integration, " Intemational 
Organizution vol. 23, no. 2 (Spring 1969): 327-36, and also "A Revised Theory of 
Regional Integration," in Reg io~ l  Infegration: Theory and Research, eds. Leon N. 
Lindberg and Stwrt A. Scheingold (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 197 1) ,232-64. 



Schminer raise two related concepts "continuum" and "automatic politization, " which are 

claimed to be of importance in explaining and predicting the spiilover effect of 

integration. l7 

Another important neofunctionist contribution to integration theory is its critique 

of the traditional understanding that assumes a separation of the politicai from the 

economic in European integration. As Haas points out, "Power and welfare are far frorn 

separable. Indeed, commitment to welfare activities arises oniy within the confines of 

purely politid decisions, which are made largely on the basis of power consideration. "'* 
The importance of European Community (EC) integration both as intellectud 

stimulus and principal example of experiment has produced a great deal of scholarly work 

in both international relations and comparative politics. The architecture of the EC reflects 

these basic assumptions of the three competing perspectives. However, some of the basic 

assumptions and concepts concerning international integration have been seriously 

challenged in the debates over the course of European integration during the past few 

decades. lg As to its applicability to integration outside Europe, the above assumptions are 

''Ernst B. Haas and Philip C. Schmitter, "Economic and Differential Pattern of 
Political Integration: Projections about Unity in Latin America, " Intentational 
Organizafion vol. 18, no. 4 (Autumn 1964): 705-37. 

'Ernst Haas, Beyund the Nation-Sfate: Functionalism and International Organi~ation 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, l964), 23. 

''As George W. Ross, one of the American auihoritative scholars deeply involved in 
EC, points out in a recent taik in Toronto, European integration has become an ideology 
attractive to top statesmen in Europe. They believe that the more integrated the better for 



aiso under attack. Nye's case study of Central American regional integration in the 60's 

shows that integration in non-European regions may take different forms, and each form 

may operate at a different level, and with different dynamic~ .~~  As to the issue of national 

sovereignty, Nye argues explicitly that integration does not necessarily always involve a 

partial loss of sovereignty, especially at low levels. 

With regards to concerns of this study, three points can be drawn f?om the above 

brief review. First, alihough the three pretheories have their emphasis on dmerent aspects 

of the integration end-product, the fundamental assumptions conceniing the dependent 

variable have rnuch in common. They in one way or another explicitly assume that 

international integration is a process which yields peaceful political organization at a level 

above that of the nation-state. For students of political science, the central point should be 

placed on the process of formal institutionalization within an integrative region. 

Institutional building at the regional level is widely conceived as one of the preconditions 

Europe. But the fact that it is good for statesmen does not necessarily also means it is good 
for ordinary people. Targeted monetary integration will have significant effect on ordinary 
people. Furthemore, European integration has put western style democracy on 
trial. So it is no wonder why it has become a source of anger and mistration mong so 
many Europeans. For a surnmary of Ross ' talk, see m e t t e ,  York Universisr (Toronto, 
Canada) (26 March 1997): 3. 

%ye points out eight conditions for non-European integration, including: regional 
ideology or identity; supranational technocrats and institutions; expensive tasks; political 
and economic se parability ; increasing communications and transactions ; capacity to 
respond; interna1 capacity to adapt; expanding domestic conditions and favourable 
international setting. Joseph Nye, Jr., "Central American Regional Integration," in 
I n ~ e ~ i o ~ u z I  Regionalism: Readings, ed. Joseph Nye (Boston: Little Brown, 1968), 377- 
427. 



for international integration. Institutionalkation, on one hand, becornes the most important 

symbol of international integration, which implies accordingly that one can not talk about 

international integration in the region if there are no evolving transnational institutions. On 

the other hand, institutionalization is also counted as the most essential indicator markuig 

the level of integration, which meam that it is an outcome of integration at a certain level 

rather thm as a feature of integration distinguishing itself from other interactions between 

States. Some fundamental questions thus remain open, for example, when and where does 

the international integration process start, from institution-building or from cross-border 

transactions? It leads us further to think: what indicators shouId be used to rneasure 

integration in a region without transnational institutions, and if integration doesn't 

necessarily begin with institution-building, will formal institutionalization be the inevitable 

outcome of integration? 

Second, since the dependent variable in the study of international integration is 

assurned as regional institution-building, the actions of the state and its agencies as the 

main bargaining units in the integrative process and the behaviour of elites thus occupy the 

centre of al1 intellechiai focus. As Lindberg and Scheingold stress in their study on 

European integration, leadership is a crucial activator . Therefore, "the Community 's 

greatest successes have been scored when both were available.. . "*' While indeed regional 

integration involves lots of diplomacy and foreign policy decision-making, the domestic 

21Leon N. Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingold, Europe's Would-Be Poliv (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, IWO), 128-34. 



power configuration over integrative goals, paths, and gains seems much more complicated 

than the liberai understanding assumes, which has claimed to be able to offer better 

explanations to the puzzle of the domestic impact on international relations. Surprisingly, 

there is not much literature on the role of sub-states, powerfùi groups within the state, 

transnational business networks, and regional IGOs and NGOs. 

Third, the most powerful assumption fiom neo-functionalism is the integration 

spillover effect between economics and politics, and between sectors. It is based on the 

scenario tbat governments involveci agree to merge certain sectors through negotiations and 

bargaining. Commitments and obligations are clearly spelt out and adequately 

aclaiowledged. The effect of such an integration would not stop beyond that particular 

sector. It implies clearly that political institutionalization wilI be the inevitable consequence 

of economic sector integration no matter whether it is driven by the market or govenunent- 

arranged. It sounds logical, because transnational policy coordination requires a role for 

supranational institutions. However, a closer look will reveal that the process of regional 

institutionalization is much more complex than liberalism assumes. It involves not only the 

spilIover effect of economic integration, but also the politicai economy of relative gains, 

and political trust. National political differences will become major barriers between states 

and play a far more important role blocking regional institution-building. Within this 

context, whether states are willing to make policy adjustments will depend to a large extent 

upon the political wiil of the state. If integration is mainly driven by market forces, there 



is no specinc institutional cornmitment and obligation to bind the states. A partnership may 

not exist between participant states. Hence, it does not aecessariiy follow that economic 

collaboration will ensure inters tate political accommodation and ins titu tionalization. 

1.22 Economic Integration 

Emerging Eastern Asia is very much an economic phenornenon. In this sense it is 

also helpful to review the economic integration literature. In his classic on economic 

integration, Tinbergen classifies two types of integration: positive and negative. Positive 

integration refers to economic institutionalization and its modification for the purpose of 

a more effectively integrated larger regional market. Negative integration relates to 

measures removing impediments on trade between participating c o ~ n t r i e s . ~  Bela Balassa 

views economic integration as both a process of abolishing discrimination and a state of 

affairs in the absence of various fonns of discrimination between national economies. From 

various econornic interpretations, we may highlight that for economists, liberalkation of 

trade and free movement of labour, capital, and goods within a given region are the central 

concerns. This could be achieved through "a free-trade area," "a customs union," "a 

common market, " "an economic union, " or "cornplete economic integration. These 

different f o m  also represent varying stages of economic integration. For the partaers 

involved, gaining access to one larger regional market may mean losing access to or 

 an Tinbergen, Intenarionul Economic Integrarion (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1954). 

" ~ e l a  Balassa, The Theory of Ecunomic Integration (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. 
Irwin, 1961). 



advantages in other regionai markets. International economic integration means 

international regional blocking. 

Today rnany economists agree that integration should be perceived broadly as "a 

process by which the economies of separate States merge in large entities. "24 Tt comprises 

measures that make possible international divisions of labour and freedom of movement 

for goods, services and factors of production within an integrated region. The main Stream 

in current economic debates, however, is stiil very much centred around preferential tariff 

agreements, partial customs unions or customs unions, free trade areas, and economic 

unions, or common markets. Regardless of the differences in conceptualizing the tem, the 

significance of inter-govemmental associations and policy coordination through formai 

regional institutions is underlined in most of the econornic integration literature. The role 

of the state and government policy adjusmients are fundamental to regional economic 

harmonization. Thus, in the economic integration literature, one often sees integration and 

trade blocking used interchangeably. Although regional economic integration rnay not 

necessarily start nom a trade blocking, it is very likely to trigger such activity and 

eventually lead to a process of negotiations for such a block? 

24 For a literantre review of international economic integration, see Jovanovic, 
iwemtionai Economic Integralion, 3- 10. 

=For instance, Paul Bowles and Brian MacLean argue implicitiy that such a possibility 
can not be rded out in the emerging Eastern Asia. Paul Bowles and Brian MacLean, 
"Regional Trading Blocs: Will East Asia Be Next?" (paper presented at the third 
CANCAPS annual conference in Vancouver, Canada, December 1995). 



Therefore, in terms of emphasizing the formal institutional characteristics of 

international integration, there is no essentiai difference between economists and political 

scientists. Economists stress clearly that economic integration is something that makes 

politically independent economies work together for the regional comrnon good which 

otherwise the national economy can not achieve on its own. Institutions are not only the 

necessary means to make it possible, but also the measurement to reflect the scope and 

depth of this arrangement. This process involves constant governent negotiations and 

bargaining with regards to what and how much to be integrated. Ternis and conditions are 

clearly spelt out for each individual national economy to join the enlarged regional market. 

However, sorne new trends in the contemporary international economic integration 

raise critical challenges. The accelerated economic transactions of the past several decades 

have transcended national economic and political boundaries, and numired some 

unprecedented trends in internationaiizing production and finance at both the global and 

the regional level. As B e h a n  points out, the last few decades of international industrial 

restructuring clearly dernonstrate that production by foreign-owned affiliates of 

transnational corporations (TNCs) is the most important contributor to industrial growth 

around the world, to the expansion of trade, and to the redeployment of industry to less 

developed counaies (LDCs). He argues that a new type of international integration starts 

occurring with TNCs playing a key r01e.~~ International business networking and 

26Jack N. Behmian, Indutriai Policies: Ihtemational Restru~curing and T r ~ s n m i o ~ h  
(Lexington, Mass . : Lexington Books, l984), 1-9. 



transborder production arrangements have become the main features of contemporary 

international economic integration. 

Some international politicai economists also make similar arguments. For instance, 

Cox, under the concept of "global economy," explicitly contends that the contemporary 

global organization of production has witnessed new patterns of complex transnational 

networking. The global arrangement of production is based upon "the various components 

of the product in places offering the most advantage on costs, markets, taxes, and access 

to sustainable labour, and also the advantages of political security and profitability. "" At 

the regional level, Drysdale, Evans and some others have also observed that economic 

regionalization in Eastern Asia in essence is a process of "market integration around 

signifiant institutional and legd barriers to trade, capital movernents and other forms of 

economic inter~hange."~~ It is a process of creating "a series of increasingiy complex 

connections between suppliers in different locations, and often different fimis, which 

produce component parts. "*' Bernard and Ravenhill stress that the development of regional 

27See Robert Cox, "Structural Issues of Global Governance: Implications for Europe," 
in Gramci, Hisrorical Materialism and International Relations, ed. Stephen Gi11 
(Cambridge, Mass . : Cambridge University Press, 1 993), 259-60, and also Robert Cox, 
Production, Power and World Order: Social Forces in the Making of Histoty (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1987). 

"Peter Drys dale, International Econumic PZiiralism (New York: Allen & Unwin, 
1988), 204-88, and Peter Drysdale and R. Garnaut, "The Pacific: An Application of A 
General Theory of Economic Integration," in Paci'c Dynamism and the Intedoml 
Economic System, eds. C. Fred Bergsten and Marcus Noland, 183-224. 

"Evans, "The Emergence of Eastern Asia, " 508. 



production networks in Eastern Asia not only blurs the traditional distinction between 

domestic and foreign, but more irnportantly undermines the notion of being national and 

local. "30 

Henderson's work, although abstract and generai by his own admission, also 

implicitly indicates these changes in cortemporary international economic integration and 

the need for new concepts and approaches. He argues that international economic 

integration, both a process and a phenornenon, is "a tendency for the economic significance 

of political boudaries to diminish." Strictly speaking, what is referred to is cross-border 

transactions, which include three dimensions: trade in goods and services, flows of capital, 

and movement of people across national borders. Technology and politics are the two main 

factors which bear on the extent to which national and regional economies becorne more 

integrated over tirne. From a historical perspective, integration has three routes: unilateral, 

plurilateral and multilateral. He further argues, "doser regional integration does not 

necessarily give rise to discriminatory trading blocs" and "(e)ven full economic integration 

does not necessarily imply political integration or loss of sovereignty; nor does it guarantee 

peacefil relations between the national s tates concerned. "" 

Drysdale and Garnaut cal1 for attention to the term of market integration coined by 

''Mitchell Bernard and John Ravenhill, "Beyond Product Cycles and Flying Geese: 
Regionalkation, Hierarchy , and the Industrialization of East Asia, " World Pofitics vol. 47, 
no. 2 (January 1995): 171-209. 

"David Henderson, "International Economic Integration: Process, Prospects and 
Implications " Intematioml Journal vol. 68 (October 1992): 633-54. 



~ o o p e r . ~ ~  They argue that regional trade expansion, capital movement and other forms of 

exchanges are not the result of removing national barriers because of regional institutional 

arrangement. Instead, economic interactions are able to avoid institutional, political and 

Iegal barriers. This type of international economic integration contrasts with the European 

model. It is particularly relevant to the case in Pacific ~ s i a . ' ~  As one journalist has 

observed, "If there is a Pacific comrnunity in the making, it is a srnalier place, and is now 

being shaped more by the daily decisions of the region's several million businessmen than 

anyone else. Economic transactions berneen national economies forge transborder ties 

and deepen the exisîing regional division of labour. It ends in increasing regional economic 

cohesiveness which is traditionally expected mainly from the state-arranged regional 

market expansion. 

Market-driven integration has its own dy namics and functional mechanism. Market 

integration wilI lead to intra-regional trade expansion. Economies of scaie are to be 

established with the elirnination of tariff regulations and other trade barriers. As Inotai 

points out, a larger market permits more intensification of the inter-enterprise division of 

labour, since it encourages every enterprise to specialize in the manufacture of the product 

32~chard  Cooper, "Worldwide Versus Regional Integration: Is There an Optimal Size 
of the Integrated Area?" Yale EcoMmic Growth Centre Discussion Paper 220 (November 
1974). 

"~rysdale and Garnaut, "The Pacific: An Application of A General Theory of 
Economic Integration, " 186-9. 

34 The Yen Block" nie Economist (15 July 1989): 5-20. 



it is most suited for. From an economic perspective, a series of consequences will occur: 

expanding mutual trade wil1 increase cornpetition in which s pecialization and an 

improvement of the product structure are becoming mandatory to enterprises. The enlarged 

market offers advantages not only to enterprises within the region, but aiso attracts externai 

finns that seek to establish production plants within the integrated region primarily through 

their capital ex port^.^^ Therefore, from the economic perspective national economic 

liberalization releases market forces that wiii drive national econornies to be mutuaiiy 

integrated. Such integration in general has no geographical or culnval preferences in 

choosing business partners. But, geographical proximity and cultural links are bound to 

reduce costs and hcrease profits of economic interactions, and in turn contribute to 

regiond integration. 

From a political economy perspective, market integration may not begin with nor 

necessarily will end in regional made blocking. National economic liberalization promotes 

transborder business connections, and participation in regional cooperation projects. 

Transborder business connections and participation in cross-border cooperation projects 

require policy and business custom harmonization and coordination. Yet, as neoliberalism 

and neorealism both agree, the cdculation of national interests is the most i m p o m t  factor 

determining the state ' s reactions to marketdriven integration. States ' positive reactions to 

regional cooperation projects or showing cooperative gestures are more national choices 

35~ndras hotai, R e g i d  Integrations in the New World Economic Environment 
(Budapest: Akadernia Kiado. 1968), 9-10. 



for avoiding loss, rather than simply policy changes for mutual gains." 6 s  leads us to 

further assume that economic cooperation and market integration can also take place 

between power contenders, because in some cases participation is a better alternative than 

isoIation. 

Market integration designates different roles for the state, subnationai units, fimis 

and international organi;rations. For instance, as Susan Strange has observed, the state does 

not only need to negotiate with its counterparts, but also has to bargain with foreign fums 

in relocathg production and business operations in this new relationship. This bargaining 

constitutes a new dimension of the state's dip~ornacy.~' Moreover, since the market 

functions as one of the main mechanisms to direct transborder flows of goods and 

services, concem about who is in and who is out, who gains and who loses are issues not 

oniy between states, but also within states. Such an integration raises new questions 

regarding its political consequences and implications for both regional relations and 

national governance. 

Thus, it is important to acknow ledge the distinction betw een state-arranged and 

36~anice G. Stein, "International Co-operation and Loss Avoidance: Frarning the 
Problem, " in Choosing to Co-operate: How States Avoid Loss. eds. Janice G. Stein and 
Louis W. Pauly (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 2-34. 

37Susan Strange, "Rethinking Structural Changes in the International Political 
Economy : States, Firms and Diplomacy , " in Political Economy and the Chnnging Global 
Order, eds. Richard Stubbs and Geofiey Underhill (Toronto: Macmillan & Stewart Inc., 
1994), 103-15, and Susan Strange, Rival m e s ,  Rival F M :  Cornpetition for World 
Market Shares (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 1). 



market-driven integration. While the former stresses the role of institutions in building 

regional harmony and cohesiveness, the latter focuses on interactions at the firm and the 

economic sectoral level, e.g., intra-regional trade, investment, technology difision and 

transnational cooperation projects. They are mainly driven by natural economic factors. 

Intensified economic transactions in the latter case rnay also numire regional cohesiveness 

and contribute to regional order and stabiiity through building transnational production 

networks, although not necessarily lead to its harmony. 

1.3 Emerging Eastern Asia: Regional Production Integration 

The emergence of Eastern Asia has been broadly perceived as the third "region" 

after the EC and North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Whereas many 

regional specialists in economics, political science and other related fields agree that 

Eastern Asian integration is fundarnentally different from EC and NAFTA, particularly in 

terms of the way in which regional connections are built, yet perceptions concerning what 

it is and interpretations with regards to why this is so vary considerably. Over the past 

severd decades, severd analogies have emerged and each attempts from a different angle 

to provide explanations for the growing regional connections. Four of them wiIl be 

highlighted here. 

The first and the dominant one is the broadly defbed liberal tradition which 

exercises a prevailing influence on regional studies in this area. No mater whether it is the 



" new reg ionalism" concept initiated by Palmer, or " soft reg ionalism " CO ined by Scalapino , 

or "open regionalism" advocated mainly by econornists, they have one thing in common, 

that is, "transaction-centred. "" The density of transactions, e.g., Bows of intra-regional 

trade and FDI, will affect regional identity and cohesion. Institutional mechanisms in 

whatever form will be shaped by intensified transborder exchanges. Following this 

tradition, the study of regional integration is preoccupied with supranational institution- 

building to promote freer trade and a liberal political ~ r d e r . ~ ~  

The second one is the "fiying geese" and product cycle approach. The "flying 

geese" concept was fkst coined by a Japanese econornist in the 1930s to explain 

development trajectories of lessdeveloped countries through trade expansion and 

 alme mer, m e  New Regionalism in Asia and the Pacifc, and Jeffkey Frankel and Miles 
Kahler eds . , Regionalisrn and Rivalry: Japan and the II. S. in the Pucijic Asia (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1993). Also see PECC, Pacific Economic Development 
Repon 1995, Scdaph ,  "The United States and Asia: Future Prospects, " "Northeast Asia- 
-Prospects for Cooperation," and Trends, and Scalapino and Kosaka eds., Peace. Politics 
& Economics in Asia. 

'%r instance, Drysdale, Intemational Economic Pluralism-Economic Policy in East 
Asia and the Pacifie, and Lawrence T. Woods, Asia-Pacifc Diplomacy: Nongovemmental 
Organizatiom and International ReMom (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1993). This category 
should also include neoinstitutionist views such as Chaimers Johnson and his followers on 
"developmental state, " and Richard Stubbs' argument on the "third form of capitalism. " 
See Chalmers A. Johnson, M m  and the Jupanese Miracle: the Growth of Industrial Policy 
1925-1975 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982) and Richard Stubbs, "A Third 
Form of Capitalism? The Political Economy of the Asia-Pacific Reg ion, " paper presented 
at the conference on "Economy and Culture in Eastern Asia, University of Toronto-York 
University Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies, Toronto, 15-17 April 1994 and "Asia- 
Pacific Regionalization and the Global Economy: A Third Form of Capitalism," Asiun 
 SUN^ vol. xxx, no. 9 (1995): 785-97. 



production relations with developed co~ntries.'~ Combined with the product life cycle 

theory proposed later by Raymond the "flying geese" metaphor from the 1970s 

on, however, becornes the main analogy used by many scholars to depict intra-regional 

connections inherent in the East Asian developrnent pattern." The central assumption of 

the "flying geese" analogy argues that the Japanese development experience has mode1 

effects on the rest of the region. The newly industriaking economies (NIES) such as South 

Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong; the new NIEs, including those of Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines; and the latest version of coastal China and 

Vietnam are more or less following the development strategy which Japm had taken and 

which led to the Japanese miracle. The logic behind this is the product life cycle 

"For the original meaning of this concept and criticisms, see Bernard and Ravenhill, 
"Beyond Product Cycles and Flying Geese, " 172-9, and for a case study of South Korea, 
see 1. Sakong, Koreo in the World Economy (Washington D.C.: Institute for International 
Economics, 1993). 

"See Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay (New York: Basic Books, lWl), Chapter 
3 "The Manufachiring Industries, " 60- 1 12. 

"~ iven  its fiequent appearance in the literature of regional studies, the "flying geese" 
analogy is still the predominant framework to investigate intraregional connections between 
East Asian development miracles. For instance, see Frankel and Kahler eds., Regiomlism 
and Rivalry: Japan and the United States in Pacific Asia, Cumings, "The Origins and 
Development of the Northeast Asian Political Economy," Christopher Howe, "China, 
Japan and Economic Interdependence in the Asia Pacific Region" nte China Quarterly no. 
124 (December 1990): 662-93, Karl J. Fields, "Circling the Wagons: The Trend toward 
Economic Regionalism and Its Consequences for Asia, " Issues & Studies vol. 28, no. 12 
(December 1992): 73-96, and Harald Sander, "Deep Integration, Shallow Regiooalism, and 
Strategic Openness: Three Notes on Economic Integration in East Asia" in Intemariunal 
Economic Integration , eds . Franz Peter Lang and Renate O hr (Heidelberg, Germany : 
Physica-Verlag, 1995), 2 1 1-44. 



presumption, that is, intraregional trade and investment are motivated by product life 

cycles which create comparative advantages between economies at different stages. 

Products have their life cycles. When the product reaches its mature stage and domestic 

labour costs increase, in order to maintain and enhance the product's competitiveness on 

the market, manufacturers are forced to plan production offshore relocation and regional 

technology diffision to take advantages of low labour costs in less-developed countries. 

This process will effectively deepen regional divisions of labour and constitutes one of the 

main dynamics behind growth. The "flying geese" analogy thus clearly stresses the 

hierarchical structure embedded in East Asian economic regionalization. As the region's 

largest commercial market and the main source of capital goods and technology, Japan is 

located at the centre creating dynamics for the region's development." 

The third one arises to a large extent from concem about the latest phenornenon 

of "Greater China" which demonstrates new regional connections not merely between 

Japan and the rest of the region, but more between China and the rest of the region by the 

investment from overseas Chinese, the Chinese in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Southeast Asia 

in particular. In addition to geographical proximity and the guiding role of the state, 

4'~he recently emerged "yen bloc" argument, closely related to the "fiying geese" 
analogy, assumes that Japan, through its region-biased outward FDI and official 
development assistance (ODA), is constructing an East Asian financial bloc. A 
comprehensive study conducted by Jeffiey Frankel at the Arnerican National Bureau of 
Economic Research points out, however, that there is no such evidence to support the 
presence of a "yen bloc." See Jefiey Frankel, "1s Iapan Creating a Yen Bloc in East 
Asia?" and Peter A. Petri, "The East Asian Trading Bloc: An Analytical History," both 
in Regionalism and Rivalry. eds. Frankel and Kahler, 53-88 and 2 1-52. 



historical links, family connections and cultural awareness are very important to the 

business decision-making and in building transnational production connections. Concerns 

over the emerging "Greater China" and interests in studying the unique structure of Asian 

business management have inspired scholarly efforts to explore the linkage between culture 

and business connections, particularly the role of Confucianism. For instance, Richard 

Stubbs has proposed that economic regionalkation in Eastern Asia may need be examined 

in the context of a possible "third form of capitalism."" 

Partiy as a critique to the above approaches and panly as an exercise of applying 

the Coxian critical theory of global politicai economy to regional studies, Mitchell Bernard 

has developed some distinctive arguments on econornic regionalization in Eastern Asia. By 

taking an historical approach and focusing on the impact of power configurations between 

social forces, he suggests that studying economic regionalization should go beyond the 

confines of international relations. His ernphasis on transborder connections in production 

U ~ e e  S. G. Redding, The Spirit of Chinese Capitulism (New York: Walter de Greuter, 
1991). A. Cowley, "A Survey of Asia's Emerging Economies: Where Tigers Breed," nie 
Economist (16 November 199 1): 3-1 8, R. Whitley , Business System in Eart Asia: Fi- 
Societies and Markets (London: Sage Publications, WZ), and also Stubbs, "A Third F o m  
of Capitaiism?" For more debates on culture and Eastern Asian regionalization, see papers 
presented at a conference on "Economy and Culture in Eastern Asia" organized by The 
Universisr of Toronto and York University Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies, Toronto, 
Aprii 1994. The panel on "Confucian Capitalism?" includes three very interesthg papers: 
Wei-ming Tu, "The Confucian Dimension in the East Asian Development Model, " Tae- 
Kyu Park, "Confucian Values and Contemporary Economic Development in Korea, " and 
Roger Janeili, "The Mutual Constitution of Confucianism and Capitalism in South Korea. " 



relations is particularly provo~ative.~' Indeed, Eastern Asian Uitegration should be 

perceived as to shape what Evans has called "the outer boundaries of an integrated 

production zone. "" Although the Japanese efforts in building a regional production system 

could be traced back to as early as last century, emerging Eastern Asia is very rnuch a 

recent phenomenon. Japan plays the leading role in many areas, but the traditional Japan- 

led production systern known in East Asia has undergone many fundamental changes. 

To identiw the dependent variable of Eastern Asian integration, these approaches 

are better seen as complementary rather than contradictory to each other. Although they 

place emphasis on one particular aspect of regional integration and are interested in 

different issues, one underphhg of economic regionalization has been implicitly or 

explicitly highlighted in all regional snidies, that is, growing regional production 

connections. Economic regionalization in Eastern Asia in essence refers to the intensified 

interactions at the intra-firm and sectoral level across political boundaries. These are the 

45See Bernard and Ravenhill, "Beyond Product Cycles and FIying Geese," and "The 
Pursuit of Competitiveness in East Asia: Regionalization of Production and Its 
Consequences," in Nàtional Cmpetitiveness in a Global Economy, eds. David Rapkin and 
William Avery (International Political Economy Yearbook) , vol. 8 (London: Lyme 
Rienner, 1 995), 103-32, Mitchell Bernard, " Post-Fordism, Transnational Production and 
the Changing Global Political Economy " in Political Economy and the Changing Global 
Order, eds. Stubbs and Underhill, 216-29. Mitchell Bernard, " Northeast Asia: The 
Political Economy of a Postwar Regional System" Asia Papen 2 (Toronto: JCAPS, l989), 
and "Regions in the Global Political Econorny: Beyond the Local-Global Divide in the 
Formation of the Eastern Asian Region" New Political Economy vol. 1, no. 3 (1996): 335- 
53. 

46~vans, "The Emerging Eastern Asia, " 508. 



most essentiai activities which f o m  and maintain regional business and production 

connections. For instance, those regional transnational corporations in consumer 

electronics, textiles, automobiles and semi-conductors are very active and efficient in 

organizing their regional operation systems. These sectors are the new cutting edge of 

"higher value-added production, technology development, and long-term growth. "" 

In Eastern Asia, production is organized in such a way as to maximize profits 

regardless of political boundaries. It has three main feanires: It is hierarchicd, 

transnational and market-driven. Japan sits on the top of the hierarchy with a leading role 

in intra-regional trade expansion, FDI movernent, technology transfer, and the growing 

complex networks of production and bus in es^.^' In addition, Japan aiso plays a critical role 

in the region's expanded trade with third countries in North America and Europe. 

While this study agrees that Japan plays a central role in building regional 

connections, it also strongly suggests the need for recognizing the growing importance of 

Asian NIES and overseas Chinese entrepreneurs. China, for instance, has become the 

world's largest FDI recipient over the 1s t  several years. Official Chinese sources reveal, 

however, that by the end of 1993, FDI from Hong Kong. Taiwan and Macao accounted 

for 85% of its total inflow investment and 79% of the joint ventures or foreign owned 

"For an overview, see Bergsten and Noland eds., Pacijic DyMmism, Thomas 
Anderson, Managing Trade Relations NI the Nèw World Economy (London: Routledge, 
1993), and PECC, Pacific Economic Development Report 1995. 



enterpri~es.~~ Interestingly, while China receives a large amount of foreign capital, Chinese 

outward FDI plays an active role in its neighbouring coutries, such as in the RFE, North 

Korea, and also Hong Kong. Thus, without taking into account the growing complexity 

of intra-regional production connections between China and its Asian neighbours, Eastern 

Asia as an analytical concept will be significantiy limited. 

Over the p s t  few decades, it has been seen that regional production integration leü 

by Japauese TNCs and other Asian industrial enterprises has resulted in creating close ties 

between industrial sectors, firms and national economies. What the Toyota regional 

production network often cited by many studies on regional integration reveais is not 

simply that Toyota makes transmission in the Philippines, steering gears and shock 

absorbers in Malaysia, and engines in Thailand and Indonesia, but rather a signifcant step 

in developing Toyota's transnational production and business chahs. Production offshore 

relocation Iinks different parts of the regiod0 

Bruce Cumings and Mitchell Bernard both remind us that economic regionaiization 

and production integration are not new in Eastern Asia. Regional production integration 

49This is based on the data provided by Chim Statistical Yearbook from 1980 to 1994. 
During this period, about 167.000 foreign investment involved enterprises with a total 
value of US$80 billion had been set up in China, out of which around 130,000 enterprises 
with US$64 billion are by investment ffom Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macao. 

V o r  an empirid analysis on production integration in Eastern Asia, see M. Bernard 
and J. Ravenhill, "Beyond Production Cycle, " and also Hong-Kuan Jiang, "Studying 
International Integration: Ambiguities , Confusion and the Eastern Asian Case " East Asian 
Forum vol. 5 (Fall 1996): 120-39. 



can be traced back to the late 19th century when Japan began constnicting regionai 

divisions of labour to serve its own national interests. Japan supplied countries in the 

region with manufactured goods while the latter provided Japan with raw materials 

Japanese industrial projects needed. For instance, Taiwan, Korea and Manchuria before 

the end of WWlI were once Japan's three main overseas markets absorbing a significant 

amount of Japan-made commodities, and as well the three most important overseas bases 

supplying Japan with naîural and human resources, and agricultural products. What is new, 

however, is that this historical pattern is undergoing some significant changes, reflecting 

an evolving trend of more interdependence rather than the old pattern of dependence 

between Japan and the rest of the region. Japan has already become the region's main 

industriai consumer market absorbing a signifiant part of the manufacture products made 

in the region. Asian NIES have joined Japan in competing for shares of booming local 

Asian markets. The solid status of Japanese FDI in the region's manufacturing and service 

sectors can no longer be easily maintained without confronthg challenges either from 

within the region or from the outside. The Pacific Economic Cooperation Council 1995 

report points out that Asian MES and China are no longer pure FDI and high-tech 

recipients. These changes have significant implications for the region's political economy. 

Compared with EC and NAFTA, regionai institutions play a marginal role in 

designing and prornoting Eastern Asian integration. It is primarily market-driven, and 

trade-investment oriented. The growing intra-regional trade is led by FDI from within the 



region and the outside as well. FDI brings with it not only production factors but also 

sophisticated technology and skills that result in accelerating the Pace of technology 

diffusion. Intra-reg ional trade, FDI and technology , thus, are the prirnary dy namic forces 

behind, and main features of regionai networks of production and business. Regiond 

arrangements for producing industrial components are based upon the principle of 

profitability. Production networks extend anywhere where it is profitable. In this regard, 

it has been often seen that production arrangements are underrnining or breaking away 

from institutional controls. Market forces drive flows of capital, trade, and technology 

diffusion. Eastern Asian production integration, therefore, can be seen as the outcome of 

the combined effect of changes in the global and regional political economy, technology 

development, comparative advantage, as well as geographical and cultural closeness. 

Stressing regional production connections should not in any way deny the trend that 

States in the region are slowly but increasingly interested in multilateral institutions. APEC 

is becoming a major regionai forum pulling together countries from across the Pacific. It 

has generated forces to increase its capacity to coordinate, facilitate and promote regional 

cooperation. Nevertheless, one should bear in mind that this is not an exclusive Asian 

institution. Secondly, there is still a long way to go before APEC becomes an effective 

institution. Thirdly, perhaps more irnportantly, it bas developed an additional function to 

keep Eastern Asia from becoming an exclusive region. Moreover, while the EAEC (East 

Asia Economic Caucus) vision proposed by Dr Mahathir of Malaysia at the fourth ASEAN 



summit in 1992 has triggered different reactions, ASEAN countries have chosen a go- 

ahead strategy by signing the region's fint free trade agreement in January 1993. The 

A m A ,  with projection to remove trade barriers among member states in the early next 

century, may thus be seen to some extent as an Asian version of European integration, 

responding to the world-wide trend of trade blocking. Yet, not many have indicated 

optimistic views about the fuhue of ASEAN economic integration? Despite the increasing 

importance of APEC, regional and subregional initiatives calling for institutions, and more 

constant inter-governmental consultations and dialogues, institutions at the regional level 

play a marginal role, if any, in facilitahg or orchestrating the integrative process of what 

has been observed as emerging Eastern Asia. 

Indeed, the most active integrative forces remain in Southeast Asia. Many parts of 

Northeast Asia are still kept out of the process because of political squabbling between 

states and the lack of "hard" and "soft" infrastructure to build closer links with the 

dynamic economy of Eastern Asia. However, transnational production connections across 

the Yeiiow Sea rim and around the Bohai area are growing rapidly. Economic exchanges 

across the Sea of Japan are aiso increasing. More importantly, economic complementarities 

between Northeast Asia and the rest of the region and the growing difficulties of Southeast 

and East Asian economies in maintainhg their competitiveness on the world market 

"Linda Y. C. Lirn, "ASEAN: New Modes of Economic Cooperation," in Southemt 
Asia »I the Nav World Order: The Political Economy of A Dynamic Region, eds. David 
Wurfel and Bruce Burton (New York: St. Matin's. 1996), 19-35, and Paul Bowles and 
Brian MacLean, "RegionaI Trade Blocs: Will East Asia be Next?" 



because of the increasing domestic production costs wiil encourage closer connections, and 

witl promote the northward trend of Eastern Asian development. Closer connections will 

also help fuifil the dream of building an Asian land bridge to Europe. Ali these trends 

indicate that Northeast Asia is joining the process of Eastern Asian economic 

regionali~ation.~ 

1.4 International lntegration and Cooperation 

The dependent variable of Eastern Asian econornic regionalization in this study 

refers to the process of building transnational connections in production and trade mainly 

through locating assernbly lines or new production sites in the region. These new 

arrangements for producing components in the first place are based upon the principle of 

profitability. Investment links different geographical parts regardless of political 

boundaries and expands the existing regional marketing and information networks." 

52For some Chinese and Japanese arguments on the potential connections between 
Northeast Asia and Eastern Asia, see Mochizuki Kiichi, "Quickening Development in the 
Sea of Japan Economic Zone," nie J a p n  Fmdation Nousletter, vol. xxi, no. 4 
(December 1993): 1-8, and Zhong-wei Lu, "Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation in the 
Post-Cold War Era, " Norrheart Asiun Couperution Dialogue Policy Paper no. 6 ( Institue 
on Global Contlict and Cooperation, University of California, October 1993). 

5 3 ~ i t h  a closer look one can easily find a registered Taiwan or Singapore Company 
located in China relying on technology from Japan, resources in China, management skills 
from Taiwan, Hong Kong, or Singapore to produce cornmodities for local markets or for 
export. Such cases can be found not only in China, but aiso in other parts of the region. 
The Taiwanese firm Jinbao Electronics in Thailand is a typical example. See Bernard and 
Ravenhill, "Beyond Product Cycles and Flying Geese. " 186-7. 



Production cost factors such as geographical proximity, economic complementarities, 

hist0rica.i links, and cultural awareness, plus state-oftered incentives-al1 promote economic 

activities within and transborder connections between certain geographical locations. 

Intensifieci economic transactions concentrated in specific geographical areas wiil nurture 

extensive cross-border ties and create deep interdependence between firms, sectors and 

localities. This gives rise to some transborder growth zones cutting across national 

boundaries. The emergence of TBGZs wiU further enhance transborder connections by 

improving the local business environment and launching cross-border cooperation projects 

to attract i n t e d  and extemal investment. Regional implications of the emerging TBGZs 

become an important subject to shidy the political econorny of regionalkation in Eastern 

Asia. 

Such an integration also involves bilateral or multilateral cooperation between 

states, localities and fms .  To study the conditions and limitations of subregional 

cooperation requires a clear understanding of the distinction and the interconnecmess 

between international cooperation and integration. Despite the frequently interchangeable 

use of international cooperation and integration in the literature of international relations, 

there is not a great deal of work exclusively on international regional cooperation. 

Cooperation between states, as Keohane defines it, has three important features which 

distinguish itself from other interactions between states. First, it is a policy choice of the 

state. Second, only those policies are accepted by o t k r  states as a gesture towards 



partnership for common goods. Third, the policy choice should aiso contain a process of 

policy coordination between states." In a broad sense, integration embraces state policy 

changes and adjustments either as cooperative gesnires, or as national responses to external 

calls for international regiond cooperation. Thus, it is very often that they are used 

interchangeably to address the sarne phenornenon. 

A more recent study by Stuart Harris presents some fûrther insights which help to 

understand international economic cooperation. Economic cooperation between states in 

essence relates primarily to trade in goods and services, economic exchange of factors of 

production including capital, labour, technology, and information." In whatever situation, 

he implies that international economic cooperation reflects the external behaviour of the 

state. It is the state that plays a vital role in maintainhg regional networks for consultation, 

communication, information diffusion, and macroeconomic coordination, which are the 

ba is  for sustainable regional cooperation. Thus, cooperation between states can be broadly 

defined as any adjustment of the state's behaviour in seeking for compromises when 

conflicts and complementary interests exist sim~ltaneously.~~ The motivations behind states 

choosing to cooperate are cornplex. The state that decides to cooperate does not necessarily 

%Robert O. Keohane, After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Politicai 
Economy (Princeton, N. J. : Princeton University Press, 1984), 49-64. 

55Stuaa Harris, "Varieties of Pacific Economic Cooperation, " The Pacifie Review vol. 
4, no. 4 (Winter 1991): 301-1 1. 

56~xeIrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anarchy: Saategies and 
Institutions, " 85. 



foilow the conventional wisdom that cooperation will bring mutual gains. It is very ofien 

that the national choice for cooperation is based more upon its calculation that cooperation 

is a better alternative to avoid ioss.*' 

While international cooperation more or less refers to the state's extemal behaviour 

and policy responses or initiatives, international regional integration focuses more on the 

process of forming transborder connections through a much wider range of interactions 

fiom international cooperation to marketdriven exchanges. In th is  sense, international 

cooperation is different from international integration. Regional institutional integration 

can only proceed when States choose ?O cooperate. Market-driven integration also requires 

the state to make policy adjustments and accommodation. In many cases, however, the 

state has the capacity to advocate or untap market-driven transborder ties. One should also 

acknowledge that the line between the two is ofien unclear, because they have sirnilar 

goals. Hence, examining the conditions and limitations of subregional cooperation wiii heip 

address the main concerns about the political economy of economic regionalization. 

e tei in, "International Co-operation and Loss Avoidance, " 2-34. 



Chapter Two 

Transborder Growth Zones, the Political Economy 
and Northeast Asia 

2.1 Defining TBGZs 

As proposed in the Introduction, the concept of TBGZs c m  more accurately address 

some of the main concerns derived from the growing transborder economic connections 

at the micro regional level. These co~mections are widely seen as an important part of the 

process of economic regionalization. In Northeast Asia these growing transborder 

connections are presently concentrated at rhree geographical locations: the Yeilow Sea rïm 

and the Bohai ara; the Tumen River delta and the eastern part of the Sino-Russian border; 

and the Sea of Japan. This snidy also suggests that the emergent TBGZs in Northeast Asia 

share many common features with those TBGZs emerging in SouthEast Asia and thus 

should be dealt with in a larger regional context. This chapter will identiQ the main 

features of the emerging Eastern Asian TBGZs and the political economy, but with 

primary reference to TBGZs in Northeast Asia. 

Establishing economic zones is a cornmon strategy adopted by many States as the 

main avenue to achieve better economic performance by building connections with the 

international market. Often economic zones refer to national special economic and free 

trade, or export processing zones. These special zones are located within the state and 

experiment with bold and risky economic and political changes. In order to attract foreign 



investment, gain access to advanced technology, and increase expon for hard currency, 

these zones enjoy preferentiai treatrnent from national govements. All these main 

features of a national special economic zone indicate that formal institutions must be in 

place to orchestrate the operation and development even before it takes shape. It can thus 

Eunction as the official "window" of the national economy on the outside world. 

Here this study looks at a different kind of economic zone. What makes a TBGZ 

fundamentally different fiom the national special economic zone is the former's 

transnational composition and its naturd attributes as discussed early in this study. A 

TBGZ in essence is an international area with some local unilateral or collaborative 

arrangements to exploit the comparative advantage each adjacent participant holds. The 

main purpose is to enhance local competitiveness in attracting investment and expanding 

trade. Such arrangements, either state-made or market-driven, encourage and promote 

cross-border cooperation and connections between local growth poles. These connections 

are mainly forged through intensified cross-border transactions, Le., trade, investment and 

other economic activities. They have transformed, or have the potential in the future to 

transform, the area into an economically dynarnic mini-region. Thus, a TBGZ in some 

sense transcends national political boundaries by pooIing together comparative advantages 

from locales of adjacent States. It can be perceived as an internationally localized area with 

joint efforts to achieve economic growth. In this sense, it is distinct fiom other types of 

economic zones s tmcturally and functiody . 



The most important difference between a national special economic zone and a 

TBGZ also lies in the latter's natural attnbutes as Scalapino has observecl.' The emergence 

of a TBGZ in the e s t  place rests upon local economic factors that are complementary to 

each other. Such factors include n a d ,  human and capital resources, geographical 

proximity, transportation links, know-how technologies, and cultural connections. When 

the national border is opened, these complementarities wiii boost cross-border trade, create 

business opportunities, and will attract outside interests. In this sense, economic 

profitability sets the boundary. Cross-border transactions, particularly border trade in 

whatever form, are the most important initial motor to activate existing and build new 

localized economic connections. The intensified border trade is also expected to attract 

both interna1 and extemal investment to improve transborder infrastructure facilities and 

build local production connections. The overall functioning structure of a TBGZ, 

therefore, is not based upon any formal supranational institutional arrangements. Market 

forces of demand and supply direct cross-border flows of investment, trade and other 

economic activities . 

An Eastern Asian TBGZ has four main features. 

1) It is often Iocated at the border area which links adjoining subnational units or 

States with factors of production strongly complementary to each other. The merge through 

business and production connections maximues development potentials. Even though it 

'See Intro., n. 32. 



may not be entirely impossible for them to be on their own, the pooling of comparative 

advantages will significantly enhance each one' s competitiveness on the national and 

international market. For instance, it is widely acknowledged that the success and 

outstanding progress in both SUORI and Hong Kong-Taiwan-Southeast China is the 

result of the combination of capital, technology, management, world market access and 

services fiom Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan, and cheap, trainable labor forces, land, 

geographical proximity and cultural affïnity in Johor, Riau and southeast China. 

Production relocation through FDI maintains or enbances the competitiveness of 

manuhctured products on their traditional North Amencan and Europeao markets. in this 

regard, national politicai boundaries become less meaningful to business operations. 

The Turnen area concept launched by the UNDP airning at building a Northeast 

Asian transportation web and a new economic growth center is not entirely kational in 

economic terms. Strong economic complementarities exist between the project participants. 

The long international political confrontation and military tensions have kept the area 

underdeveloped. In sorne way it is indeed the last econornic frontier with many 

opportunities in Northeast Asia if political confidence c m  be established and joint efforts 

are made.2 Another TBGZ which has shown progress in Northeast Asia is the Yeliow Sea 

2"~rontier" has been used widely in the literature of history to refer to the early 
colonhion of the unsettied and undeveloped land. Here it is used to depict the 
un/underdevelopment of the frontier of China, Russia, and North Korea at the Northeast 
Asian continental corner. Collaboration will create opportunities . For further discussions 
see Chapter 5. 



rim. The lifting of political baniers between South Korea and China makes it possible for 

economic complementarities to foster strong local connections across the Yellow Sea. 

South Korea, one of the successfbl Asian NIEs, has a lot to offer to China which is 

embarking on modernization. China is also able to provide what the South Korean industry 

needs to maintain its international competiti~eness.~ The competing concepts on 

subregional cooperation across the Sea of Japan are also based upon the developmentai 

potential of the economic complementarities existing in that area.' 

2) It is an economic zone only in the sense that production and business connections 

are localized based on economic complementarities and other natural links. It is 

transnational, but has no clearly defined boundaries. Boundaries will be extended to 

wherever business transactions flow and are profitable. As Abonyi has observed, "It 'goes 

with flow'. . . n5 The so-called geometric lines linkuig national economic growth poles are 

more imaginary than real. This is particularly the case in Northeast Asia. For instance, no 

3Won Bae Kim, "Yellow Sea Economic Zone: Vision or Reality?" Sueo Sekeguchi, 
"Direct Foreign Investment and the Yellow Sea Rim," and Sung Woong Hong, Chang Ho 
Yim and Young Chu1 Park, "The Korean Experience in FDI and Sino-Korean Relations," 
Journal of Northeast Asian Studies (Spring 1991). For Chinese literature see Feng-bin 
Zhao, "Guanyu zhujian huan huanghai zhiyou jingjiqiu wenti chutan, " ("Yellow Sea Rh: 
A Free Economic Zonew) Yatai Yanjiu (Asia Pacific Studies) (Institue for Asia Pacific 
Studies, The Chinese Academy of Social Science, CASS, Beijing) no. 1 (1994): 49-54, and 
Yue Chen, "Hua huang bohai diqiu guoji jingji hezhuo de qianjing, " ("Prospects for An 
International Economic Cooperation Zone in the Yellow Sea Rim and Bohai Area") Nankai 
Jingji Yanjiu (Nankai Economics) (Nankai University, Tianjing) no. 1 (1 992): 3-8. 

4 ~ e e  Kiichi, "Quickening Developrnent in the Sea of Japan Economic Zone," 3-8. 

5~bonyi ,  "Eastern Asia: The New Shape of Growth," 4. 



one can tell the exact geographical boundary of the YelIow Sea rim, or the Sea of Japan. 

It does not make any economic sense to decide on a specific geographical shape to include 

or exclude any locales or firms. Business has to go with oppominities and profits. The 

TBGZ concept on the Yellow Sea rim often includes al1 of South Korea, Japan, and a 

significant part of China, whiie the Sea of Japan incorporates northem Japan, the RFE, the 

Korean peninsula and northeast 

In a study of Singapore's growth triangle concept, Milne observes that the 

flexibility or accurately the ambiguity in defining the geographical boundary of a TBGZ 

has its own appeals. The ambiguity is not simply a problem of geographical definition, but 

rather is closely related to its outward-looking and export-oriented objectives. It may dso 

contain political motivations .' 

The Tumen River project is a contrasting case. The UNDP project team planned 

from the very beginning to set up two clearly defmed geographical triangles. Both have 

been attacked not only by outside observers but also from within. Attacks concentrated on 

%or instance, Kim, "Yehw Sea Econornic Zone: Vision or Reaiity?" Hong, Yim and 
Park, "The Korean Experience in FDI and Sino-Korean Relations," Zhao, "Guanyu 
zhujian huan huanghai zhiyou jingjiqiu wenti chutan, " and Chen, " Huan huang bo hai diqiu 
guoji jingji hezhuo de qianjing," al1 have a broadly defined economic concept for 
cooperation around the YelIow Sea rim that often includes many pans of this area. 

'R. S. Milne, "Singapore's Growth Triangle, " Ihe Round Table 327 (1993): 29 1-303, 
and T. G. McGee and Scott MacLeod, "Ernerging Extended Metropolitan Regions in the 
Asia-Pacific Urban System: A Case Study of the Singapore-Johor-Riau Growth 
Triangle," paper presented at the workshop on "The Asian Pacific Urban System Towards 
the 21st Century" at Chinese University of Hong Kong, 11-13 February 1992. 



two issues: the rationale for inclusion and exclusion, and additional difficulties created by 

aaificial boundaries in negotiating compromises. After two years' efforts, a review on the 

project has led to some significant adjustments. The original strategy to create growth 

triangles in Northeast Asia was replaced by a broad and vague subregional development 

strategy which reflects the common practice of flexibility and ambiguity in other cases. 

3) The above two features of "naturalness" make institutional coordination at the 

international level not essential either to the emergence or the fünction of a TBGZ. The 

success and outstanding performance of SIJORI, the narrowly defined "Greater China," 

and the Yellow Sea rim have been achieved in the absence of formal institutions. Although 

high-level meetings are playing an increasingly important role in accommodating 

developments in SUOH of Southeast Asia, a MOU, the only document wiîh signatures of 

three participant States, was not signed until Decernber 1994.' Political differences and 

strategic interests between Taiwan, Hong Kong and China have ruled out the possibility 

of institutionalization in the past, but what is sniking, did not prohibit transborder 

connections from emerging and developing across the Taiwan Straits. 

The Tumen case in Northeast Asia again exhibits another contrasting example. The 

project started with a blueprint to build supranational institutions for two reasons: to make 

international cooperation possible between former politicai rivals, and to iocrease political 

insurance for outside investors. It seems ideal to have these internationaI institutions, but 

'"Growth Triangle: S'pore, KL, Jakarta to sign MOU," Straits Times (3 December 
1994). 



took nearly five years to reach compromises over abstract principles regarding the nature 

and the function of the proposed institutions. Even today still no one knows when the 

designated institutions will be operational. In contrast, economic transactions escaping 

from formal political controls and transborder connections outside the blueprint, are 

proceeding at a striking pace. Here, the question is raised once again: is this because 

multilateral institutional practices are opposed to the North/East Asian values and 

tradition? Or is it sirnply because conditions for institutional arrangements are not yet 

avaiiable? 

The absence of supranational institutions in international cooperation at the micro 

level should not undennine the role of the state and international organizations in 

promoting cross-border ties. States at both the national and subnational level, and 

international organizations play critical roles in ensuring political cornmitment and making 

cross-border cooperation both possible and viable. It is especially important to underline 

the role of the state in improving hard and soft infrastructure within its own territory and 

the role of an international organization as the third party to help establish a process of 

bilateral or multilateral consultations. The third party role of an international organization 

is also refiected in providing initial funds and technical assistance in identQing and 

evaluating projects, working out strategies for mobilizing international resources, and 

offering some general coordinating work which is impossible without the thkd Party. The 

UNDP and the ADB are the two most important institutions actively perfomiing the 



function of the third party in several cases throughout the region, especialiy the UNDP in 

the case of TRADP and the ADB in subregional cooperation in the Mekong delta. 

Neither does the absence of supranational institutions impIy that a TBGZ has no 

institutional challenges. Many issues arising from cross-border transactions such as 

coordination in cross-border cooperative projects, balance of payments, harmonization of 

customs, control over international migration, environment protection, and fighting against 

transborder crimes, are obviously beyond the capability of any single state. An 

international institution can coordinate border-crossings more effectively. More 

importantly, institutionalization may also be able to provide more reliable political 

assurance for a viable business environrnent. Nevertheless, the need for institutional 

coordination is one thing, but the conditions, and the capability or the efficiency of 

institutions are quite another. 

4) Given the natural feature of a loosely shaped economic mini-region, a TBGZ 

ofien has multiple actors who can contribute to transborder connections. If one foilows the 

conventional divide between the public and the pnvate, the two sectors play different roles, 

but both of which are essential to the success of a TBGZ. Taking into account the fact the 

emergence of a TBGZ does not create an international legal personaiity like national SEZs 

within the state, as Weatherbee has observed, "the territorial, institutional. and 

jurisdictional oversight over the economic elements " remains entirely national. It is a 



rnatter of national decision-r~king.~ In this regard, the role of the state, or the role of the 

public sector as broadly defined, is crucial. It is marked by making national initiatives of 

economic liberalization, cornmitment of political and financial support, and foreign policy 

adaptation to accommodate bilateral or multilateral relations required for transborder 

econornic activities. For instance, the success of the "Greater China" is often seen as the 

case of "naturalness." Yet, it has been widely acknowledged that Beijing's political 

cornmitment to economic liberalization and financial suppon to its SEZs in southeast 

provinces are very important in shaping the present economic ties or integration among 

Hong Kong, Taiwan and China. 'O 

Nevertheless, what has been stressed by Scaiapino, Jordan and Khanna is the fact 

that without the primary role of the private sector, no unilateral cornmitment or political 

will by itself can form a TBGZ. Although the state has the capacity to hold back or to 

reduce the scope of interactions, the political will of States is far from being sufficient to 

attract invatment and build intemational market access." In each case, subnational units, 

TNCs, mid and sdl-sized fimis, and individual border traders, and migrants as well are 

weatherbee, "The Foreign Policy Dimension, " 423-4. 

'"De-zhao Chen, "Chinese PubIic Policy and the Southem China Growth Triangle," in 
Growrh T M g l e  in Asia, eds. Thant, Tang, and Kakani, 94-1 13. 

"Regardhg this, Jordan and Khanna argue that governmental actions or political will 
alone can neither create nor hait border-area interactions. One should keep in mind that the 
border always has two basic functions: political boundaries and nexus for transborder 
connections. It is more than often to function first as national political boundaries to keep 
away extemal security threats. In this sense, the state can, if it has to, close the border. 



the most active players carrying out economic transaction and building transborder 

connections. They are profit-rnotivated." Thus, it is indeed the joint efforts of both the 

public and the private sector that led to the emergence of TBGZs in Eastern Asia. 

2.2 Dynamics and functional mechanisms 

The above section on the main features of the emerging Eastern Asian TBGZs has 

touched on both dynamics and functional mechanisms. Two broad arguments can be 

identified frorn the existing literature either on the "growth trianglen or the "NETt' 

concepts. W e  one stresses the effect of natural linkages as the dynamic forces pulling 

together adjoining parts, the other underlines the signifîcance of umaturainess embedded 

in this phenornenon. The fust argument centers around the NET concept coined by 

Scalapino and explained further by his followers. They emphasize that it is transborder 

natural attributes that, for whatever reason, draw adjacent locales together. The ADB- 

sponsored saidies contributed by some econornists on Southeast Asia and the UNDP report 

on Northeast Asia both heighten the importance of such factors as economic 

complementarities in capital, nahira.1 and human resources, geographical proxirnity , and 

subregional market potentiais. Coupled with political cornmitment and an active response 

'*For instance, as Johanna Son has observed, intra-Asian migration becornes more 
complex after borders are open. "Asian labor goes where the job are," Bangkok Post (16 
December 1994). 



from the public and the private sector, they are perceived to be amongst the most important 

conditions leading to the progress and the success of a TBGZ. l3 

The second argument contends that what one is looking at is basicaily economic 

interactions between counterparts across political boundaries at the national, the 

subnational and the firm level. The concentration of these interactions is nothing more than 

only one aspect of a regional process which should be perceived as the consequence of 

regional arrangement or reorganization of production through deliberate efforts by the 

state, the capital or the combination of the two. Nothing is natural. The argument covers 

a range of viewpoints from challenging the natural assumption to the combination of the 

naturai and unnaturd forces. For instance, Bernard and Ravenvill explicitly or implicitly 

make such arguments in their study on East Asian economic regionalization, asserting the 

essential role of the Japanese state and Japanese TNCs. 

Chia and Lee have suggested four major factors responsible for the emergence of 

"growth triangles:" 1) the overali regional political climate that marks the end of political 

confrontations; 2) globalization of production and stnicturai changes in production 

organization to make it more flexible; 3) rising costs in Japan and NIEs, and the declinhg 

I3Th.is has been extensively exploreci in Growth Triangles in Asia, ed. Thant, Tang ,md 
Kakani, Min Tang and Myo Thant, "Growth Triangles: Conceptuai Issues and Operational 
Problems, " Economic St@ Paper no. 54 (Asian Development Bank, l994), and UNDP 
TRADP, Repon A: A Regional Development Strategy for the Tiimen River Economic 
Development Area und North East Asia (19%). 



wmpetitiveness; 4) new world-wide trends of trade protectionism. '' Indeed, these changes 

have played an important part in Eastern Asian economic regionalization. However, they 

do not address directly to the question why intensive cross-border exchanges are 

concentrated in certain areas. Lim argues what has been witnessed is in essence a small- 

scale integration in the region. Domestic conditions conducive to transborder business 

c o ~ e c t i o n s  need to be investigated.'' It is me that economic liberalization in Asian 

countries has generated some diverse interests from within that not oniy put pressure for 

either more or less transborder comections, but also demand particular comections with 

special foreign neighbours . 

From a comparative perspective, this study contends that dynamics behind a TBGZ 

are rather more cornplex, especially given the multiple actors with diverse interests and in 

different contexts of political and economic relations at different locations. For instance, 

in any one of the cases one can easily challenge the f ~ s t  assumption by asking why they 

could not motivate those adjacent parts to pool together their comparative advantages in 

the past and what rnakes them driving forces now. It is obvious that one should go beyond 

natural links. To a certain extent changes in the national, regional and global political 

economy are important factors. Most notably, the substantial appreciation of the Japanese 

yen and other NIEs currencies vs the US dollar, national economic liberalization (or 

I4Chia and Lee, "Subregional Economic Zones, " 9- 1 1. 

ISLim, "ASEAN: New Modes of Economic Cooperation, " 22-3, 26-9. 



marketization) in Southeast Asia and China, the improving inter-state relations, technology 

development, and concerns over increasing trade protectionisrn in other regions, al1 are in 

one way or another conducive to regionalization and localkation. These changes at the 

national, regional and global Ievel push States, sub-states, and firms alike to look for 

alternatives. Contiguous areas with cornplementarities will be the logical location to receive 

prirnary attention at the local level when interstate relations are improving. The fast 

growing economic interactions across the Yellow Sea rim between South Korea and 

Shandong Province of China, across the Sino-Russian border between the Chinese Dongbei 

and the RFE, is the result of joint efforts by the public and the private sector. Bilateral 

relations are the most important factor to promote or prohibit economic transactions at al1 

levels . 

On the other hand, and sometimes more importantly, these changes have been 

identified to address the concems about the political economy at the general level in the 

region. When ibey are used for the dynamics of transborder connections at a specific 

location, some of them are not directiy relevant. Thus, one may ask: Why was China 

interested in setting up four SEZs in its two southeast coastal provinces in the first place 

which escalated interactions between the three Chinese parts? Why has Hong Kong 

invesmient favored Guangdong whiie the Taiwanese prefer Fijian? Why do the Japanese 

have special interests in Dalian, South Koreans in Shandong and Jilin, the Singaporians and 

the Taiwanese in Johor and Riau, the Thailanders in Yunnan? Why are TBGZs in 



NorthIEast Asia shaped differently fiom national SEZs and other regional or subregional 

economic groupings? These questions require one to focus on micro regionai level 

interactions. 

Therefore, while acknowledging the changing national, regional and global 

economy, more emphasis should be placed on transborder natural linkages that generate 

Local interests, attract business operations, and numire new or strengthen existing cross- 

border ties. Although there has been no a clear specification on what should be included 

in the category of nanird linkages, common sense often refers to capital, manpower, land, 

naturai resources, industrial and transportation facilities , technology . management skills , 

market access, and also traditional connections in culture, local commercial relations, and 

even f d y  ties in some cases.16 TO the local business community, traditional connections 

such as local trade routes, historical interactions and cultural awareness are very important 

in gaining business confidence, minimizing production and transaction costs, and 

maxirnizing profits. Econornic complementarities and close social-cultural connections can 

thus constitute a logicai development zone, but politicai barriers O ften set them apart. 

When the political clirnate begins to change, interests in renewing transborder connections 

and establishing new ties grow. After the state displays firm cornmitment, particularly by 

opening the border and offering incentives, interactions between sub-states and firms are 

intensified. In some cases, foreign investment flows in and cross-border industrial and 

'%mg and Thant. "Growth Triangles: Conceptual Issues and Operational Problerns. " 
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business networks take shape. Pooling advantages from al1 sides can maximize 

developmeot opportunities . 

It is important to note that what motivates the state to choose to open the border, 

to lift political barriers, to lessen controls, and to cooperate with neighbours, is much more 

complicated than the above nanual elements. Inter-state relations, the global political 

economy, the intra-state power configuration, the capability of the state in handling 

political challenges arising f?om econornic intercomectness, and the distribution of 

benefits, al1 exercise influence on the state policy-making. For instance, the Singaporian 

enthusiasm for the SLlORI concept can be explained as an important strategy to promote 

functional interdependence with its neighbours "to overcome econornic jealousies and 

ethnic animosities. "" It is more evident in the China-Hong Kong-Taiwan case that the 

Chinese decision to locate its fist  few SEZs in Guangdong and Fijian can not be separated 

from, among other political motivations, the political drive for a smooth transition of Hong 

Kong after 1997, and the unification of Taiwan with mainland China. The active role of 

South Korea in the Tumen project is clearly related to its grand unification strategy. The 

collaboration between Beijing and Moscow in opening the border, enforcing regulations 

in border trade, and resolving border disputes, has been driven mainly by their national 

policy agenda. 

Nevertheless, the primary function of the state is to provide political support 

17Weatherbee, "The Foreign Dimensions of Subregional Economic Zones," 428. 



(including l e s  intervention) and to finance large infrastructure projects that are beyond the 

local capacity. As to the different functions of the public and the private sector, Scalapino 

stresses that TBGZs 

generally require governmental support or at least acquiescence in their 
formative stages, but they survive and flourish on the basis of the 
commitments of the private sector, commitments based on economic 
opportunities. They can be benefitted or harmed by national legislation, but 
in the most basic sense, they operate apart from nationai jurisdiction.'' 

In addition, TBGZs in North/East Asia also reflect pragmatism in responding to practical 

problems of formai integration in a region in lack of confidence and tmst.19 Temtorial 

disputes, crossculture ethnic tensions, negative historical legacies, and perceptual security 

threats are some of the die-hard political barriers that exist between rnany of the TBGZ 

States. 

In terms of functional mechanisms of a TBGZ, there areas cail for attention. One 

is the market (demand and supply, and profits), as Scalapino has specified, that generates 

forces to direct flows of capital, goods, technology and people. The second is the role of 

the public sector at both the national and local level in guiding and monitoring the 

development of transborder exchanges and connections to ensure that national and local 

18scalapino, "The Funire Role of Regional Trade Blocs and APEC," 3. 

'91t is also the case in Southeast Asia where operational problems in subregional 
integration are not rhetoric but real barriers to the implernent of AETA. Thus, the 
emergence of TBGZs rnirrors pragmatism. For m e r  discussions, see Abonyi, "Eastern 
Asia: The New Shape of Growth," 4-5, and Tang and Thant, "Growth Triangles: 
Conceptual and Operational Considerations, " 4-6. 



interests are served. The state and sub-states cm issue policy directives and initiatives, 

make development projections. finance projects, and rnobilize resources, or give political 

toIerance at the minimum level. The third is bilateral or multiiateral coordination through 

meetings, consultations, and international institutions. One mechanisrn fùnctioning in one 

TBGZ does not necessarily work in the same way as in another. In most cases, three 

rnechanisms function together one complementing another. 

The emergence of TBGZs has been a region-wide phenornenon. They should not 

be mistaken as being static. They are dynamic. The driving forces behind them are 

changing and so are functional mechanism. Some TBGZs may develop more formal 

coordination and regulations such as trends in SIJORI and the "Greater China," while 

others may have difficulties in resolving differences between participants. Some rnay 

expect a very long period before local business environments are irnproved and able to 

attract FDI. In either case, the smooth and sustainable development of a TBGZ has to rely 

on the combination of the natural linkage and the political will. This leads us to assume 

that the political economy of a TBGZ will generate issues concerning both inter-state and 

ha-state relations. 

3.3 Political Ekonomy 

The political complexity of a TBGZ mainly stems from transnational interactions 

between Iocaiities of different States which are often lack of trust and confidence in each 



other. These interactions are taking place at multiple Ievels {international, national, and 

local), and involve multiple actors (state, non-state, and international organizations). It is 

M e r  complicated by the fact whüe interactions are transnational, regulatory regimes, if 

any, and political jurisdiction over interactions remain ahnost entirely national. This raises 

a set of issues concerning the foreign policy dimension of the nation-state such as 

diplomacy and bargaining, cooperation and confrontation, economic well-being and 

national sovereignty. Given that mmy TBGZs involve only part of the state, it also has 

significant implications for internal power configuration concerning national and local 

iaterests, costs and payoffs, and challenges to the national govemance. Furthemore, at the 

macro regional level, it wf i  impose on the subregion or the region what Acharya has called 

" security-enhancing " and "security-diminishing " effects .20 

The above issues concerning the political economy of a TBGZ can be studied by 

examining two broad areas: intra-state, and inter-state relations. Regarding intra-state 

relations, it has been observed that at least three major issues arises directiy from or are 

closely associated with participation in TBGZs. The three issues have various political 

indicaiions for the state. First is the issue of national control. As Scaiapino points out, 

cross-border transactions at the micro regional level are in essence rnostly the activities of 

local authorities, finns or individuais that escape from national jurisdiction. For instance, 

unregulated border trade, massive internal and cross-border migration, and organized 

%ni tav  Acharya, "Transnational Production and Security : Southeast Asia's ' Growth 
Triangles ' " Contemporuq Southeact Asia vol. 17, no. 2 (September 1995) : 173-85. 



smuggling are cornmon concems arising in several areas along the Chinese border in 

several of the emerging or proposed TBGZs. Social unrest, cross-border crimes, ethnic 

tensions, and increasing labor disputes, al1 are in one way or another related to issues 

stemmhg fiom the intensif& transborder exchanges and cross-border connections. They 

have created serious challenges both intemally and externally. 

Second is the challenge of growing regional prosperity and disparity that 

crystallizes local identity. Locales that are included in TBGZs benefit overall fiom 

enjoying more preferentiai treatment from the central goverment, easier access to foreign 

neighboring markets, and more business opportunities because of the international pooling 

of local comparative advantages. Although the strengthening of local identity does not 

necessarily lead to the break-up of national unity, as Frolic has noted in the Chinese case, 

it demands structural changes. A new bargainhg relationship between the national center 

and the locality is emerging.21 h Southeast Asia, interactions at several TBGZs have also 

fueled periodic tensions between the center and localities. Local governments keep on 

cornplainkg about înadequate political and financial support fkom the tenter? 

Third, sub-states and firms are gaining new roles in bilateral or multilateral 

relations which challenge the national monopoly of foreign policy-making . National 

"B. Michael Frolic, "China's Second Wave of Development: The Yangtze River 
Region" Eastern Asia Policy Pupers 5 (University of Toronto - York University Joint 
Center for Asia Pacific Studies, 1994): 21-2. 

 o or f i e r  discussions, see Acharya, "Transnational Production and Security," 180- 
3, and aiso Milne, "Singapore 's Growth Triangle, " 298-9. 



foreign policy interests are further diversified. For instance, the debate between the 

Chinese Foreign Ministry and defense industry sectors over arms sales has highlighted 

contrasting interests of haves and havenots. The Foreign Ministry insists tbat international 

pressure on China's a m  sales can affect millions of jobs in export sectors located in 

coastal areas, and should have more predeals consuItations between them. Yet, the 

defense industry responds with the case of millions of defense industry employees who are 

facing the threat of being out of work. At the local level, some significant changes have 

also been noticed. For instance, provincial and city governments in both the Chinese 

Dongbei and the RFE have been actively engaged in bilateral relations between the two 

countries after the border was opened for trade. Chinese local governments have taken an 

active role in advocating an open border in the north. Russian local governments have 

shown strong opposition to the border deal between Moscow and Beijing on the disputed 

territories. The Tumen case indicates that the diversity of interests between the national 

center and lo~li t ies have often imposed limitations on national policy options. 

On the political economy of the emerging TBGZs on inter-state relations, 

Weatherbee suggests, 

An aualysis of the impact of 'growth zones' in the broader context of 
relations arnong nationai actors engaged governmentally in subregional co- 
operative activities is an examination of the place and workings of one kind 
of state interaction in the totaiity of transactions that take place between and 
among state actors. In this respect, the politics of SREZ (Subregional 
Economic Zone) creation is a CO-operative transaction in an international 



relations subregion. 

It is debatable whether activities of a TBGZ can be generaiized as interactions among 

national actors and thus they should be perceived as governmental actions of the nation- 

state in an international region or subregion. Yet, interactions between international actors 

and cutting across political bomdaries indeed aiways have foreign policy implications. The 

state's decision to open the border and loosen control, or show cooperative gestures is 

based upon a calculation of national interest in the first place. Accordingly, not only the 

redistribution of benefits, but also the share of costs are major concerns for both national 

and local participants. Any projects involving collaboration among international 

participants will embody diplomacy and bargaining, and also the "congruence" of foreign 

and domestic interests . 

Thus, the externai behavior of the state becornes another focal point of the TBGZ 

study. In the regional context of international relations, it also includes the reaction of the 

state towards multilateralism through institutional arrangements. Theoretically, cross- 

border transactions are indeed "an important two-way interaction wherein close ties and 

common economic problems set the requirernents for institutional arrangements. "24 Yet, 

one should bear in mbd that in most cases institutiondization depends upon the political 

will of the state, not the market. In this sense, a TBGZ can work in a large part due to a 

z~eatherbee, "The Foreign Poiicy Dimensions of Subregional Economic Zones, " 424. 

24~rysdale, International Economic Pluralism, 204. 



mutual understanding among participating states that institutional arrangements, no matter 

how beueficial, should be shelved, since it is hard to reach agreements at preseot. 

Nevertheless, it seems still too early to clairn that TBGZs can or can not create incentives 

strong enough to attract states to work on regional or subregionai institutional 

arrangements for order and stability. Given the diversity of the motivations of the players, 

one must aclmowledge that states are cooperative in TBGZs not because of an existing 

common good, but. more importantly perhaps, for avoiding loss in the competition for 

market access, external capital, and technology. Cooperation is a means to achieve success 

in competition which will improve the state's international status perceived wideiy by 

countries in the region as the symbol of national power. In this context, nonstate actors 

should aiso be taken as both business partners and contenders. This may help to understand 

why Russian local governments in the Far East are either reluctant or strongly opposed to 

the UNDP-coordinated Tumen project which they believe will only benefit Moscow and 

their foreign neighbours . 

This lads  to the following questions: Can economic interdependence help build 

confidence among participant states and thus remove political barriers for institutionai 

coordination? Wiil the intemiQing cross-border transactions contribute to regional peace 

or connict? After identifying the generai trend of complex interdependence in international 

political economy, Keohane and Nye have observed that economic integration and 

regionalization will not always result in creating "a brave new world of cooperation to 



replace the bad old world of international ~onf l i c t . "~  What has been witnessed in the 

region does not show much difference. Eastern Asia is still a region with lack of 

confidence and trust, and tensions remah in quite a few areas where economic transactions 

are in high volumes. This indicates a general trend that TBGZs do not hold much prospect 

for resolving "the region's most entrenched security conflicts, even though they may 

provide limited ways for govemments to cooperate at the margins of these conflicts and 

thus serve as confidence-building measures. "26 In addition, interactions at a TBGZ are 

generating new sources for potential instability and conflict. For instance, new ethnic 

tensions between the RFE and the Chinese Dongbei arising from the uncontrolled cross- 

border migration and unregulated transborder exchanges already concern Beijing and 

Moscow. 

Assuming that TBGZs play a marginal role in changing the behavior of the state 

should not undermine the implications of international interactions that always embrace a 

learning process for the state. States may l e m  to adjust their behavior to the changing 

structure of regional relations. If rewards for cooperation are greater than costs for 

confrontation particularly in an era when ideology has given its place to economic 

hterests, states will adjust their behavior and make contributions to the international 

in or a comprehensive discussion about "complex interdependence" see Robert O. 
Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and Interdependence (Boston: Little Brown, 1977), 
Chapter 2, 23-67. 

26~ordan and Khanna, "Econornic Interdependence and Challenges to the NationState, " 
462. 



cooperative environment. TBGZs may have the potential to be the "building blocsw to 

advanced subregional integration as has been suggested by Abonyi. 

In Northeast Asia-the most difficult area to project any substantial changes, some 

watershed progress has also been made including Sino-Russian compromises on disputed 

border demarcations, the agreement between China and Russia with the other three central 

Asian states on border confidence building measures by increasing military transparency, 

and Sino-Russian and Sino-North Korean cross-border cooperation projects. These are 

signs of progress. The more fundamental question for this study is: how much do tbese 

developments have to do with tramborder connections from below? One may suggest that 

the need for state's firm cornmitment to a business environment required for a viable 

enlarged local market, the increasing cost of political confrontation, and the grassroots 

communication channels built through expanding cross-border connections, may be al1 

conducive to seeking peaceful settlements over bilaterai or multilaterai disputes and 

coaflicts. Yet, it is not difficult to ver* that other factors have played more critical roles. 

Although national security interests broadly defined remains highly sensitive on the 

national policy agenda, it seems that challenges arising from interactions at al1 leveis in a 

TBGZ will be more critical to the national govemance than to international relations. But 

in an era where the distinction between being domestic and international is becoming 

harder to draw, any domestic change or adjustment effected by or for TBGZs will surely 

affect participant states. Therefore, the political econorny of TBGZs, although still in a 



formative stage, has the potential to influence the post-Cold War restructuring of 

international relations in the region. 

3.4 Propositions for Testhg in Northeast Asia 

The foregoing sections have identifid the main feanires of TBGZs in Eastern Asia 

and the political economy . Donald Weatherbee has fomulated five propositions for testing 

in studying the political economy of Southeast Asian subregional cooperation. Some of his 

propositions are clearly designecl exclusively for Southeas t Asia. For instance, he suggests 

that the prior successful expenence of subregional cooperation at the state level and the 

existence of a larger regional institutional framework both will be vey important in 

facilitating transborder cooperation at the micro level. Neither exists in Northeast ~ s i a . "  

Given the unique historical and geographical sening of Northeast Asia and a slightly 

different research focus, this snidy has proposed seven modifiai propositions for testing . 

1) The Iower the security threat perception held by a state concerning its neighbor, 

the more likely the possibility that cross-border transactions and local connections between 

sub-states in the fiontier will be encouraged, facilitated, or tolerated. Since there is no 

transnational institution to coordinate and facilitate cross-order activities, it appears that 

bilateral relations between States set the political boundary for subnational units and local 

firms in pursuing foreign connections. This also indicates that national security interests 

"Perhaps this is the fundamental dxerence between Southeast As ia and Northeast Asia. 
Weatherbee, "The Foreign Policy Dimensions of Subregional Economic Zones, " 425-8. 



are given higher priority. Transborder cooperation is in the first place constrained by 

bilateral relations between the interacting States. 

2. The more decentralized the domestic political structure, the more likely the 

possibility that localities will become aggressive in pursuing cross-border connections. 

Border trade and transborder connections at the local level are most likely the 

consequences of the state's unilateral policy changes of economic Iiberalization and 

decentralization. Given no subregional arrangement like the AFTA in Southeast Asia, 

national policy choices in Northeast Asia should be deemed more as responses to both 

domestic pressure for development and external pressure of integration in other regioos. 

Thus, domestic sources of changes seem no less significant than the post-Cold War 

subregional system changes. In this sense, Northeast Asian subregional cooperation will 

ais0 be likely to be constrained by the domestic uncertainties. 

3. The deeper the transborder connections in production. the more likely the 

possibiiity of sustainable tramborder cooperation. It seerns that the ernergence of TBGZs 

in Northeast Asia, like that of the others in Southeast and East Asia, is mainly driven by 

intensified cross-border trade and investment. Except for the Yellow Sea rim and Bohai 

area where FDI fiom Japan and South Korea has formed solid transborder production 

connections, the other TBGZs, especially at the Northeast Asian continental corner, are 

more or less at the formative stage where most of the transactions are in trade, particularly 

barter trade. Conventional wisdom reminds us that local trade can boost economic 



activities, but cooperation based upon trade, particularly barter trade connections, is very 

fragile. It is subject to the infiuence of many other economic and political factors. More 

importantiy, it seems that most of the economies in the ~ortheast Asian continent need the 

same resources, e-g., capital and technology, and export the same commodities, e.g., 

natural resources. From an economic perspective, TBGZs on Northeast Asian continent 

have severe economic constraints, let alone political barriers. 

4. The more active the local transborder engagement and the closer the economic 

ties, the more likely the possibility that institutional coordination WU be required and 

efforts of ins titution-building will be increased accordingly . The more advanced cross- 

border projects will likely produce more transborder concems over such issues as 

environment protection, cost-sharing, benefit redistribution, international employment and 

migration and cross-border crimes, which are beyond national jurisdiction. 

These challenges also have signincant implications for the national governance. 

After decentralkation and markethiion measures were Mplemented in Russia and China, 

much of the economic decision-making power traditionally held by the central authority 

was diffus& to local fimis and subnational units. These structural changes have numired 

a new system within China and Russia where the center is becorning politically and 

financially weaker. The reforms have inaeased the economic and political space available 

for developing local agendas. Thus, the emergence of TBGZs will pose more critical 

challenges to the national governance. For instance, it is likely to be a challenge for both 



Moscow and Beijing to make sure that national interests are served whiie local booms on 

their fiontiers can be maintained. For national interests, it ofien means more regulations 

and control. With firm control and strict regulations, state tax revenue can be collecteci and 

the state's foreign policy agenda wil1 not be affected by special local interests. For local 

economic booms, the past experience has shown that the less central control the more 

viable the local economy. 

5. The more extensive the perceived asymmetries between states in the proposed 

cross-border cooperation, the more likely "zero-sum" calculations wil1 affect the decisions 

of "weaker" states. This proposition applied by Weatherbee to Southeast Asia is also 

applicable in Northeast Asia. The course of the TRADP project shows that concem by 

"weaker" states over relative gains of the other states and the impact on regional power 

redistribution are the main dificulties preventing participant states from working together 

effectively. Accordingly, a sub-proposition fan be fonnulated: the more ambitious the 

projected transborder cooperation, the deeper will be the perception of asymmetries 

between states. It will also be more difficult to convince participant states to cooperate. 

6. The larger the number of participating states, the more likely that conflicting 

interests and policies will operate as obstacles to transborder cooperation. This proposition 

formuiated by Weatherbee seems particularly to apply to Northeast Asia. When states are 

not quite self-confident in handling their differences, the larger the number of players 

involveci, the more difficult the negotiation process wili become. Under this circumstance 



states will be more likely to work together bilaterally. Multilateralism, although proven 

to be more eff'tive in managing differences between both economic partners and power 

contenders, needs more time to make itself attractive in Northeast Asia. 

7. The deeper and wider the local economic ties, the more difficult for the state to 

consider non-peaceful means to resolve political differences. Bilateral consultations and 

meetings at both the state and the local level will increase. Bilateral and multilateral 

coordination wiU be constantly raised. In this sense, the TBGZ experience may contribute 

directly or indirectly to regional institution-building. Nevertheless, it seerns also quite 

possible that increasing concem over relative gains of cooperation will make cooperation 

itself a negative expenence. 



Chapter Three 

Northeast Asia in History: 
Foreign Connections and Local Identity 

--The Case of the Chinese Dongbei 

3.1 Introduction 

When the Russians arrived at the bank of the Amur River (Heilongjiang in Chinese) 

in the seventeenth century, Russia began to challenge China's position on the Northeast 

Asian continent. After the Japanese occupied Korea early this century, the history of 

Northeast Asia became a history of international rivalries. Diverse national political and 

strategic interests began driving major regional powers into endless military and political 

campaigns. The first major international confrontation was between Russia and China. 

Russia won and graduaily consolidateci its status in the Far East. The second confkontation 

was between China and Japan during the latter years of the last century , and Japan replaced 

ChiDa on the Korean peninsula. The third was between Russia and Japan early this century 

over the connol of the Northeast Asian continent. Japan was the victor and Russia was 

driven back to the area near its border. When WWII ended, a new round of power rivalries 

began again. This time it was between the Soviet-controlled East vs the American-led 

West. Northeast Asia became the frontier and the Korean War-a rniiitary showdown 

between the two camps-was waged. Later when China broke away from the Soviet camp 

in the late 1950s and 60s. it was also the frontier between Beijing and Moscow, Moscow 

and Pyongyang, with heavy rnilitary forces confionthg each other. 



Over the past one hundred years, constant rnilitary campaigns and changing 

political aiignments produced deep divisions, stroog antagonism and suspicions between 

states and nations. In contemporary international relations, Northeast Asia is thus 

characterized as one of the rnost fiagmented regions in the world.' 

While power rivalries indeed set the agenda for inter-state relations in Northeast 

Asia, this study contends that political and military alignments and realignments between 

states were accompanied by cultural and economic penetration, and thus fostered diverse 

transborder comections between peoples, at the micro-regional level in particular. A 

"bottom-up" approach is needed to reveai these micro level transborder ties and their 

C. Walter Young, Ine Intemtionul Relations of Manchuria (Chicago, Greenwood 
Press, 1929), Owen Lattimore, Manchuria: Cradle of Confzict (New York: Macmillan, 
1932), B.A. Romanov, Rursia in Manchuria 1892-1906 ( A m  Arbor, 1952), Andrew 
Malozemoff. Russian Far Eastern Poficy, 1881-1904 (Elerkeley , Calif. : University of 
California Press, M8), Peter S .H. Tang, Rwsian and Soviet Policy in Manchuria and 
Outer Mongolia. 191 1-1 931 (Durham, N. C . , 1 959), Car1 F . Nathan, Plague Preventiun 
and Politics in Manchuria 1910-1931 (Cambridge: Harvard Universiy Press, 1967), 
Michael H. Hunt, Frontier DeJerne und the Open Dooc Manchriria in Chinese-American 
Relations 1895-1911 (New Haven, 1973), Akira Iriye, Pacific E~rangement- Japmrese and 
Amencan Erpumion 1897-1 91 1 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l972), 
Christopher T'home, rite Lhits of Foreign Policy: nie West, The League and The Far 
Eastern C M s  of 1931-1933 (New York: Capricon 1973), George Alexander Lensen, 
Balance of Ihtrigue: Intem<ilional Rivalry in Korea and Manchuria, 1884-1899 
(Tallahassee: University Press of Florida, 1982), Walter A. MacDougail, Ler the Sea Make 
a Noise. .. (New York: Basic Books, 1993). For studies on the post-WWII division, 
especiaily about the Korean War and its impact, see Kim Chu11 Baum and James 1. Matray 
eds., Korea and the Cou War (Claremont, Calif. : Regina Books, 1993). James Cotton and 
Ian Neary eds., Ihe Korean War in History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1989). Robert Leckie, Conflict: n e  Histury of the Korean War, 1950-53 (New York: Da 
Capo Press, 1996), and William W. Stueck, nie  Korean War: An Intemionnl History 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995). 



legacies. The traditional Chinese tribute system and its cultural sphere, Russian attempts 

to build presence in Pacific Asia dating from the seventeenth c e n t q  on, the Japanese 

annexation of the area into its "Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere" in this century, and 

the two-camp division during the Cold War, were al1 political regimes constnicted 

primarily for political control and expansion in the subregion. These subsystems at the 

same time opened channels for cross-border contacts between allied States, and built close 

transborder social, cultural and economic connections fkom below. When reexamining the 

history of Sino-Japanese relations, Iriye has found out some interesting but contrasting 

features of the relations between the Chinese and the Japanese. 

Being geographicaily so close and yet psychologically quite remote despite 
their common cultural roots, the two peoples have developed a sense at 
once of commonality and disparity, interdependence and autonomy, mutual 
respect and suspicion, attraction and repulsion, and admiration and 
condescension toward one anotherS2 

John J. Stephen's study on the history of the RFE also points out that it is the Koreans, the 

Chinese and the Japanese who made important contributions to the early 

internationalization of the Siberian economy. Korean immigrants settled in the southern 

Maritime province around Lake Khanka and built cross-border links between the Koreans 

and the Russians. Chinese immigrants were well known in the RFE not onïy for their hard 

work and important contributions to the emergence of a modern city of Vladivostok-the 

largest commercial centre, but also for their success in border trade, ginseng collection and 

Akira Iriye, China and Japan in the Global Setring (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, l992), 3. 



gold smuggling. Japanese in the Far East were farnous for their grocery stores, barber 

shops and the prostitution business. Japanese banks and local Japanese chambers of 

commerce were once very active.3 This part of the history has also lefi important legacies 

on contemporary transborder relations at the micro level. 

This study is not going to repeat the Northeast Asian history of political rivalries 

between states, but rather will review these major rivalries for the purpose of exploring 

micro-level transborder connections which affected the changing local identities. In this 

regard, the RFE, the Chinese Dongbei, the Korean side, and the northem Japanese 

localities al1 have their own stories. For the cases chosen in this s t~~dy ,  the chapter will 

focus only on the local foreign connections which Dongbei established with its neighbours 

during different historical periods, and the Iegacy and impact on conternporary transborder 

relations. 

When investigating the Russian influence on the Chinese Dongbei during the late 

19th and early 20th century, David Wolff identifies three different but complementary 

approaches. One is the centre-periphery approach stressing that border areas such as the 

RFE or Dongbei are nothing more than an integral part of a national whole. Cross-border 

transactions are viewed and explained in the context of interactions between states. The 

second approach argues for the local uniqueness in the border area to "debunk monolithic 

John J. Stephen, "Siberia and the World Economy: Incentives and Constraints to 
Involvement," in Siberia: Probiems and Prospecîs for Regional Developmenr, ed. Alan 
Wood (New York: Croom Helm, 1987), 217. 



visions of national history and validate local perspectives." These two approaches which 

dominate the study of Northeast Asian history, as he points out, neglect "much that was 

fascinating and important about the place." Therefore, he proposes a third approach to 

place the history of a specific border area in the context of its transborder interactions. He 

stresses that " . . .by focushg the shared social histories of the couutries that make up the 

transnational region of Northeast Asia, we begin to see the correlations between the border 

and narrower versions of reg ionalism. " The multi-dimensional nature of border areas 

requires a comparative approach to "reconstmct the international cornpetition at the core 

of Northeast Asian identity. "' For questions about special local interests in developing 

foreign connections with particular neighbours, it is important to take a transborder 

approach and go beyond power rivairy relations. 

3.2 The Strategic Setting of Dongbei 

Dongbei is often referred to as "Manchuria" or the "Eastern Three Provinces" in 

the histoncal literature.' It shares borders with Russia and the Korean peninsula, faces the 

David Wolff, "Russia Finds Its Limits--Crosshg Borders into Manchuria," in 
Rediseovehg Russia in Asia-Siberia and the Russian Far East. eds. Stephen Kotkin and 
David Wolff (New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1995). 40-1. 

The "Eastern Three Provinces" was the late Qing nomenclature when the Manchu 
military governors were replaced by Chinese civil ones in Liaoning, Jilin and 
Heilongjiang. It was also widely used in the Chinese literature on the Sino-Japanese War, 
reffecting a spirit of Chinese nationalism against Japanese invasion. For more on the 
different names used for Dongbei and their politics, see Robert John Perrins, "A Case 
Study of Japanese Imperialism in Northeast China: A Review of the History of Dalian, 



Sea of Japan, but has no direct access to the sea since after China lost in the rivairy with 

Russia and Japan. Political boudaries were never defined in an acceptable way until very 

recently. For centuries this area at the Northeast Asian continental corner had been 

perceived by both regional and global powers as being strategically vital not only to the 

defence of continental powers against extemal threats, but also to any non-continental 

powers attempting to exercise influence over China, Russia and Asia. This helps to explain 

why China, Russia and Japan attached considerable strategic importance to this area. 

Since the Manchus took over Beijing and established the Qing dynasty to replace 

the Ming in 1644, Dongbei was deemed as the homeland of the Qing dynasty because it 

was the place where the Manchus rose to power in China. Dongbei thus received special 

treatment from each Qing emperor. First, the Qing dynasty issued a series of edicts 

banoing Chinese migration from the south of the Great Wall to keep Chinese influence out 

of Dongbei. The ban was maintained until the mid nineteenth century. Second, a unique 

and sophisticated military-political system, Le. the bannemen system, was 

assure secure control over D~ngbei .~  These two important measures shaped 

fonned to 

Dongbei's 

1905-32, " East Asia F o m ,  vol. 3 (Fall 1994): 1-39. 

The "banner system" was originaily a military organization established in the Iate 16th 
century and later became "a device for the perpetuation of a military caste made up of 
hereditary 
bannemen of Manchu, Mongol, and Chinese extractions, who were expected to be the 
most staunch supporters of the ruling dynasty." For a detailed discussion on the banner 
system, see Robert K. G. Lee. nie Manchurian Frontier in Ch ' h g  History (Cambridge, 
Mass . : Harvard University Press, l97O), 24-40. 



early local identity that separated it in many ways from the rest of China. Nevertheless, 

due to clirnatic hardsbips, a sparse population, and the policy banning Chinese migration 

into this area, the local economy was long Ieft underdeveloped.' More crucial, the growing 

presence of Russians at the h u r  River changed the Qing's security perception. Chinese 

migration was no longer perceived as a threat and hence was encouraged. 

Starting fkom the seventeenth century when the Manchus fought their way 

southward into China proper, Russia began its adventure eastward into the Siberian 

wilderness, settlkg d o m  g r a d d y  dong the Amur River, and finally reaching the shore 

of the Pacific. By the end of last century, Russia had directly confronted the Japanese on 

the Korean peninsula and the Chinese at the Amur River. For al1 empires, the larger the 

temtory, the greater the empire. China, Russia and Japan were no exceptions. Certainly, 

territorial expansion was one thing but the establishment of control was quite another. 

When the Russians reached the Amur River, St. Petersburg quickly found out that the 

possession of the newly expanded temtory in the Far East was very costly. St. Petersburg 

had to maintain a long supply line between its European part and the new temtories in 

Asia. According to one study, the possession of these territories was estirnated to cause 

Russia a deficit of more than 55 million rubles before 1880, although the total population 

For surveys on local economic development before Japanese colonization, see Kungtu 
C. Sun. The Economic Development of Manchuria in the First Haif of the Twentieth 
Century (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969), and Kang Chao. n e  
Economic Development of Manchuria: The Rise of a Frontier Economy (Anna Arbor, 
Mich. : the University of Michigan, 1983). 



was oniy 100,000.~ Because of its geographical proximity and access to the Chinese 

market, Dongbei was expected to supply new Russian settlements in the Far East and offer 

an easy access to Pacific ~ s i a . ~  This led to direct confrontation between Russia and China. 

Perhaps no other power attached greater significance to Dongbei and its 

surroundhg area than Japan. This was particularly the case after the Russo-Japanese War 

in 1904-5 when Japan was ready to expand to the Asian continent. Unlike other powers, 

however, Japan had already developed a strong economic interest in this area. Japan 

anticipated Dongbei and the Korean peninsula to be the base supplying the Japanese 

manufacturing industry with agricultural and industrial materials and an overseas market 

absorbing early non-cornpetitive Japanese produ~ts. '~ As Bix points out, the Japanese 

conon textile industry played an important role in advocating Japanese military drives 

Malozemoff argues that the real beneficiaries of Russian expansion into the Far East 
and Sino-Russian border were Chinese and Japanese merchants who operated cross-border 
business. See Malozemoff, Russian Far Emem Policy , 8. 

Witte, the Russian Minister of Finance and the key figure of the later Russian Chinese 
Eastern Railway project, clearly stated that the Russian presence in the Chinese Dongbei 
could provide direct assurance for Russia's position in its Far East. See Malozemoff, 
Russian Far Eastern Policy , 75. 

Cumings. "The Origins and Development of the Northeast Asian Political Economy," 
Samuel Pao-San Ho, "Colonialism and Development: Korea, Taiwan and Kwantung," in 
The Japanese Colonial Empire: 1895-1945, eds. Ramon Myers and Mark Peattie 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, MM), 347-98, and also Frances V . Moulder . 
Japan, China and the Modem WorZd Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1977). 



against the gro wing Russian presence in Dongbei early this century . ' ' 

The foregoing is what the existing literature generally stresses in the study of 

Northeast Asian history. The geographical sening of Dongbei, howvever, has another 

important dimension which has been rarely discussed. Due to its geographical proximity 

to the RFE which was far Born Moscow and St Petersburg, and to the Korean peninsuia-a 

vassal state of China and later Japan's colony, Dongbei for a long period was a subregional 

nexus linking people from different cultural and historical backgrounds by maintainhg 

cross-border commodity exchange relations. These relations not only reflected political 

subordination, but aiso to some extent mutual reliance. Some historical events also 

strengthened such links. For instance, during WWI, many foreign labourers working in 

Russian factories were recruited fiom Dongbei. One local Chinese source found that more 

than 50,000 Chinese were recmited from Harbin alone between 19 16-1917 .12 When the 

Soviet civil war broke out, hundreds of thousands of White Russians were forced to retreat 

to Dongbei. Harbin became a Russian capital outside Russia. Japanese imperialism in 

For instance, in 1906 right after the Russio-Japanese War, Mitsui Bussan, the main 
Japanese textile manufacturer with a share of 3040% of the national textile products, 
incorporated several other major textile manufacturers and organized the Japan Cotton 
Export Guild. This new company owned 75 percent of the national share and targeted their 
overseas market in Dongbei. With the support of the Yokohama Specie Bank, the 
company had successfuiiy replaced Britain and the U.S. and occupied nearly 80 percent 
of Dongbei's textile Mports by 1911. Herbert P. Bk, "Japanese Imperialism and the 
Manchurian Economy , 1900-3 1, " nie China Quarterly , no. 
51 (1972): 425-43. 

De-bin Li & Fang Shi, Heilongjiang yimin gaiyao (Migration into Heilongjiang) 
(Harbin: Heilongjiang chubanshe, EW), 163. 



Dongbei and Korea before WWII also led to massive interna1 and transborder migration. 

When Japanese colonization began in Korea, rnany Koreans crossed the border to settle in 

either Dongbei or the RE. The number of Korean immigrants in Jilin-their neighbouring 

Chinese border area-increased from 2 15,772 in 19 12 to nearly 500,000 in 1922, l3 while 

the number in the RFE reached more than 200,000 by 1929. Later the RFE and Dongbei 

became the bases of many Korean anti-Japanese forces including the North Korean 

cornmunist t ro~ps . '~  After Japanese soldiers entered Dongbei, quite a large number of local 

Chinese joined this massive wave of transborder migration. For instance, one of the well- 

known local Chinese anti-Japanese resistance forces of about 30,000 soldiers led by Ma 

Zhan-shan retreated to the Soviet Union in 1933 and did not return untii after WWILL5 

Thus, Dongbei was not only strategically vital to state power rivalries, but also 

geograp hically important as a tram border centre linking people of different cultural and 

political background who were separated by political boundaries. These linkages shaped 

Dongbei's unique stafus both in Northeast Asia and within the Chinese political system. 

Ibid., 143. 

Kim Hakjoon, "The Emergence of Siberia and the Russian Far East as a 'New 
Frontier' for Koreans" in Rediscovering Rursia in Asia, eds. Stephen Kotkùi and David 
Wolff, 302- 1 1. 

See Hong-bin Wang, et ai., Ma Zhang-shan (Harbin: Heilongjiang renmin chubanshe, 
NU), Li & Shi, Heilongjiang yimin gaiyao, 165, and Ronald Suleski, " Northeast China 
under Japanese Control-The Role of the Manchurian Youth Corps, 1934-1945," Modem 
China, vol. 7, no. 3 (July 1981): 365. 



3.3 The Chinese Tribute System 

As Iryie stresses, intemational relations in the region had long been characterized 

by the fact that China, the only empire, presided over the scene and defined its external 

relations as tribute re1ationd6 At the state level, the Chinese tribute system set the 

frarnework for interactions between China and its vassal states. l7 Tribute, a fixed sum or 

quantity of specified goods required by fiat or by tradition in exchange of gifts from the 

Chinese Imperial Court, represented a type of political recognition by China for those who 

paid the tribute. Chinese recognition also rneant protection for those vassal states when 

needed. As Mark Mancall points out, "Tribute and trade were neither synonymous nor 

completely independent activities." More or Iess, it could be described as "the r i h d  

appropriate to commercial activities in the universe. " In the Chinese fiontier, however, 

trade ofien took place right after the presentation of tribute. Local tribes exchanged goods 

on the spot with local Chinese merchants or arnong themselves. In this regard, the tribute 

system could also be seen as a rnechanism to facilitate and coordinate local cross-border 

Akira Iriye. Afer Imperialism (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, l965), 
4-6, and John K. Fairbank, ed., The Chinese World Order-Traditional China's Foreign 
Relations (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, l968), 1 - 19. 

Interactions between middle powers and small states in the region were also conducted 
according to n o m  and principles set by the Chinese tribute system. See Hamashita 
Takeshi, "The Future of Northeast Asia, " in Rediseovering Ririsia in Asia, eds. Stephen 
Kotkin and David Wolff, 3 12-21. 

For a detailed discussion on tribute and trade relations, see Mark Mancall, "The Ching 
Tribute System: An Interpretive Essay," in The Chinese World Order, ed. John K .  
Fairbank, 63-89. 



relations. 

Tribute relations between tribes on the northem bank of the Amur and China 

existed long before Russians arrived. Tribute ceremonies were held annuaily as important 

local events. They included presentation of tribute from tribesmen, inspection and counting 

by the Chinese Emperor's local representatives, forwarding tribute to the Imperid Court, 

and delivery of the ernperor's gifts to tribesmen and trade activities.lg As one Japanese 

explorer who observed one tribute presentation and trade at the bank of the Amur in the 

early nineteenth century noted, there were hundreds of temporary shelters at the trading 

site built by 5-600 natives fiom al1 parts of the Manchurian Coast, the Russian territory 

including Sakhalin Island, and the Korean border area.1° 

On the Chinese-Korean border, the tributary relationship between C U  and Korea, 

China's vassal state, was widely seen as the most typical one within the ~ystern.~' 

However, Korea did not open its border for trade, even with China, until afier the middle 

of the seventeenth century. Three Korean border towns--Chunggang twice a year, 

Lee, The Manchurion Frontier in Ch 'ing History, 42-9 and also Tengfei de 
bianqiujiaolong-Heilongjiang sheng ymbian @yu, ed . Fu-ru Zhang (The Awakening 
Border Dragon-Heilongjiang Border Area) (Harbin: Heilongjiang jiaoyu chubanshe, 
19931, 91-8. 

Lee, n e  Manchurian Frontier in Ch 'ing History, 42-9. 

According to Deuchler, from 1645 to 1894 every Korean king would send two missions 
to Beijing each year. Each mission had about 200 to 300 members. See Martina Deuchler, 
Confucian Gentlemen and Barbarian Envoys (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
1977), 173-97. 



Hoeryong once a year, and Kyong'won once every two years-were chosen as locations 

to hold tribute ceremonies and conduct locai trade." Althoilgh Yi dynasty Korea stnctly 

controlled foreign trade, smuggling dong the border was always an important part of the 

locai transactions which were often beyond the govemment's control. 

Over centuries the tributary system was an important channel for tribes in the 

Chinese periphery to acquire Chinese politicai recognition. It was also the main avenue to 

maintain commercial relations with the big Chinese market. Thus, it functioned in one way 

or another as a social nexus in the border area linking people of different race and culture. 

It was maintained until the 1860s when a treaty system was imposed on China. Two 

treaties between China and Russia that affected cross-border transactions in China's 

northern fiontier were the Treaty of Aigun in 1858 and Beijing Treaty in 1860. The Treaty 

of Aigun in 1858 embraced an official bilateral seniement over border crossings in the 

frontier wherein both sides agreed to permit mutual trade along the Amur, Ussuri, and 

Sungari. Trade in the area east of the Ussuri would remain under joint dominion of the two 

countries pending future determination of the cornmon frontier in that area. The Beijing 

Treaty in 1860 imposed a new borderline between the two States, and Qing China lost d l  

land north of the Amur. These two treaties marked an end to the long lasting Chinese 

tribute system in the north. 

For a brief account, see Hae-jong Chun, "Sino-Korean Tributary Relations in the 
Ch'ing Period," in The Chinese World Order, ed. John K. Fairbank, 90-111. 



3.4 The Russian Chinese Eastern Railway (CER) Venture 

Russia was among the first western continental powers who broke the Chinese 

tribute system from the north and established direct state-to-state contacts with Imperia1 

China. Early bilateral contacts were conducteci across the central or the western part of the 

border through Hulunbuir and Xinjiang? At the end of last and the beginning of this 

century two significant events helped Russia build a strong presence in Dongbei, the Sino- 

Russian secret treaty in 1896 and the Russian participation in the eight-power expedition 

against the Chinese Boxer Rebellion in 1900.24 The secret treav was signed by China's Li 

Hong-zhang and Russia's Lobanov-Rostovski at St. Petersburg after China lost the war 

with Japan over the control on the Korean peninsula in 18%. Japanese dominance in Korea 

For instance, the f i s t  Sino-Russian bilateral treaty reached at Nerchinsk (Nipchu in 
Chinese) in 1689 deait with among others the issue of border trade. Both sides agreed to 
allow their subjects in border areas to Bade on duty free. Economic transactions were very 
active at the Russian town Kiakhta and the Chinese town Maimaicheng. Russians sold furs, 
hides, leather goods and English textiles to their Chinese customers and got back tea, 
rhubarb, Cotton and silk goods. According to one source, Russian exports to China by 
public caravans in the fust half of the eighteenth century averaged 38,000 to 42,000 nibles 
annuaily. There was no record for the private trade, but estimates assurneci 2 or 3 times as 
that of the public trade. See Vincent Chen, Sino-Russian Relations in the Seventeenth 
Cen~uv (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1966), 106-14, and 0. Edmund Clubb, China & 
Russia- "The Great Game " (N. Y. : Columbia University Press, 197 1 ) , 33-7. 

After the mid seventeenth century when direct state-to-state contacts mounted, border 
markets were often affected by bilateral relations as well as some practical problems 
arising from border trade. For instance, the three prominent problems included a lack of 
bilateral coordination 
(Russian taxed Chinese go& which made the Chinese angary) ; smuggling through bribes 
which caused concem at both centres; and cross-border crimes. Nevertheless, because of 
the power balance between the two sides which Russia was not powerfbl enough yet to 
break, a bilateral agreement was worked out in 1792 and border contacts continued. 



posed a direct and immediate threat to China? In order to win Russia's N1 support, Qing 

policy makers decided to aUy China with Russia to form a new balance of power in 

Northeast Asia. The price China paid for the alliance was to give Russia the privilege to 

use the Chinese ports dong China's northeast Coast and the right to constnict a railway 

across Manchuria with Russian "absolute and exclusive right of administration of the 

lands. " 

The Boxer RebelIion in 1900 was triggered by the overwhelrning foreign influence 

in the Chinese coastai provinces afler the Sino-British War in 1860. Foreign churches, 

missionaries, and later all foreigners were their targets. At the beginning, the Qing dynaçty 

supported the peasant rebellion. It spread so fast that the Qing dynasty soon found itself 

losing control. This quickly led to the eight foreign power expedition. Russia was among 

the eight and thus won the right to station troops in D~ngbei. '~ In the next 50 years after 

the two events, bilateral relations between Russia and China, and trilateral relations among 

Russia, Japan and China were al1 defined to a certain extent by struggles for control over 

For Chinese accounts on the war 's impact, Yu-lian Yang, Qingdni dongbeishi (History 
of Dongbei under the Qing Dynasty) (Shengyang: Liaoning jiaoyu chubanshe, 1991), and 
Hong Xue & Shu-tian Li, Zhongguo Dongbei tongshi (History of the Chinese Dongbei) 
(Chengchun: Jilin wenshi chubanshe, 1991) are two usefbl references. 

Clubb, China & Russia- "the Great Game, " 118-48, R. Glatfelter. R m i a  in China- 
The Russian Reaction to the Boxer RebelZion (Am Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan, 
1975), and Yang, Qingdai dmgbeishi. For sources of goverment documents, statements, 
diplornatic treaties and exchanged letters, see Qingdai zhonge guanxi dangan shiliao 
xuanbian (Selected Documents on Sino-Russian Relations in Qing China) (Beijing: 
zhonghua shuj iu, 1979). 



this area. 

Perhaps no other event could be as important as the construction of the Chioese 

Eastern Railway (CER) to expand Russian influence in Dongbei. Because of its strategic 

implications with the potential to break the balance of power in the region, the CER was 

a centrai issue from the very beginning. It was a venture financially supported by both 

Russia and France through Russia-Chinese Bank (Russia-Asiatic Bank or Huae daoshe 

yinhang in Chinese) and jointly nui by Russia and china." The joint project had two main 

strategic goals. From the Russian side, the Trans-Siberian Railroad under construction 

stopped at Srentensk in the late nineteenth century due to geographical and climatic 

difficulties. The part between Khabarovsk and Srentensk was the most difficult one. Russia 

considered an alternative to complete the Tram-Siberian Railroad to reach Vladivostok, 

that is, to lease land fkom China and buüd that part on Chinese territory . Thus, the CER 

would provide an easier and shorter land bridge to connect St. Petersburg with 

Vladivostok. Secondly, the CER was expected to open a new and easy access for Russians 

to reach coastai China and Pacific ~ s i a ?  

The Russia-Asiatic Bank was very active with more than 10 branches in al1 major 
Chinese cities in Dongbei. The Bank monopolized al1 local hancial transactions. Altbough 
Russia ody owned the Bank's 318 assets (the other fifths belonged to France), Russia had 
five of the eight seats on the Bank's managing board. China Iater was forced to buy sorne 
of the Bank's assets, but was not given any representation on the board. 

As one Chinese study argues, Russian planners were very clear that the CER would 
enable Russia to move its miliary forces, if needed, to a place not far from Beijing. 
Moreover, the Russian presence in Dongbei was also essential to consolidate its control 
over the Far East land by building connections with tribes originally subjected to China 



Li Hong-zhang and his advisors believed that China could benefit from the CER 

venture in two ways. It could strengthen the new Sino-Russian aliiance against the growing 

Japanese menace. It could also help to boost the locai econorny by building a local railway 

network. The second goal has never received any serious treatment in both Chinese and 

English historical account. The Qing dynasty had started launching local railway projects 

in Dongbei in 1890. Due to fiscal diffkulties, little progress had been made. Li Hong- 

zhang saw this as an opportunity to improve Dongbei's transportation iafrastnicture. Thus, 

it was a joint venture in which both parmers expected to create mutual gains. Nevertheless, 

when power configurations in the region m e r  weakened China's position, the CER 

became an exclusive Russian instniment to penetrate into China. However, Russia did not 

gain economicaliy fiom ninning the CER. Instead, the railway produced deficits and 

troubles for years ." 

When Russia got an upper hand in the region soon after the agreement, the railroad 

Company became a de facto Russian administrative entity in Dongbei, collecting taxes kom 

and providing govemance to cities and toms  dong the 2,400 kilometres rail lines, and 

and securing a supplying base for new Russian settlements. Changchun Railway Bureau 
and the Department of History, Jilin University, Shae yu luda zhujiedi (Soviet Russia and 
the Lease of Luda) (Changchun: Jilin renmin chubanshe, 1978), 4. 

The construction started in August 1897 and waç completed in 1903. The main line was 
1,481.2 Mometres long, entering China at Mamhouli, running through Heilongjiang and 
Jilin, and from Suifenhe reentering Russia. It connected to the Trans-Siberian Railway at 
the Russian town of Ussuriysk. A branch Iine was built between Harbin to Dalian where 
Russian troops were stationed. The branch line was about 900 kilometres. Several years 
after its completion it generated oniy a small amount of revenue for Russia. 



ninning education and training institutions. The CER was also involved in locai economic 

development by operating the Manchurian Mining Company and other business entities. 

The Russia-Asiatic Bank handled and controlled al1 locai financial transactions, Russia 

demanded that in areas adjacent to the Sino-Russio border no rights of mining, road 

construction, or other interests could be leased or sold to another country or foreigner 

without Russian concurrence, China could not undertake any highway or railway 

construction projects, the size of the Chinese armed forces in Dongbei would be 

determined by mutual agreement; and no foreign instructor was allowed to be employed 

in the training of Chinese naval or military forces in northem China. 

While acknowleâging the CER as a Russian instrument to achieve imperialist goals 

in Dongbei, t h i s  study also argues that the construction of the CER and its operation 

created oppominities for substantial local engagement between the two peoples from two 

completely different civilizations. The construction of the CER generated a huge demand 

for labourers and engineers, which resulted in or escalated massive migration both within 

and between Russia and China. The venture attracted thousands of Russian engineers and 

administrative personnel from the European part of Russia to move and work either in the 

Far East or Dongbei. One source gave an estimate of 160,000 in 1908 which represented 

an increase from 30,000 in 1903 .'O After the CER headquarten moved from Vladivostok 

to Harbin in 1898, this smali town with "a few cottages" soon grew to a city with a 

Jin-Wei Kong, dongbei jingiishi (The Economic History of Dongbei) (Chengdu, 
Sichuan: Sichuan renmin chubanshe, l986), 103. 



population of 68,549 in 19 13. More importantly, 63.7 % of the city 's inhabitants were 

Russians. Several Russian towns dong the Sino-Russian border expanded quickly. The 

Pace of Russian migration could not satisQ the growing need of these expanded Russian 

towns for labourers. Russians crossed the border and recruited many unskilled Chinese 

workers. According to one study, around 40,000 Chinese went annually to Vladivostok in 

spring and retumed in autumn. Many were recruited by the Russio-Chinese Bank and its 

subcontractors, travelled in Japanese ships, worked in organized gangs, and renirned to 

China with most of the money they ear~ted.~' 

The construction of the CER aiso created demands for Chinese labourers. The 

nurnber of Chinese workers working on the CER increased steadily after 1898 (20,000 in 

1898, 30,000 in 1899, and 100,000 in 1900). During its peak time, the company was 

hiring 20,000 Chinese workers. The company established several recmiting offices in 

Shanghai, Tianjin and Shandong. The construction and the operation gave rise to many 

local economic centres and the expansion of cities and towns dong the railroad. Many 

small Chinese towns dong the railroad suddedy were crowded with workers, engineers, 

administrators, and guards hired by the CER and they in turn attracted a large commercial 

population to serve their needs .32 According to Chinese statistics, 63 Russian enterprises 

had been established there by 1911, most of which were food and liquor producers and 

Malozemoff, Russian Far Eastern Policy, 190. 

See Wolff, "Russia Finds Its Limits," 41-8, and for Chinese studies, see Li & Shi, 
Heilongjiang y imin gaiyao. 



whose Chinese ernployees ranged from anywhere between a few to several h~ndreds.'~ 

The CER venture also increased cross-border trade activities. A large number of 

Russian-owned ships in Heilongjiang were actively shipping goods dong the border nvers 

between China and Russia to supply the CER and its staff. Cross-border trade increased 

135 % between 19 13 and 1917.~ After the Soviet Revolution, Russian trading firms, bank 

branches, and insurance cornpanies stili remained active in Dongbei . Russian investrnent 

from both the public and the private sector continued to grow. 

While Russia was building a strong presence in Dongbei, Japan was busy 

consolidating its colonial rule in Korea. The two regional powers soon confronted each 

other in 1904. Russia was defeated in the war. The post-war arrangement at Portsmouth 

fundarnentally changed the balance of power. Russia was forced to give Japan the southem 

part of the railway fiom Changchun to Dalian and Russia-built seaports at Luda (Dalian). 

When Japan began its aggressive campaign on continental Asia after the war , Russia' s 

status quo in the northern part of the area, however, was not significantly affected. Cross- 

border commercial relations between Dongbei and the RFE continued. During the Soviet 

civil war, more Russians crossed the border and took refuge in Dongbei. According to one 

local survey conducted by the Japanese in the 1920s, there were 55,959 Russians including 

30,322 White Russians in Harbin in 1927, and Russians owned 40% of the foreign firms 

-- - - 

Yang, Qingdai DongbeFFhi, 4234. 

Kong, dongbei jingiishi, 16. 



in the city ." 

3.5 The Japanese Colonization 

Japan emerged as a colonial power in Asia in the 1890s. Its intention to construct 

an Asian colonial empire, however, could be traced back to an earlier ~eriod. '~ After the 

fust Sino-Japanese War over the Korean peninsular in 1894-5 and the Russo-Japanese War 

over Dongbei in 1904-5, Japan accelerated the Pace of colonization on continental Asia. 

Japan's control over Northeast Asia was maintained until the end of WWII. In cornparison, 

Japan had a clear vision about its strategic goals in Dongbei when beginning its campaign 

in China. Dongbei was expected to be Japants stronghold for its grand strategy on Asian 

continent and also an overseas raw materials supplying base. For this, Japan adopted 

various approaches ranging from building a regional production network centred around 

the Japanese national economy and based upon a regional division of labour, to exercising 

direct military controls and establishing Puppet States. Hence, in the first half of this 

century, Dongbei, especially the southem part, received a substantial arnount of Japanese 

direct investment and many Japanese immigrants. Japan also trained many local Chinese 

professionals in d t a r y ,  economic, education and administrative sectors who in Nrn 

In 1935, Moscow sold its remaining connol in the CER to Japan for 140 million 
Japanese yen. About 20,000 Russians working for the CER then withdrew to Russia. Some 
White Russians did not leave until the end of WWII. Kong, dongbei jingiishi, 322-3. 

Cumings, "The Ongins and Development of the Northeast Asian Politicai Economy, " 
and Bernard, "Northeast Asia: The Political Economy of a Postwar Regional System." 



worked for Ja~an. '~  Therefore, transborder connections between Dongbei and Japan, 

especially in the south, were far more prominent thaa those between Dongbei and Russia. 

Japanese colonization has been extensively studied in both English and non-English 

literature. For the purpose of exploring interactions between Japan and Dongbei at the 

micro level and their legacies, this shidy highlights Japanese econornic colonization and 

migration policy. 

After the 1904-5 Russo-Japanese War when Japan took over the southern part of 

Dongbei nom Russia, Japanese investment began pouring into this area. By 1914, Japan's 

FDI in China had reached US$190 million excluding loans to the Chinese goveniment and 

investment in Chinese corporations. 70 percent of the Japanese investment and 80 percent 

of the Japanese in China were concentrated in Dongbei. Japan invested heavily in 

railroads , harbours , warehousing, banking and other basic idkastructure projects .'' By the 

time when Manzhouguo was created, Japanese investment in Dongbei had far exceeded the 

combined amount of al1 other foreign sources (see Table 3.1) .39 

For a comprehensive shidy, see Douglas R. Reynolds, "Training Young China hands: 
Tao Dobun Shoin and Its Precursors, 18864945." in me Jopanese Infonnal Empire in 
China, eds. Peter Duus, Ramon H. Myers, and Mark R. Peattie (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, l989), 210-62. 

Charles F. Remer, Foreign Investmenr in China (New York: Howard Fertig, 1968), 
420-3 1. 

The Sino-Japanese Treaty signed in 1915 gave Japanese businessmen almost equai 
rights as Chinese citizens in Dongbei. As a result. it Led to the biggest influx of Japanese 
SIMU fmns into this area. According to Japanese sources, within the next ten years after 
the treaty the number of Japanese firms operating on the Guandong Leased Temtory and 



The Japanese Southern Manchurian Railway Company (SMR, or Mantetsu in 

Japanese) played a crucial role in Japanese colonization in Dongbei. If the Guandong 

(Kwantung, or Kanto in Japaoese) Army was the rnilitary force Japan used to expand and 

maintain political control over Dongbei," then the SMR Company would be the most 

l à h k 3 J  

FDI in Dongbei before "9.18" (million yuan) 

Country FDI Percentage 

Japan 
USSR 
Britain 
us 
France 
Othets 

Source: Jin-wei Kong, dongbei jingjishi (The Economic His tory of Dongbei) (Chengdu, 
Sichuan: Sichuan renmin chubanshe, 1986), 3 13. 

important economic institution behind the Japanese drive for local industrialization in 

Dongbei. The S M R ,  a Japanese company with heavy government subsidies, was set up to 

provide administration over the Guandong Leased Territory and management for the part 

of the railway under Japan's control. Yet, in practice it was an institution responsible for 

in the railway zone was increased over sevenfold and Joint Ventures over sixfold. See Bix, 
" Japanese Imperialism and the Manchurian Economy , " 437. 

For a comprehensive study on the Guandong A m y  in Dongbei, see Alvin D. Coox, 
"The Kwantung Arrny Dimension, " in Ihe Japunese h f o m l  Empire in China, eds . Peter 
Duus, Ramon H. Myers, and Mark R. Peattie, 395-4 1 1. 



local economic planning and de~elopment.~' Working closely with Japanese banks, the 

SMR held a 30 percent share of stocks in a l l  major industrial firms in Dongbei, which was 

equal to the share of the Manzhouguo Government. Its business operations extended from 

transportation to heavy industrial, chernical, electric power and all other economic sectors. 

This enabled the SMR to have £hm control over local industrial development and ensured 

that Japanese interest would be served ." Massive Japanese investment in Dongbei rapidly 

increased bilateral trade. Throughout the 1930s t a  the end of WWII, Dongbei was Japan's 

major trade partner in both import and export. Dongbei not ody provided Japan with raw 

materials and agricdtural products, but also exchanged manufactured goods with ~ a ~ a n . ~ '  

For a detailed study about the role of the SMR Company in Dongbei, see Yoshihisa 
Tak Matsusaka, Japanese Irnperialism ami the South Manchurian Railway Company 1904- 
1914, (unpublished dissertation, Harvard University, 1 993), and Ramon H. Myers, 
"Japanese Irnperialism in Manchuria: The South Manchuria Railway Company, 1906- 
1933, " in The Japanese I n f o m l  Empire in China, eds. Peter Duus, Ramon H. Myers, and 
Mark R. Peattie, 101-22, and Ramon H. Myers, The Japanese Economic Development of 
Manchun'a, 1932-1945 (New York: Garland, 1982). 

Takafusa Nakamura, "Japan's Economic Thmst into North China 1933-38: Formation 
of the North China Developrnent Corporation," in ?Re Chinese and the Japanese: Ess~ys 
in Political 
and Cultural Interadmu, ed. Akira Iriye (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 198O), 
220-53. 

For details on Dongbei's imports From and exports to Japan during the decade afier the 
establishment of Manzhouguo, see Manzhouguo Government, nie Tenth Anniversa~ of 
Manzhouguo (Shengyang: 1941), 620, and also Mizoguchi Toshiyuki, "The Changing 
Pattern of Sino-Japanese trade 1884-1937,' in me Jupanese Informal Empire in China, 
eds. Peter Duus, Ramon H. Myers, and Mark R. Peattie, 10-30. 



IkhkL2 Trade between Japan and Dongbei (thousand yen) 

- - -  

Y ea. Exports to % of Jap ' s Ex Imports fiom % of Jap's im 

1932 192684 182921 

f 933 177327 3 13749 

1934 172262 383296 

2942 546,202 55 990344 31 

1943 400122 48 796795 20 

1944 456 176 49 632749 23 

1945(1-8) 246658 41 161874 25 
Source: Japanese Manchurian Society, 40 Years Development of Manchuria, vol. 2, cited 
by Kong in dongbei jingiishi, 492. 

Whiie Iapan pursued the strategy of local econornic dependence, Japanese 

colonization was chalienged by local Chinese anti-Japanese resistance. Begioning in 193 1, 

Japan started to prornote Japanese and Korean migration into Dongbei as a supplementary 

strategy to change the composition of local population. In order to attract more 

immigrants, Japan provided fiee land and seulement assistance for new immigrants. 

Despite these incentives, the overall result was not irnpressive for two reasons. One was 

the climatic difficulty new settlers had to face in Dongbei and the other was strong local 

Chinese resistance. Most of the land for Japanese or Korean settlers was in the northem 

wildemess close to the Soviet border. The land was usually "bought" from the Chinese 

local govemment which directly offended many Chinese pesants who relied on land for 

survival. Strong local Chinese resistance forced Japan to send "armed immigrants." The 

first group of such immigrants was sent into Dongbei in 1932. A more ambitious migration 



plan was launched after 1935. The new plan targeted an increase of one million Japanese 

farm households with about five million Japanese by 1940. To accomplish this goal, three 

transborder migration companies were set up: n i e  Manchuna Colonization Company, the 

Korea-Manchuria Colonization Company, and the Manchuria Land Development 

Company. Nevertheless, before 1945 the actual number of Japanese families sent to 

Dongbei was only about 57,000 with 270,000 Japanese." Also during the period of 1937 

to 1944, around 30,000 Korean households with 140,000 Koreans were organized to 

migrate into this area." 

in addition, some Japanese social organizations were also active in promoting and 

organizing transborder migration. For instance, the " Manchurian Youth Corps" (the Youth 

Colonization Volunteer Corps for Manchuria-Mongolia) was once very active in sending 

young Japanese to DongbeLd6 The Corps recmited 16-19 years old Japanese boys from 

farming families. These young boys received a three-month training in Japan and an 

See Manzhouguo Govemment: Yearbook of Manchurian Development, (Shenyang: 
1944), 13 1, and Ronald Suleski, "Northeast China under Japanese Control-the Role of the 
Manchurian Youth Corps, 1934-1945," Modem China, vol. 7, no. 3 (July 1981): 352. 
One Chinese source inacates that the number for the period before the end of WWII was 
10,6ûû households and 310,000 Japanese. See Bang Sun et al. eds., Jindi lueduo 
(Econornic Piilaging) (Changchun: Jilin renmin chubanshe, 755. In addition, Mark 
R. Peattie aiso provides some detailed information about Japanese settlements at Chinese 
treaty ports in Vapanese Treaty Port Settlements in China, 1895-1937, " 166-209. 

Kong, dongbei jingiishi, 53 1-2. 

Suleski, " Northeast China under Japanese Control-the Role of the Manchurian Youth 
Corps, 1934-1945. " 



additional three years' forma1 education at Japanese training centres in Dongbei. They 

remained and worked there until the end of M. Altogether about 80,000 young 

Japanese boys were recruited. Whiie Japanese business immigrants were concentrated at 

the CER zone, especiaUy in Dalian area, most of the household immigrants were sent to 

~eilongjiang ." 

In order to separate Dongbei fiom China, the Japanese Guandong A m y  followed 

what the Qing Dynasty did one hundred years ago by banning Chinese migration into 

Dongbei. Nevertheless, when the Japanese colonial authority and the Manzhouguo 

Government began implementing its first five-year development plan in the northem 

frontier in 1937, a local labour shortage forced Japan and the Manzhouguo Government 

to lift the ban. Local authorities in the northem frontier soon started to recruit Chinese 

labourers from outside Dongbei. According to one Chinese study, during the period of 

1937 to 1945 Heilongjiang expenenced a historical record of new immigrants. From 1937 

to 1941, Heilongjiang took in 420,000 new Chinese immigrants annually and fiom 1942 

to 1945 the annual number increased to 700,000.'* 

Japanese colonization in the first half of this century had substantially changed 

A Chinese study mentions that by 194 1, 82.3 75 of the households and 82.1 % of the 
individual immigrants were in Heilongjiang. However, the experience of these Japanese 
household immigrants was miserable. Many of them became victirns. When the war ended, 
110,000 out of the 230,000 Japanese immigrants in Dongbei were found and sent back to 
Japan. Many were missing . Li & Shi, Heilongjiang yimin gaiyao, 1 12-33. 

Li & Shi, Heilongiiang yimin gaiyao, 92-7. 



Dongbei's physical appearance and social life. By 1940 Dongbei had become the most 

industrialized region inside Chha with some of the major economic indicators much higher 

than the Chinese average (see the following tables)." More extensive local foreign 

2 h b E u  

Industrial Development in Manchuria during the Japanese Occupation 

Year Factor ies Workers Employed Production 

1940 24235 (169 %) 457,660 (200%) 2647mil. yen(327 %) 
Source: Dongbei Economic and Financial Committee, ed., Economic Statistics in 
Dongbei under Manzhouguo cited in Kong, dongbei jingjishi, 473. 

m e  3.4 Per Capita Product of China and Dongbei in Cornparison 
1930s and 1940s (yuan) 

Manchuria 69.2 (1934) 103.4 (1941) 
China 59.4 (1933) 59.3 (1952) 

Source: Kang Chao. n e  Economic Development of Manchuria: n e  Rise of a Frontier 
Economy (Anna Arbor, Mich.: the University of Michigan, 1983), 19. 

When William H. Chamberlin, then the Chief Far Eastern Correspondent for the 
Christian Science Monitor stationed in Tokyo responsible for covering East Asia, returned 
to Dongbei after five years of Japanese occupation, he was very impressed by the 
prevailing Japanese influence, and the extensive econornic and sociai changes that had 
taken place. See William Henry Chamberlin. Japan over Asia (Andover, Hants, Britain: 
The Chape1 River Press, 1938), especiaily Chapter 2, "The Advance to the North: 
Manchoukuo. " For economic and social changes in Dongbei under Japanese colonial d e ,  
also see Chao, Ihe Economic Development of manchuria: R e  Rise of A Frontier Econotny, 
Sun, The EconomIIUc Development of Manchuria in the First Hatfof the Twenrimh Centwy, 
Myers, Ihe Japanese Economic Development of Manchuria, and Baron Y. Sakatani, 
Manchuria: A Survey of Its Economic Development (New York: Garland Publishing, 
1980). 



connections were established, especially between Dongbei and Japan. 

Nevertheless, no matter how strong local connections were, they were subject to 

the influence of state relations. With the end of WWTI and the beginnuig of the Cold War, 

Dongbei's local foreign connections were reconstructed to serve the Sino-Soviet alliance. 

The Soviets went back to Dongbei with quite a number of aid projects. Dongbei developed 

a new dependence, this time upon the Soviet Union. After 1950s when the Sino-Soviet 

alliance broke down, Dongbei's border was closed. Most of the local foreign connections 

were cut off and the few remaining cross-border ties were under the state's strict control. 

3.5 Conclusion 

What can be drawn nom this brief historiai review about foreign co~ect ions and 

local identity? As anthropologists and historians have argued recently, the concept of 

identity is to explore likeness and self-consciousness between individuals or within a 

group. It is preserved and refomulated by memory of the past. What past people can 

remember , however , is often "selective, subjective, inscriptive, and responsive to a 

changing present."" What is more important, identity is "relative and situational, " and "a 

product of contact and not of i so la t i~n."~~ In this sense, Dongbei's history of transborder 

David Cressy, "National Memory in Early Modern England, " and Richard Handler, 
"1s ' Identity' a Useful Cross-Cultural Concept?" in Commemora~ions-The Politics of 
National Identity. ed. John R. Gills (hinceton: Princeton University Press, 1994). 

Thomas H y lland Eriksen, Ethnicily & Nationnlism -Anthropological Perspectives 
(London: Pluto Press, 1993), 30-5. 



interactions generated diverse forces that often different agendas. The legacy of the 

Chinese tribute system, the Russian expansion, and the Japanese colonization was multi- 

dimensional. International rivalries, especially military campaigns between States and 

brutal suppressions of local resistance, killed hundreds and thousands of people which 

resulted in deep antagonism, suspicion and resentment between nations. These tragedies 

are still remembered .52 

On the other hand, these local foreign co~ections first with Russia and later with 

Japan played a significant role in Dongbei's local econorny, and cultural and social 

development. For instance, as one Chinese snidy concludes, both Russian expansion and 

Japanese colonization in Dongbei brought in new cultural elernents which changed the local 

life style and increased mutuai awareness. The Russianization of Harbin early fhis century 

and the Japanese influence in Dalian in the 1930s both are still seen today in the two 

Chinese cities. The particular style of building architecture, fashion, food, and the 

importation of Russian and Japanese languages in daily life are a11 indications of local 

During the field research in late 1994, the author found out from conversations with 
quite a few locai residents of different background that the Chinese suspicions towards the 
Russians are maintained mainly by the memory of the early Russian brutal kiliings of 
ordinary Chinese. For instance, every local Chinese resident in the border city of Heihe 
is aware of the "64 villages" of 1900 when cossacks drove thousands of local Chinese 
including women and children into the Amur River. On the Russian side, the Russian 
conceni about another "yeliow periln is also derived in part from their experience of 
Chinese migrants flooding the RFE early this century. 



foreign c o ~ e c t i o n s . ~ ~  Perhaps, Dongbei's history of local foreign co~ections may help 

to explain why local Chinese in the north stiU prefer to study Russian while residents in 

the south like to learn Japanese. It may also help to explain why the Russians have 

particular interests in Harbin whiie the Japanese favour ~alian." 

From the late nineteenth century till before the outbreak of the second Sino- 

Japanese war in 1931, Russia attempted to change Dongbei into a "Yellow Russia" with 

Harbin as its capital. Before the end of W, Japan contributed considerable efforts to 

buiid Dongbei as an integral part of the Japanese Empire. A brief review of foreign 

connections and local identity of Dongbei leads to at least three observations. First, 

political rivalries benireen states had produceci diverse impact over the ara and the people 

over which the states competed for control. Rivalries often ended in the use of military 

forces to determine who would control what. Nationalisrn was always the most powerful 

driving force behind military actions. War was thus fought under the name of national 

interests. Mernories of war casualties were endurable sources for long standing 

antagonism, suspicion and ethnic tensions. Economic penetration and cultural influence 

were also both important instruments to help achieve political goals which military 

invasion and occupation were often unable to fulfil. However, economic and culturd 

For a Chinese study on the Russian and Japanese influence in Dongbei see Li & Shi, 
Heilongjiang yimin gajao. 

The South Korean interest in China's Yanbin area is a slightly different case. South 
Koreans are mainly attracted by a large Korean cornmunity living in that area. 



penetration, as this chapter has shown, often produces different reactions and legacies. 

Second, local co~ect ions at any time were subject to the influence of bilateral 

relations between states as Long as the national centre remained in control. Local 

transborder exchanges were allowed when the national border was opened. Local 

transborder ties could only be rnaintained and developed within the fi-amework set by 

states. The history of Dongbei's local foreign connections demonstrates that the state could 

ban or promote cross-border ties at the micro level according to its national interests. Local 

problerns arising nom cross-border transactions had to be regulated by agreements between 

states. Transnational communities in the border area were affected by relations with both 

the national centre and foreign neighboue. 

Third, localities in the border area had developed two unique features: periphery 

and frontier. Being far fiom the national centre politicaily and economically , this ara was 

assumed to be in a less advantageous position to compete with others for favourable 

treatment fiom the centre. In the case of Dongbei, however, it had been far more important 

than any other Chinese peripheries because of its strategic sening in Northeast Asia, at 

least until the most recent reform in the late 1970s and the early 1980s. The other feature 

of a frontier often related to its function as a political boundary, keeping foreign threats 

out of the temtory. A frontier ment  military enclosure. The local econorny has to be 

structured to serve national defence needs. Dongbei and the RFE had been playing such 

a role until not long aga Both sides received considerable inputs fiom the national centre. 



Many large defence industries were established to serve national strategic goals. What is 

more important, however, being a periphery and a frontier dso generated local special 

interests in establishing cross-border connections to satisQ local needs. Thus, nationalism, 

localism, and local internatiooalism were often at odds, but they were the three main 

driving forces at play when the national border was open. Integrative or disintegrative 

forces would be generated to exercise influence over both inter-state and intra-state 

relations. 



Chapter Four 

The Chinese Dongbei and the Russian Far East (I) 
Border-Trade and Transborder Cooperation: 

Dynamics and Conditionaüty 

4.1 Introduction 

- As Chapter Two on Eastern Asian TBGZs suggests, open border policies and 

border trade both play an essential role in accelerating transborder exchanges. The demand 

for improving basic infrastructure to support mounting cross-border transactions will 

attract more input from the central and local authorities, and external investment as weii. 

Cross-border cooperation projects wilI be inspired. Transborder ünks based first on barter 

trade and later on through production arrangement between enterprises, and connections 

with international markets will be established. Subregional integration and regional 

division of labor will be enhanced. 

If one puts aside for a moment the political econorny of cross-border transactions 

in a politically complicated and strategically sensitive subregion such as Northeast Asia, 

the above assumptions are based on two main provisions. One, border trade will be 

transformed fiom barter to hard cwency and will continue to increase. Two, there will 

be substantial progress in subregional cooperation, and extemal investment should keep 

on flowing in. The former wiil overcome payment difficulties arising from the expanding 

barter trade and the latter will help gain access to international markets. Cross-border trade 

and cooperation can then boost the local economy and maintain subregional growth. 



The above discussion is very much pure economic reasoning about the linkage 

behveen border trade and subregional growth. What is fundamental to the case in Northeast 

Asia, however, is the political economy of regional power configuration, which has not 

yet received adequate attention in most literature on subregional cooperation in this area. 

It is widely assumed that the end of the Cold War and the withering of ideological 

differences wiU naturally lead ail members of the region to search for alternatives of 

economic growth. If an open regional market benefits each state, there is no logic to think 

why states will not cooperate. 

While it is bnie that the market plays an important role in directing economic 

activities in the most profitable and productive ways, the state is not always passive in the 

process of making economic activities serve its interests or the interests of powerful groups 

within it. Thus, there often exists a tension between the market which tends to j u p  over 

political boundaries, and the state that tries to channel and control it for its own purpose. 

As Giipin argues, 

In a real world, divided among many different and frequently conflicting 
groups and states, markets have an impact vastly different from that 
envisaged by economic theory, and they give rise to powerful political 
reactions. Economic activities affect the political, social, and economic 
well-being of various groups and states differentially. The real world is a 
universe of exclusive and frequently conflicting loyalties and political 
boundaries in which the division of labor and the distribution of its benefits 
are determineci as much by power and good fortune as they are by the laws 
of the market and the operation of the price mechanism. "l  

'Regardhg the tension between the market and the state, see Gilpin, The Political 
Economy of lntemaiional Relations, 22. 



Particularly when the market is not politically neutral and creates the power potential 

which one state c m  use against another, the state will play an essential role in determining 

whether and how cross-border economic transactions are conducted, and what kind of 

transborder links can be miiintained. Although operating at the substate level, border trade 

and cross-border transactions also reflect power relations between states and nations. 

The fascinating development in the area dong the eastem section of the border 

between China and the USSRIRussia in the last few years, which was inconceivable not 

long ago, has offered a good case to study the dynamics of TBGZs in Noaheast Asia. The 

intensifid transborder exchanges between China and Russia, which has drawn worldwide 

attention, are obviously led and driven by border trade. The TRADP launched by the 

UNDP, the Northeast Asia Regional Development Strategy put fonvard by the UNIDO, 

the "Greater Vladivostok" program initiated by Russian local authorities and the Chinese 

project of a Northeast Asian "Hong Kong" at Hunchun, ail are in one way or another based 

upon the assumption that border trade and cross-border cooperation will create demands 

for sophisticated transportation networks and facilities capable of handling a growing 

amount of trade transactions in the subregion. 

Border trade between China and the USSlURussia started when the two states 

decided to reopen their border in the eariy 1980s and since then bas gone through a pend 

of dramatic increase and sharp decline. Although border trade continues to reconcile itself 

with problems arising fiom recent state policy adjustments, local market competition and 



rising ethnic tensions, it has profoundly expanded the basic infrastructure in the border 

ara, successfully boosted some of the local economy, and restored the old or fostered new 

transborder links. 

For instance, to a large extent increasing cross-border trade in the past several years 

has been the rnost important factor contributing to the reemergence of Khabarovsk and 

Vladivostok as the two main commercial centers in the RFE. Border trade has aiso 

substantidy increased the economic significance of Blagoveshchensk, the capital of Amur 

Oblast. Chinese cities, such as Harbin, Heihe, Suifenhe, Manzhouli and Hunchun dong 

the Sino-Russian border have experienced a similar path of expansion and prosperiv. 

Heihe, in panicular, bas been claimed as another Shenzhen in the north. By 1992, the 

anoual income for urban individuals in Heihe City had exceeded the national average by 

113 and the annual hcome for peasants was more than twice the national a ~ e r a g e . ~  What 

is more important, however, it has become clearer than ever in Dongbei and the RFE that 

cross-border cooperation is a very important tribute in addition to the support from the 

national center to the potential local economic boom. 

Border trade here is broadly defmed as economic transactions taking place dong 

the border between enterprises, individuals, and localities that are under different political 

'Shao-yu Liu, et ai., dui heiheshi duiwei kaifang gongzuo de huigu yu zhanwang ("The 
Past and the Future of Heihe' s Opening-up ") Heihe Xuekan (January 1994): 22-7. 
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jurisdicti~ns.~ Border trade is not new in this area. The USSR permitteci its Far East to 

develop border made with Japan in the 1960s. Border trade between the USSR, China and 

North Korea was once and is now an important part of their bilateral economic relations. 

What is impressive, however, perhaps is the fact that border trade between China and the 

USSR/Russia has become so phenornemi that it accounts for about 40 percent of the US$6- 

7 billion annual turnover of the Sino-Russian ~ a d e . ~  It takes place at aimost every town 

and city dong the current 4000 hn China-Russia border. In terms of both value and 

volume, most of the border trade is conducted through border ports located at the eastern 

section of the border, that is the main border between China and Russia stretching from 

the mouth of Tumen River, dong the Ussuli River and Amur River up to the border 

between China, Russia and Mongolia. Border trade through this area accounts for about 

3China usually defines border trade as economic transactions between local residents 
and fimis, which may or may not be nui by local authorities, at the border. There are three 
categories of foreign trade which are conducted through border ports. The first is minmao 
(residentid trade) between residents and involves deals of smail quantity. The 
second is dimu (local trade) that is between local enterprises or local official trade 
organizations. The thhci is g u o m  (national trade) in which state companies sign deal and 
make transactions. In practice. however, these classifications are more for statistical 
purposes rather than for regulations over foreign trade. Recently in order to standardize 
its trade policies for joining the World Trade Organization (WTO) , China has announced 
that the latter two types of trade are going to be treated in a similar way, which means that 
al1 incentives granted to local firms to increase border trade are going to be removed 
graduaIIy. This wiU be another crucial challenge to border traders. For the recent changes 
see Renmin nbao (Overseas Edition) (January 17, 1996): 2. 

*According to the Russian Embassy in Beijing, border trade, including direct trade 
between enterprises, had already accounted for as high as 80 percent of the bilateral Rade 
in 1992, Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (12 February 1993): 6. 



70 percent of China's total border trade.' 

The eastern section of the border line is mainly between China's Heilongjiang, 

Jilin, and part of Inner Mongolia, and the Russian territories of Primorskii Krai, 

Khabarovsk Krai, Jewish Autonomous Oblast, Amur Oblast in the Far East and a s d  

part of East Siberia (see the attacheci map of "Border Area between Dongbei and the m). 

China's Heilongjiang Province shares most of the border line with the USSR/Russia and 

thus becomes the most important player in Sino-Russian border trade. This province alone 

accounts for about two thirds of the border trade between the two co~ntr ies .~ 

This case study is divided into two parts. This chapter will examine the motivation 

behind local interests on both sides in cross-border cooperation, and the role of the state. 

The concerns to be addressed here are: why and how a heavily militarized frontier has 

been turned from a banle field into a hot spot of economic transactions and business 

opportunities; how legacies of a security-oriented local econornic structure will affect 

subregional econornic growth potential; and what role the state plays in cross-border 

cooperation between localities. The next chapter will be centered around questions oE who 

'Frederick Crook, an economist at the US Department of Agriculture, offers a very 
good overview of China's border trade and its impact on border development in "Trade 
on the Edge, " The China Business ReMew (January-February 1995): 26-30. Here, one 
should bear in mind the legitimate doubt about the reliability of these officia1 figures. 
Politicai factors in coliecting and releasing border trade data, plus practical difficulties 
involved, make these data seriously doubtful. This problem will be discussed further in the 
next chapter . 

%enmin nbao (Overseas Edition) (25 April 1996): 1. 



Map III. Border Area between Dongbei and the  RFE 

r . . s . . 

Source: Central Intel 1 igence Agency, U. S., 1988. 



trades what, why and how border trade m e r s  politically, and the prospective impact of 

border trade on Northeast Asian subregional cooperation. 

4.2 The "Last Frontier EconomyIr 

To study the dynamics behind border trade and cross-border cooperation between 

Dongbei and the RFE, different approaches, although with various foci, could be appiied. 

For instance, an enquiry into the national economic liberalization or internationalization 

in both States, bilateral relations between Moscow and Beijing, and new movements of 

Eastern Asian investment, regional trade and production integration-al1 c m  provide 

explmations to the case at issue. These approaches, however closely relateci, may easily 

neglect the most important interna1 forces at the local level which drive local authorities, 

firms, and residents alike to cross the border for business opportunities. Thus, this study 

will examine the basic features of the local econorny on both sides, looking for local 

elements which are complementary to each other and exploring similarities that draw them 

closer but wili also impose constraints on them. What needs to be stressed M e r  is that 

this approach will neither undennine the role of the state nor lose sight of market forces. 

On the contrary, it will underline the role of the state in constructing the local economy, 

closing or opening border gates, and laying out principles for cross-border contacts. After 

the border is open, demand and supply, and differentiated local prices create incentives for 

traders to cross the border searching for partners. In this sense, the market directs the flow 



of trade and economic cooperation. Yet, localities aiso play leading roles in encouraging 

and facilitahg cross-border transactions. 

The local econorny on both sides along the Amur River and Ussuri River down to 

the Sea of Japan was traditionaliy seen as a " fkontier economy . " By this, it specified that 

the development of the borderland between the two politicai and military giant neighbours 

who seldom got along well over a relatively long period was never a source of economic 

cooperation, but rather aiways a cradle of security concems and confrontations. As 

Chapter Three has pointed out, since the middle of the last cenniry when the political 

boudaries between Russia and China were defmed mainly by two bilateral treaties, Le., 

the Aigun Treaty (1858) and the Beijing Treaty (1860), both States, although power had 

changed hands many times in each country since then, had put forth tremendous efforts to 

secure their political control over the area. The efforts included building a border guarding 

front with heavy military deployrnent, structuring and restnicniriog the local administrative 

system, launching ambitious economic projects with huge state financial investment, and 

forced or semi-forced massive migrations into the area. 

While fundamental changes had occurred on both sides as a result of these efforts, 

some century-long features, which characterized the area historically were still present 

without much improvement. Furthemore, the Soviet style system in both countries over 

more than half a cenniry and the Sino-Soviet rifi over the past decades has given rise to 

some new features in this area. It is these changing and unchanging features in the border 



area, however, that became the new dynarnics driving both States and localities to cross 

national boundaries and to search for new development opportunities. 

The Russian Far East 

The RFE has been defined as being enormous in territory, isolated fiom the 

national political and economic heartland in Europe, sparse in population and rich in 

nanual resources . These features , particularly its rich natural resources , have received 

extensive treatment in the scholarly literature on the ~irea.~ Subregional development 

history shows, however , that rich naniral resources can make sense to regional cooperation 

only when they have market access. What is important are the restraints, both political and 

natural, over local development in the RFE. These restraints have shaped some unique 

features of the local economy. It is these features that make the local economy 

compiementary in many ways with Dongbei. 

To St. Petersburg and Moscow, the RFE indeed was more than just a vast territory. 

It was a treasure-trove of naturd wealth? first with furs, Iater with minerals and oil. What 

'The REF covers an area of about 6 million square kiiometres that equals the size of 
two Kazakhstans. Xt stretches about 3,000 miles from the south border with China and 
North Korea to the north Arctic, and 2,500 miles in breadth fiom the Pacific Coast to the 
A r p  river in the West. About 3/4 of the 8 million people live in the onequarter southeni 
area: Maritime and Khabarovsk b i s ,  and Amur and Sakhalin Oblasts . Presentiy , it has 
ten territories without fornial regional association and al1 are subjects of the Russian 
Federation. In this study o u  focus is primady on the southeast area that shares a border 
with China. For an overview on the naturai resources in the RFE, see A. Rodgers, ed. , 
nie Soviet Fur East: Geogruphical Perspectives on Development (London: Routledge, 
1990) and Mark Valencia, ed.. The Rusian Far East in Tmit ion:  Oppo flunities for 
Reg ional Economic Cooperation (Boulder: Westview Press, 1 995). 



was more fundamental to the understanding of the RFE in Russian politics, however, was 

that the RFE was aiways perceived above al l  as Moscow's outlet to the Pacific, providing 

Russians with an access to China, Japan and North America. Within this context, 

succeeding Russian governments fiom Peter the Great to the Soviet regimes kept on 

embarking on arnbitious projects in the area. Although debates regarding development 

strategies in the RFE were constantly launched in Moscow, exploring natural resources in 

the area was widely seen as a key elernent leading to local development simultaneously 

securing Moscow's political contr01.~ This development strategy laid principles for the 

local econorny, and set the tone for relations between Moscow and the RFE, and its 

relations with neighboring countries as well . 

Throughout its history, as Hausladen points out, "the relationship between the Far 

East and tsarist Russia represented a classic case of a resource-rich periphery and a 

dominant, European-based core. "' After the Soviet revolution, continuity and change were 

exhibited in the way that the RFE continued to provide the Soviets with a strategicaily 

more important presence in Asia with access to the Pacific realm. The linkage between 

Moscow and the RFE was maintained by economic dependence and political control. 

 or debates over local development strategies, see Jonathan Schiffer. Soviet Regional 
Economic Policy: E m -  West Debute on Pacifc-Siberian Develupment (Basingsîroke, Eng. : 
Macmillan, 1989) and Alan Wood, ed., Siberia: Prublems and Prospects for Regional 
Develupment (New York: Croorn Helm, 1987). 

' ~ a r y  Hausladen "Settling the Far East: Russian conquest and consolidation," in The 
Soviet Far East, ed. A. Rodgers, 5. 



Traditional connections between local residents across the border were reduced to a 

mininium level during World War II when Moscow believed that these connections posed 

threats on its national interests. The Chinese remaining in the RFE after the 1905 Russo- 

Japanese War were expelled and the Koreans forced to move to the Soviet interior.1° 

Although local relations were resumed to a certain degree in the 1950s, they were 

fundamentally overshadowed and often withheld by zit-zat interstate relations. When 

border military clashes between China and the USSR occurred in Ussuri River in the late 

1960s, military build-up and an arms race dong the border were at high gear on both 

sides. The area dong the border was soon turned into a heavily militarized zone." Given 

this strategic importance attached to the RFE it is no wonder why the RFE's political 

loyalty was always highly sensitive in Moscow. Moscow never permined the RFE to go 

beyond an economic grouping of independent territories with sirnilar economic concem. 

This perhaps also helps explain why the RFE, compared with the other parts of the USSR, 

''Chinese and Koreans were two main foreign labor forces contributing significantly 
to the development of the Far East. For instance, as Kolarz reveals, in 1926, workers from 
China and other Asian countries accounted for 50 per cent of ail manpower employed in 
coalmining in the RFE and 35 percent in the timber industry. For further discussions on 
foreign workers in the RFE, see Kolan, The Peoples of the Soviet Far E m ,  48-9, John 
J. Stephan, "Siberia and the World Economy: Incentives and Constraints to Involvement, " 
in Siberia, ed. Wood, 210-30, and James Forsyth, A History of the Peoples of Siberia 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, W 2 ) ,  2 19-23. 

'l~ccording to Defnse of Japan (Tokyo: Ministry of Defense, 1976 edition) cited by 
Dittmer, the Chinese Amy Divisions deployed at the border increased from 47 in 1970 
to 81 in 1975 while the Soviet number was expanded €rom 30 to 43 during the same 
period. Lowell Dittmer, Sino-Soviet Nonnulization and Its Intemationnl lmplicc~tiom 1945- 
1990 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, EQ), 204. 



was the least economically integrated area before the coilapse of the Soviet Union. 

The local economy was characterized by two main features. First, it was heavi1y 

focussed on resource extraction, such as biological resources, nonferrous met& and 

timber, although its local economy accounted for a very small percentage of the national 

output. Even in the early 1990s, the RFE economy produced only about 6 % of the national 

product which stiU mainly relied on resource extraction." Second, it was because of the 

strategic preference of the area in the national scheme that local manufacturing capacity 

was designed substantially to serve the interests of a large military presence in the area, 

such as marine and aviation construction, and ship repair. Industrial equipment and 

machine tools consumed locally were supplied by the other areas." Giant state-owned 

enterprises are &en used as a symbol to manifest the Soviet mode1 of industrïalization. 

The industrial sector in the RFE was no exception. Nevertheless, what was peculiar to the 

local industry was the domhant status of giant state-owned defense or defense-related 

industrial complexes, which were prioritized for development under the old system. As 

revealed in a recent study, defense or defense-related industry today is still secondary only 

to the extractive sector in the RFE. l4 

12see Russian Far East Update, me Rusian Far East: A Business Refemce Guide, 2nd 
Edition (Seattle: Russian Far East Update, 1996), 12 1. 

" ~ e e  Robert N. North, "The Far East Transport Systern," in n e  Soviet Far East, ed. 
Allen Rodgers (New York: Routledge, IWO), 189-90. 

I4The Russian Far Eart: A Business Reference Gzîide, 2nd Edition, 12 1-53. 



The two features had carved out some local idiosyncrasies. First, because of siate 

investment rnainly going into the defense industry, the local light industrial sectors, 

particularly those producing consumer daily needs, were never treated as something "more 

than an auxiliary branch", creating ''jobs for women" and making "some extremely 

essential goods in the event of war. "15 Thus, there always existed a shortage of consumer 

goods on the local market. 

Second, the combined consequences of the above strategic reasoning created a 

situation in which local supplies were increasingly dependent upon Moscow. As Rodgers' 

snidy on comrnodity movement and product flows in the Soviet Union in the 70s and 80s 

demonstrates, the Far East was neither self-sufficient in fuels, machinery, nor food. Most 

consumer products were brought in from European Russia through state planning. I6 This 

commodity movement was maintained by costly but relatively well-functioning 

transportation and planning systems. When reform and marketization commenced in the 

SOS, such expensive systems were no longer viable in meeting local demands. 

Fuahermore, local light industry could not be established overnight. Localities in the RFE 

in essence were cut off by reform and marketization fiom supplying bases in Europe, and 

were forced to look for other alternatives. 

"pave1 A. Minakir and Gregory L. Freeze, eds., nie Russian Far East-An Economic 
Handbook (New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1994), 97-100. 

16~llan Rodgers, " Commwlity Movements Reg ional Economic Development , " in me 
Soviet Far East, ed. A. Rodgers, 225-38. 



Third, local revenues became more dependent on exporting gold, diamonds, forest 

and fish products, either to Moscow for more state fmanciai redistribution, or to 

neighboring countries in exchange for what it was short of. The export of these strategic 

raw materials or low-added value products, however, was strictly under the control of 

Moscow. This fkther strengthened the nahue of the local economy as a resource exporter 

and defined the RFE's trade relations with neighboring countries, that is, exporting raw 

materials in exchange for consumer goods, which later added more hiel to the rising 

tensions between the RFE and Dongbei. 

The forest and fishing industries, traditionally vital to the local economy, offer 

some good examples. Both resources were somewhat dispersed throughout the accessible 

areas of the region, yeî located far nom national markets. The two sectors could produce 

relatively low value and sornewhat bulky products whose delivered price was adversely 

affected by lengthy land uansportation between the RFE and the national market in 

Europe. The existence of a fish and forest industry was primariiy shaped by the sheer size 

of resource stock, not locational advantage. To some extent from the 1970s on when the 

Soviet relations with Asian countries were improved, and tensions eased, both local forest 

and fish industries began relying on exports to Japan or across the border to China.17 

If the idiosyncracies discussed above were mainly created by policy choices 

17~or  the state of both industries in the Soviet Union, see Brenton M. Barr, "Forest and 
Fishing Industry," in The Soviet Far East, ed. A. Rodgers, 114-62. For an updated 
account, see Douglas M. Johnston and Mark J. VaIencia, "Fisheries, " in The Russion Far 
East in Transition, ed. Mark J .  Valencia, 147-82. 



Moscow, the harsh natural conditions also molded some particular features of the RFE. 

Agricultural insufficiency, labor shortage, and transportation bottlenecks were closely 

related to the inhospitable climate. Agriculture was always a problem for decision-makers 

in Moscow. During the Soviet period, collectivization and large state-owned fanns did not 

help much to improve the self-sufficiency of the RFE. On the contrary, the area under 

cultivation diminished by over 20 percent in the e s t  and the second Five-Year Plans. Food 

supplies for both old and new Russian sealers relied on impoxts from the other, mainly the 

western, parts of the USSR." The RFE in fact had never reached the level of self- 

sufficiency. Furthemore, even the insignifiant level of agricultural production in the RFE 

was maintained mainly through heavy state subsidies. In the past several years with 

Moscow's deep cuts in federal agricultural subsidies and radical steps in marketkation, 

agricultural products in the RFE contracted sharply. Local production in the 1990s could 

only meet local consumption of 15 % in grain, 30 % in vegetables , 40-50 % in meat and 

milk. l g  The combination of the sharp contraction in local production and the skyrocking 

cost in aansportation created commercial incentives to impon agricultural products to meet 

the shortage of both food and labor fiom neighboring States. Yet, imports for a subnational 

region shoa of hard currency could only be realized by fmding a trade partner who was 

in need of what the RFE could offer. Then an exchange relatiomhip could be established. 

18~olarz,  The Peuples of the Soviet Far Emt, 20. 

lg23e Russian Fat East: A Business Refeence Guide, 2nd Edition, 97. 



That partner would be no one else but China which not only could offer what the RFE 

needed to meet local shortages, but more important was eager to obtain what the RFE 

could provide." 

The remoteness from the controlling power center, the singularly harsh physical 

environment, the exceptional strategic importance, and the Soviet legacies , d l  

characterized the past of the RFE and will also condition its development in the future. 

What had been changed, however, perhaps was its political relationship with Moscow. 

After generations of Russians settling d o m  in the Far East that fundamentally change the 

local population and the dependent center-periphery political and economic links shaped 

in the past ~en tu ry ,~ '  Moscow was more confident and relaxed now than any tirne in its 

history over its membership in the Russian Federation. Politicai insurance provided a very 

important precondition for Moscow to decide to reopen its border gates to China in the 

early 1980s .~  When the political environment began to change, traditional local links 

2oDongbei, one of China's major agricultural export bases, was the RFE's traditional 
principal source of importeci grain and labor. For a historical review of grain commercial 
relations between Dongbei and the RFE and its future potentiai, see Hong-ron Wang, et 
al, dui huifu he fazhan dongbeiya quyu liangshi shangpin maoyi de tansuo ("Thoughts on 
Resuming and 
Developing Grain Commerce in Northeast Asia"), Dongbeiya Lutan, no. 1 (1993): 26-9. 

"For a comprehensive study on migration in the RFE, see Won Bae Kim, "Migration" 
in 7he Russian Far East in Transition, ed. Mark J. Valencia, 65-86. 

%habarovskii Krai's Governor interviewed by Itvestiiia recently stated clearly that the 
RFE can not afford to break away from Russia. The local economy in transition relies 
upon state investment to improve basic infrastructure and to attract extemai investment. 
Thus as he notes, tensions between Moscow and the RFE are rnainly on how much local 



between residents across the border, usuaily perceived in Moscow in the past as a negative 

factor, started to be treated more positively. 

The characteristics of the local economy identified above, the changing relationship 

between Moscow and the RFE in the post-communist reform, geographical proximity, and 

traditional connections with China, al motivated localities, fïrms and residents in the RFE 

to look beyond their border for business opportunities. When Moscow started to 

encourage more econornic links with Asia Pacific, and China was eager to resume and 

develop ties with the USSRBussia in the 1980s, border trade occurred more as a nanird 

consequence of irnproving bilateral relations and was driven by market demand and supply 

rather than as a blue-print of a new strategy of local development. 

The Chinese Dongbei 

Dongbei, like the RFE, is not an administrative unit in the Chinese s y ~ t e r n . ~  Yet, 

it is still dealt with by many as a coherent region in China not only because of geographical 

sirnilarities but also due to a common history under the Qing Dynasty, and the history of 

Manzhouguo under the rule of Japan. Furthermore, it is also because Dongbei, after the 

Chinese Communist Revolution, was once prioritized for development and thus shares 

autonomy they can obtain ftom Moscow and what role they can play in the central 
decision-making, see the issue of Rursian Far East Update (January 1996). 

%ongbei, which to China represents a departure fiom its colonial past, mainly 
includes China's Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang three provinces and the eastem part of Inner 
Mongolia. It accounts for about 13 % of China's territory with a population of about 105 
million. 



many similar characteristics under the present reform and confronts parallel problems in 

the process of local internationalization. 

As Chapter Three indicates, Dongbei was once a distinct political and cultural 

entity that set it apart from the rest of China. It was early this century when international 

rivalries started over its control that Dongbei, or Manchuria, became known to the outside 

world. Nevertheless, with the legacies Ieft by both the Russian and Japauese expansion in 

the area before WWII, Soviet aid in the early 1950s. and a biased treamient from the 

Chinese centrai government, Dongbei became one of China's most industrialized regions 

before Deng Xiaoping's reform in the late 70s. The local industrial output accounted for 

about 14.7% of the national total. Cod, timber, and oil shared 16 % , 50% and 52% 

re~pectively.~~ Heilongjiang up till the late 80s had always been the sixth province fiom 

the top in t e m  of annuai output of heavy industry, and the fxst one in the extraction 

sector? Without doubt, the political economy of Dongbei is closely associated with its 

history and its relations with foreign neighbours. Dongbei, as one FEER correspondent 

has observed, is better seen as 'China's Russia' while the RFE is Russia's ~ s i a . ~ ~  This 

24 Nai-ji Sun, Zhongguo Dongbei diqu jingji de youshi yu kunjing--guanyu "Dongbei 

xianxiang" de sikao ("Dongbei's Comparative Advantages and Difficulties-"Dongbei 
Syndromesn) Dongbeiya Luntan, no. 4 (1993): 26-30. 

YHeilongjiang Provincial S tatis tics Bureau, Heilongjiang jing? tongji nianjian 
(Heilongjiang Econornic Statistics Yearbook, 1990) (Harbin: Heilongjiang Provincial 
Statistics Bureau, 199 1 ) .  

26~incoln Kaye, "Two Way Street," FEER (7 January 1993), 16. 



interesthg comparison makes the point that Dongbei is not only different from the RFE, 

but also more or less like it in many ways. It is these parallel features that help draw them 

doser. 

To begin with similarities, Dongbei, like the RFE, has been well known as being 

rich in natural resources, especially in minerais, energy , agricultural and labor resources. 

Dongbei in Chinese often gives a sense of being immense and bulky.*' Secondly, 

Dongbei's geographicai location determined its harsh environment, although not as harsh 

as that in the RFE, which conditioned choices of local developrnent strategies. State 

investment or state subsidies became the main source by which local development could 

be maintainai and new projects be launched. Thirdly, given that the Soviet expenence and 

aid played a vital role in Dongbei's industrializati~n.~~ the local economy was stnictured 

by the same logic as that of the RFE. The development of heavy industry, defense industry 

in particular, received top priority. Compared with some other parts of China, Dongbei, 

like the RFE, was weak in light industry. For instance, Dongbei's ratio between heavy and 

light industrial sectors, and between extraction and manufacturing in late the 70s was 

27~or Chinese studies on Dongbei' s resources , see Rui-lin Peng , et al eds . , dongbeiya 
jingji quyuhua (Economic Regionalization in Northeast Asia) (Harbin: Harbin Industrial 
Engineer and Technology University, 1993) and Wen-fen Gua et al eds . , jihui yu taozhen 
(Opportunities and Challenges: Heilongjiang Economic Relations with Northeast Asia) 
(Harbin: Heilongjiang renmin chubanshe, 1993). 

B~ subsmtial number of heavy industrial and defense enterprises in this area were set 
up by the Soviet aid in the 50s. The Soviet aid package composed of 156 industrial 
projects, out of which 22 were in Heilongjiang. They later became the key enterprises in 
each industrial sector . 



70.7:29.3 and 44.655.4 respecti~ely.~~ Moreover, if one look for an area within Chha 

that most resernbles the Soviet economic model, without question Dongbei was the place 

where the Soviet-style giant state-owned industrial complexes, and massive coiIective fm 

were concentrateci. The so-caUed "Dongbei Syndrome" that has been identified in the 

Chinese refom perhaps is the core feature of Dongbei, that is, "China's ~uss ia" . '~  

The daerences between Dongbei and the RFE are mainiy reflected in the way that 

Dongbei under the old system enjoyed favored treatment fiom the center. For instance, the 

local industrial sector from 1949 to 1985 received a total of 10 billion yuan in state 

investment, which accounted for about 65 % of the local invest~nent.~' Heilongjiang was 

among the top 5 provinces that received the most state investment for many years during 

the first 6 Five-Year Plans. For quite a few years Heilongjiang remained in the 2nd place.32 

Compared with the rest of China, it was not surprising to fud out that the main indicators 

of Dongbei's local development were well above the national average. 

Nevertheless, one should not be misied by the above observation of an 

2g~hang, Hai-long, Heilongjiang sheng de gongye jiqi guojijian de hemo 
("Heilongjiang Provincial L n d u s ~ ~  and Its International Cooperation"), in Dongbeiyajingii 
quyuhua, eds. Rui-lin Peng, et al.. 265-76. 

MFor further discussions on this, see Sun, "Dongbei xianxiang. " 

32For some detailed information, see Lei Chen and Ji He, dangdai zhongguo de 
heilongiiang (China Today: Heilongjiang Province) (Beijing: zhongguo shehuikeme 
chubanshe, 1990). 



"undeveloped RFE" and a "welldeveloped Dongbei. " These observations were based upon 

a comparison w i t b  their respective national context. If a comparison is made between 

Dongbei and the RFE, it is easy to see that Dongbei wasfis still far behind the RFE.~' 

Different levels of econornic development and the same technological sources for local 

industrialization both create opportunities and challenges for cross-border cooperation. 

Secondly, Dongbei had a relatively larger local market. More irnportantiy, its 

connections with and geographical proximity to the national power center were 

traditionally seen as being very crucial to its Northeast Asian neighbours for entry into the 

inner Chinese market. At the same t h e ,  the relatively well developed transportation 

linkages between Dongbei and the rest of China aiso provided an easy access to the frontier 

for inland Chinese. Thirdly , Dongbei was one of the few Chinese agricultural production 

bases which could produce more than local consurnption and provide a signifiant amount 

for China's grain export. Soybean was a traditional agricultural product fiom Dongbei 

exported to Japao and other Northeast Asian countries. Heilongjiang and Jilin in particular 

were China's two main agricultural provinces supplying a substantial part of their product 

for export or transfer within China. Liaoning was almost self-sufficient. For instance, fkom 

1950 to 1987, 40% of Heilongjiang's muai grain product was transferred either to other 

"For information on the RFE, The Russian Far East, ed. by Minakir and Freeze is a 
gooci reference, and for an analysis on Heilongjiang, Jihui yu tiaozhan (Opportunities and 
Challenges), eds. Gao, et al., offers perspectives of some local Chinese regional 
experts. 



provinces short of grain, or exported overseas." Dongbei's relatively big pool of semi- 

skiUed or unskiiled labor force also contrasted with labor shortage in the RFE. 

Indeed, Dongbei, "politically consenrative, inward looking, dominated by state- 

owned smokestack industries," resembled the Chinese version of the Soviet model, The 

RFE, under the Russian reform, tried to be the next "Russian Asian tiger" by importing 

from the Asian mode1 the development strategies that were "trade-onented, investor 

kiendly, and relatively free of political interference from the center. "" Thus, they not only 

had much in common, but also had much to exchange. 

The above bnef discussion on the general features of Dongbei is important to 

understand the dynarnics of, and the constraints on, subregional cooperation. As Yahuda 

pointed out, the provinces within Dongbei are quite different in terms of econornic strength 

and wealcness, and development strategies. Liaoning was in a much better position when 

China decided to open up to international investment, and the provincial economy has 

performed much better since, while Heilongjiang and Jilin have had a harder tirne since 

the beginning of ref~rm. '~ Even within Heilongjiang, local differences between the 

provincial capital area and the frontiers c m  easily be identified. Thus, some further 

discussion on the border area is necessary in helping provide additional information on 

3 4 ~ e e  Chen and He,  chi^ Today: Heilongjiang Province, 224. 

'6Michael B. Yahuda, "Noah China and Russia, " in China Deconstmcts, eds. David 
S. G. Goodman and Geraid Segal (London: Routledge, 1994), 253-70. 



some of the issues in border trade and its political economy. 

The border in question in this study mainly refers to the original eastern part of the 

Sino-Soviet border which is about a 4,000 h length, now the main border line between 

China and Russia. About 90 percent is in Heilongjiang. Heilongjiang has about 26 cities 

and counties, located dong the Amur River and Ussuli River. These cities and counties are 

ail included in the category ofymbim guyu (border area)." Because of the harsh natural 

environment, the lack of infrastructure, and the nature of a frontier economy, this area, 

although rich in resources such as gold, coal, timber, and oil, was fat behind local 

industrial centers around Harbin, not to mention the area around Dalian in the south. Also 

because the central government in Beijing classified the frontier as highly strategic during 

the Sino-Soviet rift years, the area was closed for many years." 

The local population was much sparser than in the rest of China. Partly as a 

response to the increasing strategic concern of an immediate Soviet threat, and partly as 

a measure to secure the communist rule over the border area, afler the Communist 

Revolution the Chinese central govemment ordered about 100,000 revolutionary veterans 

to move to the frontier area. During the Cultural Revolution in the late 60s and the early 

70s, hundreds of thousands of young students from other parts of China were aiso 

 o or a survey on the Chinese border area, see Zhang, Tengfei de bianchuijulong- 
Heilongjiang sheng yanbian quyu. 

3 8 ~ o r  instance, untii not long ago a special permit was still needed for individuals 
traveling to and within this area. 



mobilized to areas not far from the frontier. Although some left later, especially young 

students, most of them settied d o m  and established state-owned agricultural or forest 

farms and local industrial bases. Military forces stationed in the frontier also established 

and nui some big fanns. These bases Iater became locai political and economic centers at 

the fiontier. 

While the Han nationality accounted for the majority of the local population, 

minorities remained a significant part. What was particularly important to cross-border 

connections despite often unaccornmodating interstate relations, was the role played by the 

few cross-border minorities. These minorities were living in adjacent areas but were 

separated by political boundaries . For instance, Koreans, Manchus, Mongolians, Daur , 

Oreqen and Ewenki were among those minorities who live along the border and 

historically played an important role in establishing and maintaining cross-border links in 

trade and c~lture. '~ 

Ln addition to what has been discussed above, Heilongjiang has two unique features. 

One is its land locked position and the other is its heavy reliance on trade with the 

USSRIRussia. Both point to a harsh reality that Heilongjiang's locai economy is placed in 

a most disadvantageous position for marketization, no matter whether compared with 

southeast provinces who have direct access to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia, 

or compared with its neighbor Liaoning who has easier access to Japanese investment. As 

3 9 ~ e e  Xiao-chun Liu, dongbeiya quajin shaoshuminzhu ("Cross-border Minorities in 
Northeast Asia ") , dongbeiya yianqu (Northeast Asia Study) , no 3 (1 994) : 64-6. 



a result, Heilongjiang has found its economic position conhnuously declining. Thus, from 

the very beginning of reform, Heilongjiang was very concerned about bilateral relations 

between China and e s t  the former USSR, later Russia. During the process of Sino-Soviet 

norrnaluation, Heilongjiang was active in lobbying the central goverment to get the green 

light to develop direct local contacts with its Soviet and Russian neighbours. 

Given the fact that Dongbei and the RFE were complementary in their local 

economies, proximate in distance, similar in life styles and comected in history and 

traditions, open borders and cross-border cooperation unquestionably would benefit bo t .  

sides. The realpolitik in international relations. however, does not often follow rational 

choice. When national interests corne into play, security concem and political costs are 

considered much more important than economic benefits. Neighbours are not bound to 

collaborate, no rnatter how beneficial that would be. National borders are often seen more 

as real politicai boundaries to fence out security threats, but they can also be used as nexus 

to link adjacent parts belonging to different states to serve national and local interests in 

both states. In this regard, border trade and cross-border cooperation between Dongbei and 

the RFE were and continue to be conditioned by interstate relations between Beijing and 

Moscow. 

4.3 Borders: Boundaries and Connections 

Climatic harshness is a truly formidable obstacle to economic exploitation of the 



subregion on both sides. Cross-border collaboration has been proven to be the most 

promishg alternative not only for developing the local econorny, but also to satis@ the 

basic living requirements of local residents. Conventional economic wisdom reminds us 

that there is no reason to be concerned about why states can not cooperate if cooperation 

benefits each other. Economic complementarities should corne into play. Yet, the case at 

issue does not show much difference from the many cases in international relations that 

often point to an opposite conclusion because of conflicting national interests. When 

strategic and securiw concerns prevail at the center, economic rationale has to give way 

to political and security calculations. Chapter Two has argued that foreign policy choices 

at the center are usually more vital in determinhg the structure of the local economy and 

also the pattern of cross-border relations at the local level. Taking into account the history 

of a long political and ideological rivalry between Beijing and Moscow, it seems not so 

surprising that cross-border relations between Dongbei and the RFE have been dictated and 

overshadowed by bilateral relations between the two states. Decisions made in, and 

agreements reached between, Beijing and Moscow determine the patterns of cross-border 

contacts between subnational units. A brief account of the causal relationship between 

foreign policy and border trade will reveal that states and localities have different agendas 

and thus sometimes have played incongmous roles. 

1957-1969 

After the communist victory in China, Mao and Stalin held their first summit in 



Moscow in late 1949 and early 1950. They signed the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, 

Alliance and Mutual Assistance and several other agreements, accordhg to which China 

wouîd receive a whole package of Soviet aid. The Treaty and the agreements formalized 

Sino-Soviet relationship for the foliowing de~ade.~' 

Sino-Soviet made was resumed quickly after Soviet aid arrived in China. Local 

involvement in bilateral trade started in 1953 when both countries allowed a significant 

amount of bilateral trade to be carried out between local trading organization~,~' primarily 

at the provincial level. Heilongjiang, for instance, established its first foreign trade 

orgaaization in 1953. It was responsible for handling cross-border exchanges with its 

Soviet counterparts stationed in the Far East. Trade was conducted in barter. China 

exported agrhltural goods to the Soviet Union in exchange for industrial equipment and 

construction materiah. Local trade was under strict central control. What, how and how 

much could be traded were al1 negotiated and set by Beijing and Moscow. Local trade 

organkations functioned rnainiy as central agents responsible for securing local sources of 

export goods and handling import goods for local use. Border gates were opened only at 

hvo or three designated places where central custom services were able to monitor border 

'?For an account of these agreements. see Dittmer, Sino-Soviet Normalizution and Its 
Intemcional Implications 1945-1990, especially Chapter 1, 17-25. 

"Based upon the nature and the function of these local institutions responsible for 
foreign trade, this stuày suggests caiiing them " organizations " rather than " companies . " 
These organizations, however, have been changed into official trade companies since 
marketization in both China and Russia. 



trade conducts. 

Despite a strong campaign for a "cornrade plus brother" relationship between China 

and the Soviet Union in the early SOS, direct cross-border trade between Dongbei and the 

Far East was not resumed until 1957. Initially, border trade was informal and conducted 

between local trade organizations below the provincial level. For instance, Heihe, a small 

border city in Heilongjiang established its first border trade organization in 1957 to trade 

with a Soviet local organization in Amur Oblast. The small scale local ûade was soon 

recognized by a bilaterai agreement reached through ministers' exchange letters between 

Moscow and Beijing in 1958. Foliowing the agreement, several other city-level trading 

o r g ~ t i o n s  were set up on both sides. As soon as it achieved official recognition, border 

made grew quickly. One Chinese source reveals that border trade between Heilongjiang 

and the Far East rose from 65,000 rubles in 1957 to 8.5 million in 1959. The border trade 

structure was similar to that of biiateral trade. China exported food and consumer daily 

needs in exchange for industrial products from the RFE." 

Although border trade at the local level was relatively far away from the national 

center, it was affected when interstate relations tumed Sour in the late 1950s. In 1961, 

Beijing decided to reforrn its foreign trade system. The foreign trade system was further 

centralized by taking back powers previously granted to local trading organizations. The 

refonn was more for political considerations rather than for efficiency. After the refom, 

"Qum-lin Li and Jin-man Xu, zhongsu jingmao zhinan (Sino-Soviet Border Trade 
Guide) (Harbin: Heilongjiang renrninchubanshe, 199 1) , 1 1-4. 



Heilongjiang had only one provincial organization left responsible for foreign trade. 

Border trade began shrinking, although the border was not completely closed untii 1969. 

The border miiitary clash in Ussuri River in 1969 finally completely closed the border. 

The frontier area in both sides was classifieci as a miiitary zone, and closed to both 

foreigners and their own citizens. 

Bilaterai trade between China and the USSR continued after the border clash, but 

shnink sharply (see the following table). Local trade organizations on both sides functioned 

exclusively as local bases providing the central goverment with goods for export to the 

other side, but not directiy across the border. Instead, these export goods had to go through 

other designated ports, such as those in Dalian and Tianjin in China. Local contacts 

between the RFE and Dongbei were strictly prohibited by Beijing and Moscow. 

Ikbk4.l Soviet Trade with China, 1956-83 (million rubles) 

Y ear Exports Imports To ta1 

1983 256 233 489 
Source: Vneshnyaya torgovZya, Statistical Yearbooks (Moscow, 1956-83) cited by Stuart 
Kirby in "Siberia and Its Far Eastern Neighbours, " in Siberia: Problems and Prospects for 
Regional Devebpment, ed. Alan Wood (New York: Croom Helm, 1987), 198. 

Frorn 1957 when Beijing and Moscow decided to carry out bilateral made directly 



through border ports, to 1969 when frontier military clashes led to the closure of border 

gates, the desire to make bilateral exchanges more convenient and national security 

concerns were the main motivation behind the decision-making in Beijing and Moscow. 

The border was opened up very cautiously and under smct central control. Border trade 

was very limited. For instance, the annual turnover of bilaterai trade before the late 60s 

had reached US$2 billion and the provincial Bade in Heilongjiang, a province with the 

largest volume of exports to the Soviet block countries, was about US$lûû million, oniy 

five percent of the bilateral trade turnover. Although Heilongjiang's provincial economy 

graduaiiy became dependent on trade with the USSR, there was no role in generai for 

localities in either case to exercise input into relevant policy-making at the center. 

1982-1987 

In the years following the military clash at the border in 1969, with tensions 

mounting between the two states, the border between Dongbei and the RFE was widely 

perceived as being a volatile flash-point which could lead both states into war. Although 

border negotiations started right afier the clash, after many rounds of tallrs nothing was 

achieved." At one border negotiation held in Beijing after Mao's death in November 1976, 

however, the Soviet delegation raised the issue whether the border should be opened for 

more bilateral exchanges in trade, science, and culture. China did not respond until 1978 

4 3 ~ s  to why Beijing and Moscow could not reach compromises, Dittmer offers a very 
thoughtful account in Sino-Soviet NomZization and Irs Internationai Implications 1945- 
1990, 195-206. 



when the Soviet delegation once again raised the issue of opening some border gates for 

trade. It took six years before Beijing and Moscow felt ready to agree to resume border 

trade through an exchange of letters between ministers in 1982. 

When Beijing and Moscow confirmed that the border would be opened for aade 

and local contacts, local goveniments on both sides were actively engaged in preparing for 

the opening. They paid visits to the other side and held a series of talks regarding practid 

issues of payments and transactions. Both sides started once again to set up some border 

trade institutions. For instance, Heilongjiang set up a provincial foreign trade organization 

responsible for aIi transactions across the border to the Far East. The Soviet "Dal'intorgn 

in Nakhodka handled al1 transactions from the RFE. When al1 was ready, border gates 

were fmally reopened at two places in 1983, at Suifenhe-Pogranichny and Manzhouli- 

Zabaikalisk where the Chinese Eastern Railway ran through to connect the Trans-Siberian 

Railway. These border gates were opened only for officia1 trade. 

Why did Beijing and Moscow fïnaiiy agree to reopen borders. although cautiously, 

for trade? It should be noted that the period of the late 70s and the early 80s was one of 

policy reorientation in both Moscow and Beijing after Mao's death. China, though still 

firm in its perceptions of the USSR, began the process of reviewing foreign policies shaped 

under Mao. Interna1 debates about the nature of the USSR sent out clear signals. 

Interestingly enough, the first article claiming that the Soviet regime was socialist was 

published by a local journal in Heilongjiang in 1979. This article, a very brave move then, 



gave rise to much astonishment in Beijing. Those issues which had been released were 

quickly withdrawn. Nevertheless, the article initiated a nation-wide debate on the nature 

of the Soviet system in China." 

The leaders in Moscow did not see the aew regime in Beijing as substantiaily 

different from Mao's. Nevertheless, Moscow watched Beijing closely . Starting from 1982, 

especialiy after the ascendancy of Andropov in 1983, as Dittmer notes, the overaii tom of 

Soviet commentaries on China shifted towards being "more objective and concise. "" Both 

sides showed some indications of preparing to end confrontations and ease tensions at the 

border. Resuming border vade, therefore, was better seen as an indication of improved 

bilateral relations rather than as new strategies for local development. Perhaps partly as 

a direct consequence of decentralization, and partly as the result of leadership change in 

the center, some initial signs of local involvement in the process of border openhg began 

to appear. 

While bilateral relations were very rnuch self-possessed, the initial cross-border 

transactions were handled very cautiously and under strict conuol. Yet, border trade 

increased steadily. According to a Chinese source, Heilongjiang, as a direct beneficiary 

of the improved bilateral relations, increased its border trade flow from SF$1.59 d i o n  

" Wenyi Baijiu no. 2 (1979). 

"sec Dittmer, Sino-Soviet Nomlization and ID International Implications, 40-6. 
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in 1983 to SF$32.55 million in 1985.46 

During the summer of 1984, the new Chinese Communist Party (CCP) chief Hu 

Yaobang made a tour of a dozen border cities fkom Manzhouli in the West to Suifenhe in 

the east and gave important speeches at each location calling for openness to the north. 

When he was in Heihe, he particularly mentioned that Heihe should be as open as 

Shenzhen in the s o ~ t h . ~ ~  This tour, hardly noticed in most of the literature on border trade, 

was very important in opening border gates for local trade. Within the next two years 

foIlowing the tour, Heilongjiang Province organized a group of experts and officiais, and 

began to campaign for central approval. Conferences and seminars were organized and 

reports were released. The conferences and seminars drew not oniy local specialists and 

retired or semi-retired officials, but also some infiuential official experts from ~ e i j i n g . ~ ~  

One of the most important conferences organized by Heilongjiang in its campaign 

was the one held in Beijing not fa. from Zhongnanhai on "Heilongjiang and the Soviet Far 

East: New Development Strategies." This conference invited central Ievel experts and 

46 See Zhang , Tengfei de bianchuijulong-Heilongjiang sheng yanbian qrcyu. 

47 See Heng-xuan Zhang, Beijiang shinian bianrnao gongguan huigu he xinzhanlue de 
tantao ("Ten-Year Campaigning and Lobbying for Border Trade and Its New Strategies"), 
Dongbejo jingjibao (4 November 1994) : 3. 

"In Chinese politics, one should bear in mind that local campaigning and lobbying are 
not oniy important for mobilizing support from the above for certain local projects (support 
from below was not essential), but also signifiant as a way to test political risk. Not many 
local officials would like to risk their political careers to launch any serious initiative such 
as opening-up to China's main political rival--the USSR. 



senior officials in "zhongyang" who had relations with Heilongjiang in one way or another. 

The conference made much noise in Beijing and gained full support from ai i  sides. After 

the conference, local authonties in Heilongjiang started workkg on two fronts. Some local 

govemments lined up with their Soviet counterparts to increase pressure on their respective 

central govemments to make sure that border trade would be on the agenda of the next 

round of talks between Beijing and Moscow. At the same tirne, the provinciai govenunent 

continued its domestic campaign for Beij ing ' s forma1 approval .4g 

Local campaigns and lobbies for open borders M y  were rewarded. When a new 

round of bilateral trade taks was held in Moscow in 1986, border trade was listed on the 

agenda. At the meeting, both sides reached an agreement to open more border gates for 

local trade. China opened Manzhouli in Inner Mongolia, and Heihe, Suifenhe, and 

Tongjiang in Heilongjiang while the Soviet Union gave permission to Zabaykalsk, 

Blagoveshchensk, Pogranichny and Leninskoye. Thus. border gates were hal ly  opened 

for local trade . 

In the USSR, Gobarchev's two speeches in the Far East, one in Vladivostok in 

1986 and the other in Krasnoyarsk in 1988, called for further ties with Asia Pacific 

econornies, including cross-border links between Dongbei and the RFE. Following the 

speech, Gorbachev took some initiatives, unilateral to some extent, to further ease the 

tensions between the two countries. One move was to announce the Soviet withdrawal of 

- - - 

"Sec Zhang, Beijiang shinian bianmao gongguan huigu he xinzhanlue de tantao. 
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its military forces from Mongolia. The second was the Soviet retreat from the original 

uncompromishg position in border negotiations with China. Another one was his argument 

for Soviet participation in the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF), which indirectly 

addressed the Chinese concem over the Soviet SS-20s deployment in the Far East. Al1 

these positive measures led to the 1989 summit between Gorbachev and Deng ~ i a o ~ i n g , "  

the fmai step in ending the decades-long antagonistic relations between China and the 

USSR. 

The third round of talks between Beijing and Moscow on bilateral cooperation in 

science, tecbnology and economics held in Beijing, June 1988, led to an agreement which 

not only confirmed the existing economic links between China and the USSR, but also 

encouraged M e r  connections at the local level. Both sides agreed that it was time to 

develop new cooperation between ministries, localities, sectors, amalgamation, and 

enterprises. The Soviet side specificaily indicated agr iculnire and infrastructure in 

Amurskaya and Chitinskaya to be the potential areas for joint operations with China. China 

expressed the desire to seek Soviet technologies and expertise, especially those that would 

help innovate the industrial complexes set up by the Soviets in the 1950s." Thus, strictly 

speaking, it was in 1988 that localities on both sides received final approval from Beijing 

"For a detailed account on these Soviet initiatives, see Dittmer, Sino-Soviet 
Normalization and Its Intemutio~l Implications, 23 1-247. 

"~fter the Agreement of 1988, V. L. Malkevich, C h a h a n  of the USSR Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, gave an interview to the Soviet Far Eastern Amirs. For a Soviet 
account on this agreement, see Far Eastern Affairs no. 4 (1989): 3-5. 



and Moscow to conduct direct local trade and cross-border cooperation. Clearly it is during 

this period that forces at the local level on both sides began to emerge and exercise 

influence on policy-making on border trade and cross-border relations. 

1989-1993 

The year before Gobarchev's summit with Deng Xiaoping in 1989 was very 

important for border trade. In terms of volume and value that year marked a record. For 

instance, Heilongjiang's border trade with the USSR reached SFS 126.66 million, four 

times as that of 1985. More important, that year also showed some new trends in cross- 

border cooperation. Non-go& trade, which was often classified as technology cooperation 

in the two countries, made progress. Transborder economic exchanges began including 

investment, technology, and labor. Chinese workers began to be employed in the RFE, the 

first time in several decades. Heilongjiang signed 16 Iabor and technological cooperation 

contracts or agreements with the USSR in 1988. 1200 Chinese workers were employed in 

the USSR, mainly in the Far East. Heihe and Blagoveshchensk also signed an agreement 

to exchange tourist~.'~ Border tourism soon becarne one of the main channels for 

conducthg border trade, especially between individual traders. 

The 1989 summit ended the decades-long Sino-Soviet confrontation. Unfortunately 

China and Russia both experienced some critical moments during the next three years. The 

Chinese central goverment, for the first time since 1949, was confronted with a large- 

"Data cited here are mainly fiom Chinese sources which are used in The Awakening 
Border Dragon ed. Fu-ru Zhang, 108. 



scale social unrest in 1989, and the USSR undenvent a period of political turmoil which 

led to its final collapse in 1991. China, after surviving the social protest and Russia, the 

successor of the USSR, both went through a short period of caution and scepticism in their 

political relations. Yeltsin's goverment viewed China primarily as a remnant communist 

regime and kept some distance from it in order to win full support from the West. Beijing 

saw Russia as a newly-emerged ideologicd opponent posing a potential threat serious 

enough to challenge the political legitimacy of the Chinese central central government. 

Interestingly, bilaterd economic connections were not affected by these dramatic events. 

The following table shows a steady increase in bilateral trade till 1993. 

TabkA.2 Sino-Rwian Trade 1989-1995 (US$ billion) 

Y ear 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Year Turnover 3.6 4.3 4.0 6.5 7.7 5.0 5.46 
Source: Direction of Trade Statr'stics Yearbook (Washington DC . : IMF, 1995). ?he 1994 
data is from Direction of Trade Statistics Quartedy under the category of P.R. China. The 
1995 figure is from Chinese Statistics cited by Asiahfo Services on 13 March 1996. 

This trend can be explained by several factors on both sides. From the Russian 

side, it represented the cornbined effect of political instability in Moscow which drew much 

of Yeltsin's attention, the lessening of central control over cross-border transactions in 

economic marketization, the growing Chinese demand for Russian technology, raw 

rnaterials, industrial and military products, the unexpected diKiculties in integrating the 

Russian economy into the western economic system, and the benefits Russian enterprises 

enjoyed from maintahhg barter vade links with China. As for China, the central 



govemment continued its pragmatic policies towards Russia and insisted that political 

differences between the two states should not affect bilateral economic exchanges which 

would benefit each other. Moreover, China's attempt to reduce its trade dependence on the 

West found more advocates after the 1989 social t~nnoil. '~ 

Open borders and the intensified cross-border transactions constituted an essential 

part of the steadily nsing biiateral trade turnover. On the Chinese side, localities 

successfully lobbied the centrai government to open more border gates. More Chinese 

individuals and firms were attracted to the border by local govemments' special incentives. 

On the Russian side, the collapse of the Soviet Union also meant the demise of the Soviet 

economic system which had tied the RFE to Moscow. The RFE could no longer expect 

Moscow to maintain its traditional supply lines between its European part and the Far East, 

simply because the drastic increase in transportation costs made European commodity 

goods inaccessible for the RFE. The RFE had to turn to the Asian market, which soon 

turned out to be an indispensable source of social and economic stabïiity in the RFE. 

During the early period of the 1990s, most of the RFE republics doubled or tripled their 

imports from Asian countries. This shift was particularly remarkable since Moscow was 

still enforcing strict import quotas, licensing of exports, and very high export duties. 

53~hina 's  reactions to the collapse of communism in the Soviet block countries are 
much more cornplex. Nevertheless, it offers a typical example of China pursuing pragmatic 
foreign policies after the early 1980s. For a good analytical account see Kenneth Lieberthal 
"The Collapse of the Communist World and Mainland China's Foreign Policy," in 
Contemporary China and the Chrrnging International Cornmuniry, eds. Bih-jaw Lin and 
James T. Myers (South Carolina: University of South Carolina, 1994), 279-96. 



Yeltsin's trip to China in December 1992, the first summit between the two new 

leaders, profoundly irnproved bilateral relations between China and Russia. This trip 

established some common ground between Russia and China for developing a "good 

neighborhoodn relationship," The most noticeable development was a dramatic increase 

in bilateral trade turnover in 1993 which reached US$7.7 billion, a record in Sino- 

SovietlRussian history. Trade turnover in 1992 was about US$5.86 billion, a 50 percent 

increase over 1991. The figure for 1993 was another 30 percent more than 1992. What 

drew world-wide attention, however, were the increasingly close contacts between high 

level officials, including top ranking generals from both sides. It was no wonder to see 

concerm be raised in the West media about the possibility of a new Sino-Russian alliance. 

These concerns could be somewhat justified by the simple fact that in 1993 alone over 30 

Russian governent delegations went to China and nearly 20 Chinese goverment 

delegations to Russia. The Russian Foreign Minister, the State Duma Speaker and Premier 

ali went to China that year. 

While Yeltsin was in Beijing, he also concluded a number of agreements which 

focused on bilateral cooperation over a broad range of issues. These agreements indicated 

that both Beijing and Moscow would continue to encourage direct connections between 

border localities and enterprises. Cross-border co~ect ions  were thus further expanded. 

S4James Clay Moltz offers a good discussion on Russo-Chinese relations under the 
Yeltsin administration in his "From Miiitary Adversaries to Economic Partners: Russia and 
China in the New Asia, " Jouml of Eastern Asian Affairs, vol. ix, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 
1995): 157-82. 



The statistics for border trade compiled by Chinese local official sources al1 broke 

historical records. Figures offered by the Russian local sources demonstrated similar 

trends. For instance, by the end of 1992, 36% of the exports and 30% of the imports in 

Khabarovsk Territory were with China. China became the RFE's most important single 

trade partner in the region? Various forms of cross-border cooperaùon between localities 

were also launched including the signs of some preliminary agreements. Chinese 

investment began making presence in the RFE? 

After 1993 

When interstate reIations became more intimate and connections between localities 

and enterprises were doser, border trade surprisingly showed some declining trends after 

mid 1993. Since then it contracted sharply. For instance, compared with 1993, 

Heilongjiang's border trade with the RFE dropped 41 % in the first 4 months of 1994. By 

June that year, if dropped almost 80% of 1993. At the border port city of Dongnin, 170 

out of the 700 business companies or branches that came fiom other cities or provinces left 

within two ~nonths.~' This phenornenon happened at aimost every border city dong the 

%e Russian Far East, 2nd Edition, 156. 

56For detaifed figures see a report by Nina Varlamova, Deputy Head of the Department 
of Foreign Economic Activities, the Khabarovsk Tenitory Administration, in Intenimonal 
Affairs (Moscow) special issue (September 1993) and aiso Minakir and Freeze, eds., Ihe 
Russian Far Emt , 156-200. 

n~hese  figures are from Dongbeja jingiibao (The Economic News in the North-East 
As ia) (4 November 1 994), Heilongjiang jingiishehui fazhen zhiliao (Heilongjiang Social 
and Economic Development) (Harbin: Heilongjiang shehuikexue yuan) (Autumn 1994). 



Sino-Russian 

l3lhU.3 

tenns of degree. 

Source: Russian official statistics compiled by Russian Far East Update in Ihe Rusian Far 
Em-A Business Refereece Guide, 2nd Edition (Seattle: Russian Far East Update. 1996). 
157. 

Official statistics from local Russian sources also indicate drastic contractions in the RFE 

foreign trade in 1994 because of a dramatic decrease in trade with China. The following 

table shows that the RFE's China trade turnover of 1994 declined almost five times in 

cornparison with 1993. Some local cities were hit even more severely . Vladivostok's trade 

with China went down to US$60 million in 1994 from US250 million in 1993 while 

Khabarovsk Krai dropped seven- fold.'' 

This sharp shrinkage in Sino-Russian border trade resulted from a varie- of 

factors. China after Tiananrnen soon resumed and accelerated the process of marketization 

''The Russian Far East, 2nd Edition, 157. 



and decentrakation. Deng Xiaoping's southern tour in 1992 marked a new reform wave, 

as he reaffinned the Guangdong experience and called for bolder reform measures. After 

that, more Chinese coastal cities were designated as "open cities" and more enterprises 

were granted the right to trade directiy with foreign partners. These measures sent clear 

signals to local authorities and firms in the border area. Although most of these localities 

were not eligible to ask for special status as open cities, yet, they were quite clear that they 

could do what the open cities were ailowed to do. Therefore, after 1992 a series of bolder 

initiatives to conduct border trade were taken either by local authorities or by individual 

fîrms, including organized smuggling. The border gates that had been open were opened 

much wider and many new border gates were also opened. Sorne of the new gates even did 

not have the basic customs facilities. Hundreds of thousands of cornpanies and individuals 

from idand China were amacted to the frontier for border trade. Thus, by 1992 and 1993, 

the surpnsiog volume of goods and the striking number of people concentrated at the 

border had made the originally innifficient basic infrastructure and coordination facilities 

even more inadequate. Border trade became chaotic. Accompanying this chaotic situation 

was a dramatic increase in cross-border crime. The Russians complained about counterfeit 

and inferior Chùiese products and illegal Chinese workers, while the Chinese accused 

Russians of violations of barter trade agreements. Beijing felt that bilateral relations would 

be seriously affected if nothing was done to bring border trade to order. 

From the Russian side, the rishg local concern about the so-called " Yellow peril" 



and the misinformed public opinion about the unequal partnership emerging between the 

RFE and China in which the RFE aiIegedly was using strategic raw materials to exchange 

for Chinese fake consumer products, both led to a substantial increase of ethnic tensions 

and dissatisfaction with Moscow's China policy. These challenges were serious for 

Moscow, particularly at a t h e  when Russian politics were still unstable. Moscow felt that 

some measures had to be worked out with Beijing. 

Thus, f?om late 1993 on both Beijing and Moscow took action. In order to ease the 

concern of iIIegal Chinese workers and to improve the quality of Chinese exports to 

Russia, Moscow and Beijing tightened the process of issuing passports and resumed visa 

requirements. Beijing also drastically reduced the number of h s  that could apply for 

long-term public affairs passports. Moscow imposed stricter quotas on the import of 

consumer goods and raised tariffs on the export of raw materials. Furthemore, Moscow 

legalized local measures for restricting the mobility of foreign workers and tourists within 

Russia and added new taxes on foreign workers and residents. 

At the second summit between Yeltsin and Jiang in Moscow in September 1994, 

border trade, and cross-border cooperation were an important part of the summit 

discussion. Jiang stressed in Moscow that "peace, understanding, cooperation, and mutual 

benefit should be the main theme of bilaterai relations between China and Russia beyond 

the 20th cenniry. " Yeltsin proposed in a letter to Jiang before the surnmit that Russia and 

C U  should foilow the line of a "constructive partner relationship" in handling bilateral 



reactions." Within this framework of inter-state relations, border trade was perceived by 

both leaders as a signifiant part of the new partnership between China and Russia. 

Moscow and Beijing agreed to continue encouraging and facilitating cross-border 

cooperation between localities . 

Local govemrnents followed the principles set out before and at the summit, and 

began negotiations in 1994. Some agreements between localities were also concluded. 

Heilongjiang and Amur Oblast reached an agreement in June 1994. Heilongjiang Daily, 

a local official newspaper, revealed that both sides would take measures to solve barter 

trade problerns maiuiy by encouraging border trade in hard currency, give  priori^ to 

establishing JVs, developing short-tem no-visa tours, increasing links between local 

govemment functiona.1 departments, and institutionalizing local coordination and 

consultations .* 

As Zhong-zhang Wang, Deputy Governor of Heilongjiang, pointed out at a local 

conference in Harbin in June 1994, border trade in barter form based upon China's 

consumer and agricultural goods in exchange for Russian industrial and raw materials was 

highly vulnerable to domestic policy changes. When Russia attempted to make trade 

structurai adjustments by imposing quotas and raising tariffs on irnported consumer goods 

and exported raw materials, and when China pursued a tightened fiscal policy in order to 

'%r an English tex. of the Sino-Russian Joint Statement signed by Jiang and Yeltsin, 
see FBIS-CHI94 (6 September 19%). 

60Heilongjiang ribao (20 June 1994) : 1. 



slow down the Pace of inflation, border trade, barter trade in particular, was hit severely. 

The 1993 devaluation of the Chinese currency against the US dollar by nearly 53 % and the 

almost 100 % increase of new tariffs on imports drarnatically inflated the costs and dropped 

down the profits of border trade. For instance, before 1993, a trade Company used to pay 

taxes at about 40.26 Chinese yuan for 100 Swiss francs imported goods, but after the 

change, taxes were raised to 80.52 Chinese yuan.6' The uncertain Russian political scene, 

unstable policies, the constantiy changing market environment, lack of means of payment, 

drastic devaluation of the ruble against the US dollar, the bottie-necked transportation, and 

the de facto anarchic business operations were al1 factors contributhg to the sharp drop in 

border trade since. 

After these measures, border trade became less chaotic, but a large number of srnail 

businesses were forced out of the market. For bilateral relations, that was a good thing, 

but for local interests, it had a drastic effect on the local e ~ o n o r n y . ~ ~  Both central 

governments kept on asserthg their confidence in the potential of bilateral cooperation. 

Yeltsin and Jiang's third summit in Beijing in April 1996 and a dozen agreements signed 

at that summit further confirmed that bilateral relations were strong. Bilateral trade 

including cross-border exchanges is showing signs of continuous recovery. While border 

6 ' ~ o n g b e j a  jingjibao (17 June 1994) : 1. 

%en the author conducted field research in Heihe in December 1994, the effect of 
the sharp drop was still unfolding. Hotels were nearly empty. Buildings and constructions 
were stopped before cornpletion. Many extemal companies closed their local offices. 



trade and cross-border cooperation are indeed less chaotic, some economic and political 

difficulties, such as hard currency shortage and rising local ethnic tensions, are real 

barriers that are difficult to remove. These concerns will be dealt with in depth in next 

chapter .63 

Here three points can be drawn from the above discussion. First, the phenomenal 

gowth of Sino-Russian border trade over the past several years has been the result of 

diverse dynamic forces, economic and politicai, central and local, domestic and 

international. Second, wtiile border trade &ors the state of bilateral relations between 

Moscow and Beijing, more importantly inter-state relations impose conditionality for its 

development. Third, locaiities play an increasingly important role in campaigning for open 

borders, and encouraging and facilitating transborder exchanges. This role will become 

more important if rnarketization and internatioaalization continue to shrink the power of 

central authorities in bot. States and the political economy of cooperation and cornpetition 

will thus become more essentiai. 

"~ccording to the latest Chinese official source, Heilongjiang's border trade reached 
a new record in 1996. Although it is uncertain whether this indicates a new wave of border 
trade growth, it does suggest that border trade between Dongbei and the RFE has its 
potential if it can continue to serve the national interests of both sides. See Renmin ~ b a o  
(Overseas Edition) (17 Febmary 1997): 1. 



Chapter Five 

The Chinese Dongbei and the Russian Far East (II) 
Border-Trade and Transborder Cooperation: 

The Political Economy of Cooperation and Cornpetition 

5.1 Who Trades What 

After Moscow and Beijing opened their border for trade in 1982, trade was 

conducteci only between foreign trade organizations at the provincial level on both sides. 

At the 1986 bilateral trade talks in Moscow, both sides agreed to open four more border 

cities for local trade.' These border cities accordingly set up their respective local border 

trade organizations. The cross-border exchange relationship was expanded from the 

provincial level to the city level. Due to the combined effects of a long-closed local 

economy on both sides and the serious commodity shortage on the RFE local market, the 

initial border trade was highly profitable. For instance, the first deal was made benveen 

Heihe and Blagoveshchensk in which the Chinese side exchanged 208 tons of watermelon 

for 308 tons of chemicai fertiiizer fiom the RFE. Chernical fertilizer was in great demand 

in China whüe watermelon was a commodity not easy to find in Russia. The profits were 

immense. This deal was used by the Chinese local authorities later to press the central 

governent to open more border gates. It was also often held up as a case to show border 

They are Manzhouli hi Inner Mongolia, and Heihe, Suifenhe, and Tongjiang in 
Heilongjiang on the Chinese side and Zabay kalsk , Blagoveshchens k, Pogranichny and 
Leninskoye in the RFE. 



trade profitability and to cal1 for more firms and individuals to join the border trade. It is 

important to note that the initial border trade profits were crucial in motivating more cities 

and counties to dernand rights of direct trade. In China, some border cities and counties 

began lobbying for permission to trade directly with their Russian counterpart~.~ 

In 1988 the Chinese centrai government took Heilongjiang's application for more 

open border gates as a national initiative to encourage ai l  border provinces to develop local 

trade with their neighboring countries.' Although Jüin and Inner Mongolia were granted 

rights to develop barter trade with Russia, both were far behind Heilongjiang in terms of 

border trade volume and value because of geographical restraints. Jilin's border trade was 

primarily with North Korea and targeted at South Korea as its main external source of 

investment and technology . 

A decade of  refom had given a boost to the emergence of the non-state sector in 

China. Companies of di kiods-state-owned, coiiectively-owned, or private-started to play 

active roles. Because of the involvement of a large number of local trading companies and 

One Chinese source indicates, right after 1986 more than a dozen Heilongjiang border 
counties went to Harbin lobbying the provincial goverrunent for help in applying for border 
trade green lights from the centrai government in Beijing. See Zhang, Beijiang shinian 
bianmao gongguan huigu he xinzhaniue de tantao. 

Ibid., and aiso Brantly Womack and Guangzhi Zhao, "The Many Worlds of China's 
Provinces: Foreign Trade and Diversification, " in Chim Deconstructs. eds. David S. G. 
Goodman and Gerald Segal, 13 1-76. 

Jilin has opened seven border gates, six to North Korea and one to Russia. For more 
on this, see Chapter 7 on the Tumen project. 



individual traders, the official nature of border trade began to change. Open border gates, 

green lights from the central government, special incentives offered by local authorities, 

high profitability, and an almost insatiable Russian market were al1 important factors 

conhibuting to the phenomenal developrnent of border trade between the RFE and Dongbei 

in the eariy 1990s. 

By the early 1990s, Heilongjiang had opened 21 border ports. The number of the 

registered border trade compania had reached 6,000, with about 11,000 Russian and CIS 

business partners.' Some border toms became "hot spots" attracting a large number of 

business companies. Heihe, a small border city with a population of less than 95,000, for 

instance, started with one local official trade organization in 1987 when the city got 

permission to trade with Blagoveshchensk. In 1991, there were about 400 companies in the 

city registered for border trade. By 1993, the number had reached 2.889. Their Russian 

partners grew from one in 1987, to 1,000 in 1991 and more than 3,000 in 10 Russian 

republics in 1993 .6 

Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (11 March 1993): 2, Dongbeiya jingiibao (19 
February 1993): 1, and Heilongjiang Sheng b i m o j u  (J3ovincia.l Border Trade Bureau), 
Bianjin rnaoyi yu difang jingji fazhan (neibu wenjian) ("Border Trade and the Frontier 
Econorny") (classified), 1994. The number of Chinese border trade companies with direct 
border trade permission in Heilongjiang was reduced to fewer than 300 after Beijing 
imposai new regulations on border trade before and after the second Sino-Russian summit 
in 1994. 

Shao-yu Liu, et al., Duiheiheshi duiwai kaifmg gongzhou de huigu yu zhanwang 
("Open-Door Policy in Heihe: the Past and the Future") Heihe Xuekan (September 1994): 
22-7. 



Who were these Chinese traders and where were they fiom? The Chinese foreign 

trade regdations distinguished three types of companies. One was those approved by the 

ministries in charge of foreign trade and economic relations. They were companies 

reorganized on the basis of the original local official foreign trade organizations. They had 

the right to trade directly with foreign partners and also were designated as local official 

brokers arranging negotiations, signing contracts and handling payments for local 

manufacturers who were not aiiowed to trade directiy with foreign companies. The second 

kind included those local major manufachirers with the approval from the provincial 

govemment. They could negotiate with foreign partners and sign trade deals. But, the deals 

they made with foreign counterparts had to be approved by the local official brokers. The 

thud type was those medium and smaii companies which had neither of the above rights. 

They had to h d  a representative fkom the first two types by paying certain amount of fees 

which was usudy set according to the value of trade deals.' According to fragmentary 

reports released by local Chinese official sources, most of those actively involved in cross- 

border transactions were either from other provinces or affiliated with state companies in 

Beijing. Few of them were of local ongin and were granted the right to trade directly with 

See Gang-ying Jiao, et al. eds., Dtii duliunti jingmno shiwu (A Handbook for Border 
Trade with the CIS States) (Harbin: Heilongjiang kexuejisui chubanshe, 1993), Chapter 
1, 3-44. For instance, among the 3,000 border uade companies in Heihe in 1993, 10 
companies belonged to the first type and the rest are in the second and third categories. See 
People ' s Political Consulting Conference of Heihe , guanyu heihe bianj in j ianj i maoy i 
qingkuang dediaocha ("A Suwey on Heihe's Frontier Economy") Heihe Xuekan no. 1 
(1994): 28. 



foreign counterparts.* In Heihe, out of the 2,000 registered border trade cornpanies in 

1992, nearly half were fkom other provinces or chies.' 

On the Russian side, enterprises were permitted to trade directly with foreign 

partners in 1988. After Yeltsin's radical mesures of marketization and privatization in 

1992, many private companies emerged almost overnight. There were no clear regulations 

to control who could trade what with whom. Many of the newly emerged private Russian 

firms went to China seeking trade partners. There were three main reasons for this. (1) 

The Chinese traders acceptai barter. (2) It was comparatively easier to conclude deals with 

the Chinese because the latter were also unfamiliar with international trade practices. (3) 

The Chinese traders were eager to establish business links with the R~ssianç.'~ Thus, by 

then border trade on both sides had been opened to almost every company, no matter 

whether they were state-owned, coilectively-owned, JVs, or private, and no rnatter whether 

they were locally originated or from inland. Some of the Russian companies trading with 

The previous Chinese regulations on border trade specified that only trade companies 
registered at border cities could enjoy preferential treatrnent of reduced import or expon 
duties. This policy has been changed because of extemal concem arising from 
negotiations about China's entry into the WTO. 

Xue-jun Qi and Lei-bao Li, guanyu bianjin kaifang chengshi liudongrekou xintai de 
diaocha ("A Survey on Migrants in Open Border Cities") Heihe Xuekan no. 3 (1993): 13. 

Many cornplains fiom the Chinese side later were often cases in which Chinese 
companies sent their commodities to the Russian side according to deals made in China, 
but never received goods in return from the Russian side. The Chinese companies sent 
people to the Russian side and found out that either the local Russian cornpanies no longer 
existed, or because of constant changes in Moscow' s regulations over foreign trade and 
taxes, the Russian company could no longer offer the contracted commodities. 



Dongbei were nom Moscow and other republics. Some were even from Eastern European 

It would be wrong to assume that companies were the only traders at the border. 

There were a large number of individuals actively conducting border trade in the frontier. 

The volume of their trade was estimated to constitute as high as a quarter of the total cross- 

border commodi~ fiows." The emergence of individual traders was ciosely linked to the 

opening of border tourism in 1988.12 Tourists quickly found out that with a few 

commodities that they brought with them, they could not oniy easiiy cover their tour costs, 

but often could make rnoney. Business people also leamt that individual traders had the 

advantage of fewer regulations over commodities passing through border gates. Thus, the 

original fonn of border trade attracted thousands of individuals from inland. This kind of 

buy-and-seU on the spot was called "border shuale trade" (daobao in Chinese) and these 

Journal of Commerce (28 Aprii 1994). It should be noted that the reliability of any 
estimates on the border trade between residents or individual traders is subject to 
questions. This is because trade between individuals is hardly reported. There is no way 
to track down the s a l e  of this type of border trade. 

Some Chinese scholars argue that "border shunle trade" was inspired by an incident 
in 1985 when a Soviet airplane was hi@-jacked to Heilongjiang's Ganoao County. It gave 
38 Russians on the plane a chance to see the real China afier the breakdown of contacts for 
more than two decades. These Russian passengers were impressed by the commodities in 
the Chinese stores. During theù stay, they were treated as special guests and also received 
a gift when they returned. The hijackers were sent back to the USSR for nial. The incident 
was believed to have helped change the Russian perceptions of China and the Chiuese, and 
prompted ideas of cross-border comrnodity exchanges . See Zhang . Tengfei de bianchui 
juiong-Heilongiiang sheng yanbion quyu, 
106. 



tourist business people were calleci "small traders" (xiaodaoyi). They exchangeci goods on 

the spot without contracts, bank accounts, and sales reports. This is one of the most 

important reasons why govement statistics on border trade were questionable. 

Heihe's development of tourism in last several years mirrored the astonishing Pace 

of the "shuttle trade" expansion at the border. The f i s t  tourist group was exchanged in 

1988 and that year ended with 400 exchanged tourists. However, the number quickly 

expanded to 95,000 in 1992 and 120,000 in 1993. Oneday visits were extended to one 

week. Most of these tourists were on the trip for daobao. The local government also 

directly benefited from the expanding " to~r is rn ."~~ Tourists could not be exchanged in 

winter because Heilongjiang was fiozen. So in 1994 Heihe and Blagoveshchensk opened 

the world's shortest helicopter aKlift route for "touristst' between the two cities during the 

season when Heilongjiang was frozen. Local sources reveakd to the author that the real 

motivation behind tbis was for daobao.14 

There is no way to track down the flow of xiaodaoyi crossing the 4,000-km long 

border in this area. The border port at Dongning on the Chinese side, a small town not far 

from Suifenhe, daily processed about 475 passengers in 1993? It is not hard to imagine 

According to the local official source, it created a direct tax incorne of about 340,000 
yuan and brought to the city 500,000 yuan hard currency. See Shao-yu Liu, et al., 
Duiheiheshi duiwaikaifang gongzhou de huigu yu zhanwaug, 24. 

This formation was reveded to this author during an interview in the border city of 
Heihe, Heilongjiang, China in December 1994. 

Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (29 JuIy 1993): 3. 



the massive flow of people across aü the 21 open border gates in Heilongjiang alone. It is 

also important to note that individuals staying in border cities and towns conducting trade 

were far more than iudividuals crossing the border. The boorning commerce in border 

towns and cities attracted hundreds of thousands of migrants. In order to cope with the 

quick expansion of individual traders, local goveniments on both sides soon reaüzed that 

some special areas should be designated as local flea markets for them. On the one hand, 

it would be possible to impose local control mechanisrns. On the other, it could help ensure 

local tax collection. On the Chinese side many eluoshi shangpin yiXimJïe (local flea market 

for Russian commodities) emerged overnight. They also soon appeared in Harbin, 

Shangyang, even Beijing and some other big cities. 

For instance, according to one local official source, only 18 people worked on 

border trade in Heihe in 1986. The number had increased to about 15,000 in late 1993. l6 

For a cify of fewer than 100,000 permanent residents (not including migrants) this number 

was very large. Migrants in Heihe city reached nearly 60,000, almost 40 percent of the 

local population. Among these 60,000 "mobilet' individuals , 40 percent were from 

Heilongjiang and 60 percent from the other provinces. " 

See People's Political Cousulting Conference of Heihe, guanyu heihe bianjin jianji 
maoyi qingkuang dediaocha, 28-32. 

Qi and Li, guanyu bianjin kaifang chengshi liudongrekou xintai de diaocha, 13-4. Some 
recent reports indicate that the trend of massive migrants to the border area continues. 
Most of them are for the purpose of trade. For instance, in Suifenhe, a border civ with a 
population of 
40,000, 20 local flea markets have been opened by 1996. 20,000 individuais are directly 



If local authorities, companies and individual traders were stili very cautious in 

cross-border trade activities in the Iate 1980s. the situation changed drarnatically in the 

early 1990s when bolder reforrns were launched on both sides. Local govemments and 

officiais were trying every means to increase cross-border cornrnodity flows, including 

getting around niles and regulations, and organized smuggling. Firms, Chinese firms in 

particular, sent their products directly to local markets on the other side without going 

through the procedure of finding business partners, signing contracts, paying tariffs at 

customs and making financial transactions through banks.'' 

With such a wide-open border, and so many individuals and fïrms fiom such a 

broad range of places swarming into the border area, it is not surprising that both officia1 

sources and unofficial observers noted a dramatically increasing rate in border trade after 

the late 1980s. Nevertheless, due to difficulties in collecting and compiling data, there are 

no statistics available which can give a relatively reliable account of border trade flows. 

The main difficulties include: (1) The area on both sides is not an administrative unit which 

means there were no local institutions responsible for collecting and cornpiling border trade 

data for the whole area; (2) Chaotic border trade practices make it almost impossible to 

involved in doing border trade in these markets. One large local tlea market concentrates 
traders fkom more than 20 Chinese provinces with a daily trade flow of 3 mülion yuan. See 
Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (3 May 1996): 2. 

According to the deputy head of Khabarovsk Oblast in an interview to Heilongjiang 
People's Radio Network on 1 November 1992, the volume of this kind of border trade was 
"very large." See "Russian Official Comments on Unofficial Trade, " FBIS-CHI-92-213, 
8. 



collect data on al1 cross-border transactions; (3) Different bureaucratie procedures. 

regulations, and political factors in both states prevented any serious efforts to systematize 

the data. What has been done here is to put together several tables from different sources 

to show some generai trends (see tables on next page). Table 5.1 from China's Customs 

Statistics shows a dramatic increase in border trade at the national level, while Table 5.2 

reflects the increasing trend in Heilongjiang Province and Heihe City before 1994. Table 

5.3 presents a different picture reflecting the importance of China and the trade in barrer 

in the RFE's economic relations with its two giant Asian neighbours. 

China's mrder - -  Trade _- 
Billion $ 

Source: China's Customs Statistics cited in F. Crook, "Trade on the 
Edge. " 

Border transactions were highly restrictive at the beginning. Only a few selected 

categories of commodities were allowed to pass through border gares. Heilongjiang was 

permitted to export and irnport 12 commodities ro and from the RFE in the early 

See Zhang, tengfei de bianchui julong-Heilongjiang 



lmk5.2 
Sino-Russian Border Trade of Selected Chinese Localities 

(SF$ million) 

Heilongjiang 34 719 2,000 2,600 
Heihe 0.15 88 970 924 
Source: Remin nbuo (Overseas Edition) (20 January and 23 April 1994), Heihe xuenkan 
no. 3 (1993) and no. 3 (1994), China Today (various issues, 1993). 

The export goods fiom Heilongjiang were food and tex-, and import go& were cernent 

(35 %), fertilizer(l7.2 1) , logs (10.2) and some other manufactured produc@ .'O 

Nevertheless, when the border was widely opened for local trade, it soon hlrned out that 

existing restrictions were no longer effective in controliing what should or should not be 

traded. Whatever was profitable and in demand on the local market was exchanged. 

According to one Heilongjiang provincial document, the categories of goods in the 1994 

local aade turnover had increased to more than 4,000, compared with only 12 in 1983.'' 

Although restrictions on border trade were no longer meaningful, the original 

structure of border trade did not change much. Dongbei imported from the RFE a range 

of raw materials and industrial equipment, and exported agricultural, light industrial and 

some electronic conmmer go&. Take 1990 as an example, Heilongjiang imported steel, 

timber products, fertilizer, cernent, fish, oil, cars, ships, machines, and paper products. 

This is for 1983. bid .  

Heilongjiang Provincial Border Trade Bureau. Report 1994 (neibu wenjian) , 2. 
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It exported light industrial goods, textiles, food, and machinery.* As pointed out in Part 

1, Heilongjiang, and Dongbei in general were not strong in light industry . Thus, accordhg 

to local official estimates, about 60-70 percent of Heilongjiang's export to the RFE/Russia 

were goods made in other Chinese provinces, particularly the southeast coastal provinces .= 

làUc5.3 Barter Trade of the RFE with China and Japan 
(in Percentage) 

Country 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

TotaI Turnover 
China 
Japan 
Others 
Barter Trade 
China 
Japan 
Others 
Source: Compileci by Pave1 A. Minakir and Gregory L. Freeze in Zïze Russian Far Emt, 
175, which is based upon the data provided by Dai'intorg and the statistical offices of 
territories in the RFE. 

The following two tables on the structure of the RFE's trade with China, compiled 

by the Institute of Economic Research in Khabarovsk, also mirror these patterns. Given 

that the local consumer market in the RFE was limited, one may assume that a substantial 

part of the imports from China were destined for other parts of Russia. This indicates a 

diverse geographicd background of the Russian traders. For instance, a recent Chinese 

survey on the Russian traders in Suifenhe found one from New Siberia who crosses the 

See Zhang, tengfei de biunchui julong-Heilongjiang sheng yanbian quyu, 109-10. 

Zhang, beijiang shinian bianmao gongguan huigu he xinzhaniue de tantao. 
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border every month, one fiom Moscow who has been back and forth for 4 years and 

another one fkom Nakhodka.24 

l3im3.A 
Structure of the RFE's Export to China 

Through Direct Barter Trade, 1989 and 1992 (in percentage) 

Khabarovsk Amtx Primorskii 
Export 1989 1992 1989 1992 1989 1992 

Total 100 100 
Fertilizer s 45.7 42.4 
Cernent 5.9 5.9 
Timer products 7.5 8.4 
Fish 17.3 1.2 
Production tailings 4.9 - 
Rolled ferrous metal - 18.4 
Others 18.7 23.7 5.2 79.1 21.8 15.2 
Source: Minakir and Freeze, eds., The Russian Far East, 182. 

Ikhk5.5 
Structure of the RFErs Import from China 

Through Direct Barter Trade, 1990 and 1992 (in percentage) 

-- - -- 

Amur Primorskii 
1990 1992 1990 1992 

To ta1 100 100 100 100 
Machines and 
equipment 15.1 3.8 4.9 0.8 
Construction materials 0.7 3.6 20.2 1.3 
Consumer goods 84.2 92.2 74.9 97.9 

nonfood stuff 56.2 64.2 8.6 48.7 
foodstuff 28.0 28.0 66.3 49.2 

Others - 0.4 - - 
Source: Minakir and Freeze, eds., The Russian Far East, 182. 

Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (3 May 1996): 2. 



5.2 Border Trade and Cross-border Cooperation 

When cross-border transactions were intensified, the percentage of barter trade 

increased sharply, and the limitations inherent in barter trade became salient. Border trade, 

as pointed out earlier, reflects some very traditional and primitive trade relations. It 

happens when one side or both sides are short of hard currency, but need to exchange 

goods to meet domestic dernands. It ais0 represents the basic form of commercial relations 

between local residents in the border area. In most cases, raw materials without much 

added value and daily necessities are goods for export in exchange for what is short of on 

domestic markets. Deds do not ofien &or the pnce on the international market, but 

rather are based on domestic demands. Both partners perhaps pay a high price for the 

exported goods in order to exchange the irnported goods. But they expect the imported 

goods to be sold at a higher price on the domestic market. The difference is the profit, 

which motivates enterprises to cross the border to trade. This type of commercial relations 

has severe limitations. To find a trusted partner who not only needs what one has but also 

has something to offer in exchange is tirne-consurning. It is also severely constrained by 

overriding concerns of keeping payment balanced between firrns, individual traders and 

localities because of the nature of barter trade. Furthemore, it is extremely vulnerable to 

market cornpetition and policy changes between states or from within. Therefore, when 

barter trade is conducted on a large scale, it becomes operationally very difficult. 

Thus, when the relaxed political environment was seen to be sustainable, the 



intemified cross-border transactions. mounting difficulties in handling payments and rising 

cornplaints about breaking contracts on both sides al1 contributed to the emergence of 

cross-border cooperation ideas and project proposals. States, localities, and fums expected 

that cross-border cooperation would not only maintain the rising trend of border trade, but 

also would be able to enhance their competitiveness in attracting externai investment. 

From the late 1980s q d  the early 1990s on, Moscow and Beijing began to stress 

direct investment and cunency trade. Local governments on both sides were ailowed to set 

up smail special economic zones. These special economic zones were designated to serve 

the purpose of attracting direct investment fkom the other side of the border, and as well 

from external sources. A number of cross-border cooperation projects involving partners 

fkom both sides were also launched. These projects mainiy focused on areas of upgrading 

old and building new transportation and communication facilities, putting cross-border free 

trade and economic zones under joint management. opening local labor markets and 

establishing joint ventures. 

Given that cross-border transactions were principally bilateral, most of the 

cooperation projects under discussion were between the two States, or between localities 

and finns from both sides. Some projects attracted attention from external companies, 

governments, regional and international institutions. Yet, few extenal participants made 

any serious c o d t m e n t s  to these projects. The following will examine three main areas 

in which both sides have made efforts to open local labor markets, plan cross-border free 



trade and economic zones, and encourage non-goods trade and investment. 

5.21 Opening Local Labor Markets 

Labor shortage in the RFE was a problem troubling Moscow for centuries. It was 

further escalated by Yeltsin's decision to remove economic and monetary incentives which 

encouraged European Russians to emigrate to and stay in the RFE. As a result, fewer 

Russians were willing to move from Europe to the RFE. Due to the cancellation of these 

state subsidies, and the deteriorathg economic situation and job market in the RFE, many 

Russians who had settled in the RFE began to leave. In 1992 al1 territories in the Far East 

for the first tirne in its history registered a negative population growth? 

TraditionaIly, Moscow's solution to the labor shortage in the RFE was to allow 

foreign workers to work there. During the heyday of Sino-Soviet antagonism, foreign 

laborers working there were mainiy fiom North Korea, Vietnam and Cuba? When Beijing 

and Moscow were in negotiation over opening the border for nade in the early 1980s, the 

use of Chinese laborers was one of the main items on the agenda. Moscow expected China 

to provide some relief for its labor shortage in the RFE, while Beijing, seriously short of 

hard currency, wished to export surplus laborers (luowushuchu) in exchange for Soviet 

industrial equiprnent, technology and resources. Under these circumstances, neither side 

See Won Bae Kim, "Sino-Russian Relations and Chinese Workers in the Russian Far 
East" Asian Survey, vol. 34, no. 12 (December 1994): 1064-76, and Minakir and Freeze, 
eds., The Rusian Far East, 30-2. 

For firther information on this, see Minakir and Freeze, eds., n e  Russian Far East, 
183. 



had any problem in agreeing to open RFE local markets to the Chinese laborers. 

Moreover, from the very beginning both sides saw cooperation in this area as a crucial step 

to boost the local economy and achieve subregional growth goals. 

At the local level on the Chinese side, Dongbei with a large pool of labor reserves 

was very clear about its comparative advantage in this area. Workers ftom Dongbei were 

easiiy adapted to work conditions under rough climates. Dongbei was also geographically 

proximate to and had historical connections with the RFE.27 Therefore, local governments 

in Dongbei perceived luowushuchu as the most important strategy to earn hard currency, 

estabiish cross-border co~ect ions and gain access to the Russian market. 

At fïrst, the number of Chinese workers sent to the RFE was stnctly set by contract 

between state companies or local authorities. According to Heilongjiang official statistics, 

there were about 20,000 contracted Chinese workers in the RFE in 1993," while Russian 

local sources reported 30,000 docuniented foreign workers in Khabarovsk, Arnur and 

~ r i m o r s k i i . ~ ~  Russian employees were satisfied with the work done by the Chinese 

laborers, and the Chinese workers were happy to work there because of economic 

kcentives. Most of the Chinese laborers were employed in agriculture and construction. 

For a comprehensive study on labor resources in Dongbei. see Sheng-jing Wang and 
Yi-ying Qi, Dongbei shansheng laodongii ziyuan xianzhuang ji weilai bianhuaqushi fenxi 
(Human Resource in Dongbei: The Present and Its Future) Dongbeiya I~~~ztan, no.3 (1993): 
13-8. 

Heilongjiang Provincial Border Trade Bureau, Report 1994, 2. 

Kim, "Sino-Russian Relations and Chinese Workers in the Russian Far East," 1067. 



Agricultural jobs were seasonal. So many of them went back and forth. It should be noted 

here that neither side was concemeci about the number of the workers to be sent out from 

China or to be employed in Russia, nor was either side prepared for the unexpected 

presence of so many cross-border iiiegal migrants, mainly from China's Dongbei. From 

the Russian perspective, cheap Chinese labor was the most essential incentive to hire 

Chinese workers whether they were legd or illegal. As for the Chinese, better salaries and 

the experience of working in a foreign country were enough for many Chinese to break the 

mles and regdations to stay there. 

The appearance of large numbers of foreign Iaborers on local labor markets 

competing with local residents for jobs was itself a sensitive issue, particularly at a time 

when Russia was under radical transformation f?om the old planning system to a market 

economy. Many local residents who originally worked at the state-owned industrial 

cornplex were laid off. The Russian economy was experiencing a dramatic and continuous 

decline, which triggered a signifimt amount of public protest against the Yeltsin 

administration. Social and political orders became chaotic. "Mafia" forces were active not 

only in the local economy but also in politics. Crime was on the rise. Under these 

circumstances, the large presence of Chinese laborers in the RFE began to receive public 

attention. Local political forces started to use this issue for their own political agendas. 

Chinese migrants became an issue in the RFE which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Ironically , Beijing and Moscow treated the employment of Chinese wmkers in the 



RFE as one of the most important components in fostering bilaterai cooperation between 

them. Yet. the presence of a large number of Chinese m e d  out to be the main source of 

ethnic tension between the two nations causing trouble for both Beijing and Moscow. For 

understandable reasons, opening Iocal markets to foreign laborers mainly refers to the fact 

that Moscow allowed local Russians to hire the Chinese workers. However, there were 

occasional reports about Russians working in China. They included skilled workers, 

technicians, university snidents, medical personnel, and teachers. For instance, some 

reports indicated that from 300 to 3,000 Russian scientists were employed in China right 

after the breakup of the USSR." Local reports also referred to Russian workers, mainiy 

young women who were rnotivated primariiy by economic incentives working in Chinese 

hotels and restaurants. They were not contract workers. Some came as tourists and 

remained."There seemed to be no specific regions within China which were favored by 

Russians. Some worked as far as in Shenzhen and Haikou in the south. 

5.22 Cross-border Free Trade and Economic Cooperation Zones 

As pointeci out through this case study, border trade may be able to boost the local 

economy at an initial stage, but subregional growth cannot be achieved by border trade 

EEER (8 July 1993): 24, Wall Street Jownal(14 October 1993) : 12 and Jane 's D@eme 
Weekly no. 19 (Februq 1994): 28. 

Nicholas D. Kristof, "Yichang Journal: Now Russians Wait on Chinese," The New 
York TNnes (26 June 1993), and Yu Zhang, 'datongdao zhanlue' zhong de laowus huchu 
(Heilongjiang's Strategy of Opening Land-route to Europe and Its Labor Expoa") Heihe 
Xuekm, no. 3 (1993): 47-50. 



alone. The experience of some other TBGZs in Southeast and East Asia has shown that 

subregional economic growth to a very large extent relies on production connections with 

a local or regional industrial center. Special economic zones are wideiy seen and used as 

the most effective channe1 to aftract external capital and technology, and to establish such 

connections. 

Growing difficulties in barter trade and the demand for extemal capital and 

technology to improve infrastructure for intensified cross-border transactions triggered 

ideas of establishing cross-border free trade and economic zones. Two kinds of economic 

zones either emerged or were under serious discussion in the border area. One waî the 

national special economic zone. These zones were set up by national or local goveniments. 

The Free Economic Zone of Nakhodka and the planned Greater Vladivostok Development 

Area in the RFE, and the Economic Cooperation Zone in Heihe, Hunchun, and Manzhouli 

in Dongbei were a few of the many examples. They are located in their respective national 

territories, but with a clear regional focus in attracting external funds and technologies. 

The other is the proposed cross-border free trade and economic cooperation zone 

(sometimes also called "international economic cooperation zone ") . It will be set up by 

adjacent cities or counties on both sides. Each side will contribute equal amounts of land 

and establish joint management. The basic assumption is that cross-border economic and 

free trade zones can provide some kind of functional mechanisrns to facilitate direct trade 

between enterprises and local residents within a designated area. The ideas sound logical 



and the economic potential looks exciting. In practice, cross-border econornic zones not 

only require huge investments to build basic infrastructure which barely exists, but more 

importantly also involve politicai and legal issues regarding the use of land and territory. 

Given its cross-border nature, it irnpIies considerable tirne-consuming negotiations at both 

the national and the local level. It dso includes intensive bargaining between the center and 

locafities over national input. Therefore, it is no wonder that cross-border free trade and 

economic cooperation zones still remain as proposals, or in a negotiation stage. 

Much of the past negotiations and discussions have been concentrated on four areas 

almg the eastern section of the border: (1) two square kms area between Manzhouli and 

Zabaykalsk; (2) ten square k m  between Heihe and Blagoveshchensk; (3) ten square h s  

at the border between Suifenhe and Pogranichny; (4) ten square kms between Tongjiang 

and Leninskoye. 

The proposed cross-border zone between Heihe and Blagoveshchensk received the 

most attention both intemally and externdly. In December 1993 a China-sponsored 

international meeting on cross-border econornic cooperation amacted participants from the 

UNDP, the central govenunent, national research instinitions, and local goveniments in 

China, some Russian local goveniments and institutions, and other 13 countries. The 

meeting ended with a consensus that border trade, barter trade in particular, had reached 

a mature stage. The prospect for further development was highly restricted by its inherent 

limitations. Developing cross-border free trade and economic zones represented a new 



direction towards international cooperation and subregional integration in Northeast Asia. 

Local authorities from both sides committed themselves to speed up the pr~cess. '~  

Overail, the Chinese side was more enthusiastic and often took initiatives. For 

instance, China sponsored a comprehensive feasibility study for building a bridge 

c o ~ e c t i n g  Heihe and Blagoveshchensk. Heihe put some initial investrnent into building 

new infiastructure on the Chinese side. When the Chinese side began to take shape, there 

was no move in Russia. Political stniggles in Moscow dragged Yeltsin around and local 

development projects were not his top priority. Second, the deteriorating fiscai situation 

of the Russian federal goverment made it more difficult to locate money for a local 

project not directly affecting power configurations in Moscow. Thirdly, cross-border free 

trade zones also involved some legal and political issues regarding territory and land use. 

Without consent from the Russian Duma, Yeltsin was reluctant and also unable to take 

initiatives. Perhaps Russia's cautious and often passive reactions also stemmed from 

increasing concem about the implications of being too close to a neighbor with such a big 

population. Nevertheles, without Moscow ' s permission and support, local governments 

were not in a position to respond to the Chinese enthusiasm. 

5.23 "Technology Cooperationft 

Technology transfer has been singled out by many economists and political 

For a surnmary of the meeting see Bang-km Liu, "Jianli kuaguo ziyou maoyi jinjiqiu- 
xianshi de biran man zhe" ("Cross-border Free Economic Zones: A Natural Choice") 
Xiboliya yanjiu (Heilongjiang sheng shekeyuan) no. 1 (1994): 1 1-4. 



scientists as one of the most important dynarnic forces playing key roles in subregional 

cooperation and integration." Although Russian technology can not be compared with the 

West in many ways, it has a market in China. Russia aIso needs to sel1 it for hard 

currency. in this regard, both Beijing and Moscow have made serious effort in encouraging 

and promoting technology cooperation between locdities and h s .  

Since bilateral relations were normalized and borders were opened for trade, 

Moscow and Beijing both kept on emphasizing the encouragement and enhancement of 

bilateral cooperation. A few deds were concluded at the state level. Moscow, before the 

collapse of the Soviet Union intended to help China renovate some Soviet-build factories 

in Dongbei. After Yeltsin took power, the most prominent deal was the one signed during 

Yeltsin's visit to Beijing in 1992, in which Russia would help China to build a nuclear 

power station in Liaoning with a long-term credit of US$2.5 billion. In return, China 

would provide credit for Russia to buy agricultural products from China.34 There were aiso 

reports that Yeltsin gave a green Iight to Russian scientists to work in the Chinese high- 

tech sectors, especially in the defense industry. 

At the local level, progress in technology cooperation between the two sides was 

slow and difficult. During a field research in Harbin in 1994/5, the author learnt from local 

sources that there had been negotiations between enterprises on both sides, but due to lack 

See Rosenau, Turbulence in World Politics, 12-8. 

Sheryl WuDunn, "Russia and China in Military Deal." The New York Times (19 
December 1992): 6. 



of hard currency and some local resistance to Russian technology and equipment, few deals 

were concluded." Most progress cited by local authorities referred to non-goods trade 

deals such as FDI projects and labor contracts. For instance, the following table released 

by one Chinese source was perceived as evidence of the change in Sino-Russian border 

trade from commodity exchange in barter to a higher Ievel of cross-border cooperation. 

What one can hnd fkom the table, however, are only cross-border transactions in two 

areas: direct investment and labor contracts. Strictly speaking, it might be tme rhat using 

lkbkA5 
Heilongjiang's Economic and Technology Cooperation with USSRKIS 

Year Contracts Value HU FDI Labor export USSR FDI 
(SF$ mil.) no. of projects no. of projects 

in CIS (people) in HLJ 
1988 15 30.8 1 1286 nia 
1989 82 140 1 11213 nia 
1990 101 159.8 11 9777 3 
1991 212 372.5 37 14559 15 
1992 381 2205 117 18614 47 
total 791 2908 167 55449 65 
Source: Almanac of Heilongjiang Foreign Econornic Relations, 1993. 
H U  stands for Heilongjiang. 

Chinese f m e r s  to grow vegetables in the RFE could be seen as Chinese f m e r s  bringing 

in technical skills. Yet many cases included in the table perhaps did not involve any 

important technology transfer at dl. The table under the title of technology cooperation is 

somewhat misleading. But, it does reflect a steady increase in non-goods transactions 

See also Gaye Christoffersen, "Economic Reforms in Northeast China," Asian Survey 
vol. 28, no. 12 (December 1988): 1245-63. 



between the two countnes. Heilongjiang started to invest in the USSR in 1988. At the end 

of 1989 there were only two FDI projects in the USSR, but the number quickly reached 

to 117 in 1992. China became the top country in the RFE in terms of the number of FDI 

projects. In terms of value, however, Japan was far ahead. The Chinese FDI mainly 

concentrated on smaii business ventures in service sectors. 

Bilateral cooperation at the local level was severely constrained by one common 

problem, that is, lack of hard currency, although different technology levels on the two 

sides were believed to be ~omplernentary.'~ Moreover, to some Chinese enterprises, if they 

had the money they would probably go somewhere else for better technology. 

5.3 The Political Economy 

Without doubt, Moscow and Beijing indeed both benefit from allowing transborder 

connections between bcalities and enterprises. A relaxed frontier stands as the symbol of 

the newly-emerged constructive bilateral partnership. Transborder exchanges between 

localities also give Beijing and Moscow some relief from the heavy burden of subsidizing 

A group of Chinese scientists has been organized in Harbin to examine the Russian 
industry sector by sector and explore the possibility of technology cooperation between 
Heilongjiang and Russia. It is believed that the Russian technology, well fitted to 
renovating the Soviet-built state-owned industrial complexes, can be imported at a much 
cheaper price at a time when it does not have an international market. Some policy papers 
have been submitted to the provincial government. Heilongjiang plans to lobby the central 
govenunent to support the project. The above information was provided by a senior 
Chinese scholar who has close links with the local government during an interview with 
this writer in Harbin in December 1994. 



the troublesome local economy. Border Cade in this regard nurtures some trends at the 

macro-regional level that indicate an important deparnire from the ideology-oriented and 

security-centered state behavior in both Russia and China for centuries. 

Border trade at the micro-regional level generates contacts and builds connections 

between localities, f ims and individual traders. It also increases consultations between 

Moscow and Beijing to make sure that border trade serves, but not harms, their national 

interests. In this regard border hade and cross-border contacts directly or indirectly 

promote transborder connections from below." It is equally important to note that border 

trade also represents a relationship between business cornpetitors and power contenders. 

Cross-border economic relations in many ways directly affect power rivalry between the 

two states as they seek to redefine their regionai identity. Localities and firms not only 

compete with their counterparts beyond political boundaries for business oppominities, but 

also with partners within tbeir national border. The central question here is who gets what 

in this newly emerged relations between states, localities and firms. For Dongbei and the 

RFE, which had a miserable past and lack confidence in handling issues arising fiom 

contacts and connections, who gets what is often politicized and easily creates tensions 

between the two peoples. Hence, border trade and cross-border cooperation between 

Dongbei and the RFE yield three contradictory trends. The first one is an emerging 

transborder community based upon connections from below which bring the two peoples 

Gibert Rozman, "Spontaneity and Direction Along the Russio-Chinese Border," in 
Rediscovering Rmia in Asia, eds . Stephen Kotkin and David Wolff, 275-89. 



doser. The second trend is that cross-border cornpetition gives rise to ethaic tensions 

which keep them from becoming too close and sometimes pulls them apart. The third is 

that cross-border connections help reshape intra-state relations. 

5.31 Ties from Below 

M e n  the border was opened for local trade, it immediately presented a new source 

of oppomnities and dreams for prosperity for local goveniments and residents aiike. 

People were motivated to go for the opportunity. The initial gains of those pioneer traders 

stimulated others. By the early 1990s, Russia had been painted by the Chinese media as 

a place full of dangers but also of business opportuities. This resulted in rnotivating a 

huge number of individuals to become traders. In Russia, China was widely perceived as 

the best place to buy cheap commodities to satisQ the Russian market shortage and to make 

money . 

On the Chinese side, two examples could illustrate the heat of border trade among 

individuals in Dongbei. The first one was the steadiiy rising price of hiring a Russian 

language interpreter and the growing demand for Russian language dicti~naries.~~ The 

second was a boom in Russian language night schools with an astonishing enroiment in 

During field research for this study in December 1994, the author found out that 
individuals, no matter whether they were local government officials, researchers, 
professors, or university smdents, who had some Russian language knowledge were ail 
involved in border trade. They were either hired by trade companies or organized their 
own trade companies. 1 was told that during the 
border trade peak of 199213 even those individuals with a little Russian language could 
easily find a job, either as salesmen or as interpreters. This attracted more students to 
Russian language training programs. 



Chinese border cities. Students in these local Russian language training programs included 

local O fficials , businessmen, and workers . Knowledge of Russian language became an 

essential qualification for individuals to have a promising career. As one local newspaper 

indicated, 50 percent of the high school students in Tongjiang, a smali border city in 

Heilongjiang, chose Russian language as their major in 1992.~~ Emerging Chinese middle 

class families sent their children directly to Russian high schools or universities to learn 

l us si an.^' 

The "China fever" in the RFE was as high as the "Russian fever" in China. As 

Viktor Larin, Director of the Far Eastern Institute of History, Russian Academy of 

Science, noted, the training of Chinese language interpreters becarne massive in the RFE 

in the eariy 1990s. Universities, colleges, research institutes, companies, and academic 

associations, al1 competed with each other for students of Chinese ~anguage.~' Russian 

language training programs targeting Chinese students were also booming in the RFE, 

particularly in Khabarovsk. 42 

One Chinese who sent his child to Russia who was interviewed by one FEER 
corespondent in 1993 noted that the cost of about US$1,600 to study in Russia was an 
affordable foreign adventure, something never before available in China. More than that, 
it represented a chance to get to know that place and to become fluent in a language "bound 
to have a fiiture. " See Lincoln Kaye, "Creative Tensions," FEER (7 January 1993): 16-7. 

Viktor Larin, "Yellow Peril Again?" in Rediscovenng R~issia in Asia, eds. Stephen 
Kotkin and David Wolff, 292. 

Kaye, "Creative Tensions, " 16-7. 



Local authorities on both sides were very active as well. Business fairs organized 

by provincial and city govemments became an annual event in many border areas. These 

events oHered opportunities to build new ties and reinforce existing connections. The 

Harbin border trade fair, the mostly aclcnowledged in northern China, started in 1990 and 

quickly became an annuai meeting for local officials and businessmen from both sides. It 

aiso attracted thousands of participants from the CIS, East European and other countries. 

Consultations and meetings were constantiy held behveen localities to tackle problerns 

arising fiom cross-border cooperation and to enhance coordination. 

The improved border communication and transportation facilities created more 

opportunities for grassroots contacts. Before the mid 80s, there was no a single direct 

phone Iine comecting cities of both sides. Al1 tram-border phone calls even if just to 

places a few miles away, had to go through Beijing or Moscow. New telecommunications 

facilities made it more convenient for residents on both sides to contact each other. Direct 

airlines linked major cities on both sides. Cross-border tourism was expanded steadily. The 

general public was offered much easier access to information about what was happening 

on the other  ide.^^ 

Cross-border contacts changed public perceptions of security and threat. For 

For instance, Harbin publishes two weekly newspapers on border trade. One is 
Dongbeiyrr jingiibao, and the other is Y d o n g  jingjidaobuo. Both chief editors mentioned 
to this author that they were mainly subsidized by the local govenunent. In Heihe, the 
author also found some local research institutions and journals focussed exclusively on 
Russia. 



instance, most of my Chinese interviewees indicated that tensions and confrontations were 

likely to arise fiom issues conceming who gets what. Some held that barriers between the 

two nations could not be easily removed through cross-border co~ections. especiaiiy when 

looking at some recent anti-Chinese campaigns in the RFE. This is in fundamental contrast 

to ten years ago when the Sino-Soviet border was widely seen as one of the most Iikely 

spots for military confrontations. 

Relations between frontier military forces were improving, although both States 

kept relatively large forces and rnilitary facilities untouched at the border. Connections and 

cooperation between fkontier guards were on the rise. There were occasions for border 

guards from both sides to get together for recreation purposes. Collaboration between 

frontier miiitary and police forces was seen as a necessary step keeping the border safe and 

for preventing cross-border crime. For instance, when 100 Chinese went to the smdï 

Russian border city Pogomichnyi to fight with a gang of Chinese Koreans in the early 

1993, the Pogornichnyi police chief called the Suifenhe police for help, instead of 

requesting reinforcements from their own headquarters." According to a Chinese source, 

since 1991 collaboration between police forces and border guards from both sides has 

made it possible to uncover 473 smuggled weapons, a large amount of ammunition and 

dmgs that smugglers tried to take through the border. Cooperation also has helped to solve 

2,800 cross-border crimes and stop 288 border escaping incidents with a total of 1,414 

Kaye, " Creative Tensions. " 



people captured from both si de^.'^ 

Regional military commanders started to resume visits to each other and were 

prepared to enhance contacts between the~n.'~ The recently signed border military 

confidence building agreement was another important indication of improving relations. 

The treaty is expected to provide more security to the emerging cross-border business 

environment. Both sides are in the process of negotiating a reduction in military forces at 

the frontier . 

After several years of massive cross-border transactions, borders no longer function 

rnerely as political boundaries defining national belongings between the two states, but also 

once again become a nexus linking adjacent parts regardless of political boundaries. 

Indeed, as Rozman has observed, cross-border connections and grassroots links are 

becorning important dynamic forces behind the emergence of a transnational community 

in Northeast ~s ia . "  Although ethnic tensions are constantly fueled by disputes arising from 

contacts which will be discussed in detail in the following section, channels for dialogues 

and consultations between states and Iocalities looking for peaceful solutions and for 

managing conflicts began to emerge. 

Renmin ribao (Overseas Edition) (24 April 1996): 4. 

See "Russian Coastal Defense Military Delegation Visits Jilin, " Jilin ribao (23 August 
1994), 1, FBIS-CHI-94-174, and PRC Military Delegation Visits Far East Region, " 
Moscow , IIAR-Tas (29 December l9%), Fm-SOV-95-230. 

Rozman, "Spontaneity and Direction Along the Russio-Chinese Border, " 275-89. 



5.32 Rising Ethnic Tensions 

Given the fact that border trade in the p s t  several years was fully in the purview 

of any local enterprises and individual traders from both sides, it had a dual effect in the 

border area. On the one hand, the intensified, but chaotic border trade built grassroots 

contacts and fostered closer ties from below. But on the other hand, untrammeied cross- 

border transactions also quickly caused concems over who gets what, which heightened 

differences and cornpetition between them. These concerns emerged in a cultural and 

geopolitical context involving two peoples from two different civilizations who had a long 

history of mistrust and hostility. They could easily trigger ethnic tensions. 

The origins of the present ethnic tensions were essentially embedded in issues 

centered around who gets what. These tensions were captureci and manipulated by Russian 

local political forces which added more fuel. There were three sets of issues which were 

crucial to nsing local tensions. The first arose from the stanis reversa1 in Sino-Russian 

relations and its psychological impact. Traditionally, Russia was always in a position to 

provide China with capital and technology in exchange for agricultural products and raw 

rnaterials. It was particularly prominent during the period of Sino-Soviet alliance in the 

1950s. The Soviets ofTered China technology, equipment, expertise and credits to help 

China develop industrial projects. China in return exported agricultural products and no 

value added raw materials to the USSR. But from the late 80s when the SinoSoviet border 

was opened for trade, the Soviet demand for Chinese light industrial and consumer 



products was growing. When Russia entered the transition period, the Russian economy 

became chaotic and was more dependent upon China for providing cheap consumer goods. 

These consumer goods were often exchanged for Russia's Iow value-added industrial 

products and raw materials. China gave Russia credits for irnporting Chinese consumer 

goods, while at the same time the Chinese DFI was prominent in the RFE. The Chinese 

yuan was seen as petty hard currency in cross-border business transactions while the 

Russian ruble was not because of its constant devaluation. 

For Russians with a traditionai feeling of racial "superiority" over the Chinese, 

these changes have a social and psychological impact. Much of the conternporary ethnic 

tension reflects Russian public reactions to this stanis reversal. For instance, as the 

Chairman of the Primorskii Consumers' Cooperative Union implied when interviewed in 

1993, "no irony in our ... buying . . .soft drink production rnachinery from China when we 

used to be supplying them with steel mills and power stations. "" Some Russians looked 

d o m  upon Chinese products, Chinese business practice, and the Chine~e.'~ While Chinese 

products were described as counterfeit and inferior, Chinese traders were seen as cheating, 

Chinese workers as work-shy, and Chinese as carrying diseases.'' Some Russians were 

Kaye, "Creative Tensions, " 17. 

For instance, when one EEER corespondent asked one responsible Russian official from 
Prirnorskü's Ecology and Naturai Resource Agency about local environmental concerns, 
the Russian official pulled out of his cupboard a Siberian leopard skin and said: "that's 
Chinese business. " Ibid. 

Larin, "Yellow Peril Again?" 295-9. 





hiring Chinese workers was considerable, not only because Chinese Iabor was much 

cheaper, but also because of their better performance." 

The second set of issues emerged from concerm about who gets what in border 

trade. As pointed out earlier, the RFE had developed a local foreign trade structure relying 

on exporting raw materials from the very beginning. Its growing border trade with 

Northeast Asian neighbours including China in the 1990s f i e r  strengthened this pattern. 

As one Russian scholar pointed out, while the RFE's industrial production was shrinking, 

it exports were, however, growing sharply. This export growth alrnost exclusively relied 

on naturai resources-fenous and non-ferrous metals, timber and fish? 

When the local economy was under the state planning system before the reform, 

this local foreign trade pattern was not an issue of concern. What the RFE needed was 

supplied by Moscow and it accepted whatever the RFE made. That was the nature of the 

planned economy. When decentralization and rnarketization began in Russia under 

Yeltsin's administration, questions started to be raised about the potential consequence of 

local foreign trade relying on exporting resources. It was increasingly recognized that the 

original strategy of using the rich deposits of naniral resources to attract foreign investment 

and thus to boost the local economy might not work. So, the local foreign trade structure 

became an issue. 

See Moltz, "Frorn Military Adversaries to Economic Partners, " 172-4. 

Andrei OstrovsQ, "Russia's Far East, " Business in Rursia (June 1995): 66-7. 
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The issue became the focus as a large volume of Chinese poor quality consumer 

goods flooded the Russian market, Russia sent China sea products, timber and fertiiizer 

to exchange. Along with the reaction to the reversed status in Russio-Chinese relations, 

some Russians felt that border Bade relations with China were not fair. Some believed it 

was China that needed Russia, instead of Russia that needed China. China had to find 

markets for its surplus labor and poor quaiity products. Furthemore, China was well 

organized in border trade to take full advantage of Russia's unpreparedness and its weak 

China policy. Therefore, "(t)here is no reason to believe that these activities benefit the 

overall econornic objectives of the RFE. "" 

The third set of issues originated in the uncontrolled Chinese migration to the RFE. 

The RFE faced a dilemma. The local population showed a net drop of 24,000 in 1993 

when 66,000 people left the region. The corresponding estimates for 1994 and 1995 were 

even higher. This would Iead to a critical situation by the year 2000 if the trend was not 

reversed. Further decline in the biah rate would cause significant changes in the age 

distribution of the population, and deteriorate the labor shortage sit~ation.~' Thus, for a 

long period of time, the EWE could not find enough people to do construction and basic 

unskilled labor work. "Construction workers, electricians, metal turners, drivers, freight 

Larin, "Yellow Peril Again?" 296. 

Russian Far East Update, me Russian Far East, 2nd Edition, 79-96, Kim, "Sino- 
Russian Relations and Chinese Workers in the Russian Far East," and Minakir and Freeze, 
eds., The Russian Far East, 20-32. 



handlers, assembly and agricultural workers were desperately needed. "59 But ironically the 

unernployment rate in the RFE had reached 30 percent in 1994 according to the officia1 

statistics. State-owned industrial complexes were experiencing fiequent shutdowns and 

layoffs." As pointed out eafier, the appearance of foreign laborers on the local market 

with a 30 percent of local unemployment was itself sensitive enough, not to mention the 

side effects from uncontrolled migration. 

Two issues were directly associated with the broad concem about iiiegal Chinese 

migrants in the RFE. First, numbers mattered. As no one h e w  the exact number of the 

Chinese migrants. it gave legitirnacy to any speculation from 400,000 to one and 

1,500,000. The Chinese estimate was about 150,000, and Russian local official sources 

only kept track of several thousands. Local political forces could thus easily take advantage 

of the public concern to serve their political needs? 

Second, the uncontrollable migrants were perceived as part of Chinese state- 

organized expansionism. As Larin wam, Chinese "appear to be pursuing nothing less than 

a shift in surplus population fiom Northeast China to the RFE to form a Chinese diaspora 

with security property rights. .. " Therefore, the flood of Chinese laborers in the RFE was 

Ostrovsky, "Russia's Far East," 66. 

See Ostrovslg, "Russia's Far East, " 66-7, and Russian Far East Update. Russian Far 
East, 2nd Edition, 96, 83-5. 

The Chinese assessrnent is fkom the China News Digest (March 17 1994) and the 
Russian estimates is fiom FEER (22 July 1993): 14 and Asian Wall Street Journal (19 
April 1994): 10. 



seen as a new trend leading to another "yellow perd. " The Russian media claimed that the 

Chinese migrants included "not only businessmen, but also dmg dealers, thieves, 

murderers, and other criminal elements." Some carried disease. The Chinese culture and 

business practice tolerated barbarous deeds such as law breaking, rule violation, smuggling 

and environmentai degradation. The aggravation of crimes in the RFE was believed to be 

closely linked to the presence of large number Chinese rnigrand2 

These issues, if put in the context in which China and Russia were seen not only 

as economic partners but more importantly also as political rivals, could easiiy arouse 

political and social reaction. The real origins of the rising tensions in the RFE, however, 

were more cornplicated. The issue of who gets what, concerns about China's massive 

population on the other side of the border as Russia's closest neighbor, the political 

motivation of local forces, public dissatisfaction with the low quality of Chinese products, 

public resentment against Moscow , and increasing crime, to name a few , al1 could easily 

trigger tensions between the two peoples from two fûndamentally different cultures. For 

instance, the Govemor of Primorskii Krai was one of the most active figures in the RFE 

to campaign for clearing Chinese out of Primorskii. It was this Russian Krai, however, that 

had developed the most extensive ties with China and thus benefited the most fiom border 

trade. These was no indication that the local government was trying to reduce connections 

with China. On the contrary, it was Primorskii administration that began working with 

For more on the Russian concem, see Larin, "Yellow Peril Again?" 



Dongbei's local authorities from the early 1990s to form a standing joint consulting 

orgaaization to coordinate and facilitate cross-border cooperation. As Primorskii's 

Commissioner of International Trade and Foreign Affairs mentioned, the planned joint 

institution was aimed to "parallel the US-Canada relationship with respect to free migration 

of people and r n ~ n e y . " ~  Therefore, one must question the real intentions behind his anti- 

Chinese campaign. 

On the Chinese side, there were some reports about cross-border crimes involving 

Russians or with Russian connections, such as highway robbery and weapons srnuggling. 

There were more cornplaints about Russian businessmen showing no respect for contracts 

and cheating. But in general, there was no ethnic tension in Dongbei as in the RFE. 

During the second summit between Yeltsin and Jiang in Moscow in 1994, illegai 

Chinese migrants in Russia were an important issue on their agenda. Both sides agreed to 

take action to bring foreign migrants under control, instead of closing the border gates as 

some local Russian politicians demandeci. On the Russian side, Moscow issued decrees to 

allow local authorities to take specific measures prohibiting foreigners from freely 

traveling inside Russia. Any foreigners who would travel from Vladivostok to Moscow 

needed a special permit. Higher taxes were levied on foreign laborers. AL1 these measures 

were targeted at controlling mobile foreign laborers in the RFE, Chinese migrants in 

particular . 

Kaye , " Creative Tensions. " 



5.33 Local Identity and IntraState Relations 

To address this concem, one needs to begin with the question of how border trade 

and cross-border connections affect local identity on each side. Then one wiii be in a better 

position to explore the implications of changing intra-state relations, and to answer the 

question whether the emerging local identity would drive localities to break away from the 

increasingly remote national center or whether it would intemi@ a new bargaining 

relationship between them. 

Local identity here refers to those local economic and political elements shared by 

localities in the region, which underlines the power relationship with their respective 

national center, and their foreign neighbours. Foreign connections always played a very 

crucial role in shaping and changing the local identity on both sides. Thus, the renewed 

cross-border connections after the mid 1980s becarne an important feature of the evolving 

htra-state reIations in both Russia and China. 

Border trade and cross-border cooperation over the past decade had signifiant 

impact on local economies on both sides. The construction scale on the Chinese side and 

the prosperity local residents experienced have demonstrated the profound effect of the 

Russia factor. Cross-border links with the RFE are recognized as one of the few 

altematives in Dongbei for localities there to integrate the local econorny with international 

markets and to achieve economic growth. Heilongjiang's Nanlian b e h i  (Building 

connections with southem China and Opening the border to Russia in the north) strategy 



adopted after 1988 has explicitly stated that Heilongjiang's development will rely on its 

intemediate status in the growing Sino-Russian connections. In other words , Heilongjiang 

can benefit fiom promoting economic ties between China's booming southem provinces 

and ~ u s s i a . ~  

While Dongbei's Russian linkage has displayed an increasingly vital role in the 

Chinese local econorny, the China factor certainly is not insignificant in the RFE. The 

preceding discussion has revealed a clear interdependent relationship between the two 

sides. More important, the RFE has developed a vision of local prosperity based upon the 

openness to and integration of the economy into Northeast Asian markets, including China. 

If the emerging local identity in Dongbei and the RFE has been mainly 

characterized by their close cross-border ties, then what is the impact on intra-state 

relations under transformation? This question can be explored by exarnining the 

increasingly active role played by locaiities on both sides in bilateral relations. On the 

Chinese side, fast, local govenimenfs were actively carnpaigning for an open border. 

Secondly, local authorities also actively launched what might be called "local diplomacy." 

For instance, when the former Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev paid a short visit 

to Heihe while he was in China in January 1994, the Deputy Governor of Heilongjiang 

nished to Heihe and presented to the Russian Foreign Minister a package containing 

Heilongjiang's eight requests to seek Moscow's support for cross-border cooperation 

See Gao, Jihui yu toiozhan, and Zhang, Beijiang shinian bianmao gongguan huigu he 
xinzhanlue de tantao. 



projects signed between local government~.~~ Govemments at the city and county level, 

sent their own delegations to Russia, held negotiations and signed agreements with Russian 

counterpartd6 Thirdly, localities fiom both sides worked together by using each r*er as 

leverage to increase pressure on thei. respective central govemment." These local 

initiatives and diplomatic activities marked some important changes in the Chinese intra- 

state relations. 

In the Russian case, the recently escalated confrontation between Moscow and 

Primorskii regarding the Sino-Russian border demarcation exhïbited a new round of power 

configurations in Russia. i t  clearly reflected a growing local demand for more input in 

foreign policy decision making in Moscow. The border negotiation regarding demarcation 

in the eastern section started in 1987 between Beijing and Moscow and an agreement was 

reached in 1991 before the collapse of the USSR. The Yeltsin administration decided to 

accept the agreement. The Russian Duma and the Chinese National People's Congress 

For more details , see Heilongjiang Provincial Social Science Academy , Heilongjiang 
jingii shehui fathan ziliao (Facts of Economic and Social Development in Heilongjiang) 
(Spring/Summer 1994), 26. 

See Heilongjiang Provincial Socid Science Academy, Heilongjiang jingji shehui f h a n  
ziliao (autumn 1994), 42-3. Many of these contacts, talks and agreements are arranged to 
settle commercial disputes, and to increase cross-border business coordination. 

For instance, the exchange of border tourism in 1988 was the result of the collaborative 
effort of both Heihe and Blagoveshchensk. See Heihe Institute of Russian Economics, 
heihe bianjing jinmao hezuo: xianzhaung , j ingyan, wenti, qianj ing j iduice ("Border Trade 
and Cross-border Cooperation in Heihe: Experience, Lessons, Problems and Alternativesn) 
Heihe Xuenkan no 3 (1993): 19-21. 



ratified the agreement in 1992. Under the agreement, Russia gave China a previously 

disputed area of about 15 square kilometm. The new border Line will move £rom 5 to 350 

meters into Russian side. This area is in Primorskii. Thus, it has become an issue between 

Moscow and VIadivostok. 

As the strongest opponent, Yevgeny Nazdratenko, Governor of Primorskii, 

launched a series of campaigns. He first claimed in the most furious Ianguage that Moscow 

betrayed local interests for a special deal with China. "As long as I am governor, 1 will 

yield not a single meter of Our land.. Later he announced that his government would 

boycott the deal no matter what Moscow had agreed with China. Kozyrev had to go to 

Beijing in March 1993 assuring Chinese leaders that Moscow, not Vladivostok, made 

Russian foreign policy. Before the treaty's signing ceremony scheduled in April 1996, 

Nazdratenko told the local media that Yeltsin had halted the demarcation process because 

of local opposition, which made Yeltsin very angry. Russian Foreign Ministry spokesmen 

had to c o n f i  that Yeltsin would sign the treaty as scheduled in his state visit to China. 

These trends were indeed unprecedented and also very important in both domestic 

politics. Yet, one can not thus assume that the emerging local identity and local interests 

would have the potential to drive Dongbei and the RFE to break away from their national 

center. From the perspective of the national center, Beijing and Moscow wish Iocalities to 

be on their own and thus could unload the already heavy burden of the central subsidy. In 

The Economist (25 March 1995): 54. 
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this regard, more or less local autonomy is not a major concem. But at the same t h e ,  

Beijing and Moscow want them to know that cross-border transactions and local autonomy 

over rnanaging cross-border transactions should be set within the framework of bilateral 

relations. It means that local autonorny can not go beyond what is acceptable to Beijing and 

Moscow . 

From the local viewpoint, the national center is expected to play an active and 

constructive role in securing the reiaxed political environment required for cross-border 

cooperation. The center is also perceived as the main source to finance local projects. What 

is more important on the other hand, local authorities have strived hard for more Say on 

local affairs and more input in bilateral relations to make sure that foreign policies wiii take 

into account local interests. The emerging local identity and the interdependent cross- 

border relations between Dongbei and the RFE thus indeed have drawn localities into "a 

complex web of bargaining involving the three levels of (national) region, center (Le. 

Beijing and Moscow) and international (China and Russia) . " '' 
FinaIly, there is another closely related question: Do cross-border connections 

between localities make states more cooperative in handling bilateral relations? Given the 

past experience of the Sino-Russian antagonism and the changing bilateral relations at 

present, this question is very important to understand the prospects of border trade and 

cross-border cooperation between the two states, and as well in a larger geographical 

-- -- 

Yahuda, "North China and Russia, " 266 ( Italics added by this author). 



context of Northeast Asia. Two recent developments in the border area have drawn much 

attention. One is the Materai Ussuri River project, and the other is the border Confidence- 

building agreement. 

The Ussuri River project is a complex and long-term project initiated in 1993 by 

the American National Committee on US/China Relations with financial support from 

several American foundations on sustainable land use and allocation in the river basin in 

the border area. The Ussuri River watershed is an area of about 20 miüion hectare, of 

which one-third is in Heilongjiang and two-thirds in Khabarovsk and Primorskii. The 

project involves studying the soil, vegetative cover, wildlife distribution, aquifers and 

surface water resources, mining areas and other physical and social characteristics of the 

area. Some policy recornrnendations are expected for both notional governments and 

international cornrnunity with an interest in the area. 

The project received firm support from Beijing and Moscow. The main 

participants, however, are from relevant departments of the local govemment, or local 

research institutions. According to the American design, the project will establish a joint 

cornmittee called the Trilateral Steering Committee of the Ussuri River Watershed Land 

Use Planning Project. Seminars and working groups are going to be organized. So far, no 

report has mentioned any serious problerns in this joint project. The triiaterai institution 

has been set up and convened two meetings, one in Russia and one in China. At the first 

meeting in Harbin in 1995 the three sides agreed that the meeting would become annual 



and an international body should be created to carry forward the work that has been done 

by the Trilateral ~ommittee." The project, if successful, will benefit two sides 

tremendously. I t  will enhance cross-border links, and thus have important political 

implications in the border area. 

The Shanghai Agreement, signed in April 1996 between China and Russia with the 

other three central Asian states, is the first bilateral agreement but with multiple 

participants in the region's history on border rnilitary confidence building. These measures 

include no military attack on each other, no military exercises targeting at any members, 

reducing and limiting both the scope and the number of border military exercises, and 

exchanging military information. This agreement marks an end to the centuy long border 

disputes, and may also represent an important step towards rnultilateral arrangement in 

handling regional issues and establishing military transparency in the frontier. The 

agreement, as claimed by officials fiorn both sides," will contribute to the emerging new 

partnership between C b a  and Russia. It is also important to maintain a peaceful border 

and offer further political insurance for local cross-border transactions, and extemal 

investors . 

For an update, see the Notes from the National Cornmittee on United States - China 
Relations, vol. 24, no. 1 (Fa11 19%). 
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5.4 Conclusion: Prospects for Border Trade 

This case study ends with two questions: where will Dongbei and the RFE go from 

here? and what are the implications for subregional cooperation in Northeast Asia? 

The prospects for cross-border cooperation between Dongbei and the RFE rely 

upon two main conditions. First, border trade will be transformed from primitive and 

shuttle barter trade to more mature cross-border business transactions based upon 

international trade nomis. Two, both local economies wiI1 be integrated into a larger 

regional system, and gain access to external capital and technology. 

Border trade began more as a side effect and a symbol of the improving bilateral 

relations between Beijing and Moscow rather than emerging as a strategy to revitalize the 

local economy. But, when border trade started between Dongbei and the RFE, it soon 

demonstrated itself as one of the few means available for boosting the local economy and 

for achieving a measure of prosperity. What is more important, however, as soon as 

market forces were released by national economic liberalization, comparative advantage, 

local complementarities and initial gains from border trade quickly brought transborder 

exchange into chaos because of the unpreparedness and lack of effective coordination on 

both sides. Border trade was made less chaotic by state intervention on both sideç. 

However, improving the fkontier transportation infrastructure and transforming barter made 

into hard currency are both beyond the state's capacity. Even if both States can fund some 

big projects, local development in Dongbei and the RFE can hardly be a national priority 



for Beijing and Moscow. 

Having pointed out the above, this study also suggests that cross-border exchanges 

between Dongbei and the RFE still have much potential. Beijing and Moscow show clear 

intentions continuously to pursue a cooperative strategy in boosting the local economy on 

both sides of the border. China is still attracted by Russia's cheap but high qui@ weapom 

and some industrial technologies. More importantly, both countries can arrange these deals 

in barter (which stiil accounts for around 70 percent of the trade). It can aIso be arranged 

as Russia's debt payment to China. That is why both Beijing and Moscow keep on being 

confident about bilateral trade, including border trade? At the local Ievel, economic 

complementarity still has a sigmficant role to play. China's cheap commodities are su1  

very attractive to many Russians who are experiencing economic difficulties? It seems 

that border-crossings are becoming more regulated. As a result, many individual traders 

and small trading companies have been forced out. However, more state-controlled 

companies are involved and cross-border transactions are becoming standardized. Border 

trade can still be expected to increase. 

Nevertheless, there is a crucial role for external investment to play on both sides 

and the prospect of attracting extemal investment and gaining access to regional markets 

is not that promishg. Rich nanual resources and a large pool of unskilled or semi-skilled 

"Trade Ties Enter New Era, " China Economic Review (January 1995): 20-1. 

As some Russian local administrators point out, they cm not feed their people if 
without food shiprnents from China. See Business in Russia (September 1995): 66. 



laborers are not suficient to constitute the base for significant cross-border cooperation. 

From an economic point of view, rich deposits of resources can be meaningful to 

development only when combined with capital and technology, and having access to 

international markets. Dongbei and the RFE have neither. This area is st i l i  widely seen by 

extemai capital sources as " remote and risSr". Moreover, what Dongbei and the RFE can 

offer as their comparative advantage can also be found somewhere else, with less risk and 

a better business environment. Although bilateral relations have improved substantialiy, 

political issues such as Kurile islands between Japan and Russia, the Korean peninsula, 

political uncertainties in China and Russia, lack of confidence between the Russians and 

the Chinese, al1 will in one way or another block subregional cooperative effort in the 

region. Thus, border trade as an important dynarnic force behind the development of 

TBGZs has its own limitations. The Tumen River Area Development Project, sponsored 

and coordinated by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) planned to 

pursue a different strategy, and enhance international cooperation and integration through 

subregional institution-building in Northeast Asia. 



Chapter Six 

The Tumen River Area Development Program 
From Growth Triangles to A Regional Development Strategy: 

Economic Cooperation and Political Rivalry 

6.1 Introduction 

On December 6, 1995 when representatives fiom Russia, China, North Korea, 

South Korea aud Mongolia-the five member countries of the Tumen River Area 

Development Program-çigned the two International Agreements and the Memorandum of 

Understanding on Environmental Priorities (MOU) at the UNDP headquarters in New 

York, there were neither cheers nor was there much celebration. Nor did it become the 

next day's newspaper headlines. This presents an apparent contrast to two years ago when 

any moves in the project were bound to catch wide media attention.' 

The reason for this is rather simple. Although these documents on which the UNDP 

program team and the participating countries had worked for four years were finally 

accepted by al1 member states, the experience of the project and the difficulties in 

persuading the states in the region to work together clearly show that it is still too early to 

celebrate. As Mr. Speth, the UNDP Admioistrator, pointed out in his speech at the signing 

It should be admitted that the project has been very successful in campaigning for world 
wide attention in the past several years. A quick search of the Lems information network 
under the subject of Tumen yields hundreds of news headlines from major sources. 





ceremony, the signature of these documents perhaps only represents some modest ~ t e p s . ~  

With the exception of the participating countries and the UNDP project managing team, 

no outside observers cm be certain how modest they are. Doubts can stiU be justifed about 

when or even whether the project will be materialized.' The TRADP, indeed, embeds 

much good will. compromise and cornmitment from these countries, aU of which not long 

ago were inconceivable. 

The TRADP is a multilateral and multi-billion dollar subregional collaboration 

project in Northeast Asia, which aims to develop a bleak spot at the Tumen River delta- 

where China, North Korea and Russia meet--into an international manufacturing and 

trading centre. This project is as impressive as it is ambitious. It is impressive because it 

plans to have these culturaily diverse, economically fragmentary, and mutually distnistfûl 

States sit together to discuss the subregional common good. It begins from subregional 

institution-building. It is also ambitious because it intends to transform the remote and 

isolated, basic infrastructure which barely exists in the area with very few residents into 

a Northeast Asian Hong Kong, Singapore, or an Asian European Rotterdam.' Thus, it 

For the context of his speech, see University of California: Nonheast Asia Peace and 
Securiry Nenyork Daily Report, Berkeley, California, USA (7 December 1995). 

 fier signing the two International Agreements, the new project manager admitted to 
the author during a recent conversation in July 1996 that it is really hard to get these 
countries to agree on mything. 

Damon Darlin, "Free-Trade Zone May Appear in Far East," irhe Wall Street Journal 
(June 10, 1992). 



represents a case substantiaily different fiom that of the case on border trade. 

The TRADP is the most concrete blue-print for an international cooperative project 

in the region's history, demonstrating the post-Cold War climate of good wi11 in this 

regard. The complex geographicai setthg of the region and the often difficult political 

relations between states in question, however, have diluted the high expectations of this 

project. It raises questions concerning the role of the state and institutions in building 

transborder economic connections. As suggested in Chapter Two, states are not always 

passive in the emerging pattern of Eastern Asian regional cooperation and integration. 

States can untap and build local linkages, but are also capable of holding them back. 

Institutions are important in facilitating cross-border transactions, but not a necessary 

condition for international integration to proceed, especially when political grounds for 

international institutions do not exist. This study also raises questions about the 

conventional wisdom that economic comparative advantages will corne into play and bring 

mutual gains after the reduction of political tensions. Instead, it assumes that security 

concerns and the perceived political and economic risks which ofien far outweigh potential 

economic gains will play an obvious determinhg role in any arnbitious project involving 

sensitive participants. 

The significance of this case study is thus embedded in the important implications 

of the TRADP. The project from the very beginning intended to create a set of 

sophisticated economic dynamics through joint efforts for a transborder growt. zone where 



each state involved is going to benefit. The TRADP as the first comprehensive multilaterd 

cooperation project at the subregional level in Northeast Asia poses many new challenges 

for these states in a region without a tradition of multilateralism and without much self- 

confidence. While states stiU have a hard time in reaching agreements and the project blue- 

print becomes more or less "ill-fated," negotiations between government agencies, 

subnationai units, or enterprises on new cross-border cooperation outside the blue-print, 

which is driven by market supply and demand, are in contrast showing progress. The 

unsuccessfûl diplornacy of the TRADP throws a shadows over the prospect of international 

cooperation in the region on one hand, but on the other, cross-border connections forged 

through local business ties are transcending political boundaries, as the preceding case 

study has revealed. lnevitably, one must question the project and its strategy. 

To examine the complexity of the project and its implications, this case shidy is 

organized around one main theme: national political and security interests surpassing the 

potential of economic gains in a subregion where sufficient confidence required for 

parmerslip between states is lacking. This in turn determines the pattern of international 

cooperation in post-Cold War Northeast Asia. The chapter will begin with an overview of 

the project's general visions, rationale and the proposed competing approaches. It will then 

discuss rnember states' diverse political motivations and their concerns arising fiom the 

project. This wiIl be followed by an analysis of issues arising out of the fVst phase of the 

project and the major shifts emerging in its second phase. The fmai two sections will focus 



on the TRADP and the prospects of TBGZs on the Northeast Asian continent, and the role 

of institutions. 

6.2 Visions and Rationale 

The TRADP's general visions and econornic rationale have been widely explored 

and examineci.' Furthemore, the project's visions have been substantially redefined in its 

second phase starting in October 1994. A comprehensive study of the political economy 

of the TRADP, however, can only be possible by examining how changes in the project 

reflect power rivalries between States in the subregion. Thus, a brief review of the original 

visions is still helpful in the sense it will help to identifi the nahire of the project and its 

political economy . 

The idea of subregional cooperation at the Tumen River delta was initially raised 

by Ding Shi-cheng, a Chinese scholar fiom China's Jilin Province at an international 

For the UNDP reports, see M. Miller, A. H o h  and T. Kelleher, Mission Report: 
Tumen River Area Development (New York: UNDP,  1 991), the UNDP, Press Release, 
various issues (1992-3) and John Whalen, "The Tumen River Area Deveiopment Program" 
at The Korean Economic lnstitute of America (1992). For discussions, see Andrew 
Marton, Terry McGee and Donald G. Paterson, "Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation 
and the Turnen River Area Development Project , " Pacific Afairs , vol. 68, 
no. 1 (Spring 1995): 9-33, Satoshi Imai, "The Turnen River Area Special International 
Economic Zone, " JETRO China Newsletîer, no. 104 (May-June 1993): 14-22, Euikon 
Kim, "Political Economy of the Tumen River Basin Development: Problems and 
Prospects, " Juumal of Nonheast Asian Studies, vol. 1 1, no. 2 (Summer 1992): 35-48, and 
Mark J. Valencia, "Economic Cooperation in Northeast Asia: The Proposed Tumen River 
Scheme," nie Pacific Review, vol. 4, no. 3 (1991): 263-71. 



conference in Changchun, China in July 1990.~ This conference, jointly organized by the 

East-West Centre in Hawaii and the Chinese Association of Asia Pacific Studies, was on 

subregional cooperation in the coastai area in Northeast Asia. The Chinese initiative was 

weli received by conference participants.' At the UNDP meeting on subregional 

technology cooperation for the period of 1992- 1996, held in U l m  Bator, Mongolia in July 

1991, the UNDP took up the Chinese proposai and arranged further discussions. It was 

also at this meeting that the UNDP made a famal cornmitment to take a leading role in this 

project. Thus it became a UNDP regional development proposai and was accepted by 

representatives from China, Mongolia, Noah Korea, South Korea as the TRADP. Later 

Russia joined the program. The World Bank, Japan and the ADB agreed to participate in 

the project as observers. 

Right after the Ulan Bator meeting, the UNDP formed an investigation team headed 

by Morris Miller. The tearn was sent to the three riparian countries to collect data for a 

coming meeting of goverment aid coordinators in Pyongyang in October 1991. Afier the 

According to Cotton, the original idea came from Song, Jian, Minister of Science and 
Technology Commission, China and Cho Lee-jay at the East-West Centre, Hawaii. See 
James Cotton, "The Rajin-Sonbong Free Trade Zone Experiment: North Korea in Pursuit 
of New International Linkages, " Working Paper no. 199619 (Department of International 
Relations, Australian National University), 1 1. 

Shi-cheng Ding later is widely seen as the main Chinese architect of the Tumen project. 
For more on this, see Xang-qing Zhou and Shu-hua Gao, Shitheng Ding: Tumenjiang 
gongcheng de shejishi (" Ding Shi-cheng : The Architect of the TRADP ") , Liaowang 
&mkan, no. 39 (1993): 11-2, and also Valencia, "Econornic Cooperation in Northeast 
Asia, " 263-8. 



Pyongyang meeting, the hogram Management C o d t t e e  (PMC) and the national workuig 

groups were organized. The first PMC meeting was called in Seoul in Febmary 1992 and 

the UNDP announced a donation of US$825,000 for the start of the project. The TRADP 

managing tearn headed by John Whalen was soon in place. At the second PMC meeting 

in Beijing in October of that year, five member countries signed the TRADP agreement. 

The UNDP made M e r  financiai cornmitment totalling US$3.5 million for the f is t  phase 

of the project. Later, the Finish Govermnent offered US$8OO ,000, South Korea 

US$400,000 and Canada US$300,000. By then the TRADP had began to take shape. 

The original TRADP had a very ambitious vision. The Tumen River Delta is an 

area that demarcates the borders between Chinii, Russia and North Korea. At its exit to the 

Sea of Japan, stretching for about 20 kiiometres inland, is the comrnon border between 

Russia and North Korea which blocks China fiom having a direct access to the sea. This 

remote area, that is similar to the Chinese Dongbei and the RFE as discussed in the 

previous case study, has been kept in an underdeveloped state by a long history of political 

and miiitary confrontation. It is in this area where the TRADP aimed to build a major 

international shipping, trading and manufacturing zone. Through multilateral collaborative 

efforts, with a projection of US$30 billion investment, this area was expected to be "a 

showcase of international cooperation" in 20 y e a d  By then, a modern railway-the "New 

Interestingly, John Whaien regretted two years later his estirnate of this amount and the 
tirne fiame. The new project director of the second phase stressed in the 1996 interview 
with this author that the UNDP never formally accepted such a vision. 



Silk Road" or the land bridge--would connect ports in Tumen River area to markets in 

Europe. A modem city with a half million people, five star hotels, a tourist centre with 

golf and country club. and a cruise ship terminal would rise at the continental corner of 

Northeast ~ s i a . ~  

The UNDP initial report, known as the Miller Report, based upon the original 

Chinese proposals, suggested two triangles to achieve the goal. One was the so-called small 

triangle, that is, the delta area from North Korea's Najin to China's Hunchur. to Russia's 

Posyet with an area of about 1,000 square kilometres (see the map below). 

Map V. TRADP Triangle Concepts 

CHINA 

Conference Report. 

Nicholas D. Kristof, "In Corner of Asia, Hope for New Trading Centre, " The New 
York îïmes (16 Febmary 1996). 



The cross-border zone would link the three cities of the three countries directly Iocated 

dong Tumen River. It was expected to be the economic growth engine to boost the larger 

local economy in three countries and part of Mongolia. The other alternative was a big 

triangle stretching from North Korea's port city Chongji to China's Korean prefecture 

capital Yanji to Vladivostok. This area covers about 10,000 square kilometres including 

ail major cities in the river delta region.1° 

A successful international cooperation scheme often relies upon at l e s t  four 

preconditions. (1) Resources required for a development project are available to guarantee 

the competitiveness of locally made products on international markets. (2) Local economic 

complernentarities exist to ensure that each participant is a beneficiary. (3) Local access 

to international capital, and technology markets is very crucial to the success of the project. 

(4) There should be sufficient political trust and confidence between participants in order 

to have an effectively functioning mechanism making transborder coordination possible. 

These preconditions constitute a project's economic and political rationale. The rationale 

behind the vision set out for the TRADP is primarily based upon these concems. 

The economic rationale of the TRADP, or in slightly different te-, the selling 

points of the area, involves the following factors: the resources available for the project, 

the existing industrial capacities, transportation facilities and potentiai, comparative 

Moms Miller, et al., "Mission Report: Tumen River Area Development l' UADP Press 
ReZeme (various issues) and Whalen's report at the Korean Economic Lnstitute of Amenca 
on "Tumen River Area Development Program. " 



advantage between the five member states, and local access to international markets. As 

the UNDP report states, the area and its hinterland has been widely acknowledged as being 

rich in naturai and human resources for centuries, especially in cornparison with 

neighbouring development zones." The UNIDO report points out that the exploitation of 

these resources will create incentives to develop the local economy in three ways: 

increasing demand for i&as tmcture improvements , increasing export earning s , and 

providing raw materials for local indusmal development. For instance, copper in eastem 

Mongolia, iron ore in North Korea, coking coal and raw oil in Heilongjiang and some 

other key muierals necessary for the production of ferrous alloys can provide the basis for 

an expanded industry either within Turnen River Economic Development Area (TREDA) 

or on the periphery of TREDA. They can also be exported to eam hard currency to 

support the development of higher value added manufacturing indusuy in the TREDA 

region. l2 

Economic rationale must also include an assessment of economic complementanties 

between member states. Rich human resources in both North Korea and China c m  

complement the labour shortage in the RFE. China's relatively strong position in 

For a detailed assessment of the current state of human resources, and natural 
resources, see the UNDP, Report A: A Regional Developmenr Strategy for the Tumen River 
Economic Development Area and North East Asia (hereafter as UNDP Report A), and the 
A2-13, UNIDO, 
"Promotion of Industry in the TREDA: Industry Sector Profile, Development 
Opportunities and Constraints" June 1994 (hereafter as the UNDO report), El-10. 



agriculture and light industry, Russia's higher level of technology and other local 

comparative advantages in North Korea and Mongolia al1 provide potentids for trade 

expansion between member States and to other regional or international markets. If political 

boundaries are lowered for inter-state cooperation, there will be many opportunities to 

achieve greater benefits for d l  sides. " 
In terms of the existing industrial capacity, the TREDA area, according to the 

UNIDO, has formed a fairly solid indusaiai production base in al1 three main sectors: the 

service, the primary and secondary industry sectors, and the local transportation capacities. 

What is underlined by the project's advocates is its comparative advantage in 

transportation. There are a number of excellent sea ports located in both North Korea and 

the RFE. These ports offer gateways to and fiom the Pacific. Traditionaiiy, the Sea of 

Japan was the safêst route to ship goods and people between Japan and the Asian continent. 

The Tumen River area can assume such a role once a reliable cargo port and railway 

connection to continental Asia and Europe are opened. The anticipated increasing trade 

volumes between the area and Japan, and South Korea will be adequately and effectively 

handled by these seaports, if some investment with cross-border coordination is made.14 

More importantly, it is widely believed that the TRADP will heQ connect the remote area 

The case study on border trade in Chapter 5 has a detailed account on the local 
economic complementari~ between the RFE and the Chinese Dongbei. For further 
discussions see that chapter. 

The UNDP TRADP, Gateway to the Northeast Asia-A New Investment and T d e  
Frontier, 1995. 



with the dynamical economy of Eastern Asia through market integration. It will profoundly 

change the udunderdeveloped local economy in the subregion. 

According to Chinese estimates, the initial idea of US$30 billion is far from 

sufficient to make the zone economically viable. Perhaps at least US$100 billion is needed 

to cornplete the basic inf?astructure of the zone in the next 30 yeard5 This huge sum of 

money is obviously beyond the combined capacity of the three riparian countries. Given 

the potentially huge demand for capital, the project planers and their advocates agree that 

the success of the TRADP relies on its access to international capital markets. Many 

assume that Japan and South Korea will be the main investors. The main incentives the 

area can offer include cheap labour, rich natural resources, and excellent comparative 

advantages in building modem transportation networks . l6 

Surprisingly, no project reports give a satisfactory account of the project's political 

rationale." Yet, there is a clear calculation of political conditions for the project which is 

reflected in various reports released by the UNDP and the project managing tearn. The 

Shi-cheng Ding , Tumenj iang diqiu guoj i hem0 kaifa j inrong zhanlue gouxiang ("The 
TRADP: Financial Strategies ") , Dongbeiya luntan no. 4 (1 994) : 47-53. 

Interestingly, the Chinese media often misreported the UNDP announcement of the 
US$30 billion as its contribution to the area. No one bas questioned the report. Perhaps 
it serves as a strategy to attract interna1 investment into the area. 

Perhaps this was done so intentionally. Whalen, as an international business 
professional who was in charge of the project, saw the TRADP essentialiy as an 
international business venture and thus tried to avoid politics, given the well-known 
political complexity in the subregion. 



favourable conditions include the following main points. First, the end of Cold War (or 

cold wars) has dissolved long standing political alignments in the subregion and led to a 

thawing of ideological differences . Second, national economic liberalization, at different 

levels, is pursued by aU countries as a common strategy to improve the performance of the 

national economy. Third, the improving bilaterd relations and the accelerated cross-border 

exchanges have nurtured a relaxed subregional political climate suitable for international 

cooperation projects. Fourth, the UNDP is willing to play a leading role which is widely 

seen as very important to the success of any international cooperation projects. 

The project's critics have made two arguments about the above rationde. First, the 

project planners underestimate the difficulties in rnobilizing international capital required 

for the project. For instance, one Japanese scholar points out that local comparative 

advantages in naturd resources alone are losing their attractiveness to international capital 

at the time when national barriers corne down. Economic resources need not be location- 

specific, because they can be "created, ûansported, transfonned, and transacted wherever 

and whenever potential profit opportunities arise. "" In other words, the mere existence of 

ricb resources does not spontaneously and nanirally evolve into mutual economic gains. 

The mostiy cited subregional comparative advantages in rich resources are not meaningfbl 

if without access to international markets. Indeed, when John Whalen looked back later at 

the experience of the TRADP under his management, he admitted that the project should 

Hiroshi Kakani "Northeast Asian Regional Econornic Cooperaiion, " in Growth 
Triangles in Asia, eds. Thant, Tang, and Kakani, 243-276. 



be demand driven, "because no one would commit anything until demand is there. "Ig 

Second, the project planners were Loo optimistic. They believed that political 

confidence could be built by promoting economic cooperation between these former 

political rivals? Whalen's idea to start the project by establishing an international 

institution directly stemmed from his concem of lack of confidence and trust between 

these new partners. An institution to manage the project was also expected to be able to 

minimize political risks for foreign investors .21 But, in practice, political difficulties in 

building a functioning institution in the subregion had been proved underrated. Political 

barriers still block states in the area from working together. As pointed out by one 

observer, "(u)ntil the region's political walls corne down, the Tumen area seerns destined 

to have a hard tirne luring capital and rnultilateral cooperation remains a hollow slogan. "" 

A third point needs attention. The grand vision of the project and the potentiai gains 

held by its backers are expected to increased confidence for states through active 

participation which will guarantee mutuai gains. But in practice, these arnbitious visions 

of the project have on the contrary rnaximized concem about the uncertainty over who 

Jeffkey Liiiey , "Tumen Teeters" EEER (10 November 1994): 46-9. 

Jordan and Khanna, "Econornic Interdependence and Challenges to the Nation-State, " 
48-9, and Imai, "The Tumen River Area Special International Economic Zone," 17-20. 

John Whalen, "Lessons and Conclusions from the History of the Tumen International 
Agreements," unpublished report at the East-West Centre (22 February 1995) and his 
report on "The TRADP" at the Korean Economic Institute of America. 

Lilley, "Tumen Teeters, " 46. 



gains what, and evoked feelings of insecurity about the political implications of the 

potential economic gains. In tbis sense, the grand vision of the TRADP has funher 

heightened cornpetitions between states in lack of confidence. Given that states in the 

subregion are entering a new era of redefîning their national identity in the changing 

international system since the end of cold wars as pointed out in Chapter One, these 

concems over national interests and sec+ have posed more critical questions for policy 

makers than the project's potential economic gains. These political implications of the 

TRADP have received very little attention from the project's planners and backers. 

6.3 Competing Approaches and Political Motivations 

Given the cross-border nature of the TRADP and the complex political relations 

amongst the nparian countries in the project, the forms of cooperation and the managing 

structure have been always the central concern in negotiation. Every country expects the 

managing mechanism to be stnictured in the way which will maximize each one's own 

gains. For the UNDP project managing team, they want the project to be successfbl and 

thus request a managing structure to ensure theu Say. 

Given the Chinese initiative of the TRADP, most of the initiai discussions on the 

forxns of cooperation were concentrateci on the Chinese proposals. The Chinese proposed 

U e e  models. The UNDP team took one of the ideas and developed it further as the fourth 



model? Model 1 suggested that Russia, China and North Korea each would develop one 

or more economic zones within its own temtory using the existing infrastructure and 

industrial capacity as the base. A transnational Commission for Cooperative Development 

wodd be formed loosely and be responsible for transborder coordinathg work. 

Model iI was a bilateral cooperative mode1 in which two of the three States in the 

area might develop an economic zone bilateraily if the unilateral or multilateral mode1 

could not work. China was prepared to cooperate with either Russia or North Korea in 

upgrading the infrastructure of the area. This was basically a bilateral coilaborative plan 

to help China secure access to the Sea of Japan. This proposal did not attract much 

attention, but ironically much of the development in subregionai cooperation in the area 

over the past several years has a c W y  foiiowed the line suggested by China. For exarnple, 

Russia and China have reached a deal to build a railway conuecting China's City of 

Hunchun to Russia's port in Zarubino. China and North Korea have agreed to upgrade 

transportation links with, and the port facility in Sonbong and Rajin. In retum for the 

Chinese investrnent in these Korean ports, China is allowed to use them. 

Model III sketched a joint cross-border economic zone in Tumen River Delta 

between China, Russia and North Korea. Each of the three riparian countries would give 

a piece of land to a supernational managing organization. The proposa1 was particularly 

The fxst three models were initiated by Shi-cheng Ding at the July 1991 Changchun 
international conference and the fourth one was proposed by the UNDP 
team at the first PMC meeting in Seoul in February 1992 and the second PMC meeting in 
Beijing in October of that year. 



favoured by the international business professionals who were in charge of the TRADP in 

its fîrst phase. The most dificuit part of this model, as dernonstrated in its first phase, was 

to create the incentives and confidence adequate in Russia and North Korea to believe that 

it is worth submiaing a piece of Iand not rnerely for China's access to the Sea of Japan, but 

for a subregional common good. However, the idea was taken by the UNDP project team 

under Whalen and developed further along the line of corporation-the fourth model. 

The corporation model was proposed at the first PMC meeting in Seoul in February 

1992 and Iater at the second PMC meeting in Beijing in October of the sarne year. The 

basic assumption of this mode1 was to organize the border area into a more integrated 

transnational economic zone. Each of the three riparian states would lease approximately 

300 square kilometres of Iand for a period of about 70 years to an international company. 

The company would have decision-making autbority over the management of the zone. A 

shareholding system would be created. The riparian states would receive shares based on 

land contributions. Extemal firms or individuals could buy shares and become partners. 

As John Whalen pointed out when he became the manager of the TRADP, the 

principal logic behind the corporation idea was to make international cooperation possible 

and to attract foreign investment in a "remote, securiq-risk-perceived border area. " 

Moreover, it was also possible to offer international business professionals oppominities 

to manage this transborder cooperation zone.24 ~ h u s ,  a typical agglomerate approach 

Whalen' s report, " Lessons and Conclusions. " 



involving not ody the riparian states, but also Mongolia, South Korea, Japan other 

regional and international financial institutions such as the ADB and the World Bank 

became the subject for negotiation in the following years during the first phase of the 

project. This mode1 received the most favoured attention from the Chinese centrai and local 

authorities, but sceptical, or negative responses from the North Koreans and the Russians. 

Pyongyang preferred to focus on a loosely coordinated dialogue between the existing 

Special Economic Zones in RajinlSonbong, Hunchun and Nakhodka, as Whalen later 

re~ealed.'~ 

Although launched as an international economic cooperation scheme, its political 

implications and participants' diverse political motivations made the TRADP more than 

a simple transborder economic venture. For the UNDP part, as Whalen once clairned, the 

political motivation of the UNDP to back this project was to "show the world that political 

barriers can be lowered for economic development and that economic development can be 

the new world ~ r d e r . " ~ ~  For these political ambitions, Whalen started the project with 

considerable emphasis on regional institution-building. At the Vladivostok workshop 

meeting in 1992, three sub-groups were organized under the UNDP TRADP managing 

team. One group was on legal and financial matters of which Whalen was in direct charge. 

The second was on infrastructure and the third on uade. Surprisingly, each member 

Ibid. 

HoUy Ornstein Carter, "A Field of Dreams in Northeast Asia" Choices (UNDP, June 
1992), 11. 



country was very interesteci in participating in legal and financial, and infrasmcture 

subgroup meetings. No national team sent any representatives to the subgroup on trade. 

This clearly indicates that srates are very sensitive to institution and fuiancial mangements 

The former directly concerns who plays what role and the latter would mean a potenrial 

influx of a large amount of concessionary fuiance for hfkstnicture development that 

would change the area's political landscape. As Whaien revealed later, this gave him a 

signal of "seeds of future misunderstanding and disappointment. "" 

Indeed, the Chinese local and central authorities were the most enthusiastic 

advocates of the project from the very beginning. In 1992 right after the five member 

countries reached a principal agreement on the project, Beijing reorganized its national 

Tumen River developrnent team by designating a vice premier to be directly in charge and 

relocating the office fiom under the State Science Commission to under the more powerful 

State Planning Commission. The proNe of the national team was also enhanced by 

iocluding more central governent agen~ies.~' The reasons behind this were twofold. For 

Beijing, the TRADP represented an important opportunity to boost its local econorny' in 

Dongbei, while at the same t h e  it would help open China's access to the Sea of Japan 

Whalen' s unpublished report "Lessons and Conclusions, " 3. 

Shu-ren Yuan, Tumenjiang kongcheng de yanjiu yu yunzhonzuo ("Substantive Progress 
in the TRADP ") Dongbeiya Luntan, no. 1 (1 994) : 19-2 1. 



through building a major Northeast Asian transport hub at the Tumen River Both 

were very crucial to a China in transition, especially in regards to her future role in 

Northeast Asia afier the end of the Cold ~ a r . "  

For Chinese locaiities , the TRADP has some additional implications. The sixth Jilin 

Provincial Party Congress held in 1993 clearly identified that the provincial development 

was to a considerable extent dependent on the TRADP to play the role of growth engine 

to boosf the local economy. More importantly, the TRADP to Jilin and its local 

administrative units is also an important leverage in bargaining with Beijing for more 

preferential treatment and more central inputs. In this regard, Jilin has been very 

successfùl. Hunchun won the special stanis of coastal open city in early 1992, although the 

See Yuan-ji Chi and Xiao Li, Tumenjiang Gongcheng yu dongbeiya jingji hemo ("The 
TRADP and Northeast Asian Cooperation"), Asia Pacifsc Studies, (Institute of Asia Pacific 
Studies, CSSA, January 1993): 44-50, Si-bao Ding, Dongbeiya diqu chanye buju yu 
Tumenjiang diqu kaifa (" Northeast Asia: Geoeconomics and the TRADP") , Dongbeiya 
Luntan, no. 3 (Autumn 1994): 60-65, Cai Chen, Lu ~menjiang diqu guoji hezhuo kaifa 
de tedian ji qiushi ("Features and trends in international cooperation in the Tumen River 
Area") , Dongbeiya Luntan, no. 2 (Sumer 1994): 1-5. 

China completely lost access to the Sea of Japan after the battle of Zhanggu Hill 
between the Soviets and the Japanese in 1938 when the defeated Japanese soldiers blocked 
the rnouth of the river with piles. Until 1984 when some local scholars in Jilin Province 
raised the issue, access to the Sea of Japan received attention. In 1987 Beijing sent some 
experts to Jilin to conduct research. In 1988 China formally raised the issue at the Sino- 
Soviet negotiations. The USSR 
verbally agreed to give China navigation rights in Tumen River. The formal treaty was not 
signed until 1991 just before the USSR collapsed. Dongbei's local irnports and exports are 
mainly shipped in or out through sea ports in Tianjin and Dalian. This not only increased 
transportation cost and tirne, but also made more salient the dready jammed local 
transportation lines and Uisufficient sea-port handling capacities at these two locations. 



city itself is not sitwted dong any of the toasts." Since then Hunchun has been given the 

power to license imports and exports and to approve foreign investment projects under 

US$10 million in infrastructure. Furthemore, the TRADP campaign had brought Hunchun 

about one biliion yuan in investment fkom both the central and the provincial governments 

into local iafrastructure projects by 1 9 9 3 . ~ ~  A major local road-building project, which 

aims to improve the comection between Changchun, Jilin's Capital, and Hunchun, as weU 

as the transportation network between the interior of China and the seven border crossings 

in that province (six to North Korea and one to Russia), has won a promise from Beijing 

to share 60% of the total cost of the project.33 It is realIy hard to imagine that a local 

project in a remote area could win the central support without the presence of the TRADP. 

The overall reaction of the North Korean govenunent to the entire process was 

passive. Two main reasons can be account for its reluctance. One, North Korea believed 

that the proposed contributions of the three participating countries are not equal. North 

A coastal open city means more preferential treatrnents in allocating fund from the 
central and provincial goverment, and more power in the hands of the city governent 
over controlling local matters. Hunchun is the only city in the entire province of Jilin that 
has been designated by Beijing as an open city. For more on the Beijing response in 
English, see Rui-lin Peng and Sheng-ru Yang, "Observations on the Promotion of 
International Economic Co-operation in Northeast Asia, " Intemarional Srrntegic Studies 
(Beijing), no. 4 (1995), 1-9: and Shu-ren Yuan, Tumenjiang kongcheng de yanjiu yu 
yunnio youle shizhixing jinzhan ("Substantive Progress in the TRADP"), Dongbeiya 
luntan, no. 1 (1994): 19-21. 

Hunchun City Government, Report 1994 (neibu baogao), 7. 

China-Britain Trade Review, " Project News" (November 1995): 14-5. 



Korea presumed that it could develop its own special economic zone in the area to amact 

foreign direct investment and to improve trade connections with its neighbours without the 

TRADP. Many Russians held similar thoughts. Two. the long standing political dismst 

still dominated bilateral and multiiateral relations between North Korea and C h a  and 

Russia, although the end of the Cold War eased the level of ideologicd and political 

confrontation. Given political unceaainties and economic difficulties in North Korea such 

as leadership succession after the death of Kim Il Sung and economic reform, Pyongyang 

was not confident enough to give political concessions to a party or parties for partnership 

who are often seen as sources of t k ~ e a t . ~ ~  

Nevertheless, North Korea clearly understood that collaboration might present a 

better chance to achieve economic goals than being on its own, although it might be at a 

disadvantageous position. The TRADP might enhance North Korea's role in Northeast 

Asia by developing a regional fiamework to secure North Korea' s regional power status. 

This may help explain North Korea's two-faced approach to the project. On one hand, in 

order not to be left out of the process of the post-Cold War regional restmcturing, or not 

to be left too far behind in subregional cornpetition for international investments and 

markets, North Korea had to provide some positive reactions to the TRADP proposal. 

Even before the TRADP agreement was signed in October 1992, North Korea designated 

Samuel S. Kim, "North Korea in 1994: Brinkrnanship, Breakdom, and Breakthrough, " 
Asian Survey, vol. 35, no. 1 (January 1995): 13-27, and "North Korea in 1995: The 
Crucible of 'Our Style Socialismt , Asian Szirvey, vol. 36, no. 1 (January 1996): 61-72. 



a 612 square kilometres area in Rajin-Sonbong near the Tumen River Delta as its free nade 

and economic zone in Decernber 1991.'~ In 1992, the government appointed a large group 

of experts to conduct feasibility studies for the zone- The Deputy Prime Minister of North 

Korea noted formally, "It is very wise at this juncnire" to create the TRADP.~~ 

On the other band, North Korea watched the TRADP closely and became very 

sensitive to al1 proposais initiated by the other parties. It was made clearly by North 

Korean officials that the North Korean commitment to the TRADP would not in any ways 

change or affect its national ideology of "juche", and independence." When China decided 

to end barter trade with North Korea and insisted on hard currency for the Chinese oil and 

energy exports in early 1991, North Korea became more cautious. Rising concerns over 

the historical border disputes with China in Changbai Shan (Paekdo San Mountain) area 

funher strengthened its detemination to develop its own Free Economic and Trade Zone 

(FETZ) in the area mentioned above. The designated FETZ includes 14 Dongs and Ris of 

Rajin City and 10 Ris of Songbong County. It constinites "a golden triangle" with 

For more on the zone, see the brochure produced by The Cornmittee for the Promotion 
of External Economic Cooperation of DPRK, Golden Triangle (1) and (2) (no publication 
year), and for information on developments in the zone, see Mark Clifford, "Send 
Money," FEER (30 September 1993): 70. 

Damon Darlin, "Free-Trade Zone May Appear In Far East," ï?ze Wall Street Journal 
(10 June 1992), A l  1. 

For a Chinese perspective on political constraints O the TRADP, see Xin-yun Liu, 
Dongbeiya guoji jingji hezhuo yu Tumenjiang diqiu kaifa zhiyue yinsu de sikao 
("Constraints on Northeast Asian States in the TRADP and International Cooperation"), 
Yatai zhiliao (neibu zhilu) , no. 13 (28 Mach 1994): 2-5. 



"favourable natural and economic conditions, rich human and material resources for the 

development and economic growth of Northeast Asia." Ports in Rajin, Sonbong and 

Chongjin which are within the zone would become free trade ports. These ports were 

either built by the Japanese during the colonial period or by the Soviets. They were used 

for importing Soviet or Iranian crude oil for oil refinery facilities in that area.3g The 

northeastern part also has railway connections with the RFE and China's Jilin province. 

The North Korean Goverment announced later that equity, contractual joint ventures and 

wholiy foreign-owned enterprises are ailowed to enter the zone. Yet, strong ernphasis was 

simultaneously placed on national i ~ ~ d e ~ e n d e n c e . ~ ~  

During the Gorbachev years, the Soviets were very interested in subregiond 

cooperation ideas in Northeast Asia. Gorbachev's two trips to the Far East, one in 1986, 

and the other in 1988, sent out clea. signals that the Soviet Union was prepared to build 

close links with the dynamic markets in Asia Pacific. Following his tours, the Soviets took 

some senous initiatives to reduce the long exishg müitary tensions and to open up the Far 

The Corxunittee for the Promotion of External Economic Cooperation (CPEEC), 
DPRK, Golden Thgle-Rajin-Sonbong (Pyongyang, l992), 2. 

About North Korea, see Hirokani Shiode "Tumen River Area Development 
Programme: the North Korea Perspective, "in Asian Growth Triangles, eds. Thant ,Tang, 
and Kakazu, 277-304. 

The Cornmittee for the Promotion of External Economic Cooperation (CPEEC), 
DPRK, Golden Trimgle-Rajin-Sonbong, 2. 



East to the region. In 1990, 11 free economic and trade zones were set up in the Far E a ~ t . ~ '  

After two years' pro-western policies, post-Soviet Russia indicated that it would continue 

Gorbachev's Asia Pacific policy and expand Russian links with the region. This intention 

was M e r  strengthened by Yeltsin's trips to Seoul and Beijing in late 1992.42 

When the TRADP idea was raised, Moscow had shaped a clear political agenda in 

its foreign policies towards countries in the region. Although Moscow was concerned 

about direct economic consequences of the project, Moscow policy rnakers showed neither 

active nor negative reactions. The Russian position can be explained by several factors. 

First, the escalating tensions between Moscow and localities in the Far East placed 

mounting pressure on Moscow, and its deteriorating fiscal capability tied its ha~ds . "~  

Second, there was sufficient justification for the concem that the TRADP rvould 

significantly minimize the attraction of Russia's free trade and economic zones in the Far 

East to foreign investment. Moscow did not see many potential benefits from actively 

For more references, see Chapter 5 on bilateral relations berneen China and Russia and 
border trade. 

About the debate in Moscow, see Gaye Christoffersen, "The Greater Vladivostok 
Project: Transnational Linkages in Regional Economic Planning, " Pacific Affairs, vol. 67, 
no. 4 (Winter, 1994-5): 513-31, Alexei D. Boganuov, "Russia in Northeast Asia: Setting 
a New Agenda, " Korea and World Affairs, vol. 17, no. 2 (Sumrner 1993): 37, Alexei G. 
Arbatov, "Russia's Foreign Policy Alternatives, " International Securiry , vol. 18, no. 2 
(Fa11 1993): 5-43, and Andrey Chernykh, "We Continue to Lose Face: Comments of a 
Political Expert on the Asia Policy of the Russian Federation," Pravda (15 July 1993), 
FBlS USSR-93-104 (9 A U ~ U S ~  1993). 

See the border trade case study, and also Peter Kirkow, "Regionai Warlordism in 
Russia: The Case of himorskii Krai, " Europe-Asia Studies, vol. 47, no. 6 (1995): 923-47. 



participating in this venture which rnight compete with its own new economic and trade 

zones. But other voices in Russia argued that the TRADP might offer Russia oppominities 

to boost the local economy and to further integrate the Russian economy into Asia Pacific. 

Therefore, under this circurnstance, neither active participation nor strong opposition 

would be in Russian national interests. This indecision position may explain why Russia 

over the past several years has not put forward any initiatives. Indeed, "Russian 

involvements are largely business/market driven, and much less po licy -induced. "" 

Strong Russian reactions came fiom localities in the Far East, however . Many local 

Russians questioned what Russia could gain from this project. Russia already had direct 

access to the Sea of Japan and had established its own special econornic zones. If China 

needed a shorter transportation h e  for its irnports from and exports to the Sea of Japan, 

Russia could benefit greatiy from this dernand. There was no econornic rationale for Russia 

to support the TRADP which would build a transportation network that would cornpete 

with the existing Russian facilities. Some opposition directly arose from business 

companies located in Vladivostok. They feared "detrimentai effects from increased 

competition once modem transportation links are fully operational" in the southern 

Primorskii Krai area where the projected transportation network would run through. 

Furthemore, when ethnic tensions between the Russians and the Chinese are on the rise 

due to the presence of many legd and iilegal Chinese in the Far East. the TRADP created 

The UNDP TRADP, Repor? E, E-18. 



another concem for the Russians: the Chinese might use this project to expand into the 

RFE.~' With these concems in mind, Russian localities actively sought support from 

Moscow for the Greater Vladivostok development plan.46 

The motivation for Mongolia to back the TRADP was rather simple. Given its land 

locked statu, Mongolia wished that a subregional cooperation like the TRADP would 

directly or indirectly revitalize its national economy through forging connections with 

international markets especially for the rich resources in its eastern part." To buiid 

connections with Asia Pacific, Mongolia would have three choices: One was to connect the 

Chinese town Fangchuan at the Tumen River mouth with the northern Chinese raiiway 

~ ine . '~  This would give Mongolia the shortest line to the Sea of Japan. But, the problem 

was who would invest the money to build the part of the railway line and to constnict port 

facilities at Fangchuan. The second choice was to go though the northern Chinese railway, 

then hirn to the Siberian railroad d o m  to Vladivostok. This route was longer, but the port 

See the UNDP TRADP, Report E, E-24. 

For further on the Greater Vladivostok Project (GVP), see 
Greater Vladivostok Project: Transnational Linkages in Regional 
521-9. 

Christoffersen, "The 
Economic Planning, " 

See Yu-chao Zhu, "The Tumen River Delta Project and Northeast Asian Regional 
Economic Cooperation, " Issues and Studies vol. 32, no. 3 (1996): 96-120, and Kim, 
"Political Econorny of the Tumen River Basin Development: Problems and Prospects," 36- 
7. 

This is the town where China strongly suggested building new sea-port facilities. See 
Valencia, "Economic Cooperation, " 265-8. 



faciiities there were better. The third option was to use the northern Chinese raiiway to the 

North Korean port at Chongjin. Except for the second choice, the other two choices both 

indicated that Mongolia had to negotiate with more t h a .  one country. More countries 

involved in negotiations means more the-consuming procedures, and greater potential 

risks. Thus, in contrast to both Russia and North Korea, Mongolia was very active in 

supporting the idea of Corporation in TRADP. For a land-locked and geographically 

isolated Mongolia, the TRADP might offer an additional opportunity to be located in the 

rniddle of the Euro-Asian transport comdor which was one of the TRADP's long term 

visions. 

Japan and South Korea, although not directly adjacent to the area, were widely seen 

by aU sides as the most important players fiom the beginning. The importance of Japan and 

South Korea was different from that of the three riparian counties. While the attitudes of 

the latter would determine whether they could cooperate, South Korea and Japan were 

counted on as the major potential sources of funding. If the three countrîes could settie 

their differences in working out a cooperative formula, then the success of the project 

would depend upon whether South Korea and Japan would invest money there. For 

instance, according to Ding Shi-cheng's projection, 30 and 20 percent of the US$17 billion 

needed frorn external sources for infrastructure projects on Chinese territory would be 

expected to corne from Japan and South Korea, respectively." 

Shi-cheng Ding , Tumenjiang diqiu guoj i hezhuo kaifa jinrong zhanlue gouxiang ("The 
TRADP: Financial Strategies "), 5 1. 



Comparatively, South Korea sought a more active role in this project than Japan. 

South Korea, although distant from the area, agreed to sit in the project as the fifth 

member. The South Korean Govermnent formally contributed US$ 400,000 to the first 

phase of the TRADP and set up an additional five million dollar research fund for Koreans 

to investigate the project. Japan, in contrast, showed only lukewarm support. The Japanese 

Government did not make any formai cornmitment. This can be attributed to the fact that 

Japan and South Korea, supposed to be the financial angels of the project, had entirely 

different political motivations and calculations. 

South Korea's position in this project has been observed by a number of Korea 

specialists to be closely associated with its strategy to pursue unification." As the South 

Korean economic counsellor at its Moscow Embassy once made clear, "We have to look 

at economic development fiom the point of view of North Korea and South Korea, not as 

a matter of multilateral cooperation under the UNDP. "'' Indeed, the South Korean position 

on this gave North Korea additional justification for a more cautious stand. It may also 

help to explain why North Korea today still shows no flexibility in direct economic 

Soo Jin Kim, "The Tumen River Area Development Project and Inter-Korean 
Economic Cooperation, " E m  Asian Review 5, no. 2 (l993), Hy-Sang Lee, "Inter-Korean 
Economic Cooperation: Reality and Possibility , " and Kihwan Kim, "North-South 
Economic Cooperation: Past Experiences and Future Possibilities." both in Korea in the 
1990s: Prospects for Unification ed. Steven W. Mosher (New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Transaction Publishers, 1992), and also Kim, "Political Economy of the Tumen River 
Basin Development . " 

Lilley , "Tumen Teeters, " 47. 



relations with South Korea. 

Furthemore, South Korea's active response was also seen as related to the 

challenges stemming from recent domestic economic structural adjustment. Labour 

intensive industries, tradi tionaUy strong in South Ko rea, began losing their compe titiveness 

due to increasing dornestic labour costs. To keep its economic growth dynamic, South 

Korea had to relocate its labour intensive industries offshore, and look for new markets and 

new sources of raw materiai. Before North Korea opened its door to the South, China's 

Dongbei, Russia's Far East and Mongolia would be perceived as the most attractive 

locations because of geographicd proximity, cultural links, and comparative advantages 

in factor endowments. For instance, 60 percent of the recent upsurge in South Korean 

investments in China was concentrated in the two provinces of Shandong and Liaoning. 

What was particularly noticeable was South Korean investment in Jilin's Yanbian Korean 

Autonomous Prefecture, where more than 40 percent of the local population was Korean. 

The following table edited by the UNIDO clearly indicates a strong interest from and an 

active role played by South Korea. 

While the Japanese prefectures located dong the Sea of Japan were very interested 

in the TRADP and saw it as an opporRiaity to irnprove local performance in the Japanese 

national economy, Tokyo was very cautious and reluctant. The Japanese Govemment, as 

an observer in the TRADP, would like to see the Japanese pnvate sector take the initiative, 

but the latter strongly supported the use of public funds to be comrnitted first, in order to 



stimulate private investments ." The real concems behind the Japanese reluctance were 

TA2MiJ FDX from the F o i  6 Countries in Yanbian Prefecture 
(as of August 1993) 

Country No. of JV approvals Percentage 

South Korea 
Hong Kong 
Japan 
North Korea 
USA 
Taiwan 
Total 340 9 1.7 

Source: Yanbian Prefecture Government, P.R. China, edited by UNIDO in the TREDA 
report, June 1994. 

two-fold. On one hand, the two political issues: the "Northern Territories" disputes 

between Japan and Russia, and diplornatic relations between Japan and North Korea, were 

the main barriers blocking the Japanese public sector from takuig an active role in this 

project.53 The private sector, however, were primarily concemed about the area's business 

viability . According to one Japanese study , the Japanese ports dong the Sea of Japan only 

handled about 3 % of the country's cargo demand. Most of the airports on the West Coast 

could not handle many international flights because of their short runways and poor 

customs facilities. The Japanese transportation network in this area was not ready for the 

Japanese private sectors to see the economic potential from massive involvement in the 

TRADP. Japan needed to allocate massive funds to build new transportation facilities dong 

Shiode, "Tumen River Area Development Programme: the North Korea Perspective. " 

h a i ,  "The Tumen River Area Special International Economic Zone," 21-2. 



its West coast before it could benefit fkom the projected Northeast Asian transportation and 

trade h ~ b . ' ~  

The TRADP was launched as a regional economic cooperation scheme, but was 

quickly politicized by the diverse polit id motivations and different economic interests of 

the participants, and also by the lack of confidence and trust arnong rnember states. The 

UNDP's go-ahead strategy and its conglomerate ideal wished that econornic benefits to be 

generated by the TRADP would help remove existing political barriers and build trust 

among former political ideological nvals. In practice, the TRADP generated both regional 

institutional channels for continuous constructive dialogue, but also new sources of 

confrontation between states. The difficult, but on-going process of the pre-invesment 

phase, or the fïrst phase, of the TRADP, and the main shifts occurring in the second phase, 

clearly reflect this dynamical process. 

in 1993, Primorskii Krai and Jilin Province reached an agreement to construct a local 
raiIway linking Hunchun and Kraskuio. The new rail route will be provided with both 
Chinese and Russian gauges to eliminate the need for the transfer of goods from one car 
to another at the border. It is expected that 3 million tons of goods will be transported via 
the railway amually, and that some 3000 people will travel on the route daily. When the 
cross-border raüway is in operation, Jilin and Heilongjiang will have direct access to the 
Sea of Japan and the distance to Japan will be shortened by half. Some Japanese trading 
and construction companies showed interest in this deal and later formed the Japan-China 
Northeast Development Council. They sent 19 people to the spot for investigation. After 
a field trip to both countries and consultation with the 
UNDP TRADP managing team, they agreed to finance the project, provided that China 
would promise US$lûO million for the project. The Bank of China was very reluctant due 
to political and economic risks. See nie Japan T h e s  (9 December 1994): 12. This case 
shows that the Japanese are very concerned about the uncertainty of the project. 



6.4 A Slow and Diffxcuit Beginuing 

The penod fiom the UNDP sponsored Ulm Bator meeting in July 1991, to October 

1994 when the two International Agreements on institutional arrangement were originally 

expected to be signed, is known as the "initial phase, " "pre-investment phase, " or "Phase 

In of the TRADP. The two International Agreements were not signed until December 

1995. In late 1993, however, the new Director of the UNDP Asian Bureau hired an 

Australian evaluation tearn to assess the project and the work of the UNDP managing Team 

under John Whalen. After October 1994, the UiWP Asian Bureau decided to end the first 

phase of the project by moving the project office from New York to Beijing and hiring a 

member of the Australian evaluation team as the new manager to mn the project in the post 

1994 period, called "interim phase." Some major shifts in the project took place 

simultaneously and the project is now quite different from the original shape." 

6.41 Phase 1 

The fïrst phase of the TRADP had two main goals. One was to conduct feasibility 

studies and prioritize infrastructure projects for extemal investment. The other was to 

This study uses three sources to give an account of the first phase of the project. One 
is the report on "Lessons and Conclusions from the History of the Tumen International 
Agreements" by John Whalen, the UNDP hired project manager at East-West Centre, 
February 1995 afier he resigned from the project. The second source is the concluding 
statement fiom the UNDP Asian Bureau in its facsimile to each national team when it 
decided to end the first phase of the project in October 1994. The third is the evaluation 
report done by the Austraiian evaluation tearn when the evaluation work on the project was 
completed which was entitled "A Regional Developrnent Strategy for the Tumen River 
Econornic Development Area and North East Asia--Final Report" (October 1994). The 
following discussion is based upon the three sources, except noted. 



identify the acceptable forms for cooperation which could help "confidence buildingn in 

Whalen' s words . 

Perhaps the most important achievement of the fust phase was the project's 

feasibility study of the area. With the support from South Korea, the UNIDO and member 

countries, a comprehensive survey on resources, industriai and transportation capacity and 

areas for cooperation was c~mpleted.~~ Yet, as to prioritizing basic infrastructure projects 

for extemal investment, diverse national political motivations and different economic 

interests blocked all efforts from reaching any agreement. For instance, since the project 

was aimed at developing a Northeast Asian trade and transportation hub in the Tumen 

River delta, the economic potentiai of sea ports was widely recognized. The options were 

to build a new sea port at the Turnen River mouth in the Chinese territory, or to upgrade 

North Korean sea ports in Rajin and Songpong, or to improve the capacity of sea ports in 

Vladivostok, or substantidy to upgrade sea ports in Russia's Posyet near China. A11 these 

proposals had both economic and political consequences for the three riparian c~untries.'~ 

China insisted that since trade outflows through the Sea of Japan would be maidy 

fiom China, it was necessary for China to build new port facilities at the mouth of Tumen 

on the Chinese side. The intention behind this was to secure Chinese access to the Sea of 

The feasibility studies have been published by CPCS Ltd. in Montreal, Canada in 1995. 
For details, see the UNDP TRADP report series. 

For more on the Chinese proposal, see Valencia, "Economic Cooperation in Northeast 
Asia. " 



Japan. Both North Korea and Russia strongly opposed the Chinese proposai by pointhg 

out the considerable cost to dredge the river in order to build new sea ports on the Chinese 

side. Subsequently, the long debates and negotiations led nowhere. 

Another controversial issue was the distribution of potential inflows of international 

iovestment into infkastructure projects in the area. China argued that since it had a much 

large interior part to the T M D P  area and its investment credentiais were much better than 

the other two, the ratio to receive inflow international investment for the three riparian 

countries should be set at 4:3 :2 according~y.~~ 

Thus, when the first phase came to an end in 1994, there was no agreement 

arnongst the five member countries regarding which infrastructure project should receive 

priority in attracting international investment. The revised regional development strategy 

had to state that infI.astnicture in this area "may be developed as a national or cooperative 

multi-lateral initiative. While States could not reach any agreement on joint development 

projects, the bilateral collaborative effort at the local level showed promising progress. The 

China Northeast Asia Railway and Port Group Co. Ltd. reached deals with both Russian 

and North Korean counterparts respectively. The deal with Russia was jointly to build a 

rail line to connect the Chinese city of Hunchun to Kraskino in southern Primorskii Krai. 

The main purpose was to dlow China to use port facilities in Zambino. A consortium of 

See Ding, Tumenjiang diqiu guoji hezbuo kaifa jinrong zhanlue gowiang ("The 
TRADP: Financiai Strategies ") . 

The üNDP TRADP, Reporr A, A-15. 



Japanese companies showed some interest in this deal. Another deal with North Korea was 

to link Jilin's local rail lines to North Hamgyong Province at Xinyong, which attracted 

Samsung's interest from South Korea? Russia and North Korea would benefit from their 

joint developrnent with China?' 

Nevertheless, during the first phase greater attention was given to identif+ying 

regional cooperation forms acceptable to al1 member States. With a strong belief in 

Corporation as the most workable f o m  of business, especially for attracting investrnent 

into the remote and security-risk-perceived area, the TRADP team under WhaIen focused 

primarily on establishing an international corporation-the Tumen River Corporation 

(TRC). Given the complex political relations amongst the three riparian countries, it is not 

hard to imagine the difficulties inherent in +&s process. North Korea was once the most 

suspicious participant about land leasing and intended to decline the proposal, although 

Moscow's position on this was never clear. As Whalen indicated later, the primary concern 

of the team's work, however, was to convince North Korea that leasing land was a 

necessary step. Before the third PMC meeting in Pyongyang in May 1993, the North 

In Jmuary 1994, Samsung announced joint plans with China to invest US$30 milIion 
in development of the harbour facilities at Rajin, North Korea. Both Koreas accept (in fact 
want) China to play a median role between the two Koreas even in economic relations. See 
Denise Chai, "Tumen Finds Its Way," China Trade Report (April 1994): 8. 

The China Northeast Asia Railway and Port Group Co. Ltd., Kouan tielu jianbao 
(Border Rail Ports Newsletter) (various issues, 1993-4) and also Denis Chai, "Tumen 
Finds Its Way " China Trade Report (April 1994): 8-9. 



Korean authority W y  agreed to accept the concept of land leasing. 6' The fact that it took 

so much time and effort to corne to an agreement on a concept, or an abstract principle 

again sent out clear signals: It would be even harder (although maybe not entirely 

impossible) to sort out more complicated concrete issues bound to arise from organizing 

the proposed international Corporation. 

As soon as North Korea gave the nod to land leasing, China, suddenly 

acknowledging the difficulties involved in establishg an international Corporation, began 

to cool d o m  its passion for the Corporation, South Korea was no longer enthusiastic, and 

Russia became negative. At an informa1 workshop in New York in December 1993, 

without North Korea present, the Corporation idea was completely shelved. When this 

information reached Pyongyang, North Korea was extremely dissatisfied with this change 

and refused to attend the next workshop scheduled in Beijing in 1994, unless explanations 

were provided. 

While the three riparian countries had difficulties in reaching agreement on the 

Corporation, they agree that the creation of some kind of international institution was a 

necessary step to make transborder cooperation and coordination possible. The two 

international agreements which had been worked on during the first phase attempted to set 

up two institutions. One institution was the Tumen River Coordinating Cornmittee 

According to Whalen, North Korea finally had to accept the concept of Corporation 
because it realized that international investment could not be attracted into its special 
economic zones on its own. 



(TRACC) which would include representatives directiy from the three riparian states. The 

other was a consultative cornmittee including al1 the TRADP members, and possibly al1 

interested parties. North Korea strongly rejected an advisory role for the consultative 

cornmittee over the TRACC. The two agreements were scheduled to be signed in October 

1994, but were delayed for an unspecified period because of the objection from North 

Korea. Thus in the first phase, the two most important institutions which were expected 

to build confidence among member states were also shelved. The New York informal 

workshop and the major changes Uiitiated at the meeting forced al1 national govements 

to reassess the project. As Whalen noted later, by then the "Tumen heat" had considerably 

cooled down, although no member country claimed that it was unwise to continue 

supporting such a project of international cooperation. 

In terms of achievements during Phase 1, it is important to note the role of the 

PMC. Indeed, this was the first international institution in Nonheast Asia to open dialogue 

channels to include al1 states in the region. The PMC held several meetings and member 

states reached agreement on principle in several major areas? It might be a little too earIy 

for the UNDP to c l a d  that the PMC had established a subregional "fiamework of how 

to proceed" for cooperation? Yet, there was sufficient evidence to suggest that each 

member state had been in a much better position to understand the differences between 

For details on the agreed principles, see the TRADP, Report A. 

The UNDP East Asia Division, the facsimile to national teams on the completion of 
Phase I and the commencement of the Interim Phase of the TRADP (19 December 1994). 



them through dialogues and negotiations when the fust phase of the project came to an end 

in October 1994. 

6.42 Xnterim Phase 

From November 1994 on, the T W P  entered an interim period. The UNDP East 

Asian Division and the member states both agreed that the interim phase would continue 

to work on the two International Agreements. The UNDP implicitly stressed that as soon 

as institutions for cooperation were in place, the member states would be on their own. It 

indicated that the UNDP wished the member states to be able to redefine the role of the 

UNDP in the project, although it did not spell out its desire of withdrawing fiom direct 

involvement. Thus, the mandate for the UNDP TRADP ofice in the new phase was "to 

ensure continuity, follow up to pnority work, and provide cost-effective service to national 

teams and support" to the project until the two institutions and their secretariat functions 

were in operation." 

After the Moscow PMC meeting in August 1994, The UNDP East Asian Division 

Chief invited the Chinese national tearn leader to go with hirn to Pyongyang to meet with 

North Korean leaders who did not participate the meeting because of Kim il-Sung's death. 

North Korea fmdly accepted the text of the draft agreement on the Commission with a 

condition to include "Consultativen in its title. It took another year before the other four 

member states accepted the North Korean amendment. The signing ceremony was finally 



held in New York in December 1995. 

The two agreements with the MOU have been signed, but it seems no one feels 

relaxed by this "significant achievernent," which, at the cost of more than US$3.5 million 

of its money, appears more important to the UNDP than anyone else. More dificult work 

is stili ahead even if the five member states approve the agreements. At a recent Beijing 

meeting, the five member states promised to implement the agreements and contribute 

funds to maintain the operation of the TRADP office? Yet, much remains uncertain. To 

sort out who contributes what between mernber states needs t h e ,  patience, and 

negotiation. At the late 1993 and early 1994 New York informal workshop, Whalen once 

suggested each riparian country should contribute an annual US$200,000 to make it 

possible to continue the project. His plea received no response. Compared with two years 

ago, the project is not in a better position. Since the structure and the role of the two 

institutions are not clear yet, there is no reason to be optimistic that member states will 

quickly give money this time to a venture which is uncertain. 

6.43 Major Shifts 

The TRADP after the New York informal workshop is in different shape. The 

major shifts cm be summarised as follows. 

(1) Two new visions are M e r  clarified in the revised TRADP: the Tumen River 

Economic Development A r a  (TREDA) and North East Asia (NEA) (see the map below). 

This is b a s 4  upon conversations with the UNDP project officer in New York and the 
TRADP manager, both in 1996. 



The fust is redefmed to include dl major local economic centres geographically adjacent 

to the Turnen River. Localities in this area are NorWamgyong Province (North Korea), 

the Yanbian Autonomous Prefecture of Jilin Province (China), and the southern and centrai 

Map VI. TREDA Subregional Development Concept 

r EAST SEA 

Source: UNDP TRADP. Report A: A Regionai Deveiopment Strategy for the T m  River 
Economic Development Area and North E a ~ t  Asia, 1994. 

part of Primorskii Territory (Russia). The local economic centres include the Rajin- 

Sonbong Golden Triangle and the port city of Chongjin (North Korea), the Hunchun 

Border Economic Zone, and the cities of Yanji and Longjing (China), and the Nakhodka 



Free Economic Zone and the cities of Vostochny, Ussuriyisk, Vladivostok and the Khasan 

district of Prirnorskii (Russia). 

The NEA concept Loosely refers to the extended TREDA as including the eastem 

part of Mongolia, the Chinese Dongbei, the Russian Far East and South Korea? The 

redefined vision of the TRADP clearly contrasts with the artificial characteristics of the 

original one. It avoids the complicated problem of who should be included and excluded 

in the originaUy proposed 1,000 or 10,000 square kilometres triangles. The new vision 

underscores the actual and potential economic linkages amongst participants and between 

local administrative unis. As the new project report States: 

The vision shared by the participating Govemments is that the welfare of 
people in the TREDA and in its North East Asia hinterland will irnprove 
rapidly as a result of development of infrastructure, industry and Bade in 
forms that are ecologically and econornically sustainable and equitable." 

The new goals for the TREDA are not set by establishing a trading or exporting 

centre with a city of a half million people in Northeast Asia. The new concept focuses 

instead on making the local economy more vibrant and more integrated in general terms. 

The designated objective is to maintain an annual growth rate of 8 % up to the year of 

The redefined visions are ftom PDP Australia Pty Ltd, "A Regional Development 
Strategy for the Tumen River Economic Development Area and the North East Asia" for 
the UNDP TRADP (October 1994) which was published in 1995 as the UNDP 
TRADP, Report A.  

Ibid. A-2. 



2000, and after 200 it is expected to be raised to 16% .69 

(2) The corporation approach has been replaced with the concept of the TREDA 

through "progressive Iuamonizaiion with mufual recognition. " Three strategic options for 

inter-regional cooperative development in the area have been accepted by the five member 

states as the bais  for further negotiation. The first option is the rnost radical one: a 

common market. 'O Since a common market requires the entire country to be involved and 

integrated, which at this stage is impossible, this option has been ruled out. The second 

option is an international free trade area or a single special economic zone, which look 

similar to the corporation concept in Phase 1. Three riparian countries will lease an equal 

amout of land to an independent business Company. The expenence of the first phase of 

the project has shown that this can be far more difficult than was assumed. Many legal and 

political issues have to be sorted out before any practical measures can be taken. It has 

been agreed at the PMC meeting that it is not realistic to continue to pursue this strategy, 

although it has not been ruled out as an option in the future. The third strategic option, 

which has been accepted as the rnost practical one. is the concept of TREDA with 

The UNDP TRADP, Repon A: A-27. These figures are based upon the calculation that 
a total of US$6 billion investment before the year of 2000 and another US$28 billion to 
2010 wili be attracted to the area. The projection also notes that US$17 billion investment 
before 2000 cm lead to a local 17% growth rate. The above projections are a littie too 
optimistic. Regardless of whether the huge sum of money can be attracted, there are many 
complicated issues which have to be sorted out before investment can result in economic 
growth. 

Here and the following points except being noted are from the UNDP, R e p o ~  A.  



Mongolia and ROK. Each subnational unit in the three riparian countries will organize 

their own special economic zones. Together with eastern Mongolia and South Korea, there 

will be five local development growth poles in NEA. Transborder cooperation will be 

irnplemented through "progressive hannoniuction wittr muhlol recognition. " Here muhiai 

recognition of differences is more important than harmonization, although the latter has 

a specific meaning, referring to streamlining customs, cross-border services and joint 

efforts to attract external investmeot. 

(3) To make transborder coordination possible, there will be two institutions to 

serve the purpose. According to the international agreements, five member countries 

principally agree to set up a Commission of the five member governments and a 

Cornmittee of the three riparian States. At this moment, it has not been clear yet what role 

the two institutions will play in subregional cooperation. What has been specified, 

however, is that any member countries c m  raise any concems at meetings, but the others 

have no obligation to listen to what the others will raise. Therefore, institution building 

is far from being completed. 

(4) AU governments agree to take cooperative action, mainly in four areas. One is 

to take action to implement institutional cornmitment in order to create an enabling 

environment. The second area is to improve basic infkastmcture through unilateral, 

bilaterai and multiiaterai efforts. The third is to facilitate transborder trade by streamlining 

border crossing customs, enhancing information exchanges, and rationaking pricing and 



incentives. The fourth area is attracting extemal investment and improving market access. 

The major sh ih  which took place afier 1994, as the new UNDP TRADP managing 

team argues, indicate a new strategy of making the subregionai cooperation program more 

accessible to potentiai investors, more amenable to the environment, and more convincing 

to political decision-makers. The focus has been shifted from institution building to 

concrete policy actions designated to harmonize national practice. The new strategy looks 

more pragmatic indeed. Nevertheless, scepticism is stiii in order given that member states 

are not in any better-if not being in a worse-position of having confidence to work 

together and compete with each other for extemal investment. Therefore, whether it is 

possible to harmonize national practice between states lacking mutual trust, much remains 

to be seen. 

6.5 TRADP and TBGZs in Northeast Asia 

While states are engaged in diplornatic negotiation for a cornmon strategy which 

often ends in disagreement and thus hcreases suspicions, localities in each side with firm 

support from their national govenvnents have launched bold actions to increase their 

attractiveness to external investors. Important progress has been achieved mainly in four 

areas. One is the establishment of a number of national special economic zones in each 

territory. The second is the progress in building local cross-border connections through 

bilateral agreements. The third is national economic liberalization. The fourth area is the 



consensus on environment protection. These developments have accelerated transborder 

activities. In this regard, the TRADP may be seen to be related in one way or another to 

these developments in the emerging TBGZs on Northeast Asian continent. 

National special economic zones are often claimed to represent active reactions 

fiom member states to support the TRADP. This study would contend, however, that they 

are better perceived as national protection measures against potential loss in power 

contention rather than solely as an indication of national support for subregional 

cooperation. These national economic zones are going to function as local growth poles as 

the TREDA strategy put it nicely. Yet, they are in fact competing with each other for 

international investment and for market access. At present, each of the three riparian states 

has established one or more national special economic zones within the TREDA. Although 

these zones are established according to national priorities, there is a clear Linkage between 

them. Economic growth on one side will naturally increase demand and supply fiom the 

other. For instance, China's expansion of foreign trade through the Sea of Japan will 

increase its demand for poa facilities in North Korea and Russia. 

The establishment of national special economic zones also results in more liberal 

trade policies in these former controlled economies and more open border gates for cross- 

border connections. Border trade between C h  and Russia, and between China and North 

Korea has become an important element of the local economy. As the previous case study 

on Sino- Russian border trade points out, border trade plays a major role in the formation 



of transborder business linkages. A boom in such trade stimulates ideas of cross-border 

cooperation. In this regard, the Tumen River delta has produced a similar situation where 

border crossings have become the most important channels cutting across political 

boundaries and linking all sides together . 

The most notable case is China's Hunchun Border Economic Cooperation Zone 

(HBECZ) and its surroundhg area. It was created in 1992 in Hunchun, a border city with 

a population of 250,000. About 45% of the Local population are Koreans. A local 

government document reveals that the city's GDP grew more than 50% annually in 1992 

and 19%. The 1993 industrial output increased one third over 1992.369 business branches 

had been opened in the city by the end of 1993. 150 were from Jilin and 200 from other 

provinces. 19 were from Hong Kong, the US, Macao, Russia and North Korea. The city 

had received a total international investment of US$146 million. Cross-border trade 

experienced a sharp increase, reaching about US$170 million in 1993 ten times of that in 

1990. About one million US dollars FDI frorn Hunchun had been invested with 1 I JVs in 

~ussia." The ciramatic expansion in the local economy has attracted some serious attention 

from the Japanese private sector. A group of Japanese business companies, including the 

Japan Federation of Economic Organizations (Keidanren), major Japanese trading houses 

and banks, signed an investment promotion treaty with Hunchun City Government in 

December 1994. The Japanese were planning to purchase a 2.25 square kilometres land 

Hunchun City Goveniment, 1994 Report, 1-6. 



in the HBECZ to build plants for electronic goods, food processing, construction materials, 

spinning and auto parts .n 

After Moscow rejected the Greater Vladivostok Project, the TREDA includes 

Nakhodka Free Trade Econornic Zone (NFTEZ). The NFTEZ was established in 199 1. 

The main goal of the zone is to take advantages of the local sea ports at Nakhodka and 

Vostochny to attract foreign investment. According to the UM>P report, the NFTEZ had 

attracted 230 enterprises including 1 10 foreign-owned and 97 JVs by 1993 ? Nevertheless, 

in order to keep some balance between Nakhodka and Vladivostok and its surrounding area 

in soutbern Primorskii Krai, the TREDA also includes Russian local industrial centres 

adjacent to Tumen River. An increasing amount of foreign 

lkhkA.2 FDI in Primorskii Territory 
Number of Equity Joint Ventures 

(by Countries of Origin as of June 1993) 

Country No. % of total FPUC $ mil. % of total 
China 197 54.1 27 13.1 
Japan 41 11.3 66 3 1.7 
USA 33 9.1 49 23.4 
Hong Kong 30 8.2 5 2.2 
S. Korea 15 4.1 8 3 .O 
O thers 48 13.2 53 26 
Total 364 100 208 100 

FPUC stands for foreign paid-up capital. 
Source: Primorskü Temtory Government edited by UNIDO in the TREDA Report of 
1994. 

--- - - - - - -- - 

The Japan Times (9 December 1994): 12. 

The UNDP TRADP, Report A ,  A17. 



investment has been attracted to this area. According to the UNIDO study, Primorskii 

Territory had established 364 equiy joint ventures in 1993 with a foreign paid-up capital 

contribution of $200 million dollars. The figure for 1990 was only 24. 

The North Korean Rajin-Sonbong Free Economic and Trade Zone (RSFETZ) was 

also created in 1991. The North Korean Government completed its master plan in 1993. 

Due to political uncertainties and policy barriers in North Korea, the RSFETZ thus far has 

not been successful in attracting foreign investment. According to a recent report, foreign 

companies have only committed a tenth of the targeted US$200 million. Even this figure 

is believed to be exaggerated." 

Secondly, cross-border connections in this area are emerging. Quite a few bilateral 

projects to build connections between locaiities have been agreed in principle. In addition 

to some bilateral transportation projects between China and North Korea, and China and 

Russia, there have been some important communication projects. For instances, a joint 

venture between Jilin and DPRK has been established to develop a fibre optic comection 

between Hunchun-Wonjon-Sonbong-Raj in-Chongj in-Pyongy m g .  A radio link between 

Hunchun and Zarubino have been negotiated and is expected to become operational 

quickiy. Russia plans to install a new international gateway-switch in Khabarovsk with 

connection to Niigata in Japan, Moscow, and Harbin-Beijing. Agreements reached for 

local networks connecting Vladivostok-Zarubino-Kraskino-Hunchun are going to be 

Lee Keum Hyun, " Dream On, " FEER (25 January 1996): 54. 



implemented as soon as fmancing arrangements are ~onfirmed.'~ 

Thirdly , to assess the impact of the TRADP , we should also acknowledge the role 

of the TRADP in the three riparian countries to marketize their former centrally planning 

economies in order to compete for international investment. For instance, North Korea's 

economic Liberdization started when TRADP idea began receiving serious discussion in 

the early 1990s. As a national response, the North Korean Government began launching 

plans to set up a "national window" of economic internationalization and liberalization in 

its northern part adjacent to the Turnen River delta. In 1993, some more liberal measures 

were adopted including dlowing foreign-owned enterprises to enter its special economic 

zones. Thus, to some extent the TRADP, although not successful in persuading these 

former political rivals to work out a common strategy for transborder cooperation yet, has 

exercised signifiant influence in reforming national economies . 

Finally and significantly, what al1 member states did reach in consensus is the 

overaii concern about the potential impact of development on the environment in the area. 

All govemments have made strong cornmitment to the overarching p ~ c i p l e  of 

"sustainable economic development." The MOU signed by ai1 mernber states reflects 

concem over the impact of development, rnainly on the Chinese side. Why is it difficult 

for member states to reach agreement on anything but environrnent? Perhaps because it is 

a "feel good" and "low risk" comrnitment. More irnportantly , the underlined reason is the 

The UNDP TRADP, Repon D: Mmter Plan for Telecommunications Development in 
TREDA prepared by Betelcom, Bmsels, Belgium, 1994. 



simple fact that no state wouid like to see development on the other side to cause 

environment degradation on their own side. Russia and North Korea in particular are 

concerned about the consequences of China's local ambitious development projects. 

As the UNIDO report points out when assessing progress in local indusaial 

development, "... progress so far is oniy limited and at best in its infan~y."'~ This 

assessrnent holds to the overall state of the TRADP. International experience of transborder 

cooperation shows that states can easily work together when participants perceive a 

relatively balanced distribution of expected and actual benefits fiom cooperation. Thus, the 

funire of the TRADP in large part will rely first on the capability of member states to 

remove the hindrances of political economy nature and to find a formula which can offer 

insurance for the relatively balanced distribution of benefits. International investment is 

also crucial to the tremendous needs for basic infrastructure improvement. 

As to the potential of TBGZs in this area, much will depend upon each national 

govenunent maintaining firm commitments to an open border policy and local economic 

integration. As stressed in Chapter Two, two sets of factors are important to transborder 

cooperation. The f ~ s t  one includes those "natural" factors such as economic 

complementarity, geographical proximity, and cross-border cultural links. The second set 

contains the "unnatural" elernents such as political cornmitment, policy coordination, and 

international market access. The TREDA meets the first criteria, but not the second. 

The üNIDO Report, 50. 



However, it has been recognized that joint effort, either bilateral or multilateral, wiii make 

a difference. Some recent developrnents outside the TRADP, at the local level in 

particular, as illustrated above, have shown that states remain firm in cross-border 

cooperation although they feel more cornfortable working together bilateraily on a demand- 

driven basis. Trends in this regard rnay nurture incentives to more cooperative effort and 

prepare more credentids for international investments in this area. 

6.6 Conclusion: Institutions and TBGZs 

Tbis case snidy has exploreci the role of institutions on three dimensions. The fnst 

one is the state. The second are institutions above the state. The third is the position of an 

outside institution, that is, the UNDP. The past five years' experience of the TRADP c m  

draw three prominent lessons. First, the UNDP's leading role in launching this project 

fiom the very beginning should be underlined. Without the UM)P1s initial funding and 

fm back-up, the TRADP, a cooperation project inviting al1 states in the subregion to 

work together, would have been almost impossible to start and continue. Thus, the process 

of extensive negotiations and diplornatic dialogues, the completed comprehensive survey 

on the area's feasibility for international cooperation, and the initial progress in working 

out a subregional development strategy , ai l  proceed fkom the UNDP's tremendous effort. 

Yet, a closer look reveals that the TRADP has so far been neither productive nor efficient. 

Indeed, the past five years have shown that the rapidity with which the UNDP proposai 



was advanced often "outstripped" the national policy response." Also very often, it is the 

UNDP, not the member states, which was eager to have agreements reached, and to make 

negotiations continue. 

For instance, when the project started, the UNDP managing team was very clear 

and very firm in its resolve: to set up a formal and institutionalized cooperation zone in the 

Tumen Delta to be managed by an intematiod corporation. Most of the time and money 

in Phase 1 was spent on negotiating a formal institutionai formula for cooperation, and 

persuading riparian states to lease land to the proposed corporation to be set up by the 

UNDP. This kept the UNDP TRADP management and national teams busy with overd1 

development plans, project priontization, coordination of finance, resource mobilization, 

and harmonization of various legal and institutional systerns. At the same time there was 

no indication that the UNDP tearn had fuily realized the difficulty to convince these former 

political rivals, now contenders, to lease land to the projected institution over which no one 

has secure control. Nor were there any concrete incentives and possible channels to attract 

intemational capital into such a remote part of China, a nearly banknipt North Korea, and 

the hinter land of a chaotic Russia. 

Therefore, it is not surprishg that the TRADP has not only fully exposed the 

conflicting interests and diverse political motivations of the participants at the negotiation 

table, but more importantly has also heightened their differences and competing interests. 

Marton, McGee and Paterson, "Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation," 16. 
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States become more sensitive to initiatives from other states, when these initiatives appear 

to lead to the expansion of the power of other states at their own expense. Perhaps that is 

the principal reason why the UNDP finally decided to switch from institutional building, 

and sorting out legal and political issues in the fust phase, to a more flexible and loosely 

defineci subregional development concept based upon geographical and culturai iinks in the 

current interim phase. This shift made it possible for the UNDP to unload the burden 

gradually on to the shoulders of national policy makers. This raises some important 

questions about the role of an international organization in subregional cooperation. 

Although it is beyond the scope of this study to develop m e r  discussions, the experience 

of the ADB, which plays important, but apparently different roles in a few TBGZs in 

Southeast Asia, perhaps can stimulate some thoughts on this issue.78 It might be more 

fmitful if the UNDP could function initially, according to the agreed principles, as a 

mediator, coordinator and advisor, offering technical advise to specific joint projects, 

facilitating negotiation, and giving assistance to mobilize international support. To the 

contrary, however, the experience of the past five years has witnessed that it is the UNDP 

who runs the TRADP with assistance of member states, not vice versa. 

Second, the overall pattern of TBGZs in Eastern Asia shows that the private sector 

plays a major role in invamient and Bade expansion afier the public sector has made fm 

commitments to remove barriers to cross-border transactions and cooperation. In this 

For a detailed study on the ADB in Southeast Asian transborder growth zones, see 
Abonyi, "Institutional Challenges, " 9-12. 



regard, the success of the development to a large extent relies on the local incentives 

created for attracting international investment and building international market access. 

But, in this case, a different scenario has emerged. While states have made firm 

commitments to the project, national political concerns and security risks keep them from 

being too close. As long as states can not be assured of equal gains, states have the ability 

to hold back on cross-border projects no rnatter how beneficial they are. Hence, the second 

lesson from the TRADP is that the UNDP project management underrate the political 

complexity of this area, especially the politics of relative gains between participants. 

The ihird point concerns cross-border coordinathg mechanisms. It is ideal to have 

some institutionalized mechanisms to facilitate and coordinate transborder projects and 

exchanges. As one study points out, some unified control and coordination mechanisms 

"could more easily attract international investment, lead to a faster Pace of development, 

and contribute to enhanceci economic stability in the region." It also means a longer p e n d  

of complex negotiation which may end in vain. Thus, forma1 international management 

"may succeed only when al1 contracthg states acquiesce and agree to sublimate national 

political  issue^."'^ The experience of some other TBGZs has shown that where states 

udaterally contribute to economic liberalization, lack of govenunental coordination has 

Marton, McGee and Paterson, "Northeast Asian Econornic Cooperation and the Tumen 
River Area Development Project, l' 17. 



not hindered micro level develop~ent." Given the political complexity in Northeast Asia, 

some loosely stnictured fùnctional mechanisms, varying from the unilateral and bilateral 

to the multilateral, at national, local and firm levels, reflecting both political wiils and 

market forces, may be more realistic and practical. If the UNDP could assist in 

encouraging and facilitating such interactions at different levels, and with such a focus, the 

TRADP perhaps could be more productive. These lessons may provide some dues to 

solving the puzzle of how political squabbling and bad econornics can derail the United 

Nations' dream to tum the Tumen River delta into a fiee-trade zone. 

Jordan and Khanna make a similar argument in "Economic Interdependence and 
Challenges to the Nation-State," 444-50. 



Conclusion 

Ekonomic Regionalization and Insti tution-Building 

This study has contested the mainstream understanding of international regional 

integration in the discourse of international relations. Emerging Eastern Asia has 

demonstrateci that economic regionalization is an integrative process that has the potential 

to fom what Palmer has cailed, "an extensive pattern of cooperative political, diplornatic, 

cornmerciai, and professional contacts, relations, and associations." ' The Asian TBGZs 

are building blocks of this process. They function to expand and increase the broadly 

defined regional cohesiveness through transnational trade and production networking. This 

process is in contrast to European integration which has focused on regional institutional 

arrangement from the very beginning. Eastern Asian economic regionalization at the 

regional level is primarily market-driven and contains a broad range of interactions 

between States, subnational units or enterprises primarily for the purpose of maximizing 

their own political and economic gains. States, unilaterally , bilaterally , or multilaterally , 

encourage and facilitate &a-regional trade and investment flows, and technology diffusion 

at the fm and the sectoral level, and launch transborder cooperative projects. The 

intensification of these interactions not only creates or enhances connections between the 

actors involved, but also sharpens their differences and nurtures new sources of confiicts. 

This snidy of Northeast Asian TBGZs has made three broad theoretical arguments 

Palmer, The Nav RegionaliFm in Asia and the Pacifc, Chapter 1. 



to enhance the understanding of the increasiugly complex international regional integration. 

First, international economic regionalization as a phenornenon or a process, if driven by 

the market, does not necessarily require the integrative states to perceive each other fust 

as partners. Power contenders can also encourage and facilitate cross-border economic 

connections. State-arrangeci integration, in contrast. can proceed only when a partnership 

exists between participant states, or at the least when the conditions for a partnership 

prevail. In the latter process, al1 participant states should have accepted the perceived 

regional common good which is believed to bring mutuai gains. Otherwise, it is impossible 

for them to reach agreements on state association and the obligations and commitments 

spelled out in any agreement can hardly have tmly binding effects. In this regard, the 

market-driven economic regionalization as a dynamic process rnay possibly lead to formal 

instinitionalization when certain conditions are met, and it may also likely head towards 

informal regime building over a fairly long period. 

Second, the rnarket-driven integration as a process cm increase the awareness of 

the necessity of regional approaches to address increasing transnational concems arising 

from intensified transactions across national boundaries . Although regional ins titutional 

arrangements does not play an essential role in building intra-regional connections at its 

formative stage, regional approaches are increasingly perceived as better alternatives to 

accommodate growing common concems. In this regard, institutionalization can not be 

perceived as the sole criterion to either define or measure the degree of international 



regional integration. 

Third, such a process, in contrast to state-arrangeci integration, designates different 

roles for the state, subnational units, fums, and international organizations . Nevertheless , 

as the study on Asian TBGZs has shown, firms, TNCs in particular, international banks 

and institutions, subnational units, and NGOs, di can make vital contributions to regional 

integration or disintegration. 

This study has discussed the conditions of and limitations on post-Cold War 

subregional cooperation in Northeast Asia, and the regional implications of transborder 

connections at the micro level. The fundamental question is whether economic 

regionabation can or cannot contribute to regional institution-building, through which 

political barriers can be removed and tmst can be established. As the study's Iiterahire 

review indicates, the general theoretical assumption embedded in the liberal understanding 

of international relations is that international integration will demand coordination by 

supranational institutions. The functional spillover effects of economic integration will 

inevitably lead to institutional arrangements at the supra-state level . 

Indeed, as Robert Gilpin notes when cornrnenting on several economic studies of 

integration in East Asia, " . . .(I)nstitutions are important in understanding how market 

forces affect international affairs.. . " This is not only because institutions can decrease 

transactions costs, reduce uncertainties, and enhance efficiency by making coordination 

possible among multiple actors as economists have suggested, but also because institutions 



can "create d ~ r e n t i u l  opportunities and constraints on economic activities" as some 

political scientists have pointed out.' More imponantly, however, it is seldom noted or 

acknowledged that : 

Institutions do not create opportunities and constraints equally (italics by 
this author) for al1 fïxms and consuners. By their very nature, institutions 
exclude some participants and have powerfùl distributive effects both 
domestically and internationally. In fact. as we al1 know but too frequentiy 
forget, institutions are created for purposes of rent seeking and 
redistribution perhaps as frequently as they are created tu increare 
efficiency(ita1ics by this author). "' 

Although this snidy has not dealt with the rent seeking effect of institutions, their 

redistributive role perceived by Nortfieast Asian states in subregional cooperation has been 

extensively explored. Thus, I conclude this study by focusing on the institutional 

challenges of the emerging TBGZs and how political barriers continue to constrain 

economic cooperation in Northeast Asia. 

This study has demonstrated that intensified cross-border transactions have 

displayed a pattern sirniiar to what Scalapino has observed throughout the region as 

activities of subnationai uni& and firms which are seeking development oppominities 

through local internationalization. They are not part of any regional blueprint to build an 

edarged institution to accommodate a regional common good. These activities have 

fostered extensive transborder connections at the micro regional Ievel which are becoming 

Gilpin, "Comment. " 120. 

ïbid. 



an important component of the emerging Eastern Asian trade and investment oriented 

integration. Although proceeding without the presence of any supranational institution 

coordination, they have included various forms of cooperative behaviour by states, i.e., 

foreign policy adjustment, domestic reforms, and bilateral or multilaterd consultations. 

More importaotly, cross-border connections are often rnaintained due to the fact that 

institutional and ofher sensitive issues between states are shelved, not resolved. "Agree to 

disagree " is becoming a practical n o m  to be increasingly applied by rnany Asian states in 

handling their differences in international relations. 

Sino-Russian border trade started with bilateral agreements to improve the relations 

between Beijing and Moscow by opening up the border on each side for local trade 

activities. Both sides clearly accepted the principle of "agree to disagree" in handling their 

political relations whüe localities on both sides were allowed to pursue cross-border 

connections. When cross-border exchanges became chaotic because of lack of coordination 

and regulation, both sides agreed to take unilaterai measures to restore order at the border. 

One of the very few coordinated cross-border projects is the Ussuri River project. Its 

coordination work, however, is organized and done by the Trilateral Steering Cornmittee 

of the URWLUPP which, interestingly enough, is funded and led by the American 

National Cornmittee on USIChina Relations. This case has shown that cross-border 

connections at the micro level fostered by increased border-crossings have limited impact 

on subregional institution-building. 



The Tumen project has presented a different case. It has taken a different approach 

from the very beginning due to the nature of the project itself. It began with a clear blue- 

print which was focused on institution-building. The project, reflecting a general clirnate 

of post-Cold War good will, was intended to create a set of sophisticated economic 

dynamics through joint efforts for a TBGZ in the border area linking Russia, China, and 

North Korea. It also planned to include Mongolia, South Korea, and Japan. The ultimate 

goal was to foster a comprehensive multilateral institutional mechanism to help remove 

political barriers and thus enhance mernber states' ability of being cooperative in handling 

their differences. Its unsuccessful diplornatic negotiations have shown that institution- 

building among former political rivals depends more upon the political will of the member 

states than the perceived economk benefits of the projected cooperation. The redistributive 

effect of the projected institutions perceived by participant states has played a key role. 

Conditions of and Limitations on Subregional Cooperation 

Within this context, let me retum to the seven key propositions outlined in Chapter 

Three on the political economy of the ernerging TBGZs in Northeast Asia. The first 

proposition is that the lower the security threat perception held by a state concerning its 

neighbour, the more likely the possibility that cross-border transactions and local 

co~ections between sub-states in the frontier will be encouraged, facilitated, or tolerated. 

Both cases have shown that the scope and the depth of cross-border connections at the 



micro level, and the pattern of cross-border cooperation are dictated and shadowed by 

national security concerns. Thus, political trust between states is the most important 

condition which promotes or constrains advanced transborder cooperation in Northeast 

Asia. 

The second proposition is that the more decentralized the domestic politicai 

structure, the more likely the possibility that localities wiii become aggressive in pursuing 

cross-border connections. The two cases have presented evidence that the intensification 

of border trade, investment and other flows is rnainly the product of national policy 

changes in economic liberalization, decentralization, and internationaiization. Special 

economic zones set up by the national govemment but nui by subnational uni& to promote 

local foreign connections are more a national response to the increasingly cornpetitive 

international market rather than a national reaction to calls for subregionai cooperation. 

Given the nature of the micro level transborder connections, it is no wonder that &a-state 

power configurations have been a major source of policy changes. The Chinese and the 

Russian decision to keep the border open and establish special economic zones dong the 

border is entirely a national calculation in which national interests are believed to be better 

served and from which many local special interests can also benefit. It is the domestic 

power restnicturing in China and Russia that made it possible for localities in Dongbei and 

the RFE to pursue a more aggressive engagement with their foreign counterparts while 

states had difficulties in negotiating compromises. Economic and political uncertainties 



arising from the ongoing domestic transformation in China and Russia will therefore 

continue to loom large in cross-border cooperation in that area. 

The established cross-border connections have made many border areas, which are 

usually far away from the national economic and political centre, more dependent on 

foreign connections for local development. There has been a growing local consensus in 

both the RFE and Dongbei that developing cross-border cooperation is one of the very few 

alternatives available for the frontier economy on both sides. At the same tirne it aiso 

becomes clear that the national centre is financially unable to support local projects in the 

border area which are no longer seen as strategically vital to the centre. As a result, some 

important trends have emerged. Whiie local special interests are becoming more aggressive 

in seeking cross-border ties, the national centre is very cautious due to political concerns 

over national security and govemance. The state wants to assure that national security 

concerm be addressed before the central approval is given to local cross-border projects. 

The decentralized dornestic political structure has made it more difficult for the centre to 

exercise control over local foreign connections. As a result, local cross-border relations 

have increased interna1 tensions over who gains and who loses. 

This study has aIso shown that border trade can boost the local economy to a 

certain extent, but that sustainable subregional growth has to rely on deep production 

connections. The lack of access to international capital, technology and consumer markets 

is the most prominent economic factor which, as the third proposition has assumed, indeed 



conditions subregional cooperation on the Northeast Asian continent. Because of the level 

of integration and cooperation in the two cases, this study bas not found clear evidence to 

support the fouah proposition on the linkage between the intensity of cross-border 

transactions and international institutional coordination. Some of the issues such as 

business disputes, illegal migration, cross-border crimes, smuggling, and banking 

problems which arose h m  border Bade between China and Russia were dealt with mostly 

unilaterally or bilaterally by functional agencies of the central governent or local 

govemments. Agreements on cross-border projects between China and North Korea, and 

Russia were concluded and their coordination work was done mostly through bilateral 

negotiations and consultations. 

The two cases are generaily supportive of the fifth and the sixth proposition on the 

national perception of asymmetries in cooperation and the number of participants as two 

important variables affecting national decision-making especially on forma1 regional 

institution-buiIding. Although it is still hard to ver@ the close-door decision making in 

China, Russia and North Korea, the information available for this study has reflected that 

"weaker" states are particularly concemed about the impact of the relative gains of other 

states. Zero-sum calcuiation plays an important part in negotiating compromises. More 

importantly, the Tumen case study has also reflected that the estimated immense potential 

gains of this ambitious project have deepened the perception of asymmetries arnong the 

three riparian states. The distribution of the projected investment and the location of the 



massive construction of the planned infrastructure both are seen as to affect power 

redistribution substantially. The grand visions of the cooperation project and its enormous 

potential gains, therefore, have created additiona! difficulties in convincing participant 

states tu cooperate. This can be seen as one of the major reasons to convince the UNDP 

project team to make the project more moderate and less arnbitious in its second phase. 

The two cases have also indicated the tendency that Northeast Asian states are stiU 

more accustomed to, and comfortable with, bilateral interactions between states-a 

traditional pattern- especially in handling those sensitive issues. It is Beijing and Moscow 

where agreements were reached on issues like how widely the border should be opened up 

and how border-crossing problems should be tackled. On the contrary, the multilateral 

approach in the TRADP has met with extraordinary difficulties, even though the UNDP 

has successfblly brought these former political rivals to the negotiating table. Much of the 

time has been spent on dealing with procedurai problems. These points will be discussed 

further in the section below on China. 

The seventh proposition assumes that the deeper and the wider the local economic 

ties, the more difficult for the states to consider non-peaceful means to resolve politicai 

differences. The two cases have shown some positive trends in which the intensification 

of border trade and investment activities have increased bilateral consultations and 

meetings at both the state and the local level. It is hard to daim that the recent Sino- 

Russian agreement with the other three central Asian states on miiitary confidence building 



in this border area is the outcome of several yearst efforts of transborder cooperation at 

the micro-level. However, the estabiished cross-border economic ties at the micro level and 

the increasing desire of States in seeking peaceful means to assure stability in the frontier 

for a more viable business environment are arnong the imposant factors leading to the 

conclusion of this agreement. 

The legacy of international rivalries in Northeast Asia has important implications 

for the restructuring of subregional international relations. This study has shown that the 

historical legacy of more than a century of international rivalries between major powers 

over this area has rnixed effects on cross-border connections. While the early Russian 

invasion and the Japanese wartime atrocities are well remembered in the Chinese Dongbei 

and on the Korean peninsula, the b e n s e  size of the Chinese population often reminds 

many Russians of the danger of another "Yellow peril" if the border is Ieft open too 

widely. At the same t h e ,  the growing local foreign connections that Dongbei is 

developing with its neighbours also reflect the impact of its traditional links. Heilongjiang 

has the most connections with the RFE. Jilin's foreign ties are mainly with two Koreas. 

Liaodong peninsula has found the largest Japanese presence in China. Although many 

Chinese are aware of the strong local anti-Chinese sentiment, the RFE remains very 

attractive to many business people in Dongbei. 

These findings suggest that market forces often drive economic activities to go 

beyond national boundaries and look for profit-maximizing opportunities. The distributive 



nature of supranational institutionalization, as Gilpin has stressed, requires political 

commitment fiom the state. Whether the state is willing to make such a politicai 

commitment depends upon power configurations between States and also within the state, 

and how national interests are defineci. It is particularly important to take into account what 

the powerful distributive effects of the projected institutions will impose on the state. 

Furthemore, the politics of relative gains also generates disintegrative forces which often 

become new sources of tensions. The issues arising ffom the development of TBGZs in 

Noaheast Asia, and Northeast Asian participation in the emerging Eastern Asia are multi- 

faceted and intertwined at severai levels. At the state level, political and security concerm 

are paramount although economic development has been given priority. At the sub-state 

level, local ideotity and special interests are competing with counterparts not only from 

foreign territories but also fiom within. Developrnent has proved to be not just about 

economic growth, but also about political identity . Hence, subregional cooperation and 

transborder connections in post-Cold War Northeast Asia are conditioned and limited by 

institutional challenges as well as economic barriers. 

China and Its Neighboun: Economic Partners and Power Contenders 

Many regional observers have pointed out that Asia Pacific is a region in a state of 

flux. The old bipolar system has ended, but a new pattern of distribution of power has yet 



to take shapeO4 Some other scholars like Harry Harding have argued that the new regional 

system may never be either bipolar or multipolar. It wiil rather be something quite new. 

He calls it a multinodal system. Polarity implies antagonism and a balance of power 

between or among major regional players. The increasing interdependence in the region, 

however, has substantiaiiy reduced the flexibility of any alignrnent between States by which 

polar systems are characterized. Furthemore, the emergence of so many economic and 

political centres has almost ruled out the possibiiity of hegemony by any single state.' It 

indicates that traditional antagonistic systems will be replaced by new systems of 

interdependence. Aithough what the new system will be is still a question of wait and see, 

changes in the post-Cold War era have produced many uncertainties. One of them is the 

concem about the role of China. 

China represents a primary area of concern simply because of its massive size, the 

rapid growing economy and also the consequences of domestic tran~formation.~ It is 

panicularly the case among China's neighbours. China has been actively seeking a peaceful 

See Paul Dibb, Towards A New Balance of Power in Asia (London: IISS/OUP, Adelphi 
Paper 295, 1995), Yahuda, The International Politics of the Asia-Pacific, and Robert S .  
Ross, ed., East Asia in Transition: Toward a New Regional Order (Armonk, New York: 
M.E. Sharpe, 1995), 255-89. 

Harry Harding, "Order and Organization in the Asia-Pacific Reg ion, " in East Asia in 
Transition, ed. Robert S. Ross, 344-54. 

See Ralph A. Cossa ed., Asia Pacifie Confidence and Securizy Building Measures 
(Washington, D.C. : The Centre for Strategic & International Studies, 1995), 2-3, and for 
discussions on sorne recent trends, see Ross, ed., East Asia in Transition: Toward a New 
Regional Order. 



international environment since reform. Afier the late 1980s, however, much of its 

emphasis has been placed upon cultivating a fiiendly relationship with ail its neighbours. 

More than a decade of mulin zhengce (good-neighbour policy) has successfully gained 

China the most relaxed relationships with ail neighbours in centuries. China has opened 

up its border to and promoted economic connections with al1 neighbouring countries. Trade 

activities have transfonned the border into a nexus linking rnany of China's peripheries 

with their foreign counterparts. China is now perceived among its neighbours as an 

economic partner because the Chinese market has displayed the most promising potential 

for national economic performance improvement. At the sarne t h e ,  it is also treated very 

much as a power contender trying to restore its ancient glories. China's long term strategy 

to enhance its zonghe guoli (comprehensive national power) is the major issue keeping its 

neighbours cautious in developing cooperative relations with China. This helps explain the 

contradictory trends emerging in the post-CoId War Northeast Asian subregional 

cooperation. 

On the one hand, difficulties in attracting international investment into this 

continental corner of Northeast Asia create mutual needs between China and its Northeast 

Asian neighbours. For instance, it is not only China that benefits fiom cooperation with 

Russia. Russia needs China to purchase its industrial products and technology, because 

Russia's international market is shrinking dramatically. Despite the pressure arising from 

its irnbalanced border trade with China and illegal Chinese migration. Russia keeps the 



border open simply because China is the most importaut supplier of affordable daily goods 

to the RFE. The continuation of a close relationship between China and North Korea not 

oniy serves China's interests in maintainhg the status quo on the Korean peninsula, but 

perhaps more importantly becomes the only alternative for the survival of the Nonh 

Korean regime, although the Chinese support is becoming iocreasingly limited. The end 

of the Cold War has drastically diminished the international space in which North Korea 

c m  move. There is no longer any free ride for North Korea between its two giant 

neighbours. The pressure stemming fiom South Korea's more subtle relationship with both 

China and Russia-the traditional allies of North Korea-is mounting. Thus, a cooperative 

bilateral relationship can be seen more vital to North Korea than to China. Perhaps this is 

why each state has displayed great patience in negotiating the TRADP project although not 

much substantid progress has been made. 

On the other hand, the slow and difficult beginning of the TRADP has also 

displayed tensions between power contenders. The TRADP is a Chinese initiative and 

China is the most active supporter. China's motivations are clear. There is no doubt, 

however, that North Korea and Russia will benefit from this joint project. For instance, 

the expansion of Chinese exports and imports through the Sea of Japan will increase the 

demand for using pon facilities in both North Korea and Russia. Yet, zero-sum 

caiculations in Russia and North Korea have given indications that China will gain more 

fiom the cooperative project than the comparatively weak Russia and North Korea. Thus, 



both countnes are not cenain how this relative gain wili contribute to power redistribution 

in Northeast Asia. Over the past several years the multilateral negotiations led by the 

UNDP and conducted between TRADP participant countries can be seen as ensuring that 

China will not be left to set the agenda. Given the potential instability of the region, China 

does not want its access to the Sea of Japan to be controlied by one country, either Russia 

or North Korea. These perceptions severely constrain UNDP efforts to reduce tensions of 

bargainhg and increase the confidence in cooperation. 

The multilateral approach of the TRADP is not very successful in creating a solid 

foundation for these former political rivals to cooperate. The Russian and the North 

Korean reluctance in participating in this multiiateral joint project does not weaken China's 

position in Northeast Asia. Russia and North Korea thought that they could attract 

international investment by their own rich natural and human resources, and their excellent 

geographical locations for building modern seaport facilities. Yet, political uncenainties, 

the lack of a feasible business environment, the comparatively weak credibility for 

international loans, and the absence of international market access al1 have been proved to 

be more important than naniral resource factors. This has gained China an advantageous 

position to negotiate for a better deal either with Russia or North Korea on a bilateral 

basis. In addition, the growhg dependence of North Korea and Russia on China to supply 

food and cheap consumer goods has also enhanced China's position in Northeast Asia. 

The complicated relationship China is developing with its Northeast Asian 



neighbours has two elements. First, building confidence and trust between States and 

~ations, if not impossible, is a long and difficult task. Promoting border-crossings rnay 

help ease political tensions as the case studies have shown, but they have limited effect on 

the removal of long-standing political (sometimes dso social and cultural) barriers such as 

the historical legacy of antagonism and deep suspicions between the Chinese and Russians, 

and theû political and cultural differences. Furthemore, the unification of the two Koreas, 

China's unification with Taiwan, the r e m  of the northern territories, and other territorial 

disputes are political and security issues and their solutions are hardly affected by 

transborder ties from below. Second, transborder connections at the micro level have 

substantiaily increased the cost of confrontation. The two cases have further confirmed that 

cross-border connections at the micro level are subject to changes in inter-state relations. 

This means that no matter how strong local foreign connections may be, the state has the 

capaciiy to hold them back if national security concerns require this. 

This leads, finally, to the implications of transborder co~ec t ions  for ha-state  

relations. Chinese subnational units such as the local goverment at the provincial and 

county level have played a critical role in developing cross-border ties with foreign 

counterparts, as the two cases have shown. The development of TBGZs has indeed posed 

more critical challenges to the national govemance than to international relations. The two 

cases do not support the view that due to its growing local identity and foreign connections 

Dongbei wiil break away from China. On the contrary, a new bargainhg relationship is 



taking sbape in which Dongbei is becoming more dependent upon Beijing to provide 

political support and hancial assistance for local infrastructure projects and for local 

political and social order. What is unique in Dongbei is that most of the state-owned 

enterprises are still struggling to avoid bankruptcy and continue to depend upon state 

subsidies. The state subsidy has becorne an essential element to maintain social stability 

in Dongbei. 

Prospects for Northeast Asian Subregional Cooperation 

Subregional cooperation and the development of TBGZs on the Northeast Asia 

continent have some unique features and difficulties of their own. Large bodies of water 

between states are no longer seen as barriers to build transnational economic connections. 

Instead, they provide the comparative advantage by offering states surroundhg the sea with 

direct access to overseas markets. More importantly, states separated by the sea overall 

may have less concern over direct foreign security threats than those with land boundaries 

witb its neighbours. Transnational production connections around the Yellow Sea rim and 

Bohai area between coastal China, South Korea and Japan have been proceeding 

profoundly over the last several years, while subregional cooperation on the continental 

corner has been snick on cooperative forms. Perhaps this is an additional reason for 

cautious optimism on subregional cooperation on the Northeast Asian continent. 

If put in a larger regional context and compareci with Southeast Asian TBGZs, the 



prospect for Northeast Asian subregional cooperation and the development of TBGZs will 

also be constrained by relations between or among Chuia, Japan and Russia, each of t'hm 

can influence the changing regional subsystem significantly . Southeast Asian stares overall 

do not need to worry that a single state like China, or Japan, or Russia in Nortbeast Asia, 

if not handled cautiously in any subregional cooperation scheme, wi11 be left to set the 

subregional agenda. Furthemore, as Weatherbee has assurned, Southeast Asia has an 

established and well-functioning institutional framework to discuss and also extensive 

experience to resolve differences. However, China has been active in the Greater Mekong 

Subregion (GMS) project at the Mekong delta and also in pursuing close econornic 

connections with its Southeast Asian neighboue. The GMS, in particular, is a 

multinational project that shares some common features with the Tumen project. It is 

coordinated by the ADB. If the above observation holds, then some important questions 

are raised for a comparative snidy. What is the role of ASEAN in promoting TBGZs in 

Southeast Asia? How do Southeast Asian states accommodate differences with China in this 

subregional institutional framework? What strategy does the ADB take to make it work for 

a subregiooal cooperation project including six member states with so many differences? 

How do Southeast Asian states see the Chinese involvement (both the cenaal and the local) 

in TBGZs and their Chinese connections? A comparative study of these questions WU have 

important implications for subregional cooperation in Northeast Asia and Eastern Asia as 

weii. 



What will be the future of subregionai cooperation on the Northeast Asim 

continent? It is likely that a more flexible and stable environment will continue to be 

present in Northeast Asia. More subregional cooperative efforis at both the macro and 

micro regional level wiu be drawn to exploit each one's comparative advantages. In several 

geographically overlapped areas, local links with the dynamic economy of Eastern Asia 

wiU grow. Increasing economic transactions across political boundaries wiU require policy 

coordination and cooperation. While it is plausible to assume that transborder co~ect ions 

will end up in pulling much closer these former political and ideological rivals and 

different economic systems, it is also justifiable to think that those harddying strategic 

perceptions and divergent national interests will keep states frorn coming too close. New 

tensions will be triggered by concems over who gains what and therefore in turn curb 

subregional cooperation efforts. 

Interestingly, both the difficult position of each state in intemationalizing its local 

economy and the appeal of joint efforts to attract foreign investrnent have forcefully 

indicated that there is a chance for cooperative trends to be sustained and M e r  developed 

on the Northeast Asian continent. As Burnham Campbell's economic study points out, a 

little effort in this direction wili make a big difference in trade creation and trade diversion 

among themselves.' Nevertheless, this study has contested that whether or not Northeast 

Asian states will cooperate does not merely rest upon the absolute material gains of 

Bumham O. Campbell, "Prospects for Trade and Regional Cooperation, " in Nonhemt 
Asia in Transition, ed. Valencia, 9-47. 



economic cooperation. It has been demonstrated that the lack of politicai will and the 

perceived political and economic risk to &se from the relative gains of cooperation will 

continue to play an important part. This wili be further complicated by the many 

uncertainties inherent in the process of redefining national interests which is taking place 

in Russia, China, and Japan. Given the unique geographical location, China, Russia, North 

Korea and other Northeast Asian states al1 increasingly acknowledge that multilateral 

collaboration has a more promising future for subregional growth on this continental 

corner. Collaboration among more than two states has to have some kind of institutional 

coordination, no matter how loose it will be. Thus, it is most likely that the political will 

to build international institutions to enhance cooperation will increase slowly while 

cooperative trends and discussions are maintained and cornpetition becomes more intense. 
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